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INTRODUCTION

A. Overview_apd Major Goal

The'project is entitled, Parent ng pesources Implementation Model

or PRIMO. It was an outgrowth of.the Earty Chifdhood Program which

developed a set of strategies and related projects designed to enhance

the'delivery of parent education. During the past eighteen months.

PRIMO has gradually\lioved from wholesale muterial ddvslopment into the

areas of research and service. The' activities undertaken\for this

project perial were designed to establish a tiasis for engaging in new

directional thrusts with respect to parent education. A brief back-

ground for the scope of work carried out in this'period is discussed in

the f011owing paragraphs, .

PRIMO hypothesized that the majorissues fdcing.parent education

pff6rts today were: (1) defining the variety of client groups, (2) deter-

mining the array of needs, (3) developing and Implementing programs/.

activities to meet client neTis, (4) evaloting the success of program 2

efforts, and (5) maintaining relevance of such eff o,)t.r s, .'Pargnt education

is nuw 'available in one degree or another to parents throughout most of
44.

the -United States. However, much of the available pafent education is

not easily accessible to all groups of parents. Although many parent

ed4cation programs exist4 many parents do not participate iiTthem. .Whtle

post of the present programs are directed taward middle-clast" mdthers,rs

there are other grups &f parents who havE needs for pareht education.

Low-income families, for example, are often overwhelmed byithe very acts

required for t6eir.survival and., thus, usually have little eneegy left

oveA to devote to improviq their parenting sf011s: Parents-in special

circumstances--i.e., parents of the handicapped, single pai.enis,leenage

6

.V11,91.
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parens, migrant parents, potentially-abusive parents-7often are in need

of and waft special training. In order to beCome more effective, parent

education programs must be underpinned with gdois which reflect cl) a

V.

concer0 for parents iftall socio-economic and cultural groups who have

parent educatien needs, (2) a sensitivity and understanding with regard

to the considerable variability among parent needs, and (3) a creatiVe,

flexit-4e approach to'the range of pai-ent needs can include quIck one-

e: shot intervention to lonarterwcomprehensive assistance.
I,

PRIMO posited there was a growing need for a ballade. range of infor-
,

Vmation, materiais, and resource assistance to assist-yam-int educators in

addreSsing pa;-ents' child-rearing and personal needs. The' widespread

increase and incidence among today!s youth of (1) teenage pregananCies/

births; (2) drug. use, (3) alchoholism,.(4).Serious crimes, (5) sukides,

a
and (6) apathy toward the betterment of self and sOciety has been especially

troublesome for society in pneral and parents in_particular. This Licrease,.

Coupled with the steady technological adVantepents which'on one hand.

-
purport to make life more comfortable (makes,it easier to do thirigs),

on the other hand incmase life's compleilt/ (demands mor4 SopgIticated

skills-to-do these things), has add cw! to.the already hethey burden of child-
. .

rearing responsibilities that those/Who fulfill'the parenting'funaion

have to bear. To help alleviate the growing weight of this burden and

.to help 6EFan)fing prograws (and thus parentt themselves).to become more

effective in dealing with the complex aspects of cipild-reng,

appea ed to PRIMO that (14,-tr.e development'of more awarenetoncerning

resou ce options and their availability, (21 the provision of moi.e access

to tho options, (3) the provision of knowledge about how.to-choose and

how to -pursue the options chosen, and (4) the developmentaof skills-jn

using options chosen and evaluating-their outcomes.were important coAcerns.



Thus, PNIMO proposed to establistv.the basis for a resource center for

parent education called the Parent Educatiori Center (PEC), in order to

deal with lieSe concerns. The PEC was projected to help serve the needs-
_

cif practitioners, profes ionals and researchers in the field of parent

Wucation and to prov de-them with up-to-date information about parent

education materials, programs, ahd resources. The goarof PRIMO during

this.period A to develop the foundation for a Parent Education Center

(PEC) at the Southwest Educational Development Liboratol(SEDL). The

PEt..to be both nation;31 aii regionfi in scope, was designed iv: -

1. kovide systematic infOrmation about prent education'
materials, programs and resources;

supply training and technical assistance'to parent edu-
cation providers;

develop and distribute materials and products to meet the
needs of parent #ducatkr efforts in the region and to
somd extent throughout -he -nation. .

SEDL, through rroject PRIMO, was not prol;sallts_that it be funded to

join the.list of groups currently providing 'parent education. , Rather,

it proposed to develop the foundation far a resource center that 0) would

provide a range of services to those involved in the delivery of parent

education, (2) that would become a tocal point-for the collection and

dissemination of informaeion releiint to research in the area of parent

education, and (3) that would conduct important parent education research

:and,appropriate materials development.

ihe services that PRIMO'proposed to provide were to help fulfill the

following iunctions:

I. Program training and technical assistance

Material information gathering ind analysii

Product impact evaluation

3



4. Pructdissemination.

5. Netwprk/linkage development

Since pai-ent educationwis related to sevei'al disciplines, a multi-

...4S.. disciRlina plan for providing.resources would enable cross-discipline

communication to occur. The result would be an effective and efficignt

service in meeting the needs of paren;heducation providers. Important

was that the PEC be accessible to as many parent education providers as

SUL has a twelve-year history, of cooperation and coordiqatibn

with human..servfces providers, early childhood groups, educators, parent

education providers and community groups. In addition, SEDL is an

independent agencyv with the flexibility to work with all levels of

educatibnal'reirrch, development and service providers. It has the

contractual capability to utilize external consultants from all fields

In order to provide high quality products and services.. Conducting

research, dtveloping materials and providing service/technical assistance

are roles which Project PRIMO feels both Fomfortable, confident and
. ;

capable.

TheoPEC was projected to be a ifiable mettiod of not only conducting

an increasing amount of resedrch with respect to parent education, but also

the vehicle for maintaining a reasonable capability for development and

servi$ aCtivities. In addition to emerging staff expertise within

PRIMO, there existed'a core of resources which would be useful to the
A

PEC's development. hese resources included (1) technical expertise of

staff resulting from the materials development/testing activities; and

(2) materials themselves developed from previous phases of work. Staff

expertise lay in thb areas of parent recruitment, parent training, parent

program test 'sites, negotiating with parent programs, proposal development

4



identifyir prbgram needs and information/materi dissemination to

name 'a few. The resource materials included4'l) 16 multimedia training

,

packages designed for low-income parents/of preschool children, (2)'26 TV

spots'and 12 supporting booklefs'on selected child rearing topics, (3) the

Parenting Materials Information Center '('P1CC), and (4) the Parenting
ft

Materials Index. The development of thkse materials began in 1973, as part

of SEDL's Early Childhood Program. During the first phase of Project PRIMO,

.
technical expertise was further refined and attempts to describe how best

it could be used was presented in a draft program Implementat4p Manual. \

Support for.the foci that PRIMO chose to concentrate on was offered

frcmi several well-respected sources. Parents need assistance in knowing

how to more effectively influence the reahng of their children, become

better educated/prepared to do'thS6., and increase the viability of,"family

as educator" along with other'educational efforts (e.g., schooling,_parent

programs,community activities) all df which are.designed to enhance the

growth, development and success of chtldren ahd parents (GoodSon and Hess,

Bronfenbrenner, Honig, White and'Vatts, Margolin, Gordon, Croft, etc.).

fhe General Mills Study (1977 and Phi Delta Kappa's Nirith Annual Gallup

Poll, 1177) further emphaiized the need for parert education by an in-
,

creasing nUmber of persons and across an increasing range of topics.

In addition to providing more assistance for parents dnd families,

it was deteridned that parent education program prdviders needed increased

knowledge and skills in order to deal 41th the.growing complexity of parent

education. One of the best means for doing this was-through 'well-planned

then implemented trainil and technical assistance (Parent Education
,

Demonstration Program Implementation Manual, 1976). Supiport for improving,

M1

and brpadening parent education networks, linkages and adcess to along

with dissemination of information L'.out such materials appeared to-be
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Widespread (Garooguan, Kerckhoff, Aaronson).. Thus, PRIMO concluded that

I

(1) increased attention must be paid to the needs of parent education

providers so as to help.ensure better access,to information Ud resources,

(2) expanded training and technical assistance be provided fc;Ir parent

education koviders, (3) proyiders and their respective agencies establish

broader means of communicating with each other, and (4) continued provisiLn

of materials and services be made available to paerif education providers.

PRIMO decided to.work toward ensuring that the emergent Parent

Education Center would facilitate such activities, make sure that they

occurred in a systematic and organized fashion, and provide.better

accessibility to Materiats, resources and services,on the part of parent

education efforts in the southwest region. Such efforts would help develop

the informationiresourCe base for establishing the Parent Education Center

(PEC).

The long,, ran9e spal of Project PRIMO was stated :As follows: To

establish the basis for and operationalize a Pdrent Education Center in
a.

tOe southwest region'of tte United States, which is designed to serve the

needs of clients, practitioners, prOfessionals, and reseafthers in a

kdtematic and efficient, manner.

B. Statement of Objectives

The Center proposed to, have a reasonable mix of research, evaluation,

development, technical assistance/serviCe and dissemination activities.
a

These activities-were projected to take place concurrently with emphasis

on reseal:a, service and dissemination. Center activities would.be

basically addressing client needs in. the SEDL six-state region. Attention

also would-be focused on national-parent education issues and concerns as

much as possible.

6
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In order to accomplish-the goal of establishirig the Pcrent Education.

Center at SEOL seven objeCtives for Project PRIMO were.oroposed tor this

peripd'of work. They were as follows:

1. To asstst 44 sites within.the SEOL region In iiiitiatipg
or further deieloping went education efforts by pro-
vidingtraining and technical assistance, thereby
broadening the.expertise and capability of PRIMO staff.
*

To prqduce a b4e of information about parent education
programs and resources.in the SEOL region which shall
complement and support the'parent education materials
information base (PMIC) alrealy established in Project
PRIMQ. 46

To continue-updating/expanding the base of the Parenting
,Materials Information Center (PMIC) and the Parenting .

Materials IndeX (MI).

4. to continue the dissemination and distribution of SEOL .

x,
. parent education materials and products (parenttng tn

1977: A listing of Parenting Materials and Potitive
Parent Emiklets) in response to need ,requests.'

5. To initiate institutional linkage mechanisms which.will

$.....
facilitate the development of local and regional working-

% . relationships with parent'education providers, thlit
allowing for a 'more effective retponse to needs by

. Pt4oject PRIMO and the Parent Education Center (PEC)
Oen established.

.

.

0

To conduct a fbllow-up.study of the impact of multimedia
training packaged on parent participants at three (3)
levels: .

level A: Retention of parenting knowledge by particippnts.

Lev9l B: Changes in parenting behavWs,las reported by
participating parents..

Level C: Changes in parenting attitudes, values and/or
' 4 ' beliefs, as reported by participants.

To plan and conduct a'pre-marketing program designed to
facilitate the commercia) reproduction and publishing of
fifteen (.15) multimedia training packages.

An explication of the varioys activities rOlated to each of these

objectives can'be found in Seci1on'6 of the June ,197a Oroposal entitled,

"Scope of Work" which was submitted tO NIE.



,Scope of Work Changes

1. Objective One indicated that PRIMO was to provide 4-6 parent

p.
education prdbram sites with training.and technical alstance as a

meAns of broadening thëir7pertise and that of the,PRIMOHstiffl 'These

4-6 new'sites were in addition to three (3) ongoing tites PRIMO had

worked:with formerly. This totaled ten (10) poten'Xial sites for PRIMO

to work with in terms of technical assistance. The June 1, 1978 NIE

Notification of Grant7Naard reduceithe.number.of potential new tites

'From 4-6 to 2-3.

However, after,PRIMOrselected its new tites,And determined the AIL

amount of T&TA each woufd nee'd PRIMO found it possible to serve .three

(3) other new sites. These new sites had very interestinvprograms and

had expressed a Sincere desire and willingness to work with us. In

addition, their TATA needs were of a quantity that PRIMO felt it could

hanc'N. Therefore, the breakout in terms of MA sites that PRIMOwas

involved with was as folloWs:
4

Original Sites - 3
New Sites. 3

Additional New Sites - 3

2. Objective Two. This objective was designed, through p survey,

to produce a base of information about parent education pro4rams and.

resources in the.SEOL six-state region. Such information was viewed as
VN

an'important addition to the information base conerning ma4rials in

the PMIC. Activities 1-3 (See June 1978 Proposal submitted to NIE) of

-this objective were completed. At the end of July, the Research Associate

for PRIMO resigned to taki another position. The bulk' of.this objective's

responsibility was hers. Simultaneously, work on the survey to.that date

8
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indicated some uncertain4 with .respect to both the feasibility and

value of pursuing this effort further.

'Ittwas agreed befween NIE and PRNO that work.be suspended on the

- survey un il (1) a furthersexamination of similar-doCuments could be

comple (2). further contacts with sa persons regarding need for

parent e4ucatj9n.. programs and resources directory, (3) Vie PRIMO Linkage-

Conference s completed with the Conference used as forum for deter-.

miging the feasibility of developing this directory.

-
After severaq telecons between

Director, Dr. Moles recommended (1)

and (2) the the remaining resource's

tivit s (Mole, letter of 10/6/68).
do

the NIE Project pfficer and ORIMO

that the survey effort be eliminated

(fundi) be reallocated to other% ac-,

In a !etter dated 'November 8,_1978

to Dr, Moles, the PRIMO Director specified a revised set of objectives,

activities, 'staff assignments andfstaff time allocat4on. This set of

revisions was to replace the former Objective Two. In its place were

Objective 2.09.2.1, and 2.2. UpOn acceptance of,the proposed changes,

activities proceeded according to the indicated timeline. The revised

objectives are as follows:

Objective 2.0: To conduct a limited revision of materials
leader's manuals) contained in the twelve
12) origin 1 MMTP s produced by SEDL.

Objective 2.1: To implement PMI usage and evaluate 'that'
usane it sel cted teacher/social service
training institutions.-
%

Objective 2.2: To plan,,implement, and evaluate, on a limited
Le' basis; a system for lending PMIC materials

,upon request.

Activities related to each of the revised objectives can be found on
*

,pages 34-37 of the November 30, 1978 Interim Report.

410
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3. Objecti've Tive. Activities 13-21 Were not undertaken. The.,

expenses for coAning the PRIMO Linkaging Conference (11116-17/78)
.4

far exceeded estimated expenses. It was impossible to arrange for

organizing and convkning an advisory committee meeting. ,Given the

lack of funds to carry out.these activites, it.wasagreimV-that-they be

cancelled for consideratton at v_later-date.

D.. Summary

During the period of June 1, 1978 to November 30; 1979, Project

PRIMO engaged in and completed the, following activities:

Objective One: a. provided aolariety of training and technical
assistance to eight parent education programs
based upon a negotiated set of services:between
the nrogram and PRIMO.

Objective Two:

b. provided informal, limited technical assistance
to one additional parent edUcation program'
at:Huston-Tillotson College (Austin)--See
August 31, 1979 Interim Report.

did not reach a final agreement with one
program, although nearly a sear of discussion/
interaction was held. (See later discussion in .

this report for more details).

provided technical, assistance to several parent
education agencies/programs through conduct
of on-site workshops in Louisiana, Florida,
Maryland, Texas and Arkansa.

initiated plans for conducting a survey of '

parent education prOgrams as atieans of establishing
a base of information abdut parent education
_programs and resources in SEDL region; terminated
this effort with mutual consent of NIE.when
determined that such an effdrt would be dupli-
cative.of other efforts at that time,

b. replaced this effort with three (3) new activities
and thus:

- completed the revision of twelve (12) leak.,
manuals in previously developed training packages.

10



- Olanned and implemented a limited lending
of PMIC materials to local (Austin, rgquestors.

- placed, monitored, and evaluated the use of
the.PMI in thd teachWsocial service training
component of six univereities.

Objective Tnree: a. identified almost 450 new materials and of that
number acquired and cataldgued more than 250 as
a means of updating and expanding both the;PMIC
collection and.PMI infoAmation base.

Objective Four:

b. inalyzed more than 19,0 materials for'entry'into
the PMI.

disseminated SEDL parenting materials information
'to more than 2,000 requesters and to' apprgramately
3,000 participants attending some 50 or more r

different conferences; workshops, conventions,
meetings, etc. in isesponse :to requests.
ls

b. distrAuted through sale, more than 131;000 SEDL
,parent edmcation materials (approximately 130,300
Booklets,.900 LiStings, and 22 TV Spot Tapes) in
response ta written requests.

Objective Five: .a: conducted a workshop with key parent education
persons,from the'SEDL region.

b. received information from participants to fOrmu-
late a draft set of specifications for a plan of
action to increase networks/linkag4 between
anit among parent eduation providers in'SEDL rigion.

c. synthetized informatfon fr414.4rieft participant
suggestioni and produced tfticOnference proceedings
document.

POillIective Six: a. conducted an extensive followup impact study of
the effects of multtmedia training packages on
changes in parent participants child rearing
beliefs and behaviors.

b. produced a set of specific recommendations for
parent education program providers and policy-
makers.

Isc,

c. derived a set of queitions to form the basis for
future 'research gfforts.

Objective Seven: a. planned and.cpnducted a publisher's aleft to help
facilitate the acceptance for commercial repro-
duction of fifteen (15) previously produced multi-

. media training packages. ,

11 01



proVided a full complement of materials to 5-6
pubiishefs'who are contidering the submission
of an RFP to publish the MMTP's.

In thyections that follow, a more detailid description ls provided

with re!pect-tce.the various activities thal PRIMO initiated and coMpleted

in order to accomplish each of its o/bjectives as originally proposed with

the modifiFations discussed in the 'receding. "Scope of Work*Changes" section.

E. Definition of Termt .

Several specific terms\wire used throughout the written reports,

documents and activittes of PRIMO. Some of these terns are defined

differently by the variety of people who use them. In order-that PRIMO's
\

meaning of these terms is Cleai., the following wdlikin%definitions are

provided:

1. Parent Education,- those activities abncerned with the development
of parenting skills, attitudes and behaviors which help optimize
the development and education'of children; thus enabling parents
and those who,fill a parenting function to become more effecfive.

Parent Involvement - a range of processes through whig6ZAhnts
can (a) diScover, then further develop their strengths, talents
"and skills; (0) use these resources to enhance life for their
families; and (c) gain more control over their destinies.

3. Parent.Education Program - organized effort(s) which provide a
range of activities and use a variety of techniques to effect
both the child rearing And personal growth and development of
those performing parenting roles.

4.. Parénts - an individual(s) whoti Ocovide or help provfde a child/

' children with basic nurturancevlare, support, protection,
guidance,.and direttion as they grow and develop.

5. Technical Assistance - the processes involved with assisting
indivOuals, groups, agencies, organizations, and institutions
to develop expertise in carrying out'tpeir functions4roles more'
effectively; usually done through providing-services, materials,
consultations, training, etc., in order to accomplish desired

. and/or stated goals and objectives.

8
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.

OBJECTIVE ONE: To assist two to three sttes within the SEM -region in
P initiating or further deyeloping'education efforts by

157rov1dtng training and.technicai assistance, thereby
broadening the expertise and capability of PRIMO staff.

01.

As a consequence of PRIMO's initial phases, of wOrk, it was found that

-there was very little systematic otganization of plins, development of

parent education jktivities and utilization of materials png resources in

programs which wer) based upon clearly' defined client needs. Most evident
4 0

from past PRIMO experience with parent education prograims, was the fact that

a major need of many programs'centered around staff training with respect to

planning, development, implementation and evalua6on of a range of activities

to illeet the diverse needs of the intended target audience. In addition,

special\ltaiffing was neelned in the selection and uge of strategies involying

the use Of products and materialslas viable suPplemenis to parenting efforts.

During the past funieing period PRIMO proposed to work with a limited

number of communities to offer training and techntcal assistance in the imple-

mentation of parent education programs. Before site selection could begin,

PRIMO staff defined the levels of training and technical assistance (T&TA) a d

then determined the range of T&TA which could be pi.ovided.

1. Levels akTraining and Technical Assistance:

a. Information Assistance - basically involves provision of parent
ed4cation information with respect to currently available
materials, programs and resources. 1ATA at this level was
usually handled by phone or mail.

Site-Based Assistance - basically involves providing specialized
services to parent education programs (PEPss) either at the pro-
gram location or at SEDL. PRIMO staff.traveled to sites and
worked closely with site staff as one means of delivering this,
kind of.assistance. In addition, site staff came to SEDL to

_receive PRIMO ISTA on several occasions.

2. Range of Training and Technical Assistance ACtivities:

a. Parent education program (PEP) assistance with needs sensing/
assessment.

13 23
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V

Parent education program assistance with location of variout
resourcet to meet needs.

C. ,Parent education program assistance with identification and
selection of needed materials.

d. Parent education program assistance with dissemination f
information to clients and other programs.

e. Parent educatibn program assiitance with identiftcation,
recruitment, selection and organization of participants.

Parent education program assistance with development of plans,
(goaljiSd objectives) based upon identified or expressed
needs.

g. Parent education program assistance with staff training with
regard to PRIMO materials/prOducts.

h. Parent education program assistance with atsessing the effr-
tiveness of PRIMO materials/products.

e

i. Parent education program assistance with conducting media
r.campaign activities with certain PRIMO materials/products.

j. Parent education program assistance with planning the imple-
.

mentation q'specifi6 activities

The criteila for selecting sites to. receive PRIMO training and technical

assfstance (TVA) were based upon specifitatiOns that the PRIMO itaff deemed

as pecessati to (1) help sites understand the nature 9f.T&TA PRIMO Virciuld

provide, (2) help PRIMO understand the nature'of T&TA sites neededs and (3)

ensure that a common understanding be reached by both parties regarding the

extent of T&TA,to be providbd.

It was decided that sites considered for selection to receive Triewould,

have.to meet certain standards'and would have to operate under conditions which

are commensurate with the goals and objectives-of PRIMO.

Overall, sites were selected based upon two broad criteria: (1) the site

lwat suited to benefit from-Pi-IMO TVA, and (2) the site's needs can be "met"

by PRIMO T&TAI

"To facilitate site selection, PRIMO staff developed a list Of criteria
.46 ;
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to aid site selection. 4See.Appendix A of October 12, 1978 Interim Report).

Once the criteria were established, a total of thirty4ive potential sites

in Texas were identified and contacted. Of those thirty-five sites, fo4r-

, teen (4) were in public school districts, ten (10) were.A.fead Start/child

development programs and eleven (11) were classjfied as other; (See Appen-
a

dix D of October 12, 1978 Interim Report for names of potential sites.)

Letters Were sent to the sites during the first week of August 1978. A

responSe sheet and self-addressed envelope were enclOsed. Response sheets

were returned by eight (8) sites, Two sites,responded-by telephone expressing

an interest to'work with the proSect.

After contacting the sites that did not resport and.reviewing informa-
.

tion concerning the sites that did resObnd, th'e PRIMO staff identified six

sites to plan, iditiate and provide ongoing T&TA. These sites were:.
.

1. San Antonio 4tC's

2. Edinburg Independent School District

3. Fort Worth Parenting Guidance Center

4. Austin ISD Bilingual Progrim

5. Austin 13D Migrant Program

6. Extend-A-Care, Inc.

Five of the six sites selected signed a contractial document (Joint Work

Agreement) to participate with project PRIMO.

A working relationship did not materiglize between Project PRIMO and

Austin ISD Migrant Program due'to the fact thit.the prograM, after an extended

period of negotiation, finally decided thai the direction they woul4 be taking

in their-parental involvement component did not /ibe with the kinds of services

PRIMO had to bffer. In addition, the 003pctive of Title I in their school

district. emphasized reading, whereas Project PRIMO activities did.not focus on

reading.

15 Or-.
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The three sites that had previctus1:1 worked with PRIMO '78 were also cdn-

tallied to disc u*s the continuition,of ISTA activities for this funding year.

All three sites greed to continue receiving TVA from Project PRIMO: These

0 .sites were:

7. Mercedes Independent-School District

8. Lockhart Independent School District

9. San Antonio Head Start

Mercedes was provided training for staff trainers in the use oi the

MMTP's and leadership dynamic:. 'arent training was conducted asing alf

three packages simultaheously with three different parept groups tnat rotated

training sessions until ali pa'rents had bean trained with all-three packages,.

All three sites contihued to use the MMTP's, the TV Spot films and the

.Positive Parent Booklets.

4. Site Implementation

The sites selected varied in term?'of (1) the number:of staff,persons

assigned to parent education activities as compared to the number'of parents-
,

in the program, and (2) of that number, the percentdge of parents partici-

pating in parent education activities. It is,not unusual to firid that the

percentage of parents who participate in parenteducation programs numbei4-

far less than the total number of potential.parent participahts in a given

program. A variety of re'asons are offered to b_xplain this including Oarent

abthy, lack.of program relevance,,growing number of working.parents', and
4

'4

programs designed for mother as only parent, to name a few.

, In most of the sites; parent education activities were a secO;JIV7 com-

ponent. Primary activities of such sites included the following: child

care (Extend-A-Care); preschool education 4San Antonio Head Start and tan

Antonio 4-C.'s); elementarY;education Ikertedes, Uinburg, Locitart);

16 1
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bilingual, migrant and elementary education (Austin ISD Title I Migrant and

AustiooiSD Bilingual); and group and individual counseling (Parent Guidance
-t

Center, Fort Worth). The emergence of parent education as a major com-
,

ponent is new to many programs*dealing with children_and families. Thus,

the Unclear articulation of parent edUcation goals, objectives, and act4ities

may also Account for low parent participation: In order to provide a comps-
! ,A

ite picture of the PRIMO T&TA. sites, infirmation was gathered and divided

into two .distinct areas: Table 1 summarizes the demographic characteristics

of each site. Table 2 summarizes the range of T&TA offered by PRIMO to each

site: Data in this tdble was compiled from (1) the T&TA Checklist initially

illed out by sites;.(2) the joint work agreement; (3) site reports and

(4) interim reports. Table 2 displays a picture of T&TA that was requested

bx*the site prior to signing the work agreement; T&TA that was agreed upon

by the site and Project PRIMO, and additional MA that was provided by

PRIMO as the contractual Oriod progressed. .

The following discussion is a summary-of site ge,gographic information

and Site/PRIMO interaction with ,respect to the kinds of T&TA provided.

I. Mercedes Independent School District.

The Parental Involvement Project of .the Mercedes Independent School

District comprises the Parent Education Program and primarily serves low

income migrant parents of prekindergarten through Grade 5 school age children

(i.c, Title I and Title LMigrant federal funding). Migrant students make

up 40% of the District's 3,600 pupils.
I

Activities for the parents are conducted at tour (4)-ot-the seven (7)

school campuses and include (1) the active participation of volunteer par-

ents in activities dealing with the cognitive developmeht of their chilci6ren

in school and in the holl)e, and (2)the active use of the educational toy
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Table 2: SUMMARY of RANGE OF TRAINING,AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES .

PROVIDED TO PRIMO SITES

,....

Range of Training and
Technical Assistance

MERCEDES
SAN ANTONIO
HEAD START LOCKHART

Slte
Indicated
Need .

TSITA

Pro-
vided

Site
Indicated
Need

T&TA
Pro-

vided

Site
Indicated
Need

TIIITA

Pro-

vided

Aristing with Assessment
o PEP,'Needs

Appraise concerns/issues
Develop plan of action
Develop survey of needs
Conduct interviews of
participants .

Assisting with Location
of PEP Resources
Locate additional
resources -

Locate agency contacts
Locate.PEP contacts
Locate new materials/
products

Assisting with Identifi-
cation/Selection of
Materials

Conduct materiils
searches
Prepare-special mate-
'rial bibliographies
Lend PRIMO materials
Trein staff in use of
PMI

Keep PEP up-to-date with
PMI materials

.

Assisting with Dissemi-
nation of Parenting
Information ,

Develop strategies for'
disseminating information
to parents

.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

[x]*

[x]
x

Ex]

[x]/

.

x

.

[x]

x'

x

x

x

x

.

x

x

x

x

ix],
x.

Ex]

.

[x]

[xi

Etd

x

x

,

x

.

.

,

x
.

.

x

0

x

.

.

.

.

.

Ex]

.

...-Atarts--fcr-de*T-Oping and

using brochures
Plans for development and
use of newsletter
Plans for developing
informat49n-sharing

,

network .

:41x] indicates additional. T&TA provided by PRIMO
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-* Table 1:. SUMMARY OF SITE PARENT EDUCATION INFORMATION
GATHERED BY TELECON, OCTOBER 1979

SAN ANTONIO SAN ANTONIO FORT AUSTIN EXTEND-

MERCEDES HEAD START .LOCKHART EDINBURG 4-C'S WORTH ISD A-CARE

1. . What is the total numbec 4

of your administrative,
and provessional staff?

22 3 17 1 Coor- 13

dinator
9 Spe-
cialists

.What is the'total number 1 + 5' .

of this saff whose Community
primarylón-going job Liaisons
responsibility is
related to parent
education?

3. What is the total number 259 '900
of parents in your
program?

15 1 + 24
center
directors
and social
workers

4 1 profes- 2 +

sional +' part
8 com- time
munity super-
reps. visors

400 946 500 5,000 5,500- 650

4. What percentage of this
number of parents partici-

35 pated in parent education
actiVities?
What is the total number 378
of parent educatfon
meetings you have in a
Aar?

80% 50% 30% 98% 20% 100% 40-501r 60%

162

6.. What percent of all your 5%

activitfes.are xelated to
parent education?

25 138 24. 300 68

50% 20% 60 1O 50% 30% 20%

What year did your 1966

"program begin?
What year did the parent 1977'

education component k,

begin?

1965

1970

1970 1921

1975 1977

1969 1975 1900+ 1969

1974 1976 "1974 1975

9. What is the ethnic
composition of your
parents?

*MA-100% MA-49%
B -45%
Mother

6%

A .30% MA.95%
MA.69% . A -4%
B - 1% B -1%

MA-50%
B

Other-1%

A -56% 11A-00% MA-foi
B 18% A/B-10% A -50%
MA-10% 8 -35%

*MA - Mexican Amgrican
B Black
A , Anglo

c)(4
4'
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Table 2, Continued.

'

IDINBURG
SAN ANTONIO

4-C's FT !WORfH
AUSTIN .

,

ISO
EiTEND-
A-CAR

te

Indicated
Need

.

Pro-
vided

lte ,

Indicated
Need

Pro-
vided

te
Indicated
Need

Pro-
vided

S te
Indicated
Nee&

T'

Pro-
vided

Site
Indicated
Need'

Pr
Vided

-

,

d,

1 c'

1

1

.

.

.

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

.

[x]
x

Ex)

.

,

x

x

)

.

.

.

x

x

x

x

x

,

.

.

.

X

X

X

X

_

j

,

x

x

x

[x]

.

[x]

-

Ex)

[X]

X
c

,

,....

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

N%

X

x

X

X

X

A

(x)

x

x

x

x

-..

.

e

.

x

,

.

.

,

,.

___,

Cx1
r,

.6

.

[x]

,

.

.

.

,

v

_

X

.

.

,'

xJJ
xi

DO

x

.

x
)

[x]

rx 3.

X

X

[X]

#
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..sTable 2, .COntinued.-

.

Range of Traihing and
Technical Aisistance

MERCEDES
-"The

In kited
Nee

SAN AhTöNI0
'HEAD START

.

LOCKHART

Prd-
vided

lte

Indicated
Need

Pro-
vided

Ite
Indicated
Need

,

Pro-
vided

.

Assisting with Identifi-
cation, Recruitment ahd
Selectioneof Participants

Plahs for securing -\,

eligible parents
Develop criteria for
eligibility
Develop alternaXive .

recruitment activities
Develop method for .

selection of parents
. t

Assisting with Development
of Plans to Enhance PEP
Activities
Suggest and recommned
new aproaches

t Plans for increase in
don-center.activities
Plans for more proactive
parept role
Plans for activities for
more famity involvement

..

, Assist with Training Ac-
stivities Involving Use of
PRIMO Materials

, Paopnting-Materials Index
Mullimedia Training
*Packages (Family Roles
ond"Rel,atignships, La
Faniilla y el Respeto,
WaYs to Discipline
Children).

. TV'spots/booklets
.

Assisting With AssesSing
Effectiveness of PRIMO Ma-
terial/Preclucts Training
. Planning evaluation
activities ..

S. \

44

.

.

.

x

A

x
.

.

x

.

.

_

_

,

.

,

.

Ex]

x

x

x

[x]

x

x

Ex]

pig

.

x
y

.

--.
.

.

,

1,..._x

x

x

x

x

,

X
x

,

.

x

,

.

lExl

.

.

x

x
x

.

x

x

.

,

.

.

[x]

.

.

-

,

21



Table 21.COntinued4.

7

te

Indicated,
eed

te
Indicated Pro-
Need , vided

ite

Indicated
Need

$ te
Indicated
Need

X END-
A-011E

S te
Indicated Pro--:

Need vided.
4.
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Table 2, Continued.

*Range of Training and
Technicill Assistance

MERCEDES
SAN ANYONIO
H .1 STIRT"

r

/

i e
In.icated
N d

.TA

Pro-
vided

Site
Indicated
.Need

'SI

Pro-
'Med

Site
Indicated
Need

T&TA
Pro-
vided

.

. Jolans for user evalu-
ation of PMI
Plans for MMTP evalu-
ations
Plan Impact Study of
MMTP

. Plan evaluation of TV
mots/booklets.
Conduct T&TA.process
evaluation

Assisting PEP wiyi Media
Campaign Activities Using
PRIMO Products and Strate-
gies \
1 Plans for how to.work
with newspapers ard radio
and TV stattons

. Help develop announce-
ments
Plans for use of mate-
rial tn talk show and.
newspaper features

.. Plans for developing
liaison between PEP
and media .personnel

Assisting with Imple-
menting Specific Project
Activities

Help locate sources pr.
support from outside PEP
Aid with plans for re-
sponding to proposal
requests
Suggest additional
funding sources
Aid in plans for sub-
contracts fbr services
needed

; Identify other services
at SEDL which may serve
PEP needs

.

7

.

.

x

.

, .

-

..

x

[x]

Ex]

.

[x]

.

.

,

[X]

x

.

.,

,

-

,

.

x

.

.

.

,

...,.

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

\ '

.

L.
,

. .

.

C.%

E3 3/
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.Table 2. Continued.

EDINBURG

414 II

4-C's FT. WORTH
U IN

ISD
EN

A-CARE
PITA
Pro-
vided

ite

Indicated
eed

IITA
Pro-

vided

Site '
Indicated
Need

T&TA
Pro;
vided

Site
Indicated
Need

DATA
Pro-
vided

Site
Indicated
Need

VITA
Pro.d

vided

Site
Indicated
Need

r

.

..

x

s

.

.

Ix]

,

.x

I

.

%

.

s

_

x

x

.

X

X

gX

X

X,

,

x

x

I

x

,

x

x

x

a

X

.

X

X

X

X

x

A

X

&X

,

.

.

.

Exj

.

.

)--

/

4

x

..

x

..

t

-'474

x

[x]

A

e

6

v. 6
.4

.
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'lending library at two of the campuses:

The parent education component began in Mercedes

program is made up of ma Mexican American parents.

staff members whose primary job responsibility is related to-parent education

was six (6): one coordinator of parental involveMent and five community.

liaisons. ,The total number.df parents in the program spring this funding

.f.'

-in 1977, and the

The total number of

year were 259, and of that number 60% participated.in the varioui parent

edncatton activities. The program estimated that 5% of their total program'

activities were related toparent education. A total of 378 parent education

meetings,Were held during the year? The large percentage of parents reported,

to be in the Mercedes program was attributed Wthe'program's well-organized

parent education-program plan.

_pj_si_S.iteaLRIDescritio40Interaction

The initial contact with the Mercedes ISD was made.on August 1, 1978 to

discuss the continuation of TiSTA activities with Project PRIMAL Following

the 16gust 1, 1978 letter to site expressing interest in exploring additional

wayi to develop and carry out parent education activities, a meeting was

scheduled (a planning session) to (1) discuss activitiei for forthcoming year

1978-79, and (2)1Eonsider 'involvement of Project PRIMO 'in site's program.

A planning session was held August 28, 1978. DiscussitTifocUsed on

specif'fc activities for (1) identifying-assessing needs,12) writing a

general Went education plan, (3),specifying goale and objectives, and
N.

(4) eialuation activities".

Iraining sessions regarding use of the Multimedia Training Packtges for

parents took place September 11-12, 1978 for eleven (11) leaders and co-leaders.

Actuarsite training sessions for parents began later in September. PRIMO

orientation was provided,for the superintemdent,,federal program directorand

-25
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and,parental.involvenepi'boordinator to 'provide them with in-dipth 'background

,

information apout Project PRIMO.

A visft.Was made by the site to SEDL during thi month of February to

'discuss the identifitation of other services at SEDL.that 'may be of help to

site's parent education,program. Site requested inservice for identifying/

borrowing materials/reports on parent education. 4

Durtng the months of February and March, the site continued using-the\

MMTP's with parenpng grougp four nights a week.

A request was made by the site foriPI:Oject PRIMO to help in develciping

an evaluation instrument which could assess more formally the success of

parent education Ictivities conducted by the site.during this prograniryear.

The program felt that they had been very sucoAsful,and.wanted te find out

how much.and in what areas.
/.

The site staffinerith PRIMO staff at SEDL dUring.late April 1971 to

seek consultation on ways to establish appropriate eveuation procedures

for assessing outcomes of the parentin?sessions. 4

. Dr. Kay Sutherland, of Project PRIMO, pcov4ded the site with suggestions

for pianping and establishing anevaluation process.

Except for the adMinistrat\ive staff of the district'sfederal projects

all other staff was-aff\for'the summer. Thus, there were no activities.

planned during that period for parent education.'After summer vacaVon the

A,

site and Project PRLMO continued working together andAplanning for
\
pre-

service activities and discusked ways that PRIMO could further4ssist site

with parent education prclIgrain plans for.FY 79-80.

2. San Antonto Head Start "

The San Antonio Head Start Program currently operates fourteen ail4

education ceters C. preschool children of eligible low income families in

26
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. the citY/county area. The program provides mulci-services (eitiucational,

social, health, etc.).to the chiltren-and their families. The program

began ,in 1965.and the'parent education Gomponent began-in 1970. Fifty

percent (54) of the proiram aCtivities are related to parent education.

five (5) of the fourteen centeri *rate on a half-day or half-time

basis for children and,families ;,iho ;re only able to participate in the

-program on a limited time schedule.

The program has a total of twenty-two (22) administrative.and profes-

sional staff of which four (4) staff members' priTary on-going job respon7
*

sib.ili.ty is related to parent education.

The program had approximately 162 parent education meetims in t year

and a,total of 900 parents in the program. Fifty percent (50%) of the

parents,pallicipated,in parent education activities. The ethnic composition

of thi program consisted of fot3ty-nine percelit (49%) Mexican American; forty-

five percent (45%) Black, and six percent (6%) Anglo and other participants.

L).!or_LtatistrLifj,,ite

Following the August, 1978 letter to site, etpeessing interest in

continuing ihe T&TA activities with Project PRIMO and exploring additional

ways to develop and carry out parent education activities, a meeting was

scheduled to discuss the continuation of T&TA.activities with site. The

purpose of the meetiog was (1) to review past T&TA activities provided,

(2) how PRIMO materials could be used, (3) to discuss incl suir of nem°

centers, .0) to learn.about an expanded'parent education rogram plan and

(5) discikss ways,that PRIMO coyld coordinate with the p ogram, as weli.as
,

types of T&TA that PRIMO could provide. The site was asked to complete

T&TA checklist and work on a master plan for parent education that would

include Project PRIMO. Site requested the continued use of RIMO materials
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and continued training with MMTP1s. Site also, agreed *request additional

TA as neided. It was the intent of Project PRIMO, after the slte had iden-

tified its T&TA needs, to indicate the kinds d'f T&TA tf4y coufd provide.

A site visit was made on December.19, 1978 to discuss site's Parent

, Education Plan, T&TA Checklist, and to tentatively plan parent education

cig

activities with the site based on the program plan and the checklist.

In.the process of reviewi the site's parent education program plan

of activities for the coming year the site staff and PRIMO.agreed that

T&TA.could be provided in the following areas

1. deve]opment of more comprehensive needs assesiment

2. assist with identification, location and use of additional

parent education development materials for site activities.

As a result of these discussions, the sites-planned tol

1. plan and develop a more comprehensixe needs assessment with PRIMO

assistance

2. plan inservice activities for administrative level staff.and

center staff

develop a tentative schedule of training activit es and request

T&TA as needed

identify avdiovisuals and get more exposure to parenting material

resources

5. continue the use of TV Spots and Positive Parent Booklets

_

Initiilly, PRIMO provided training and planned w;th site in the develop-
4

,

ment of a more comprehensive needs assessment. PRIMO algo identified and

provided additjonal,resource materials as requested. A Joint Work Agreement

was reviewed and approved by site staff on January 25, 1979.

During the months of-January and-February, the site was in themidst,of
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the Funding Program Officer's visit, and.the evaluation of the center. Al-'

though the site requeste'd Positive Parent booklets, it was indicated thit the

earliest time that they could work tospther *with PRIMO would be sometime,

during late March.
a

Site visit was made by PRIMO staff during the first part of March. The

contact person for the,site had assumpd new staff responsibilities and another

site contact pe'rson was asiigned toProject'PRII40. During this visit, dis7

cusson centered on (1) parent training plans and schedule for the next

,
three months alftg with (2) T&TA acpVities and .a projection of-program

Parentlducation activities..

As indicated in the site's progress, repbrt (May 1979), the site was in

the middle of moving their present administrative staff to's new facility.
.

The site had' tompleted training sessions using all three of the MMTP's and

sixty Positive Parent booklets had beerupassed out, but the information cards

'had not been returned by reciMents. .Site had used PSA's for'parent.meetings,

but had not used the *Parenting Maierials Index,(PMI) during this reporting

period. Tentative arrangements were made to provide TA duri*ng the latter

part of June in p'annin§ for the fall'Preervice.and inservice training.

The site informed PRIMO that they did not have plans for summer.parent.

activities due to the fact that all centers would be clOsed, and ihit they,

would be moving their entire central administrative offices to a new loca-

tion during the months od June mid July.

In August, the site reorganized staff-duties and a change in contact .

person for the site occurred. Due to programmatic chan9es which réve4led:po

increased emphasis regarding parent education activitiesovery little action

took place;between the site and Project PRIMO other than discussion about
). S.

condUcting a needs assessment and the.conti-nUed use ,of PRIMO resources.

4
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3. Lockhart Independent School District

The Lockhart Independent School District, the agency of contact, has an .

early childhood pragram for handicapped children, an ESEA Title I Program

and an "alterna0ve school .systee.for teenagers with"drug and other problems.

...._There are a total of 2,744 students: 261 are Black; 1,472 are Mexican Amer-

ican; 13-ere American Indian, and 1,008 are Anglo.

Lockhart Kinder, where Project PRIMO was utilized, is part of the Lock-

hart Independent School District. The Kinder has 156 students; 11 Black,

87 Mexican American, and 58 An6lo. There are approximately 400 parents in

the program. One percent (1%) of these are Black, sixty-nine percent (69%)

Mexican American and thirty percent (30%) Anglo.

The target population of the Lockhart Kinder's parental involvement

program efforts are migrant parents of preschool age chiren. H ever, all

other pare:nts of preschool age cbildren may participate in these efforts.a

The Lockhart program.has one staff person, who is responsible for parent

education.in the program with eight additional staff members whose primary

responsibilities.include parent education activities. Twenty percent (20%)

of the program's activities are devoted or related to parent education. The

program had approximately.twenty-five parent education meetings within a
3

funding Sfear. There are 400 parents in the program of which about thirty

percent (30%) participate in parent education activities regularly.

Description of SitelPRIMO interaction

Lockhart Independent School District las contacted by Project PRIMO,

August 1, 1978 to inform-s4ii that Project PRIMO was interested in continued_

parpcipation of the site with the project.

A new parent education coordinator hdd been hired and the site was

interested in knowing what a continuation- of T&TA would involve.

30
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A letter was sent which described the range of T&TA activities and

services that PRIMO co Td provide. The site.was willing to continue-.igorking

with PRIMO, and agreed t reques T&TA as needed. The site stated.that they

would _not need training f MMTP's but would like to continue using them, and'

would schedule training sessions. The site was also interested in the con-

tinued use of the Positive Parent'booklets and the 16mm TV Spots with parent'

sessions. A decision was made to discontinue the use of the PMI.due to a

limited number of users and the lack of interest.

IV site visit by PRIMO staff was made on November 7, 1978 to discuss

PRIMO T&TA (second work phase) contftued TATA activities and to retrieve

PMI materials.

The Joint Work Agreement was reviewe4 4nd approved by site staff during

the month of January, 1979.

During the months cif February,. M'arch, April and Majf, the site was asked

to review revised copy of the Program Implementation Manual (PIM) and to

make written comments and reactions to it. The site continued using the PSA's

and Positive Parent booklets for parent meetings during this period. Most

of the Positive Parent booklets had been passed out and site had collected

response cards. The site expressed an interest in taking a sample of PRIMO

materials to the Association of Childhood Education International cofference

in St, touis to use as a display of additional resource materials. The

site's iiiresentation at the conference was entitled, "Parenting on a Shoe-

string." The site felt that they were invited because their parent model

or program is based on commitment rather than a grant or additional funds.

Site requested TA during the month of June to.assist.in planning for preser-

vice and inservick for teachers.

Due to the school's not'having a summer program, there were no parent
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education plans scheduled-for the summer, During the month of August the

site contact person and Project PRIMO staff discussed plans for preservice

and the possitraity of conducting a needs assessment prior to developing

a new PEP plan. Also discussed were ways'that PRIMO could further assist

site and the site's options with respect to retaining or returning PRIMO

provided materials.

4. Edinburg Consolidated Independent School District

The Parental Involvement Program (PIP) coordinates all the activities

-for parent pi-rticipation in the Edinburg Consolidated Independent School

District. Currently, the office organizes and monitors the activities of

124 active members of Advisory Committebs for the Office of the Superin-

tendent, (2) the fourteen (14) individual school campuses and (3) the

different Federal projects. This Central Office alsp provides.extensive and

concerted public relations services for the entire school district and the

community of Edinburg. A cable television program out of nearby Harlingen,

Texas also utilizes the Positive Parent TV spoi4 of PRIMO for information and

recruitment purposes. The program serves_primarily_mtgrant and low income

parents, and through its Outreach Project, reaches 4,000 residents through

home visitations and consultations. Of the overall program activities,

sixty percent (60%) of the activities are related'to parent education. The

program's parent education component began in 1977, and there is an estimated

number of 946 parents who are currently in the program. Ninety-eight percent

of the parents'in the program participated in 'parent education activities

tPatmere conducted in 138 parent education meetings this past year.

Description of Site/PRIMO,Interaction

The'Parental Involvement Coordinator for the Edinbuiv Consolidated

Independent School District was contacted by Project PRIMO during the month

-A
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of August 1978 to join in a cooperative wo k venture on Parent Education with

Projedt PRIMO.

The Community Pucation office of the school system coordinates all .

parental involvement activities for the entire district. The ParrItal

Involvement Coordinator vas interested in providing more substantive instruc-

tional activities for Darents_and thought that PRIMO's T&TA Mesljust the type

of assistance they needed.

Site wis contacted during the month of September to request informa-
Q

tion regarding parent involvement/parent education activities of the site,

and also to re'quest additional information about the PRIMO T&TA-Activity

Checklist.

During the month of November, the site and-PRIMO staff continued dis-

cussions regarding PRIMO/Site contacts, and discussed the feasibilitrof

PRIMO ,staff making a visit in order to intellact with site staff in assessing

local T&TA parent education needs.

The site was allowed to review and comment on the Interim Report pre-

pared by PRIMO to NIE (NoveMber 30, 1978).

A visit to site was made by PRIMO staff on December 13 1978 for the
,

purpoii-e-providing Administrative staff with an orientation to Project

PRIMO, i.e., its history, purpose, goals and objectives, add 'to review the

site's parent education program plans and needs for training and technical

assistance.

Although communication:continued between the site and Project-.PRIMO

from.September to December, 1978, the joint ffirork agrerent was not,signed.

until January 1979, due to the fact that the Director of-Special Services
41.

insisted that a "needs assessment for the parenting sessions be conducted"

before the joint work agreement could be formalized. It was agreed by the
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site and project PRIMO t4t the agreement would be signed pending outcome-of

neeids assessment.

,Traiviingwa requested during the- month of-February fo). six (6) ESEA

School Counselors who served as leaders/co-leaders in the implementation of

MMTP'S at sit's.schonl district.

On March 6, 1979, the site wai contacted by Project PRIMO in order to

ascertain (1) the status Of its parent education program, (2) progress of

. parent education program plans, (3) problems/needs of the parent education

Rrogram and (4) additional requests for T&TA. The 'site informed Project

PRIMO that plans for'conducting parenting sessions had not been formalized,

but preparations were being made to schedule them during the latter part of

April. Counselors from the District's ESEA Title I program conducted six

(6) sessions every two weeks using the Discip ine andla Familia multimedia
./'

training packages.

-The-site was contacted by Project PRIMO oncerning asiistance with

eValuating the revised Parenting,Information anual., In addition, informa-

tion was sought regarding site needs forT UTA.with MMTP training and

implementation and plans for summer p ent ed cation actiVities. Tlibr

Paredtal invillvement Coordinator provided An rientat:ion for her staff

regarding implementation of the parenting sess ons. She felt confident

. -that with'their previoui experience_as a pilot test sfte and with the "self' .

.instructional" nature:of the MMTP manuals, the.sessions,coUld be conducted

successfully without receiving additional PRIMO T&TA.

By the end of MaY, sii parenting sessions had been completed and both .

the leaders and co-leaders and parents were pThased with the training.

No summer activities for parent education were planned in that the

program was not in operation from June 15 through August,31, 1979.



During the latter part of August and September, techntcal ass4stance

was provided to the sfte coerdfnator concerning program planning and

resources.

S. Coordinated Child Care Council of Bexar County Inc. (4-C's)

The'Coordinated Child Care Council tif Bexar County, Inc. (4-c's) was

organiZed in 1959 and serves to mobilize public, private, agencrand individ-
,

" ual resources in.support of adequate and quality childacare services to

children of low income families, using neighborhood;based organizations'for

i'ffective servicedeli;erY. At'presento.the Council'provides comprehensive

child care and child development services to 764 children at' twelve (12)

sftes through subcontracts withlen (10) agencies. The Council is composed .

of more'than 120 perions including representatives of public and private

agencies, parents and interisted citizens. Since 1971, the .Council has

been involved th funding under,Title IV-A dnd Title XX, with close coordina-

tion and cooperation with the Texas Department of Human Resourdes, and main-

tains close communication with local collegeS, universities professional

associations and community agencfes.

The Coordinated Child Care Council, Inc., San Antonio and Bear County, ,

.Texas was contacted with respect to becoming a pftential site for Project ,

PRIMO. The 4-C's Program Coordinator was pleased and stated that IT) they
A

had. been looking for.assistance like PRIMO offered for tome timeind'that

(2) ft.appeared that Project 'PRIMO could benefit with.respect.io theirsneeds

,and plans. Thesite -reviewed PRIMO's-range. of TVA. services and designated'

those activities that wouldlielitt facilitate their pareent edUcation program,

efforts.., The site staff welt invited to-visit Project PRIMO for ari orienta7

tion and information-sharing meeting with PRIMOHstaff. Ttie site was asiced

'
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to bripg information which described plans, activities, etc. of their parent

education program. The orientation meeting with the site and PRIMO staff

took place on October 2, 1978. The meeting provided an opportunity to

exchange information about the program, purpose, goals, and objectives,

products and materials, activity, timeline's, ete. of both PRIMO and site's

parent education activities. The site was most receptive to the possibility

of working with Project PRIMO and indicated that.time was needed to assess

needs and/or preferences of Program'Oirectors of their twelve centers in

order to determine how PRIMOrcould best serve their owerall parent education

program.

Project PRIMO was asked by'the site coordinator' to make.a site visit and

presentation to thellirectors of the 4-C's Day Care Centers, at their November

monthly staff meeting. The purpoe of.the meeting was to Or9vide site staff

with rationale hittory of development,-goals and objectives, and products/

strategies of.Project PRIMO.

Site was asked to review PRIMO's November 30,1979 Interim Report as a

means-of better understanding the project. A planning meeting was held On

December 151 1979 to discus arrangements for PRIMO staff and Site Coordina-

tor to plan parenting session activities and training with use of the. Multi-

medja Training-Packages.

A Joint Work Agreement was reviewed and then signed by the site on

January 15, 1979. ,

,Training'of the leaders and co-leadens of the MMTP'ss took place at the

sitehon January 30-31, 1979 in San Antonio. Although parenting sessions were'

implemented initially at thi4ee centers (designated by'site). it was decided

that all dtrctors of all'the centers would undergo training sOivities

provided by RIMO staff. Fifteen administrative staff personnel, directors,.4



and head teachers were trained. Training was sCheduled and parenting sessions

were implemented at tnree designated centers during February .through April.

During this time, the site was asked to review the revised copy of the PIM-

4
and to make written comments and reactions to the re/isions.

Training was requested by the site on April 3, 1979 to train leaders and

co-leaders with the MMTP s at two additional centers so that they could begin

working with parents during the last two weeks in April. This time site

staff Were trained at SEDL.

Discussions between site staff and Project PRIMO were held during the

. month of May concerning ways 19 which Project PRIMO could help enhance

hborhood Centirs and coordination of parent education activities during

the summer months. Site staff listed the following_as concerns of the Neigh-
,

borhood tenters: (1) Parenting, (2) Parental Involvement, (3) Home Learning

Activities, and (4) Child-rearing practices. .

On Jung 6, 1979, PRIMO received information from the sites thal14-C's

would cease to functicin at the end of July 1979. It was suggested by the

program coordinator that Project PRIMO negotiate with each of theoNeighbor-

hood Centers ipdividually wi,th respect to providing TEJA in parent education

parenting sessidns.

Two,of the centers decided to continue woricing with Project PRIMO. The

Mt. Zion Center continued parenting sessions during the summer using PRIMO

materials along with other resources and the Inman Center discussed with

PRIMO staff their%plans for parent educAtion program and 'parenting,session

durillg the fall of 1979.

6.. Parenting Guidince ,Center

The Fort Worth Parenting Guidance Center an in 1975 with funding

that came from both the private and the public sectors of the city of Fort

A
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Worth. The parent education component began in 1976. Presently the program e

has outreach centerii in four different locations in the city and Provides

different kinds of.education classes for parents and substitute parents, a

volunteer' program; and a special treatment modefor the resocialization of'

abusive and neglectful parents.4,The center has a.total.of seventeen (17)

administrative and professional staff personnel and of...this staff four-(4)

persons have primary responsibility for parent education. Staff members

have background preparation and .skilli in several disciplines ingluding

eduCation, social work, philosophy, theology, math, guidance and counseling',

psychology, language and anthropology. Approximately fifty percent of 'the

-program's activities are related to parent education. The program has had

a total of 300 parent education meetingi during the past year. Participants

have included parent groups as well as Individual counseling tTients. -The

prograll had 5,000 parents to participate in the various parent education

activities that were offer d.

The ethnic composition of parents in fhe program Is fifty percent (50%)

Anglo, eighteen percent (18%) Black, and ten percent (10%) Mexican American

with twenty-two percent (22%) unaccounted for, based upon reports to PRIMO.

Fees for the service provided by the center areiessessed each participant
A

an4 are determined Oy sliding scale according to'income and family size..

Description of Site/PRIMO Interaction

The Parenting Guidance Center was contacted by Project PRIMO on

August 1, 108, concerning the' possibilities of 'PRIMO providing T&TA to

their pnogram, and the pro6ram becom!ng one,of Project PRIMO's sites.

he site was sent a criteria checklist to determine possible ways that

PRIMO miiht work with them. Information was also requesterconcerning the

site's projected parent education program plans. The site forwarded this
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information and aS a result,-PRIMO staff scheduled a meeting for site staff

to visit SEDL on October 26, 1978.

The meeting between site.and Project PRIMO staff was very productive,.

with the site indicating much enthusiasm with respect 4 being able to 'work

with PRIMO. Discussion centered around.site's program'and parent education

plans, as well as.Project PRIMO's resources, plans, etc.

The site requested that PRIMO s4taff Visit its center Novemher 9, 1978

and to make a presentation to the Director and staff. This presentation was

.made and covered (1) information and materials available, (2) T&TA that

could be-provided by PRIMO and (3) a review of parent education plan, needs

\

and f&TA needs for the coming year. Site requested information concerning

the rangebf T&TA'activities and how PRIMO could better serve their program.

Areas identified with respect to T&TA from PRIMO were:

a.. Develop more compreherisive needs assessment.

b. Assistance with the development of TV Spot format.

c. Assistance with plans"for airing selected TV Spots.

PRIMO staff trained site staff in use of !NJ., MMTP training was

. scheduled for a later date. During the month of December the site was
. .4

asked to review the interim,report that summarized the interaction of the

site and Project PRIMO., Useful comments were given. Site requested the use

of four specific TV Spots.- Project PRIMO was Informed that the site contact

person would not be with the program after-January 31, 1979.
dr

The jointmork agreement was reviewed and. approved by-site on January 14

1979, The TV Spots that site requested were forwarded to the site in late

January 1979.

During the month of March the site conducted a campaign a publicizp

the PMI; response was very good. The publicity campaijn consisted of the

5')
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distribution of-flyers, newspaper's-and newsletterwriteup, etc: This effort

continued during the _spring, months.,

. Positive Parent booklets were distr:ibuted, and the site was tble to

retrieve'some of the recipient.response i.nformation cards. A new director

of parent education component was hired in May and development of parent

education program plans includinvsupporting goals and ectives were under-,

taken. Site decided to continue to use PSA's during summer, and dis-
_

cussions concerning site pTans, actfvities, and reso ie-conttnued

/through the sdmmer art'd early fall between site and Project PRIMO.

7. Austin Independent School aistrict, Title VII Bilingual Program

The Parental Involvement Component that began in 1974 is one of four

that comprises the Title VII PrograM of the AI5D (the others.are instruc-

tional; human and staff development). The goals of the PIC are to create

an awareness in the parents of the educational process of their children,

'and to achieve differeht degrees of involvement throughout.the nine (9)

school campuses in East and Seuth Austin. One professional and eight (8) .

community representatives (liaisons) are responsible for parent education

activities. Approx s.tely thirty percent (30%) of the program activities

are related to p enteducatiOn. /he program estimrtes-tiurt--there-,e.re--

currently 5 5 parents.in the total Program. Ninety percent (90%) of'

the parents are Mexican American with the remaining ten percent.(10%)
if\

1 being Black and Anglo. Of the total parents in the program between forty

to fifty percent (40-50%) take part in parent education activities. Sixty-

eight (68) parent education meetings were held during the past funding year.

The Parent Involvement Coordinator of the, Title VII Program, AISD, was

contacted by Project PRIMO in early August, 1978 about considering to par-
.'
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ticipate with the project.

A meeting MS held on October 4, 1978 at SED with Title VII Program

staff to preyiew the revised MMTP's and PMIC Matria1s. Questions and con-

cerns were raised regarding the Joint 'Work Agreement between the site and

. PRIMO and the.kinds of T&TA that could be provided.

A planning session was held on October 17, 3978 at the site office to

discuss ways of successfully implementiTQIIMO products and strategies at

Title VII school.campuses. The session dealt with iisues about designing

and writing of parent education activities.appropriate for.the Bilingual

,Program (e.g. , needs assessment, purme, goals and objective, evaluatiori;

etc.).

Ate was asked to review and, comment on Project PRIMO's Interim Report

during the Month of December. 'Several useful comments were provided.

A site visit was made by PRIMO staff on January 12, 1979 at the site

office to make a presentation about Proj.ect PRIMO to the Director of Bilingual

Education andethe Parental Involvement Specialist. Discussion .zentered

around the copy of the joint work agreement and the proposed impact Study.

:The site staff members were.concerned about-the possibility of breach of

the Privacy Act, and concern for the need to obtain clearance and approval .

from the Research and Evaluation Office of the AISD.

On January 171979, Project PRIMO submitted to the Office of Research

and Evaluation, AISD, an application for research study: An Impact Study

of Parent Training on the Parenting Attitudes and Behaviors of,Parent Educe-

tion Participants.. The purpose of this lipplication and study was to con-

tribute to the larger effort of developing a model for gnhancing the ,

capability of parent education programs and to deliver more effective

services to their clients.
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Submission,of the application for review causeda delay in,the initial

implementation plans for site parent education activitiel with Project PRIMO.

It wai agreed that should/the impact study be disapproved, all other PRIMO

parent education:activities would be tmplemented as per the Joint Work

Agreement.

Plans were made on January 23, 1979 to discuss scheduling of MMTP

training.for early February. All nine (9) Community Representatives of the

Title VII Bilingual Program took Part in the training. The' Discipline

Package' was excluded from training activity pending the decisiop 'made by

the site's Research and Evaluation Office regarding the Impact Study.

Training with respect to the Multimedia Training Packages (Family

Roles and Relatienships and La Familia), Positive Parent TV Spots and Positiye

parent Booklets took place at SEM on'February 6-8, 1979. All Title VII staff

members pirticipated in'the training activities. f

As:a follow-up to the Training and Technical Assistance, site leadqrs,,

and co-leaders requested that PRIMO trainer help in conducting the,first

parenting sessions. This assistance was provided on an informal basis and -

consisted of observing the training presented by the leaders and co-leaders.

A PRIMO trainer attended training sessionsfor four weeks during-Ubruary-----

an4 March 1979.
.

On February 26, 1979 an Opeals meeting was held with the AISD/ICC

Staff and the PRIMO staff to appeal the decision to allow 'the Impact Study

, to be conducted in Title I Migrant antler Title VII Bilinpual programs of
1

AISD. Discussion with ICC involved: .(1) trainingpf in'teryiews, (2) sen-

sitive nature,of interview questions, (3) content iof MMTP, (4). training of

site staff, (5) utility of Impact Study results to AISD, and (6) use of

project faOlities.

5
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--Alatarch 6, tgri Teport-fmnthe-Paran-t-involvenwpt-lpiteitaitst-ilitte -

VII) included the following: Parenting sessions were currently'beirkcon- -
.

ducted once yeekly at three el.ementary schools, sessions were be4ng scheduled

to accoiarkidate more parents an4 the program was'engaged in the.recrpi,tment'

of more parents. Additional T&TAwas reiuested for training leaders to

implement/the Discipline Package. Site also reiluested technical, assistance

tvrovide community yepresentatives (leaders and co:leasiers) withinformi-
,

0 .tipn regardipg liadersh4p skills and interaction wiih/between parent

- participants and thi parenting sessions.

The Instructional Coordinating Council of the AISD rejectid the Opeals

application for the Impact Study because, of the following: (1) inf.ringement

of parents' privacy, (2) sophistication.in sensitiveness'of parent interview

. .

quest onnaire', (3) length of i terview questionsod questionnaire, (4) lack

of evidence of awareness o ems.

Site indicated ho'plans fin- summe- aaivities in parent edueation for

the program, but did request the.assistance of PRIMO staff in develotling

parent education program planning activities and Oiaining for the FY 71-80.

Thit TA was'provided during August and September 1979.

8. Extend-A-Care

fkiend-A-Care,began

5 30 at eighteen schools

its,progriam.in 1969,and operates.between 2:30.and

in the Austinindependent School aistrict. Junding

is from the Department. of Nman Resouraes, ptlep and ihe *Emergency School-

Aid Act. There are $00 children involved in the program. Most of the

participants are single, low income, working parenis. Staff included more
r-

than 100 people:' thirteen (13)*adm1n1strative and profess onal,staff, eighty

(a0)\child careworkers", two (2) professionI1 fuiltime per;6 s and five i5)

parttime superyisors who are primarily residonsibli for iilrent education
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activities. The parent education component began in 1975 and currently

abbut twenty percent (20%) of all the program' activities are related to

parent education. During this past funding,year,the program held eighty

parent education meetings for the 650 parents in the program. The program
.

estimated that sixty percent (60%) of the parents participated in parent

education activities. The ethnic composition of the participants is as

follows:_fifty percnsit (50%) Anglo, fifteen to twenty percent (1.5-20%)

Mexican American, and'thirty to thirty-five percent (30-35%) Black.

Description of Site/PRIMO Interaction

^

This site was contacted on September 6, 1978 to discuss possibility

e.

of site working with Project PRIMO, and to schedule a meeting, for site to'

visit PRIMO office. A meeting was scheduled and peld on September 13, 1978

for an initial visit between site-staff:and a- PRIMO trainer to exchange

program information and to schedule a date for a formal meeting With the

site's administrative staff and PRIMO staff.

An orientation meeting was held on September 28, 1978 with site staff

and PRIMO 3taff to discuss site's program and the possibility of the site

working with Project AIMO. At the meeting, site and PRIMO staff discussed

ago( reviewed the site's (1; parent education plan, (2) T&TA Checklist ind

4iscussed.the types of T&TA PRIMO would provide based upon the sitels plan,

and (3) checklist And needs assessment: Also there wI a review of the site's

proposeu plan and instrument for conducting a needs assessment. .Site's needs

assessment was conducted duringleptember and'October 1978.

Planning sessions were conducted during the months of November, December,
dr

and January to further discuss training, TATA activities, MMTP Impact Study,

and scheduling for conducting the Impact Study.

The Joint Wirk Agreement was reviewed and approved by site on January 12,
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1979. Training was provided by PRIMO- staff during the latter part of

.3
January with MMT "Ways to Oisdipline Children" pand follow-up TA was lavided

for the leade and co-leaders who conducted the Impact Study.
.

PRIMO provided additional training for the MMTP's that were not used

in the Impact Study, and provided a contindation of.TA with'MMTP's on an

ugoing basis for leaders'and co!leaders as needed. Assistance was provided

for minitraining sessions using the TV Spots and Positive Parent Booklets,

as well as assistance with recruitment of parents and training participants.

Fir the remainder of the contract period, site continued to use the

PSA's and the MMTP's and the Positive Parent booklets, although tAe return

of the recipient response cards passed out with the booklets was slow.

No summer activities were planned by the site in the area of parent

education, and a turn over in staff and site contact occurred just as the
JP-

contractual period was ending.

Project PRIMO continued providing technical assistance with the new

site staff in the area of the assessment of needs, program planning, and

the identification of resources.

B. Evaluation of PRIMO Training and Technical Assistance

The primary purpose of this evaltiftiOn was to determine the effective-

ness of PRIMO training and technical assistance provided to selected sites.'

The evaluation process involved two phases: (1) a careftil documentation kr

PRIMO staff of the T&TA provided to each sites and (2) an evaluation of

PRIMO T&TA, using a questionnaire filled out by the site staff. The docu-

mentation phase of PRIMO's evaluation process served two purposes: (1) to

provide a systematic method for PRIMO staff to cross-check and feedback

necessary site information aii'd (2) to use the documents as a method of self-

evaluation with respect to T&TA provided to sites. Kaufman (1977) maintains
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that evaluation of a process is based on how well it is planned and executed.

Enroute evaluation of both prosesses and progress towards outcome are accom-

plished by determining discrepancies between the goals and objectives and

the activities being done. PRIMO's documentation process Was an attempt to

do this.

The documentation process of the PRIMO staff consisted of information

othering activities: (1) activity logs of telecons_with sites, (2) written

correspondence between PRIMO staff and site staff, (3) the Training and

Technical Assistance Range of Activities Checklist, (4) the Joint Work Agree-
,

ment, a contractual agreement between PRIMO and the sites on the provision

of services, and (5) the PRIMO Site Technical Assistance Activity Description.

An evaluation questionnaire was completed by the site personnel in

October 1979. It served as an end of the year evaluation of PRIMO's-assis-

tancg to the sites. Site Personnel were asked to evaluate the.PRIMO

training 4nd technical assistance, Positive Parent booklets, Public Service

Announcement spots,_Parenting Materials Index and Multimedia Training

packages. In addition, sites were asked to indicate.what their-strengths

and weaknesses were before PRIMO TSITA was initiatedkas compared to when

PRIMO ass'istance ended. Alsdp sites were asked to assess t!,.strengths and

weaknesses of PRIMO's assistance. The following sections describe the

results of these two evaluation phases.

3

1. The Documentation Process for Training and Technical Assistance

Used for Evaluation.

The documentation process by PRIMO-staff served as a means of-main-

taining a record of informatidn regarding PRIMO trainihg and technicaT

assistanie toi6e sf s for the purpose of self-evaluation and,checking

rback on information.
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The Activity Lo9s were used to document information provided and

exchanged during telecons to sites in a systematic and organized fashion.

PRIMO staff recorded who initiated the contact, tie date of the contact

and the content of the discussion. They used the Activity Logs to refer

back to what was discussed ands-to compile the interim reports. Teiecons

tokhe sites occurred between one and two tf6s a month to each,site,

usually fOr the purp76 of providing technical assistance. Sites would

phone PRrmo staff to ask for assistance in the identification of resources,

-e.g., films and booklets for parent meetings. Other technical assistance

included 'suggestions to'reiolve recruitment problems and plannin9 parent

activities centered around a parthular topic. PRIMO staff would use

Activity Lags to che ack to see what sites needed an4 to see if PRIMO

had complied with requests or to.clarify requests for assistance. An

analysis of the Activity Log content indicated that sites requested more

assistance with short and long range planning than anything else. This

is consistent with the data found in the questionnaire results where sitet

stated tha one of their weakest areas was in planning.

A
The written correspondence between PRIMO,staff and sites during the .

year included (1) an invitation to:participate with Project PRIMO, (2) a .
. .

letter requesting sites' to fill out the Training and Technical Assistance

Checklist,-(3) 1 letter requesting information abomt site programs, (4) a

lettr from sites tg PRIMO requesting visits bS, PRIMO staff, (5) a letter

4

from-TRIfig verifying.the date of requested qssi st ce along with kinds of

help to be provided, (6) a letter from PRM to the site requdsting con-

currence on'the Joint Work Agreement, and ) an end of the year:evaluation.

of PRIMO IVA. 'There Wai no techni.cal assistake provided in the written

correspondence. PRIMO staff-Aise4 the written carrespondence primaTily'to
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refer to the dates when T&TA woulci be offered and agreement uppn the types
/

of assistance to be pfrovided. .

ple Training and Technical Assistance Checklist was ued by PRIMO staff

to ascertain the needs of sites. It consisted of a list of services avail-

able from PRIMO and a column where sites checked off the kinds of services

needed. The Checklist gave the PRIMO staff an overview of each site's

expectations and it was used as a basisJor negotiating the Joint Work

Agreement. The PRIMO staff used the TATA Checklist to'evaluate whit could

be provided at the beginning of the project. The Checklisit was used at

the .end of the.project to analyze (1) change in what TAITA needs were--

indicated by the site and what was actually pro4ided (as stated in the

Joint Work Agreement) and (2)'areas of need most frequently indicate

(See Table 2.) An analysis of the T&TA.Checklist indicoltes th e sites

tended to desire.assistance in the following areas: (1) assessin needs,.

1(2) development of plans to enhance program activities, (3) deve opmen

1

ong-range plans, (4) assistance with training for the MMTP's and (5) PR

resources (booklets, television spots, MMTP's). The PRPIO staff found the

T&TA Checklist useful in giving them on overview of site expectations and

enabled them to eviliate fealistfcilly-What serylces couTa be
,.

prbvtded:--

The PRIMO Site Technical Assistance Activit Descri tion described

on-going interactions with sites. This document pulls tdgether the documen-

tation process and allows an outside evaluator to underitand the interact4ons

between PRIMO and Its sites. The Activity Description consisted of (1) a --

description of ill activity contacts with sites and a short summary of what

4
occurred, 412) the materials used for conducting.activities, (3) the relation-

ship between the activity and the objectives in the Program Implementation

Menul
e'

and.(4) the reactions of PRIMO staff to the activity. The 1.RIMO



1,

staff found the Activity. Description uieful in (1) compiling interim,

reports and (2) in giving them an overview.of the technical.assistance

, status at each- site. The PRIMO staff were able to identify any problems

with communication and project the next steps of action. They could use

the Activity Description to see if objectives of the PIM and the Joint

Work Agreement were being met. 'PRIMO staff encountered a problem with

the sites-because the sites did not have a documentation process. similar

to.PRIMO's which made it more difficult for PRIMO trainers to help the

parent education programs in plarring goils,and objectives.

2. Evaluation Questionnaire to the Sites (October 1979)

A questionnaire was sent to the major contact person at each of PRIMO's

nine T&TA sites. They were asked to evaluate several different areas of

PRIMO T&TA. These included: (1) the training and technical assistance;
.

(2) the Positive Parent boo.klets, (3) the Public Service Announcement Spots,

(4) the Parenting Materials Index, (5) the Multimedia Training Packages,

(6) the sites' strong and weak areas, (7) PRIMO's strong and weak areas, and

(8) what PRIMO contributed this past year to the site's program activities.

Each section of the evaluation will be'disassed separately. The

_suilmary_discussion a treat_the overall ealuation of PRIMO

training and technical ass stance and provide some suggested recommenda-

tions.

)From the replies receivid, PRIMO. was most succesopful in .helping the'

parent education programs develop expertise in the .area of needs assessment,

location of PEP resourceso development of plans to enhance programs, and

training for use of PRIMO materials. As will be discussed later, these

are the aneas where sites needed assistance and still peed assistance.

,
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a. Training and Technical Assistance.,

Reviewing Table 3, all of the sitif reported that they received satis-

factory or very satisfactory service from PRIMO's training and technical

assistance. The two sites.that rece1ve0 the most T&TA were Mercedes and

San Antonio'4-C's, and the site that received the least TSITA was Lockhart.

Overall, the evaluation of PRIMO's T&TA was high for the servies received.

One of the goals of the training and technical assistance was to help

the sites develop expertise within their min staff resources. They were

asked, "Of the following areas, indicate the ones in which you feel your

program and staff have developed expertise and/or resources over the past

year?" The reply was:

AreaS of Training and Technical As'ststance*

Sites ABCDEFG
,Mercedes .x x xx xx x
San Antonio x x x x x
Lockhart x . x x x
Edinburg x x x
Austin .ISD x X X 0 i,

X xSan Antonio 4-C's xxxxxxx
Fdrt Worth . x
Extend-A-Care x x

.

*See Table 3 for Areas of T&TA

x = areas where developed expertise

b, Booklets.

.x

"4.1

Each site received 300 of the Positive Parint booklets. Each book-

let contained a postcard-size questionnaire that was designed to gatheit

reactions from the readers. Each site was as ed to provide one person

assiwgned with the responsibility for distributeing the Positive-Parent book-

lei's to parents participating in the projeet and/or to parents vie site

identified as recipients of the booklets. This site person wai responsi-

ble for coordinating the collection of the booklet reaction cards from
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Table 3. SITE RATING OF PRIMO TiA,INING AND TECHNICAL ASISISTANCE

AREAS OF TRAINING AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

A. Assessment of PEFTWIFF---7---
1: Appraise concerns
2..Develop plan'of action
3. Develop survey of needs

4 4. Contutt interviews
B. Location of PEP resources
C. Identificatioflof_maZerials

1. Conduct searches
2. Lend PRIMO materiali
3. Train staff in use of PMI
4. Keep PEP up to date with PMI

D. Assist with dissemination of
parenting information'.

E. Recruitment of participants
F. Development of plans fpr PEP

activities
-- G. Training with PMI

. 1. PRINO.materials
2. MMTP's
3. TV Spots/booklets

H. Effectiveness of PRIMO training
materials
1. Planning evaluation
2. MMTP evaluation
3. Impact study
4. Media campaigfi

5. I0entify other services at
SEDL

SAN /WON'T' .

HEAD START LOCKHART

. WING SCORE*

4

4

-4

4

4
4

4'

4
dr

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

4

Or

3
Or

On

EDINBURG

3

4
OM

3

3

3

4-C' WORTH ISD A-CARE

3 3 3

3 NA 3

4 - -

- - -

4

3

3 4
4 . 4

3 3

4

OD

NA

4

3

3

4

MI1

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

4

3

4

4

3

3

3
Or

3

110

rib

3

4

4

Or

4

*i(gE = didn't receive service
NA s'received service but no answer

1 = very unsatisfactory
2 = unsatisfactory
3 = satisfactory
4_!_very satisfactory



parents and helping to ensure lhe-returning of them totWéTitioratory:----

Eac site was asked to select 30O booklets from a list of six tiles:

Expect he Best tram Your Children
Praise Your. Children

. Help-Your Children Cope. with Frustration
k

Where Do Adults Come From?
Practice What You Teach
Be Consistent

Several sites requested two additional titles: Four Ways to Discipline

Children and Los Ninos Aprenden Mirando y kiudando. The selection yaried

from site to site. The four booklets that were most- popular with al-4 sl-tes

were:

Where Da Adults Come From?
Be Consistent
Help Your Children Cope'with Frustration
Praise Your Children

A total of 2,400 booklets were distributed ind a total of 214 reaction

cards were returned,
1

,

The number of booklets) distributed in each site and tile number of
\

questionnaires returned are presented in Table 4. The, reactions of the 214.

persons who returned cards are compiled in Table 5.

Most of the recipients liked the Positive Parent booklets a great deal,

and about half found that some.of the information 'in the booklets was new

to them, and found that the suggestions fo-r raisfng their cbilaren were

1;

very useful. Over half of the recipients bad children six

1

.rs and younger,

were female, Mexican American, between the ages of twenty -a
:e

twenty-nine,

and had completed the twelfth grade or more.

Aercedes, LoCkhart and Fort Worth indicated that.they e to

continue receiving the Pos.itive'Parent booklets for the next year. (See

also Table 6.)

Sites that .did not return cards did not give speCific reasons for not

Eil
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BOOKLET

Expect the Best
From Your
Children

Praise Your
Children

Help Your Chil-
°' dren Cope with

Frustration

Where Do Aidults.
,Come From? .

Practice What
You Teach

Be Consistent

Four Ways to
. Discipline

Children

Los Ninos
Aprenden
Mirando y
Ayudando

TOTAL Booklets

c.

TOTAL Cards

r)

Table 4: SUMMARY OF POSITIVE PARtNT BOOKLET
DISTRIBUTION AND POSTCARDHRETURN

MERCEDES
SAN'ANTONIO
HEAD
ODis
trib
uted

START
Re-
turned
Cards

LOCKHART
iDis-
trib-

uted

ifte-.

turned
Cards

EDINBURG
ibis-
trib-

uted

OPe-
turned
Cards

SAN ANTONIO
4-C's

ODis-
trib-
uted

ORe-
turned
Cards

FORT
OD s-
trib-
uted

WORTH
e-

turned
Cards

AUSTIN
'1 s

trib
uted

-

ISO
e

turned
Cards

-EXTEM-
A-CARE
s

trib-
uted

e

turned
Cards

s-

trib-
uted

fRe-

turned
Cards

50

50

25

.

100

50

25

300

.

-

40

40

40

40

40

50

50

300

. -

50

50

30

50

20

30

50

20

300

94

50

50

100

100

300

,

,

66

50

50

50

50

50

50

309

.

.,
.

SO

35

.40

35

40

i0

50

300

.

35

106

400

100

'300

60

60

60

.

60

60

300

,

14

19
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Tahle 5: SUMMARY OF SITE RECIPTEN7 REACTIONS
TO POSITIVE PARENT

//

*1. Did you read the boUlet?
Yes
No

2. Did you like the booklet?
Not at all
Somewhat
A great deal

How much-of the information in the
booklet was new to you?

All of it
Most of it
Some of it
None of it

Erf

How useful are the suggestions for
liaising your children?

Not useful at all
Not very useful
Somewhat useful
Very useful

5. How many children do you have who are:
6 or younger
Between 6 and 12
Older than 12

Are you:
Male
Female

Lockhart- Edinburg

/
.

89 4 66
2 -

FIT

2

38 1

50 62

5 2

10 . 33
76 31'-

0 -

4 -4 5

32 4

56 57

75 20
40 48
8 5

16 5

78 53

Fort Worth Extend-A-Care Total

I
208

3

34
1 .

6
32

19

0

1

8, 8

2 0

6 3

23 15

1

- 1

1 1

13 7

22 10

22 9

9

11

1

'

5 2 r-

28 16

3

53

152 \

9

53 ,

145

1

1

lt
56

145

126

102

24

28
175 s8,



*Table 5, Continued.

Lockhart Edinburl Fort Worth

Are You:
Slack 2 2

Mexican American 62 62
Anglo 24 25
Other 4 4 . 4

a.. 'Your age:
Under 20 1

20-29 63 29
30-39 25 30 5

40-Ovear .

um

9. Circle the highest grade you come
pleted in school.

UM 4 1

5 Im

6 3 - 1

7 -
8 3 4 , .1

9 6 _ 1

10 3 _ 4
.11 14 4 1

12 42 8 1

12. or more 21 50 26

C.;

Extend-A-Care Total

8
4
4
2

12

128

53
10

2

124
66

1

1

7

7

19
12 63
6 103



PRIMO
MATERIALS

Table 6: EVALUATION OF PRIMO MATERIALS

RATING OF PRIMO MATERIALS*

Booklets:

Expect the Best from Your
Children

Praise Your Children

4

4 4

Help Your'Children Cope
with Frustration

Where Do Adults Caine From?

Practice What You TeachCM
Ch

'Be COnsistent

Other.booklets

Public Service Annoocements

MMTP's:

Ways to Discipline Children

La Familia y El Respeto

` Family Roles and Relation-
ships

*Key:

a.

4

. 4

4

4 4

3 , 3

4 3

4 3

4 13
OP

4

4

4

PO

.4

4

4 4

4 4 OP

4 4

= didn't receive service
1 = very unsatisfactory
2 unsatisfactory
3 satisfactory
4 - very satisfactory ,

x No evaluation offered since materials were in use before PRIMO's

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 4



doing so. Sites that did return cards stated that everyone who responded

, was happy witti the booklets, seemed to enjoy them, and ihat most of the

responses were very positive. One sitR..indicated that it was hard to get

people to send the cards back.

Booklets were distributed in various ways. In Mercedes the booklets

--were-yiedHeth- parent-ifen4t11--workshop-sr, used-al-ene-ln-pareat-edwitfon

leetings, and used during open house, at baseball games and distributed in

churches in the city (Table 7). Mercedes, San Antonio, Edinburg, Fort

Worth, Austin ISD and Extend-A-Care used the booklets with parent training

workshops. Some of the sites put the booklets in the office for parents to

pick.up, used them with the TV Spots for short parent meetings, dis..teibuted

them during open house, in churches. clinics, doctor's offices, college and

high school counselor offices, and passed them out at different parent

meetings that were held durinhe-year.

c. Parenting Materials Index (PMI)

Two sites were given PMI ndexes); the San Antonio Head Start site and
1

the Parenting Guidance Center, F rt Worth site.
-

-Of the two sites, it appeared that the Fort Worth site designed a pub-

licity-campaign for the PMI, sent letters to .programs in the Fort Worth

area about the Index, wrote articles in their newsletter that is widely

dtstributed, and got the most mileage out of the Index although they did

not havi information forms filled out by the users of the Index.

It was not evident that eiiher site purchasedsparenting materials as a

result of having used the Index although materials were purchased by other

sites as evidence ofmtheir familiarity with it.
lb

The PMAdid ni)t gei widespreaa use from the sites who received it. The

primary benefit of the PMI was in helping the staff research topics.
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Table 7: USE OF TOSITIVE PARENT BOOKLETS
AND TV SPOTS

. MERCEDES LOCKHART EDINBURG 4-C's WORTH ISD

-

A-CARE

il' .

HEAD START

.

How were booklets'distributed
Put in office for parent

, to pick up

.----LfsefriiIlhs

,

Yes '

Yes
.

Yes

No

No

.
Yes Yes

,

parefit 1-FainTn-g.

Used with TV Spots

Used alone in parent
. education

CDther*
Ul
CD

How were TV Spots used
To start discussion

,

With parent training
workshop ,

For local airing on TV
station

For recruitment of parents

Other

'Valuation of booklets

Evaluation of TV Spots

r7.1

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

. Yes

.

0

Yes

Yes

'Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No I

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

P,

.

11

_



d. MMTP's

All of the sites used the Multimedia Training Packages; however, it

appeared that the most organized use of the MMTP's was the Mercedes site

(Table 8). This was attributed mostly to their goal of planning to graduate

a group of parents who had completed all sessions of all three packages.

There was a total of 166 parents who completed the training session*s and

some of those parents wied to teach other parents. Mercedes' informal

evaluation of the training that was conducted Showed 4sitive reactions,

and now the program is in the process of doing a formal evaluatton of the

MMTP trai ni

PRIMO trained in all seven sites a total of fifty-seven staff with the

MMTP's, and the site staff trained approximately twenty-five people to conduct

training (Table 8).

e. Relationship Between Programs and Other Parent Activities

The Mercedei' site and.the Fort WOrth site reported that fifty percent

(50%) of their program activities are devoted to parent.education and over

seventy percent (70%) of their clients are participating in parent education.

At all the sites, the portion of client participation in parent educa-

tion activities ranged from thirteen percent (13%) to eighty-two percent

(82%). The portion of program activities that are devoted to parent educa-

tion ranged from ten percent (10%) to seventyipercent (70%).

From the figures ubmitted (Table 9), it appears that,the most suc-

cessful programs are M rcedes and Fort Worth insofar as they reach the most

parents.

f. Site Strong and Weak Areas

This section was included in the site evaluation to assess where the

programs were at the Eleginning of the year and where they were at the end
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4 1 fable et USE AND tVALUATION OFAULTIMEDIA
TRAINING PACKAGES .

,

MERCEDES LOCKHART EDINBURG 4-C's WORTH

-ti

ISO
N

A-CARE HEAD START'
- .

Number of MMTP sessions
this past year in total
program activities

Ways to Discipline Children
.

La Familia y El Respeto

Family Roles and
Relationships

,

Number of parents who
attended the wu kshops

Did you conduce any follow
up evaluation f the MMTP's?

Number of's aff trained
by PRIMO t ainers

..

How many coher persons were
trained by: your staff to be

53

54

C-./4

259

iff

process

14

0

.

2

-

1

-

poSitive
response

i 0

0

4
.

4

4

52

No

1

8

.

16

.

16

- '

165

No

.

15

approx.

.

10

approx.

.

-

,

-

NA

8

.

NA

-

8

*
4

,

.40

positive
response

8

1

.

-

-

30

positive
response

.

5

, 0

.

1
.

.

1

65

No

.

6

.

6

leaders/co-leaders of
MMTP's?

, .

gib
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Tible 9: SUMMARY OF SITE ACTIVITIES

SITE ACTIVITIES MERCEDES. LOCKHART EDINBURG
SAN AMNIO
4-C's

FORT
WORTH

AUSTIN
ISO

EXTEND-
A-CARE

SAN ANTONIO
HEAD START*

Number of parent meetings
each month

Number of meetings devoted
to parent education

Percentageof clients
participating in parent

42

42

--4124--

.

3-4

2

---43%-

15

5

25%. _

----)

10%

42
..

3-4

.

50

30

lOIL

60

40

_71/L.

1 per
6 wks.

one
half

no
' le

.

...

educttfeft--

.

Percentage of program
activities devoted to
parent education / 33% 50% 70% 15%.33%

11

50%

*Information was based on telecon in October 1979 to sites.
San Antonio Head Start staff was not able to be contacted.

974)
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of the oar after receiving T&TA from PRIMO. '

A

In comparing site strong and weak areas before and after PRIMO TSITA

(Table 10), the following results were found.

(1) Mercedes

It is evident that the site was seeking a broader perspective in

parenting and they felt that they received that perspective from Project.

PRIMO. The site's plans were to broaden the scope of their activiiies with

an aTbitious and energetic staff and project, and it appeared that they

wanted more training and technical assistance from PRIMO. The site was

not able to do everything they wanted to do, and the assistance from PRIMO

was limited, given their ambitions and goals. Specifically, they would have

liked more training from P;ojAt PRIMO at different periods of time.

(2) San Antonio Head Start

Based on the answers to the questionbaire, San Antonio Head Start felt

that a major weak area for their program was more parent training programs

in order to give parents a greater awareness of child development ideas.

They felt that they received assistance from Project PRIMO in methods and

materials for providing parent training, and they encouraged PRIMO to

develop more materials. Overall, it appears that.PRIMO's staff and resources

met the needs of San Antonio Head Start's program.

(3) Lockhart

Their weak areas listed were resources and recruitment. The Lockhart

site is'a small'rural site with limited resources. Their strongest resources

from PRIMO were the Positive Parent booklets. The weakest area was the PMI.

(4) Edinburg

They felt that they needed training and orgahization. SEDL has pre-

viously worked with Edinburg and site had participated in the field testing

62 81 .



21. At the beginning,of your program in
September 1978; what would you list
as ybur weak and strong areas with
resPect to developing in-house ex-
ertise?

Table 10: SITE STRONG AND WEAK fiREAS

Stron Aneas Weaki'Areas

Mercedes

San Antonio Head Start

Lockhart

Edinburg

S n Antonio 4-C's

Fort Worth

Austin ISD

Extend-A-Care

(1) Counseling skills,
(2) overall genuine concern,
(3) leadership traiting, (4)
personal experience'as
parents with children up to
22 years of age, (5) experience
gained during PRIMO piloting

Staff awareness of need for
parent training

Parent Involvement Coordinator
showed positive attitude and
began to organize effectively.

Some personnel are good trainers
and just needed more training.

Strong commitment, good staff-
parent relationship.

Developing programs, delivering
programs, responding

Familiarity with wide array of
parenting materials

Supervisor with a year of ex-
perience, good community
contacts.

(1) Background information on
PRIMO, (2) a good and comfortable II

perspective concerning parenting.

Consistent parent training

Resources, recruitment

Our program was unorganized,

Lack of knowledge of parent
education techniques, lack of
parent education materials.

Marketing -------

Lack of confidence by some
liaison persons to conUWE
parent training sessions.

Center managers unavailable
and/or unwilling to participate
in training 'activities.
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22. By September 1979, what would you list as
your weak and strong areas with respect

- 4

Mercedes

San,Antonio Head Start

Lockhdrt

Edinbürg

San Antonio 4-C's

Fort Worth

Austin ISD

Extend-A-Care

Table, 10, Continued.

S ron Areas

broader perspective con-
cerning all areas in parenting
resultipg in meeting more
specific needs of parents.

Parent awareness of child
development

1

Parent Involvement Coordinator
more staff involved, resource
materials purchased.

Personnel developed more
.expertise.

Same as 1978 plus,some knowledge
of parent education techniques.

Developing programs, delivering
Orograms, responding.

Familiarity with wide array of
parenting materials, plus an
improvement in lack of confidence
by some liaison persons to con-
duct parent training sessions.

Program has grown through years.

"0-

Weak Areas

Impact study, magazine articles,
the PMI and TV spots were not
carried out,

NA

Stecruitment (is improving
because of home visits,I.

Program is still not too
organized.

Nee increased knowledge of
narent education techni4ues

...and materials.

Marketing.'

New Liaison persons need ex.-
tensive training and experience.

Less emphasis on role of
. parenting supervisor.
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kiof the packages and had previously trainedwith and **aged the MMTP's_and

'the TV Spots. Project PRIMO was able,to go only once to Edinburg. The site

would have liked to have received more 6-aining.

(5) San Antonio 4-C1s

Site wanted to know more techniques and receive materials. 'Training

.of MMTP's was very effec:tiVe. Site felt that Project PRIMO had no weak

Areas.

. (6) Fort Worth

. Ijit appeared that the site wanted expertise in the ,rea of marketing.

Site did not receive that kind of expertise from Project PRIMO. The prob-

lem that evidently elicited th'is request for more publicity may be explained
-7

by the fact that the program is geared to formal workshops and one-to-one

counseli itUations and it does not lend itself to a high staff-client

ratio which would result in more impact. The area of marketing was not a

part of the work agreement, but apparently a problem developed after the

parenting education director left the program in January 1979.

(7) Austin.ISO

The Site needed training of liaison persons to gair confidence and tb

lern techniques of working with parent groups. The site was pleased with

the assisiance received frim Project PRIMO.

(8) Extend-A-Care

61--The site's weak area were due to programmatic problems and the organiza-
A

tional structure of the program. MMTP's helped with planning and program was

pleased with T&fA that PRIMO provided.

Overall% PRIMO's MA did meet the needs of most of the siies and

seemed to haye provided an impetus in training, resources and materials.

Personal contacts,=MMTP's, bo9klets.and training overall got very farrable

86
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comments as well as a number.of fivorable commenti about PRIMO trainers.

The only negatilie statement were that the si4s watited more.

g. PRIMO's Strong and Weak as

rhe sites listed PRIMO's strong areas as (l)*the MMTP's and the Positive

Parent booklets, (2) the training the sites received for the MMTP's, (3) the

knowledgeability, flexibility and enthusiasm of the PRIMO trainers and

(4) the help in planning (Table 11). The sites indicated that PRIMO needed

to improve in providing more services, such as more frequent contact and

stretching the training over a longer period ofptime. An analysis of PRIMO's
.km0

contact with the site indicates that PRIMO's T&TA provided much needed.ser-

vices to the parent education efforts. The sites indicated that the personal

contact with the trainers, the materials that PRIMO developed, and the

training that.PRIMO provided were an integral part of the site's parent

education program growth and development with respect to skills and resources

durtng the year.

The PRIMO trainers' experience was that the sites did not allow adequate

'time foritheir staff to receive sufficient training in the following areas:

. Needs assessment, such as techniques of conducting an assessment,
development of an assessmentlinstrument or reviewing and identify-
inq instruments that could be used in their program.

,Planning/ProgramiImplementation. Sites did not have well planned
parent educatfon\pro ams that contained long range and shorti

R;,,
range goals as well.a pecific monthly plans for their prdgfams:,
the sites needed a lot o help in this area that could not be
accomplished by te.lecons. The sites continued to use resources
that were most familiar to them rather than to match new as well
as old resources to their activities that were planned. The sites
tended to train parents in a specific area without a continuation
or follow-up.

Evaluation. The sites generally did not have an on-going evalua-
tion/documentation process based on their assessed,needs and program
goals.

Further, the persons assigned to develop the parent education programs needed



Table 11: PRIMO STRON

23. What are the areas where you feel that
PRIMO .staff was strongest and Weakest
in its providing training and teehnical
assistance?

AK AREAS

Strong Areas Weak Areas

Mercedes

San Antonio Head Start .

Lockhart

Edinburg

San Antonio 4-C's

'Fort Worth

Austin ISD

Extend-A-Care

24. How might PRIMO training an

Mercedes

San Antonio Head Start

Lockhart

Edinburg

San Antonio 4-C's

technical

In developing a good.rapport
with participants--very
k'nowledgeable and well-trained.

Awareness of methods/materials
relating to parent needs.

MMTp, parent booklets

Communications

Training on the multimedia
packages.

Flexible, understanding,
enthusiastic

Providing training for staff
on use of materials.

Helping with planning. Providing
materials and training on how to
use them.

assistance be improved?

In trying to cover too much
material in a given period of
time.

PMI

On-site training.

None.

Marketing--how to get low
income to participate.

None.

Comment

PRIMO may be improved by giving smaller doses of training at a time
in order to give participants time to digest given information

More frequent contact with centers.

A uniform format for working with each site should be developed.

Increase extent of time with, each participating agency. 89
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24. Continued.

9,1

Fort Wortn

Aiistin ISD

Extend-A-Care

Table 111 Continued.

The way you express and communicate in writing is confusing.
The over-use of initials and effected words is irritating
and not conducive to easy understanding. You make more things
difficult to understand by the way you write. I correspond with
no agency whose correspondence requires as much re-reading to
clarify what you are saying. I put off reading anything you send
because of the poor way you express yourself.

Cora has been great!

25. Is there anything that happened in your program this past year that
would not ha±L.N.ppened without PRIMO's T&TA?

Mercedes PRIMO's T&TA provided the impetus t the existing enthusiasm
and_cOncern which gave our program the success it experienced.
The multimedia training packages were the heart of our program;
however, the direction and guidance we received were truly an
indispensable vehicle which contributed to the success of our
progrArr

tEle

Comment

San Antonio Head Start

Lockhart

Edinburg

San Antonio. s

Consisten't parent trainihg, very relevant to their identified needs.

We would not have had the use of the parent booklets had it not
been for PRIMO. Cora Briggs provided ideas fordistribution and
collection of the evaluation instrument. The parent booklets
were well received.

Several of my staff members have developed skills f r working.
with parents. Several parents (a few) were so affected by the
materials that they changed their approach _to family problems.
Our school district has received a lot of publicity since the
start of the TV Spots,on local commercial TV.

It is doubtful that parent education activities would have taken
place. PRIMO's T&TA was great:

'11
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25. Continued.

Fort Worth

Ausiin ISD

Extend-A.Care

Table 11, Continued.

Research, TV spots.

We were not only made aware of new parenting education materials,
but community liaison personnel received training in the use of
the materials. The presence of Mr. Juan Vasquez at training
sessions and his follow up recommendations based on on-site
observations were invaluable. -He provided the personal touch
without which materials are sometimes ineffective.

We would not have provided our parents with the opportunity to
participate in the Ways to Discipline class. It was very
beneficial to those who participated. I especially appreciated
Cora's keeping in touch to see how things were going. She and
other PRIMO staff were very helpful and always put our needs
first and were willing to help with any problems.

7;
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more intensive training as to their rol-64, responsibilities and planling of

the parent edufatiogirograms. An assessmeht,for program leeds needed to be

conducted at three levels: (1) the administra6ve level, (2) the mid-manage-

meht 1..wel (persons who work directly with parents)1 and (3) the clients/

parents.

h. Recommendations

Lived on the preceding discussion, the following recommendations are

offered.

(;) To funding agencieslt

"(a) Given resus indicating the contihying ofloarent
-educatidn programs, federal suppoet'-- d 000fiiie in .

thOlm,pf training and_tooh4tg4400-tO parent
. education Prtgram$,.

'

(b) uiven the extensive.dse:Old'OlArarip 6f SEOL materials,
support should be-tontiliu04-*paretit educatIon programs
by SEOL in the form of pi'pVid-tng Suc1iservi4es as bro
churcs for parents, payelit-Itaipfing woillops, and mate-
rialkiproduct inforTattot.

(c) Given the popltiof tOe Multimedia Training Packages,
efforts shpkild pejledi to (1) make them more readily
availpble Varehiliducation programs and (2) develop
more of's 'materlais which take into account ethnic
differenc . -

(2) To parent eduea ion programs:

(a) Given the limited suPport for direct training and tech-
nical assistance, it is recommended that parent education
programs find self-supporting financial means to provide
additional expertise in parent education development.

( ,Given the limited amount of dirett training and technical
assistance available, it is recommended that parent educa-
tibp programs keer :n mind the goal of developing thei-
own'internal resouiues whee outside consultants are

(c) Given thefrequency of assistance requests for program
planning, it is recommended that parent education programs
develop a long-range plan with stated goals,.objectives,
specific tasks/activities along with clear cut evaluation'
plans.
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(d) It is recommended that admimistrative needs be taken.
into account in addition'to clients' needs when TA is
sought or provided:

(e) It is recommg'ed that parent education programs regularly
-

gather demographic data on their clfentt (ethnicity,:
working status, family structure status, number of chil--.
dren etc.) in order to develop more meaningful program
plant.

,....

,A .

(f). It is recoMmended that parent educationeprogrims develop
a list of titining and technical assistance needs which'
can specifically assist in heaching desired goals/Ojec4 -
tives of the program.

tg).

.4

It is recoMmended that parent educat n programs hire
full-time person(s) to coordinate pare t actfvities,
due to the many'problems'encountered by persons who
serve leAs than full time or split their time with other
activities.
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OBJECTIVE 2.0: To conduct a limited revision of materials (leader's manuals)
contained in the twelve ()2) original MMTP'9 produced by SEDL.

The purpose of this activity was to revise forMerly developed MMTP

leader manuals (12) so that their format would be as close to the self-

instructional nature of leader manuals in the last three MMTP's. It was

decided that due to the natuPe of content and package informatfon/materialS

in the former MMTP's, a wholeiale revisioiNwould not be useful. In the

main, this was due to the fact thatrsuch broad revisions would require re-

writing of package sessiOns, activities, suggested dil.logue, etc. PRIMO

had neither the staff nor the resources and time to accomplish this.. So

a modified revision was undertaken to, again, make the former manuals (12)

more self-instructive for leaders who use them.

The manuals were reviewed and a set bf inconsistencies as compared to
. .

the more recent manuals was made.' (See 2/29/79 Interim Report). From this

. set of inconsistencies, a plan of specifications regarding revisions was

prel;ared. The specifications consisted of fifteen (15) specific recommenda-

tions for guiding the revision process (sie 2/29/79 Interim Report).

The revision was completed in September 1979 and final proto4Te

versions of each manual were produced. Prototype copltdiwere put in each

of the respective MMTP's as a replacement for original versions. Copies

are available for NIE if the need exists. Revised copies wer,e not foilvarded
'NM

at this time because it was felt that the documents would not serve a

useful puiTose since (1) no MMTP's are readily available at NIE to make

the exchange, and (2i recet project officers have no copiei of prevtous

manuals to do apceitique or comparison. This is especially useless mithout

hdving the MMTP's available.



OBJECTIVE 2.1: To Aplement .PMI usage and evaluate that usage at selected
teaeker/vcial service training institutions.

The purpose of this activity was to explore the potential viability

of the Parenting Materials Index (PMI) in teacher/socialaseMce training

institutions. The Parenting Materiall Index (PMI) is a self-contained

information storage and retrieval system that makes information about

parenting materials available for easier retrieval by practitioners and

parents. The-PMI was developed to bridge the gap that presently exists

between those who produce parenting materials and those working to improve
-

A parenting skills and knowledge.- The PMI consists of (1) 197 descriptor

cards, (.2) a,backlighted stand, (3) 10 wolumes Of 1944 Information Sheets,

(4) User's Handbooks, (5). Search Forms, and ICI Operator's Marual. This

self-contained system can be reproduced and installed an a desk top, and

can become dn integral.part of a libparpor resource room.

,Impetus for pursuit of this activity came from our NIE Project Offider,

Dr. Oliver Moles. PRIMO also had a latent.interest in pursuing this

effort and was especially enthused with the suggestion, Of particular

concern to PRIMO was the role that parpnt education/involvement training

-ploed in teacher preparation Rrograms. One'way to begin looking at this

was through examining hOw professors and students use0 a parent education

information'resource placed'at.thpir disposal. PRNO posited that the

lazk of including parenting%dLLion as an aspect of teacher/social education

was due to not having access to the kinds oflmaterials and resources

available. fether, the information that was available did not systemati-

cally classify, icategorize, describe, and locate parent education resources
to
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and materials in af.1 efficient manner for useri. Placing the PMI in a

selected number of institutions and securing.their commitment to cooperate

in such a venture was deemed a worthwhile endeavor and therefore, PRIMO

agreed to Dr.. Moles' sUggestion and carried out a series of related

activities.

4
_,Prospective institutions and cOntact persoit were identified through

'the use of the Education Directory, Colleges and Universities, 1977-78.

The potential.sites were limited to universities geographically'spread

: .

throughout Texas which had colleges/ ndivions of education and whictf

offered graduate add undergraduate deg-ees. Initially, ia letter

was sent to fifteen universities inviting`them to.consider using

the PMI on a trial°basis at o charge to thir institution.

,Enclosed with the letter were d uments describing the 10Mil a;(1 a form

for reply. The sites contacted re: .

Texas Women's University; Denton, Texas
Our Lady of the Lake University; San Antonio, Texas
Texas. A&M University; College Station, Texas
University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas
Texas Southern University; Houston, Texas
Huston-Tillotson College; Austin, Texas
Pan American University; Edinburg, Texas
University of Texas at Austin; Austih, Texas
University of Houston; Houston, Texas
Prairie View A&M University; Prairie View, Texas
Southwest Texas State University; San MarcOs, Texas
St. <Edward's University; Austin, Texas
University of Texas at El Paso; El Paso,-Texas
Austin Community College; Austin, Texas
Florida International University; Miami Florida

All sites were contacted by telephone to verify receipt of the letter.

Prospective sites whojeturned forms inslicating an interest in the PMI

were contacted by telephone to discuss possible plans for PMI usage,

answer.guestions, and explain procedures.. The following six sites were

selected:
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Southwest Texas State University; Seq Marcos, TeXas
-The University trf Texas at El Paso; El Paso, Texas
The University of Texas-at Austin; Austin, Texas

C- Florida International University; Miami, Florida
Texas ASA University; College Station, Texas
Texas Southern University; Houston, Texas

Florida International University was chosen because,the chairperson qf

the Department of Home Economics had previously expressed an interest

and because it is.a large teacher preparatory tnstitution.

A letter of undersianding was forwarded to each ,

scie for their'signature.. PMI's were assembled (equipment purchased;

. locator cards purchased and drilled; and Information Sheets volumes,

User's Handbooks, Operator MailUils, Search Forms, and \Evaluation forms

duplicated) and arrangements were made for installation and training.

Texas ASLM University, University al Texas at pistin, and Southwest

Texas State UniverSity wire provided training in the use of the PMI by .

PRIMO staff: Florida International University, Texas Southern University,

and University of Texas at El Paso were provided training over the tele-

phone Tlud to ack of funds for travel. .A31 sites were provided with

listi of suggested actIvities and flyers aild posters for usd in

)publicizing the Parenting Materials Index. Evaluatitin information
. 8

regarding PMI usage was collected through a user satisfaction, form which

ties prepared and distributed to each site. Sites were encouraged io

require all users of the PMI to complete this form and return them to

SEDL each month. 4

. Fourteen PMI User'Nuestionnaires were complateii at the six sites.

gespondents indicated they were using the Index to find information on'the

following topics; adoptiol, parenting, pregnancy, discipline, stepparentIng,

parent-Child activities, and parental involvement. All users found the
-
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anstructional booklet clear, 92% had no diffieulty .using. the cards and .

light stand, 92% found Information Sheets on subjects they were Terested

in, and 90% indicated.that the Information Sheets provided them with

enough information abOut the materials for them to decide whether or

not to use them. -Respondentsgplanned to use the information obtained

1.

for
i<ch

things AS: self-improvement, future reference, compilation pf a

bibliography, Oaper client referral, ordering materials, research, setting .

up parent center, and.daycare'training. Seventy-two percent (72%) of

the users planned to obtain ttle actual materials. Users were asked to

rate the PMI on a scale from 1-5 relative to its usefulness in providing

them witn the information they wanted. Forty-three percent (43%) rated it

verx useful, with 36% rating it.useful, 14% somewhat use:ul. and 7% not very

useful. There were no ratings of useless. Forty-four (44) of users

were in the 20-39 year age bracket, with 56%' 30-40 yeari of age. 'All

users, with the exception of 1, were female-and 18% had some college,

28, had Bachelors, 36% had Masters, and 18% had Doctorates. The occupa-

tions of\khle users.included: students, school counselors, teachers, and

social workers.
4

All sites jnaicated diffieulty in getting liers to Complete the

questionnaire. In addition, the persons responsitle for the PMI's ,

operation were not always hvailable to encourage completion of the form.

.These factors may have accoudted for the low return of questionnaires
s.

from users.

All Sites were contacted by.telephone ,a minimum of once a month to

offer assistance as Nell as to recieve progress reports on the usage of

the PMI. Leiters were sent as necessary tc; emphasize responsibilities of.
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the sites and send additional materials. PRIMO ,staff made contacts

by-telephone and% mail -with -professors at three -of--the sites who Astere

in departments other than education, but which Were potential users of

the PMI, to make them aware ofethe PMI's existence at their institution

and to encourage them to make assignments related to it.

The siX sites were contacted at the end of August to determine if

they were interested in continuing 'to use the PMI through the fall

semester. TWO of the sites (Texas Southern University in Houston

and University of Texas at 'El Paso) e)ected to return the Index, Aile

the remaining four sites were enthusiastic with regard to using it

through the all. These sites all indicated that the courses offered

in thF fall would be more relevant to parenting than in previous semesters,

and therefore, they anticipated Imre usage of-the PMI.

.In addition, each site dritact person completed a Parenting

Materials Index Evaluation Form during the-first part of October.

All of the six sites responded. .In general, the sites-chose to

participate in testing the karenting Materials Index because"they felt

it would be a valuable resource for their students. All sites, with

the exception of Texas A&M University, placed the PMI. in a Learning

Resource tenter/Library situation where reference materials are located.,

Texas A&M'University chose to.place their PMI in the Educational Psy-

chology Services Center where counselingt.testingo conSultation, instruc-
%

tion and faculty and student meetings takp place. These lbcations were .

chosen betause they are ea il atcessible to faculty and students and

because the areas are always staffed. RefOrence l.ibrarians, teaching

77 10/
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assistants departamentar secretaries, and faculty members were listed

as being the kinds of persons responsible for assisting users.

The ;hes 1i.ted the following purposes for which the index was

ci,<-11) lite ature reviews for paperp that students and faculty

members write; (2) to locate specific materials to recommend to

clients; (3) as a 'reference for students in the areas of child develop-

ment, early childhood:iocial work, etc. and'parent groups; (4) and'

for locating parenting mAtelials dealing,with.handicapped children.
4

i Approximately 425 people have used the PMI and of these, 85% were

. students and 15%'faculty. Two sites.indicated a small amount of use

by people other than faculty or students. Four tite$ held sessions

to demonstrate the PMI to students, faculty, and.parents, and all

sites provided publicity through the use 3f brochures/posters, letters/

#
memos and newspaper articles. None of the sites were aware of-any

1-gr materidls being purchased after being identified throogh the use of

the PMI. However, numerous materials have been borrowed from the PMIC

es.a result of their identiffcation through the use of the PMI at

the University of Texas at Austin. Four 'sites chocked "lack of users"

as a problem encountered, one site mentioned that the faculty members

Idre not interested in making assignments to use the PMI, and one site

mentioned that library personnedid not'enforce complgtion of the

evaluation questionnaire by users. Future plans, included classroom

presentations and contacting the local school system'and local library

to generate more use. Sites' were asked to rate the usefulness of theRMI

on a scale from 1-5. Three sites rated it 3 (uncertain). tow.) sites rated

1t.4 (somewhat useful), and.one site rated it 5 (very useful).
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Comments related to ways-the PIMI has benefited their department/

university and the people they serO included: "Individual's have

been able to locate specific materials related to their interests and

,those materials have been cross-referenced so that they can determine'

if they can be obtained through the campus library; wi.are disappinted

at the lack of use thus far and feel,it must be due to lactof courses

in these topics; the system is great if.materials corresponding to.

the Index were readily available; and so far it has not benefited (mg

. patrons very much,

Allpsites were enthusiastic about.receiving and using the PM1;
, e .

however, in all cases except one (Florida International University)

the persbn who made the decision to use the PMI (usually a dean), upon

its arrival, assigned the responsibility for its use to another s'aff

person. This factor seemed,t6 account for some problems in its effective-
.

ness--the assfgned persons' were not as enthusiastic as the.original

conta0. lerson, and in some cases were not even clear about its purposes

for being there. It appears that in oirder for the PMI to reeive maxi-

mum usage, the person in charge must be willing to actively publicize

it to faculty members in all relevant departmeWts (including Nome econo-

education, nursing, psychology, educational psychology, 4ecial

education, sociology, early childhood),.and encourage them to require

student-use of.the PMI by making assignments related to it and by

demonstrating it in class. Otherwise, students will not be aware of its

existence and the ways it can benefit them.
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cOBJECTIVE 2.2: To plan, implement, and eioluate, on a limited basis,
a system for lending PMIC materials upon request.

The Partnting Materials Information Center (PMIC) consists of a

-comprehenstve collection of over 4,000 materials dealing with Parentlh,/

Parent tducation/Parent Involvement. By providing informationvabout

parenting materials, the PMIC makes it easier for parents and those who

work with parents to locate'materials and decide which materials-Arright

be useful to them. The types of materials in the PMIC include.books

booklets, audiovisuals, multimedia, periodicals, and other materials

concerning each of the-following content areas: family, pregnancy and

birth, parenting, child abuse, physical and sensory development,

language and intellectual development, SoFial and emotional, development,

health and safety, sexual clevelopment and education, discipline, educatidn

and educatiogal programi, parent-child activities, exceptlona4 Children,

and.parentischeol/comunity. involvement.

In the past, the materials in the PMIC were available fOr use oniy

at the ge.nter: However,Arsers continuously requested to be able to

check-the materials out. The audiovisual and multimedia materials were

particularly, in demand for use with parent groups due to the cost in-

vdlved in purchasing them. Therefore, since Project PRIMO was not

_going to' conduct the survey of parftt education programs, the decision

wis made to impl ,oe nt a limited lending program of PMIC materials.

.This decislon Was in response to the needs expressed by users as well

as the desire to give the PMIC more visibility, use the materials more .

effectively, and further evaluate the utility of the materiils.



Woe

The availability of the materials was publicized Prough the .

AuStin Parent EducatiOn Association and the Austin Teenage Parent

Council. Both of ,these organizations C'onsi,st of people in Austin

who are'acttvely involved in parent education. Groups Who visited

the PMIC and people who telephoned asking for'information were in-

formed of the availability of the materials. 4

A list of lending guidelines was established and revlised accord-

in4 to heeds and firoblems as they aroSe. The guideltnes presently

include the following regulations: audiovisual materials may be

borrowed overnight only, no more than one audiovisual material may

be borrgwed at a time, printed materials may be OrroWed for two

weeks and no more than five printed materials may be borrowed'at one

time. Borrowers must sign an Agreement indicating the materials

borrowed, the date they should be returned, and the r liability for the

materials. The borrower is given a carbon copy of this form so that

he will have a record of the materials borrowed and their due date.

Borrowers oust replace any miterials that ire lost stolen, or damaged.

Wh9n materials are overdue, the borrower is contacted by telephone.

People from out of town may borrow materials only if they'apree to return

them in person. Materials cannot be returned by. mail.

As of November 19, 1979i 924 miterials had been cheked out by

215 people. The materials borrowed were representataie of all major

areas, with parenting, family, parent-child activities, exceptional

children, and pregnancy and birth the most popuiar. The majority

of the materfals borrowed-were Orint ; rather than Audiovisual.



A short evalvation form was prepared to obtain general user

satisfaction infdrmation.- The informatian requested included: how

the.botegre;S used materials, who"they used the materials with, if

they planned to purchase the material's, how useful the materials were,

if they planned to borrow materials again, f they think the service

is valuable.to others in the community, and general demoraphic

. information.- The PM1C Borrowers Questionnaire was comiJeted by
7.

62 people.

Borrowers indicated tfiat they used the materials the following

ways: ptrsonal use, to conduct workshops, for research, information

for parents, for presentations in class, ind for staff development.

The materials were ussed with parents, students, teachers, counselors,

fpregnant teenst,and staff members of family service agencies. Thirty-

four percent (34%)'planned ta purchase some of the materials, while

5; were unsure, and 61% iqdicated they would-not purchaie the materials.

User satisfaction with the materials borrowed was measured by a,5 point

scale. Sixtp-eight percent (68%) rated the ma,mrials veny useful, 28%

useful, and 4% somewhat useful. No one rated the materials as not

very useful or useless. Ninety-five percept (95%) of the respondents

plan to borrow materials again and 100% stated thet the service would

F
be valuable to others in the community. .

Eighty-ape percent (81%) of the users were female, and the raage

in age was: 57% ayes 20-29, 27% ages 3Q-39, 12% ages 40-49, and 2%
4

50 and over. i.The highest levels of educktion of the respondents, were:

7Z high schoui, 10% some college, 29% Bachelors, 47% Masters, and 3%

Doctorate. The people who borrowed matdrials were; perent educators,

1 qi
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social workers, students, nursesoeachers, pacents, principals,

cOunselors,.and researchers.

In addition to.users outside the Laboratory, the PMIC.is aCtively

aed by SEOL employees and by Project CITE (Cdordinatini Information

for Texas Educatori) which'is housed next to the PmIc at SEOL. Project

CITE receives requests for information through the Education Service

Centers in TexaS and, on a limited basis, through the state Offices

. of Education in the,Southwest region. Many of their search requests .

deal with parenting topics such as exceptional children, child abuse,

single parenting, reading activities, child development, 'etc7 Materials

in the PMIC are used to assist in responding to these requests. CITt

staff members borrow materials so frequently that the: Are not requfred

tO complete the Borrower's Questionnaire. adl

The staff has encountered some dlfficulty1n enforcing the time

period allóted for matpriais to be tiqrrowed (possibly due to the fact- -

that we do not have a system for fining.offnders). This problem has
.

. been somewhat resolved by extending-the checkoutsperiod froth 1 week..

to -2 weeks and by contactihg bornowers by telephone to remind them

to return miterials. Problems were als %.. encountered vlith respect to

enforcing the completion of Borrower's 'QueStionnaire by borrowers.

This was due to people returning materials when staff was not in, and

people not having time to complete the form, etc. .Some of these

problems have.been alleviated by including the form in the materials

when they are.borroweli and by establishing certain hpt, for the MIC

to be opened, thettby assuring that staff will'be.preSent:

The problem of,locating materials also aroip. Therefore, the PMIC

was closed for a period of three weeks during which:time all 0#terials

,a3
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were returned and a complete inveotory was-cdnducted. The card

catalog was revised to reflect the findings of the-inventory, and

some subject areas were reorganized to allow for more efficient usage.

The lendi'ng of PMIC materials has proven to be a.valuable

\

service
)

to a variety of people in the community. Additional publicity

in the feure would allow More people to become awg-e of and take

advantage of this resource.

OBJECTIVE THREE: To continue updating/expanding the base of the6
Parenting Mateilals Information-Center (PMIC)
the Parenting4Materials Index.(PMI).

.

Updatin9/ExpansiOn of PMIC Collection., A continuing task of

importance in operating the .RMIC involves maintaining as current and:
6

. as-comprehensive a' collection of parenting materials as ssible.'
,

1r
Therefore, the identifiati150artacquisition 6f new materia s for

inClusion in the-PMIC collection was a ma- going activitithroughr

out thisscope of work. The materials added include ommprcia)ly

booklets, magazines, and audiovisual materials for

tndividuals and groups and inexpensive governMent and fbundation.
.

publications. 1

A Variety of sources were used for gathering materials to build

4
the PM1C col,I.ection. The PMIC is on the mailing lists of numerous

publishers, from whom materials were purchased during the preceding

years, and catalogs were received and reviewed continously. In

addition, magazines, nev4sletters, journals, ananewspOers were

reviewed on.a regular b'asis. As new materials arrived they were scanned

for-important referen

dparenting. The Li

s or bibliographies about materials in the area

ar Journal was reViewed each month and appro7
V
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priate parentinginaterials wereAidentified'and acquired.. Regular

visits to bookstores in Astin were made to identify and purchase
v

new mattrials. atoponferences related to parenting/parent

education led to.source of new and soon to be available materials.

Referrals pf materials were also made by sEyt. staff and other people
.-

working in the area of parenting.

The collectfon was kept up-to-date to a limited.extent; however;

manytelevänt identified materials coufd not'be added due to the

fact that funds were not available. An effort was made to acquire

materials by requesting complimentary copies from the.publishers.

A totil of 447 materials were ide'ntified for addition to the col-.

lection. Of thes, 104 materials were complimentary_requests and

,140'materia1s were ordered by purchase requisition.

Of these malerials ordered, 271* were receivecit,) Fifty-five

(55) of the materNls were complimentary copies, and 116 materials

were purchased. See Table 12 foJit.$e distribUtion by subject area

of the materials acquired from June 1, 1978 through November19,

1979.

, Updating/Expansion of Parentir Materials Index. The Parenting

MateTials Index (PMI), the storage and retrieval system used to

retrkeve information about parenting materials, consists .of descriptor

cards\which represent terms used to describe the materials and Informa-
..

tion Sheets which contain brief descriptions of the materials.

*

Includes some materials that were ordered prior to June 1, 1978.

85
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jhe.PMI is expanded by analyzing the new/matetls which have been

added to the PMIC 'collection and by drilling new holes in the descriptor4

cards.

The process of analysis includes: (1) indexing materilals with

descriptors from a set.group'df terms contained in'the PMIC Pictionar/

of Terms, and_(2) writing a one-to-two page descriptive abstrict (Inforf

mation Sheet) about each inaterial according to established guidelines.

This Informtion Sheet includes information about: (1) the purpose

and content dof the material, and (2) the details on cost and how.to

obtain the actual material from the publisher or distributor.

The expansion of the PMI through the process of adding analyzed

materials is an important activitY of this project because it'

directly affects the-abijity of the Center to provide Up-to-date,

comprehensive infohntion to useri in the region and the nation.

The analysis of acquired parenting materials'was in ongoing

&b. activity throughout the period of June 1978 through November 19, 1979.

In tfle past, materials analysts were.hired to work'part-time for
S.d

theTurpose of performing the analysis of mater4als. During this

scope of work, one staff person was res'ponsible for performing ihe

analyses in addition to the other 'duties involved jh theoperation of

the PMIC. Therefore, the ability to lignificantly add,new analyzed

materials to the PMI was hampered.. A total of 198 miterialsweri . --

analyzed and entered into the PMI. See Table 12 far the diitribution by

i

major subject area the materials analyzed.

The PMIC has prien to be a ialuable resource to its many users.

The Parenting Materials Index appears to be of potential usefulness
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to.uninersities, particularly those wittr teacher preparatory' programs,

as well as to,parent education providert. In order to maintain the

capability of.bofh.prOducts and increase their viability and yisibility

with respect to parent education practitioners (incjuding parents) an4

professionals, it appears that: (1) the PMIC should continue its

operations through updating iand expanding its materWs base, (2) the

Parenting Materials Index should be updated and expanded.with information4.
about materials gatherea from PMIC materjal acquisitions and analytei,

and (3) the bibliography, Parentin% tn 1977: A Listing of Parenting*

Materials, the PMIC:s most effective means of disipminating information

about parenting materials to the region and the nation, should be

continuously updated and revised in onger to meet the needs of users

more accurately and efficiently.

Due to the lack of:funds for acquisition of materials, It appears
,

that the bibliographic research necessary for updating the PMIC and

PMI should be continued through the use of 30-60 day reviews of.the

latest Materials fr6m publishirs. This will allow the PRIMO staff

to expand its dat& lose and'thereby serve as a more comprefiensive and

up-to-date resource for the region and the nation, as well as

serving as a valuable foundation for the research being conducted by

DCAFE,

Specific Information Search Regyests. *Requests for information

about specific.types of -parenting materials came in the form of: (1) a

formal -serach request using a form we provided in the past, (2) d letter

which requests information about'a specifilF topic, or (3) a telephone

call.
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Since NoveTber 1977 the PMIC hats received 75 specific infcrmation

,search requests. These searches have been conducted,b3 using the*

, Parenting Materials,Index and mailing the resulting,Intcrilation Sheets

to the user. The PMiC provides this service for people who do not

have the opportunity to use the system in Austin or at a replication .

stte. This method serves- to widen the range of system experience
.

. and service on a naltional level.

The requests designated. 225 different subject areas. See Table 12

for the, distribution of the search requests by subject areas. ,Figure 1

illustrates the-States and DHEW regioni from which the searches origi-
T

nated. The professions of tile 'persons submitting search requests

could be classified in sucb 'categories as: health educatori, parents,

teachers, counselors, social workers, nurses, scholp adMtnistrators,

studInts, wriiers, parent educators, and librarians. The organizations

they represent include:. family health centers MHMR centers, schools,

universtties, social service agencies, army, Red Cross, libraries,

hospitals, teenage parent programs, drug abuse programs, rehabilita-

y-
-tion

t
COnters and 14ejfare departments.

PMIC mail search,service user satisfaction was measured through

a quesponnaire whiach accompinied eaglh packet of Information Sheets

mailed )n response to the search request. A Oostage.laid envelope

wls included to facilitate the return of tilt questionnaire.

Of the 75 users during the period June 1978 thPough November 1979,

50 returned the Lir satisfaction queaionnaire. Ninety-seven percent

(97%) of the respondents indicated that the Information Sheits,they

8

.4

.4.
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TABLE 12

Subjeft Areat Of
Search.Requests

.

SubJect Areas.
MSterials
Received

MOtiials
Ana ed

.Parenting
.

Family

Social and Emotional Development

Health and Safety.

Pregnancy and,Birth

scipline

,

Parent-Child Activities

Exceptional Oildren

Parent/Schoo1/Comunity"
Involvement

Child Abuse ,

Physical and Sensory Development

Language and Intellectual
Development- .

Sexual Developmqnt and Education
.

.

Educaticin and Educational Programs

:

..

53
.

36

22

20

21

,3

40

27

12

16

1

2'

12

6

38 -

42

23

16

10

5

14

13

20

'0

1

,

1

8

7

38

29

12

.25

10

11'

3301u
.

25

11

7

5

,
5

.

.

.

.

TOTALS 271 198 225
.



received covered the subjects theydwere interested in and the Ipforma-

tion Sheets provided them with enough information about the materials

, for them to decide whether or not to use them. Respondents planned

to uze the-information for: selecting and ordering materials, with

parenting.classes, training, self-imprimiement, research, and setting up

parenting prdgrams. Eighty-eight percent (88%) planned to obtain the

materials. Forty-six percent (46%) rated the service yeti useful,

461/ useful, 6% somewhat useful, 2% not very useful, and no one

rated it useless. Ninety percent (90%) of the respondents weke .

female and 52% were in the age bracket of 26-29, with 28% 30-39,

12% 40-49, and 8% over 50. The highest)evel of education of the ,

respondents was: 3% high scho91,-17% some colikge, 22% BA/BS,

54% Masters, and 4% Ph.D. The mail search service has clearly

proven to be a valuable component of the PMIC. ,

The number of search requests received and,completed watMmited

by Project PRIMO during this contract period. This limitation was

necessary due fo an insufficient,number of staff members to respond

to these requests. Based on the volume of search requests received

with no solicitation, it appears that if this serVice was publicized,

the anticipated response rate,would be high:

. Due to the demonstrated need for this service, ft appears that ihe-

ability to respond to individualized specific search requests should
A

be streamlined in order to serve more pedple-and programs and give the

staff more time for bibliographic resear:h. This could be accomplished

through the compilation of specialized bibliographies on selected

subjects which have,proven.to be the most relevant to the needs of



e4-

PMIC users, (e.g., single parenting, stepparenting, drug abuse, etc.).

These subject areas could be identified through the ana s'of previous

requests for infprmation. 1sers requests could then be answered with'

these bibliogryphies rather than by the time-consuming PMI individualized
4.

searchoorocess'.

. General Informapon Requests.--from-June 1978 to November 192.1979, the

PMIC received 14198-4.0iiists for inforMatidn by mail-oilier than

materials search requests. These requests were, in general, concerning:

(1) information about the PMIC and the kinds of services oifered and

(2) information about the listing. These requests.were responded to by

PMIC staff through letters, brochures, announcements/order forms describing

the listing and Positive Parent materials.
*

The persons4requesting information could :be classffied in such

categories as: teachers, administrators, parent educators4 nyrse<stildents,

parents, social workers, ministers, special education teachers, parent of

exceptional children, librarians, counselors, 6arent and community involye-

ment coordinators, drug abuse program directors, health educators, univerr

sity professors, Head Start directors, ptychologists, teenage parent

program coordin4tors, etc.

The requests originated from all par4 of the nation (including Canada,

Africa, New Foundland, Australia, and dermany). Figure 1 illustrates thet

distribution of requests by state and DREW region.

Relationship With Existing,Sites. A seryice/techni61 assistance re-

lationship was maintained with the six (6) sites that have,purchasid the

Parenting Materials Index and the three sites that were using itoas part

of Project PRIMO. Each site had their descriptor cards updated and received

new Information Sheets.
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PMIC Services and Presentations.
PMIC services and presentations were

provided as necessary to people visiting tfte center. The groups that visited .

the PMIC included:
SPeLial Education Parenting Classes,-Home Economists

In Homemakin§ Organization, Graduate Nursing class, Austin Parent Education

Association, PRIMO Conference Participants,
Participants-of

Austin Bilingual

Conference on Parent Involvement,
Junior League representatives,

Universilty

qf Texas at Austin graduate Social. Work students, new staff pe le at

4 SEDL Austin Teenage P.arent Council, Louisiana State Department of

Pucation Representatives,'Elementary
School Counselors, MHMR Caseworkers',

and Texas State Library Reference Librarians; In addition ,to these groups,

many individuals visited the "MC.

USer satisfaction
information was collected from individual visitors

to the PMIC in the form of' a questionnaire,
_Groups iiere not asked to

complete this
questionnaire)nd some

individuals
did not complete the form.

Fifey-three (53)
visitors to the,PMIC completedvser questionnaires:

They

indicated that they were looking for materials
dealing with the following

topics: discipline, parent training, communication
skills, teenage %

pregnancy, using volunteers',
coping with stress, parent-child activities,

household management, prenatal development, pregnancy, sex education, single

parenting, family planning, drug abuse information,
impact of parenthood,

parent involvement;in
the school, infant care, etc. Thirty-five percent

(35%) of the'visiton
used the Parenting Materials

Index.,. The 65% who did

not use the Index indicated thaX they did not use it because.they
(1).already

knew what they wanted (53%), (2) received assistance from the staff (19%),

(3) did not have enpugh time (23)%
and (4) one per.son

indicaied that it

9.3

or.
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seemed too difficult to use. The visitors who used the Phrenting'Materials

Index found the User s Handbook clear and, with the exception of onei found

the cards and backlighted stand easy to use. Th4 all found Information

Sheets on subjects they were interested in and indicated that the Information

Sheets provided them with enough information about the materials.for.them

to decide whether or not :15 use them. Seventy percent (70%) rated the Index

easy to use, while 30% found it a little hard to use. The visitors planned

to use the information they found for suwch things as: writing proposals for

grants, class presentations, program dev.e1opmeilt, parent education groups,
1

workshops, course work, Nd to preview.and order materials for their centers-.

Sixty-nine percpnt (69%) planned to obta'in,the materials identified. Fifty-
.

seven percent (57%) rated the center very useful, 30% rated it useful, 11%
. ,

irated tt somewhat useful, ond Person rated it 6ot very useful, and no one

rated it useless. The visitors.included: social workers, nurses, teachers,

parents, parent educators, film producers, school counselors, teacher aides,

librariams, consultants, etc. Ninety-two Percent (92%) of the'visitors were

female and 54% viere in the age bracket of 20-29, with"26% 3049, 18% 40,49,

and 2% over 50. The highest level of education of the respondents mas:

4% high school, 2% somecollege, 56% BA/BS, 36% Masters, and 2% PK.D. In

suMmary, the MK and the PAI appear to be successfully meeting the needs of

a vairiety of users in the Austin area.

, OBJECTIVE FOUR': To continue the dissemination and distribution of SEDL
parent education materials and products (Parenting in
1977: 'A Listing.of Parentjng MateriaV and Positive
Parent Booklets) fn response to needs and requests.

Listing Information. Parenting in 1977: A Listing gf Parenting

Materials, a comprehensive listing of mateilals in the PMIC collection

'0 -NN . .

;
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c
as of .December. 1977, continuoCto;be disseminated. Thii listing is the

.

most efficient and effective means of providing users'with information

about parentins materials.' As'of November 19 1979, 928 6o0es'of the

. listing have been sold.. Figure 2 ,illtstrates where theselorders cri-
.

416

ginated by state and DHEW Region. Four-hundred and ninty-five,(495)

complimentary copies of the listing were distributed to various individ-'

uals.and organizations including: Project Officers and Insiltutional.
4

Monitors, National Institute of Education; National Council on Family

Relations members; CEDaR Parenting Committee Education'GroUp; Louisiana

State Eeucation Department, Title I CoordinatorS; Coordinator, Communi.;

cations Service, State Departmeint of Education in Jackson, Michigan;

Early Child tare Research Program, National Institute of Mental' Health;

Bilingual-Bicultural Program, Texas Women's University; Instructor

Magaiine; PMI Sites; PRIMO Sites;'Department of Curriculum and Instruction,

Universi,ty of Texas at Austin; U.S.'National Cdmmittee, A Unit of OrOni.-

qation Modiale pour, L'Educatiow Prescolaire World Organization for Early

Childhood Education; Parents/Early Childhood and Siecial Programs Staff,

U.S. Office of Education; State Departments of Education (Ali states);

State Education Agency Dissemination Representatives; 'and Chief State

School Officers (all states).

The entries in the listihg which have been analyzed and for which an

Information Sheet has been prepared are indicated by an asterisk.(*) tnd

a document number. A user of the listing may order Information Sheets from

SEM by using an order form.which is enclosed with each copy of the listing.

During the period from June 1978 through November 19, 1979;43 people have

purchased 3,555 copies ofeInformation Sheets.'

12') .
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The listing *contains all of the materials in the PMIC collection. As

vlith any collection of mkterials, there continues to be a number of new'

materials being publish6 t'hat need to be,added, as well as materials that

need to he omitted due'to becoming obsolete or unavailable. As a result

of theSe factors, the listing is in need of constant updating and revision.

Project PRIMO has noticed a trend in the Internationaf Year of the Child of

more information coming out dealing with parents, children, and families.

The year 1980 would appear to be an approprIate time to revise, update, and

publish a new listing. This .revision is viewed as an effective may to

continue to .meet't4 demands for information about parenting materials

throughout the region and the nation as a result of_the current emphasis on

the importance of parent education/parent involvement.

Publicity Efforts.. In an effort to expose Project PRIMO materials to as

large an audience as possible, several' methods of publicity were used. These

included: (1) mailing free materials to 'be disfributed at conferences,

conventions, meetings, etc., (Z) submitting news releases to appropriate

publications, and (3) attending conferences for the purposes of Making

presentaitons and distributing information about PRIMO materiali. The

materials disseminated and publicized'included 'the Positive Parent booklets ,

and television spots and Parenting in 1977: A Listing of Parenting Materials.

Table 13 lists the publicity efforts and dissemination campaigns. The

sales of these materials appear to have increased as a result of these efforts,

and the materials have been exposed.to a larger audience.

Positive Parent Information. The Positive Parent Booklets and Tit Spots

were disseminatid throughout the contract period, and were reproduced as needed.

Table 14 indicates the sales for the months of September, October mid November;

the total sales for this contract"period; a'nd the inventory as uf 11/29/79.
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fable 13 PUBLICITY/DISSEMINATION CAMFAI-OS

American Association of Marriage ard Family Counselors Niwsietters

International Association of Counieling.Services Newsletter

Family Service Association-of America Newsletter

The Center for Parent Education Newsletten

National Atsociation of Social Workers Newsletter

Children's House--Chilitren's World Magazine

Child Welfare Resources Information Exchange; Denver, Colorado

Child Welfare Resources Information Exchange; Atlanta,Georgia

Child Welfare Resources Info'imation Exchange; Chicago, Illinois

Staff Development/Inservice Education Day, State Superintendents and
Assistant Superintendents in charge of instruction; Jackson, Mississippi

Office of Public Information at Brackenridge Hospit41--Alternative Birt0
Center; Austin, Texas

National.Education Association Seminar;%Wighington, D.C.

Oregon Basic Skills Project Conference; Orlando, Florida

American Association of_Colle_ges for Teacher Education-Apnual Convention;
Chicago, Lllinois

International Conference of Association for Children with Learning
Disabilities; San Francisco, California

Texas fmily Institute Austin, Texas

National Association for Bilingual Education; Seattle, Washington

109 Southwest Pegional Conference of the Child Welfare League of America; ,

WicHita, Kansas

Tixas Conference on Early Childhood Education; Houston, Texas

iiorkshopi for Title I.coordinators; Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Second Annual Symposium for Building Family Strenths; Lincoln, Nebraska

CEDaR Parenting ComMittee Education Group;. Washington, D.C.

Project PRIMO Parent Education Conference; Austin, Texas
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Ta 61 e ContInuea

Arkansas Advocates for Parrting Conference, "Parenting Is Primary";
Little Rock', Arkansas

National Council of Family Relatipns' Annual Conference;-Philadelphia,
Pennsylvaniv

Parental Involvement Conference; Austin, Texas

National Hispanic Conference on Families; Ho ston, Texas,

Oklahoma National Association'of Social Workers Newsletter

Second Texas Infancy Conference; Austin, Texa

Western School-Age.Pdrent Conference; Portland, Oregon

Texas Coalition of Citizens 'with Disabilities Conference; Dallai, Texas

Ira J. Gordon Memorial Conference on Parent I6olvement; Chapel Hill,
North Carolina

4''

Human Sexuality Worksbops, Planned Parenthood of New York City; New York,
New York

/nternational Year of the*Child, Children's Festival; Denton, Texas

Home and School Institute-School-CoMmunity Wemksh'ops; Washington,:D.C.

The Spectrum of Parenting: Nurturing the Family, University Medical
Center, Division of Nursing and Continujny Education; St. Louis, Missouri

Institute on Educating the Infant and Toddler, Center for Panent Education;
Newton,'Massachuseets

.
Practical Approaches to farentindvPreconference Workshop, National Council
on Family Relations; Boston, Massachusetts

Right to Read Conference; Washington, D.C.

Joint.Annual.Convention of TASB/TASA4 San Antonio, Texas

Maternal and Child Health Care Committee,'Health Systems Agency of North-
eastfennsylvan4a, "Parenting" Conterence; Avoca, Pennsylvania

Texas Association Concerned with School Aged Parents Annual Conference;
Fort Worth, Texas

Common Focus: An Exchange of Information about Early Adolescence, The
Center for Early Adolescence Newsletter; Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Aimmemmi11
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-Taple 1 Continued

Philoiophy and Practice of Effective Caregiving Conferenct, Texas
Woman's University;-Denton, Texas

I

Ie

Educational Programs, Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center; Austin,
Texas

Southwest Conference on Opportunities for Children and Youth; Houston,

1

.Texas

Texas. Research Institute of Mental Sciences Annual Symposium, Houston,
TeXas
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TABLE 14: SUMMARY OF POSITIVE PARENT SALES AND INZENTORY

BOOKLETS
SALES

A 1-30 79
SALES

10 141/79
' SALES

11/1-30/79
SALES

6/1 77 - 11/30 79

INVENTORY'

11/30 79. ,

"Be Consisterit". 836 946 319 33,428. 6:575
0 1

"Children Learn by Watching
' and Hellaing"

j1
714 377 d 383 42,200 -e' 116,967

,

"Expect ihe Best from Your
Children"

- 643 685 358 35,986 4 553
v

"Pdur Ways to Discline .
.

Children" 44. 858 . 707 -327 ., 8,297. 9,571

'Help Your'Children Cope
with Frustration" 709 353 1 358. 42,948 6,516

"Loi Ninds Aprenden Mirando .

y Ayudedo" '169 ' 192 11 9,792 . 8,831
.

"Pay Attention to Your .

Children"
. 984 '''* -405 329 43,397 6,241

:

"Practice Whatiou.Teach" 918 404 . 428 41,745 7,943
4 )

"Praise Your Children" 915. 403 402 '' 31,660 7,174

"Read to YourChild"
4

.

661 943 389 46,111
.

4,865
"Talking *ith Children" 60 1,195 359 42,610 7,348

"Where. Do Adults Come From?" 317 230 1 46.. 4
1
537 12 299..---

.

TOtAL 8,415 .6,840 3,709 382,711 . 871883
.

Videotapes . 1 1
.

TOTAL REVENUE $2049.08 $2,617.67 $948.77 $104,025 52



OBJECTIVE FIVE: To initiate instftutional ii1;kage meChanism which will
facilitate the development of local and regional working
relationshfps with parent educotion providers, thus allow-
ing for amore effective response to needs by Project
PRIMO and the Parent Educafion Ceater (PEC) when established..

Project PRIMO held a conference entitled, "Ways of MaXimizing Parent

Education Program Linkages" on November 16-17, 1978*at the Southwest

Educational Development Laboratory, Austin:Texas.. A totO of 25 persons

from the SEDL six-state region attended the conference*. Demographic charac-

teristics of the conferees re shown.in Table 1,5,

1%0-e 15 OEMOGRAWIC CHARACTERISTICS-OF CONFEREES
4

,

STATE
No. of SEX RACE r

SEA

State
Govern
ment

Parent
Education
Pro ram

/-

ParentPersons M-IF B H ' -ii

-.,

Arkansas 4 '4 4 1 1 2
,

Louisiana 4 2 i 2 1 3 2
.

2

.

Mis$issippi . 3 *3 1 2 1 1 1.

New Mexico 5 2 31 1 4 1 3 .1

Oklahoma 4 1 3 4 2 1 1

fexas 5 5f11 3 2 2 1

TOTALS 25 5 201 20 9 1 9 6

- 4-
,

In addition, approximately 87% of the partiCipants were between the ages

of 30 to 55.- None were under 30 years old and 13% were more than.55 years

old.. As far as educational preparation was concerned, 80% (20) indicated

having completed four iears of college, 68% (17) revealed that 'they had*

completed a graduate degree, and only 116% (4) of the conferees indicated

that they only hid a high school education.

*See .November 30, 1978 Inteim Report for full description of how
partictants were cpntacted,Identified; selected and the conference content.
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The goal, of this conference was tO conceptualize and driift,a set

of specifications.for a plan of actionopesigned to increase linkages* among

and between parent education programs.in the SEM six-state region. This

goal was to be accomplished by.means of five specific objectives. They

were as follows:

1. Identification - To identify (a) existing parent education program

-(PEP') linkages and networks, (b) efforts for increasing PEP

linkages and networks, (c) various PEP;linkage agents, and (d) the

range of diversity among PEPs:

2. liroblems To'develop lists of problems associated-with each of

the four are'as (a-d) stated in Objective 1.

3. Strategits To create sets of strategies designed to help resplve

the problems #ound in each of the four lists referenced in

Objective 2;

4. Evaluation,- To propose, then list ways of evaluating each of the

strategies from thefour sets created with respect to'Objective 3.

Specifications for Plan - To propose, then draft a written set of

specifications designed tc help maximize the effectiveness of PEPS

through building an increased set of linkages.

The conferees met foi two days and werked diligently in both smell and

large groups to complete their tasks. Every attempt was made,to ensure that

each small group (four altogether) had a reasonable mix.with regard to sex,

race and state representation. Each of the four (4) groups used the same tet

of five objefftives to deal with the area of focus assigned to them. The focal

areas of each"group were as follows:

Group 1 - "Existing PEP Netiworks"

Group 2 - "Increasing PEP Networks"

*The.Proceedings.of the Conferente'are bein xublished in a separate doc9ient.
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Group, .3 - "Linking Agents"

Group 4,- "Diversity in PEPs"

A set of related questions with respect to the group's:focus area was

also provided as a Ouide to the kinds of issues which needed,to be dealt

with through discussion and suggested action. 'At the culmination of

conference activities:two important events were to occur. First, the

conferees were to provide an evaluation of the conference and second, each

group.was topresente.oraley 'and in writing, its plan'of action regarding

the assigned area of focus. The two featuis were considered crucial to

determining how successful the conference was.

Outcomes from the conference evaluation

February 28, 1979 Interim Report to NLE (see

those outcomes is provided here:
*

were discussed in.detafl in the
4 A

np. 81, 80-105). A summary of

1. Results from evaluations (Evaluation Form A) filled out at the end

of the first day indicated that conferees had very positive feelings
1

about-how the conference wasj?roceeding (26 of,the 37 items generated
. .

basically a very positive,responseifrom all participants).

2. *Conferees apparently fel; that the small groupismions which dealt

with identifying key factors or aspects of their focal area and then

developing a plan 'of aqfon for their focal area were the most useful.

3. Conferees overwhelmingly indicated that the.conference.had.(1) useful,
4

far-reaching kenefits :and (2) was much needell.

4. With respect to conference compunication, reimbursement procedurtsw

details, pre-confgrence information, pre-registration, scheduling,

format, management,' feefings about other conferees, feelings about

*Items 2-10 dealt with ffndings from Evaluation Formj.

p.
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being selected as.a conferee, conference flexibility and conference

-materials,.95% or more bf the conferees indicated very positive

feelings about these matters...

While conferees expressed some dissatisfaction with regard to the

conference's priorities, a clear'majority (93%+) reacted favorably

to the goal and objectives. Confere:c were also pleased with the

range of focus areas. The only other topic area suggested.as being

important,deaft with infbrmation on eff4tive PEPs that have been

successful.

Conferees indicated several ways iri" which the conference could be

even more useful to them:

a. imimilar local/state conferences

b. shorter local conferences that meet regularly

'c. further sharjng of conference materials and PEP information

0. broadened discussion of parent education

e. longer session for plan of action'development

I.f. small group leader training

g. build in session.for state representatives

h. present more concise theoretical framework

i. shorten evaluation forms

7. Further evidence that. the conference stimulated thoughts about efforts
0

d/

regarding the improvement of parent education, wa

A

demonstrated 8y
,

%

conferee suggestions of seventeen (17) topics f r consideration at
4

--future such conferences .or meetings.

a

Conferees overall indicated a very positive feeling about,the keynote

speaker, conference facilitators, staff observers, working conference

format and a high regard for other conferees,they mgt.
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9. Five (5) specific suggestions were offered by conferees in terms of

improving the performance of the conference sponsor:

a. expand to more states

b. more training for facilitators and group leaders

C. ,:onstant contact with conference advisors/consultants

d broader conference advertisement

rN

e. include more variety of PEP persons

10. In terms of recommended."next steps," conferees indicated the

strongest favorable opinions toward.the following:

.a. review the draft plans and begin to take facilitative actions

(76%)

b. -begin to 4mplement draf plans (56%)

c. confe ees share con erence findings with relevant people in

their states (72%)

d. conferees continue lines of communication with Project PRI 0

(84%)

e. provide information with respect to conference outcome to

pUblic (64%) 0

"Each of the four (4) conference focus groups held ,discussions centered

on a set of pre-established questiims. In addition, other questibns,

or concerns were raised and discussed os a prelude to drafting specifications

for each proposed plan of.action. A synthesis of these action plans'is

presented tn the following paragraphs:

Group One: "Parent Education Prbgram NAWorks"

1. 'The following kinds of netWorks were identified as those existing

at present through which PEPs were thought to communicate.

A. newsletters (weekly to yearly)t
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b. workshops for parents and/o'r pi.ogram staff (local to national)

c. coriffirehces and proceedings where apftopriate (monthly to

annual)

d. state level organizatidhal meetings.

e. regional organizational meetings

f. personal communicatidns/interaction

gi legislative alerts

h joirnals, magazines and.other publications of national

organizations

volunteer p rograms
.

civic organizations, aRencies and groups ,

k., comminity 'groups.

1:- relatives and friends

m. religious iostiVitionsviagencies, organizations.

n. , public and private khool programs and activtties

o. advisory councils, committees, etc.

junior collece, community dollege, co lege and un1vrsiity6p.

programs

information clearinghouses,

r. key PEP staff

The problems associated with the existing networks identifted in No. 1

were as follows:

a. fiscal

- lack of network expanstion funds where neededand rib-ranged

- failure of funds to consistently support networking develop-
4 .

ment
(

- Tack of funcio support information dissemination

tab
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b. legal (legislative)

- failure of ligislatlon to require-deqelbpment-of-new-AetworM

- failure of legislation to require information fed into existing

networks

.- no stress on importance of collaborative networking'

- created a mass of unrelated and unconnected networks

c. judicial

- no systematic methods of networking parenting/family information'

to judges making decisions which can significantly affect/alter

the lives of children and parents

- no networks to continuously feed important judicial decision

information to parent education program providers

d. regtla tory

- *lack of intra- and inter-agency networking

failure'tp`provide written guidelines/regul.ations emphasizing

importance of network development

- narrow, self-contained guidelines rega ding information

dissEmination for pfograms,

- lack of resource network for broader program, agency, and

institutional usage

e. human behavior

- tendency for parent education program staff to remain "exclusive"

to own activitiei

- failure of parent education program staff to interact since many

compete for same clients
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f. higher-education

- no commuriication betweem parent education programs and'teacher

preparation activities

inservice teachers not aware of information and resources con--

cerning thrust and fiVings of parent education efforts

Group One suggested these strategies for consideration in dealing

with the prdblems identified in No. 2:

a. build into federal, state and,local parent education programs

or efforts a system for developing and/or enhancing,an effective

information/resource network

establish federal regulatioaito allow for local autonomy withip
e'

a'framework of standardaihicti provide incentives for networking

c. establish network mechanisms fo'r controlling gaps, duplications,

misinformation, etc.

establish mechanisms for broadening network target audience

e. establish commUn . ty/program liaison persons to act as catalysts

for developing or increasing parent education information networks.

f. establis)panel or group to explore development of needs assessment

for'network information

g. establish writing/phoning campaigns to communicate with legislators

regarding inclusion of required networking language in guidelines

and regulations

lobby.19islators and program administrators to include funds

desig4ted specifically for networking Activities

provision of more human relations, interpersonal relations, and

information shar,, 1 sessions for PEP staff and administrators
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develop guidelines for providi4 parent education information to

key decision-makers, e.g., judges, lawyers, caseworkers, etc.

k. determine set of guidelines for includinsg training in parent

education as integral part of preservice teacher education

1. extend parent education information/resources network to feed

into teacher training institutions, professional teacher

organizations, school administrator organizations, and school

board organizations

m. °develop parent education awareness campaign as a form of net rk1ng

to increase support (coordinate through or with social servic

civic, community, religious, private enterprise, educational,

government, etc. organizations and agencies)

n. study and adapt workable networking plans/activitieg from business

l==

and industrial world.

o. develop broader personal or individual efforts at grassroots level

to increase Rarent education networking

p. establish and expand networks across each state, the region, and

nation

4. It was suggested that these ideas be.among those considered for evalu-

ating the effectiveness of parent education networking strategies

prop4ed in -No. 3:

a. Long term

- divorce rate decline

- decline in reported Child abuse cases

- reduction in parent/family stress reports

110
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reporfed/observed increase in the use of available parent

- education services

- references in passed legislation which deals specifically with

networks for parent education programmatic efforts

revisions, additions, etc. to parent edUcation program regulations

and guidelines specifying the creation or further, development of

information and

- written changes

resource networks

in teacher'education course work or curriculum
9

which provides experiences or exposure to parent education

information and resources.

rapidity with which network expands and is used

Short term

- spot checks on network development, use and effectiveness

using questionnaires, interviews, telecons, surveys, polls,

etc.

- rate of increase in number of persons desirous of being included

in network

- informal assessment concerning awareness of network's existence

- more Interaction between judicial and parent education providers

regarding dispiensation of court cases/decisiont involving
4

families and children

5. Group One offered the following 1nf6mation as a draft:of the specifi-
2

cation for a plan of action to improve existing parent education program

networks.

a. Goal: To establish a network of parent education programs in the

SEOL region which shall increase the extent and qolity of,paeent

education programs.
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b. Expected Outcomes:

Awareness of need.for parenting education

Information disseminated abgut parent education

Legislation passed

Teacher preparation programs changed

Needs for parenting education identified

c. Activities: 1

..,, Identify what exists in parenting education potential providers

S.

Identify other potential ptpplation to be served

Identify other potential networks A,

Impact all other organizations identified as part of the

potential network

Explore all resources availabl to establishing the network

Use 60amilutes or 20-20-20 to ell the story of the need for

parent education and what ex sts

Establjsh a ,toll iree number,

Establish satellites in the si states of SEDL region

Otvelop an audio/visual Series nd/or information packets to be

used in satellites on how to etwork

. Develop role,of the satellite p rticipants

Plug into all local, state and national associitions

Sei up 'time frames forichieving objectives

Educating business/industry to be aware of importance of the

-family unft and of the,employee's need 'for tinie to spend

with family
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Group,Two: "Parent.Education Program (pEP) Linkaget"

1. Participants preferred the following definition of linkage: it implies'

a process of linking established programs and agencies to each other for

mutual benefit as well As linkage within the programs,themselves. The

group-then addressed their first quistign which dealt"with ways/attempts

that have Oen made-to establish.PEP linkages. It was concluded that such

ways/atiempts were manifested in several activities. These insauded:

a. statewide onferences of PEP proviiiers

b. united/cooperative efforts of national organizations (March of Dimes

and PTA) in dealing with particular parent education concerns or

issues

C. fbrmation of city-wide association made up of representatives from

agencies dealing.with parent education

d. installation and use of local and state-wide toll free numbers to

pravide PEP information and service.

e. .provision of parent education by,local and national volunteer

grgani2ations, especially to public schools

f. increased sharing of information between/among Federal programs

'within states that have a parent e4cation compoLent (FT, HS, etc.) -

,The group concluded that such organizations as NAEyC, AHCH, Ass'n, NASW,\

etc. could an hould be OUlled tnto parenfeducation linkage efforts.

An example of a stat epartment agency 4hich could be used in linkagini

was the Bureau of §tudeht Services in Louisiana.

In discussing the kinds of problems there are in tryihg to establishL.

PEP linkages, the,JoIlowing:information was forthcomihg:

1,4
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fiscal response to PEP linkage efforts has been lacking because of

the difficulty involved with selling preveniative or intervention

Programs such 'as PEP when the end product or outcome is not cleir

or concrete; PEP's face an uphill ilattle for funds since other

priority areas/programs are usually placed ahead of theth;.failure

of urban, surburban and rural PEP efforts to be united in a

211%.

'cooperative manner,

neither is there enough research knowledge being used to effect

legislation nor are there any strong efforts to influence the

41

mandate of parent education it state level.

c. judicial systems/representatives have failed to,communicate, inter-

act, undirstand and cooper:ative with parent education program-

efforts; the incompalibility is somewhat influenced by politics

and funding does not promote cooperation

d. in terms of regulation, lack of interagency formulation, cooperation

and implementation with respect to uniform guidelines for programmatic

efforts involving children and families; far too muctdupl. oreffoit

and restrictiveness of regs.

fr e. from the human behavior stand-point, the group suggested the in-
,

ability to answer the question of who should teach parenting has

e

affected the establishement of viable linkages. It was further

stated that parenting skills are not eastly taught hOwever, often one

group or school feels it has the.answers: Also, the group felf that.

PEP linkagei have not Linn better deVeloped beciuse:of the'in-.

congruence cif maral _issues iwith_our_changing, society. __

f. 'higher gducation efforts have contributed the'inabilAy to establish,

more viable PEP linkages-in that iseis too isolated froth what'

going on in the "real world" its philosophies and theories are to'



elitist and it promotes *social services as treatment instead of

prevention.

3. Several strategies were proposed to help resolve the problems mentioned
C.

with respect to establishing effectivellinkages. These included:

a. increased knowledge about available funds

b. increased political action tdotard and support for parent education

c. broader sharing_ of funds, resources and services

eliminate competition for funds designed to address the same issues

(e.g., parent education)

e. increase communications a d cooperation throu94;enactment of better.

legislation re: PEPs

operate 'reg. parent education clearinghouse

develop broader coalitions among PEPs

h. higher education institution should develop programs which.provide

specifioknowledge, trainfng experience and materiali re: parent

education

1^

e,
As a means of evaluation these:strategies, the group suggested that a

needs assessment be conducted to actually dee the. needs. Next, the

plan of action ,should be organized and implemented. With regard to the

actual evaluation of increased linkages, it was .syg.gested that such ac-

tivities might be conducted through the use of questionnaires, interviews

or'suheys. Data would be gathered regarding how well needs were met

throu0 the proposed,strategies ind how well the process for further

establishing PEP,linkages worked.

The following are specificationi for a plan Of action'to establish and

maintain more effective PEP linkages:



PLAN OF ACTION

Specifications for Estab

Short Range Activities

ishihg and Maintainins Linkages

1. Contact person betweenitatee
and SEDL--write letter.

Coatactiwith legislative
reOresentatOe

SEDL pursue possible linkage
with ERIC

Fill in PEP chart and dissem-
inateip members h-66

. Develop a model for information
and referral system for each
state

II Long Range Activities

.Meetings for-PEP to establish
linkages

Office of Parent Education in.
State government

Legislative memorial to rec.-,

ognize concept of parent
education

Availability of services for
all persons

4
TRAINING

Set up meetings within states for PEP programs'to establish.linkages.
P

Establish parent education person in state government, governor's office

to be PE coordinator.

Members from th.ks workshop contact PTA/March of DiMes or similar such

organizations. Discuss the possibility that: Y

a. SEDL become coordinating agency for developing plan of support far
PE 4n each state

b. Each identified PEP representative of a supporting institution to
establish linkage between institution_and SEDL

c. SEDL could provide technical assistance and training for representatiie$'
and groups contacted in each state concerning organizational skills in .

'establishing state PE office and developing local support
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Plan of Action for SOL Conference Partictpants ,

,

.

Cstablish -PIP Linking Agent ill Each-State wi-thin'One. Year

Conference Participants

.
.

,

SEDL

ea..

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Contact Potentisal institutions
including board members, etc.

Cond-uct.meeting of state con-
ference participants

Publish SEDL conference
information throughout the
state

Identify interested supporting
-organizations

.

.

Contact legislators for support

.Contact governor for coopera-
tion

,

Contact state'SEDL boAra members
,

Sponsor introduction of PEP
legislative.memorial for
adoption

a.

b.

C.

d.

.

SEM. become clearinghouse for
information concerning state
PEP efforts
- General

.- Goal related
SEDL provide technical assist-
ance in such areas as:
- Information on supporting

organizations .

- Procedure for contacting
legislators
Introductory letter to
governor

- Write up news release for
members .

Contact go-vernor for infor-,
mation update
Plan linking agent conference
in each state

.

,

.



4.

Group Three: "Parent Education

1. ParticiOnts identified the

institutions, etc. as those

linking agents:*

a. Individuals

Program Linking Agents"

foliowfng individuals, groups, agenciet,

thought to be presently serving as PEP

Teias: Mickey Leland, Wilhelmina Delco, Jea.nnette Watson,
Nolan Estes, Alvis Bentley (PTA) .

'Arkansas: IBM Sherman, Benjamin Spock, Bettye Caldwell,
Dale and Betty Bumpers, Sarah Murphy

Louisiana: Alphanse Jackson, Senator'Shehee, Thomas Statts;
Loye Rowland, Hilliary Rodham, Jesse Jackson

New Mexico: Abel McBride

Mississippi: Mildred Witt, Jack Rawson, Jean Levdrett,
Dr. Jennings, Reba Southwell

b. Groups

Parent Teacher.Associations

March of Dimes

Future Homemakers of America

Four H Clubs

Action for Childrens' Television

Advocates for Children and Families (Arkansas, New Mexieb,
Louistana)

-00-1-d Care '76

MistAssippi Council on Children

Big Brothers.and Sisters

Boy and Girl Scouts

A

*Group offered several sources which could be referred to for information
about PEP linking agents. These indluce Parent Education Program and Service
Directory, Yellow Pages for Children and Volunteers in fhild Abuse and
Neglect Programs.
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Boys Clubs .

Child'Welfare League

Americap Home Economics AssoCiation

Ameeican 9ocationa1 Association

Church Related Groups

Family Service Association

Laliaze

. International Childbirth Association

Americantledical Association

La Leche League ,

Parens without Partners

Parents Anonymous

Professional Association of Social Workers

MorTon Church

Planned Parenthood

..Texas Association'of Community Action Agencies

professional Organizations (NEA ACE!, AEYCI, SACUS)

. Fathers for Equal Rights

Junior League

. NAACP

c. Agencies

Departments of Education

Departments of Human Resources

Dipartments of Health

Departments of Community Affairs

Religious Agnecies
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. Youth Councils (Juvenile)

. Indian Agenciev

SEDL

Youth Homes, Inc. (Arkansas)

Frieds of Courts (New Mexico)

Amet:ican Civil Liberties Union

Mental Health Association

Outreach Community Centers

Private Maternity HoMes

. New Futures (New Mexico)

. Public Schools

Urbalt Councils

: Public Broadcasting Systems

d. :The group recommends that terminology be consistent by using the

Dictionary of Social Terms.

2. 'With respect to the kinds of problems that exist with present PEP linking

agents the following list was developed:

a, Fiscal

Too.much.paperwork

Imbalance of funds

Indirect.services are first to be cut

Groups are unwilling to colit funds for parenting Nithout
retaining control

Funds are fragmented

Priorities ar4 misdirected

Dollars for machines and cents for parenting
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b., Legal

-Legfs-tation -matted 'wtthciut-suffitTent' implermntatri on funding

a

regulationt over legislative mandates

. Lack of consistency in.federal and state.guidelines

. Duplication of services due to federal law inconsistencies

. Lack of input into legi6lative process regarding non-threatening,
informatiOb

. Failure in communicatioh.of clearly defined.ideas

C. Judicial

a

. No mandatory counseling of,parents with problems (custody-ibusP)

. Endangered legislatiop threatened by Ocaential for judicial'action
.011

. No parenting information for judiciary

Regulatory

Inconsistent guidelines

. Difficult,to mesh regulattons with various federal,programs.

. Regulations'not written for local implementation,.

e.'"Human Behavior

Turf protection which leads to.isolation and inso.lation

Inconsistent application f:f programs

. 'Teacher 'defensiveness rtgarding parent/comunity, involvement
-

*
. ,Conflict of values between parents/community vs. schools

. Apathy

Hiper Education

. Lack of cdurset in parenting

Lack of ravamped courses/durriculwm reflecting changing family/
paredt settings . .

e
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Several strategies were proposed to assist in resolv4ng the problems

identified with pPesent PEP linking agents. They'are as follows:

a. Involve people who haCte not participated in PO' past efforts whether
through innocent actions or otherwise. Community education efforts
may be one starting point.

b. Utilizedm neutral body to draw in other major organizations, e.g.,
"A Coalition of Mothers and Babies." March of Dimes, SEDL.

C. -Invite the respeztive groups in and present information for them
'to plan and organi2e something workable regarding increasing pool
of and effectiveness of PEP linking agents.,

d. Break down comunication barriers, e".g.,, iwter-agency, inter-office,
etc.

e. Create Federal Cl4aringhouse for all regulationtiriters

f. Utilize ERIC and International groject on Dissemination (IPOD)

g. -Every parent education- pragram-funded should include line ttems for
linking agent

h. State boards should irevamp teaching certificate standardt to'include
teaching parenting skills

Adopt a single definition of dissemination 0.

Urge inclusion of funds for purposes of dissemination/education

Create a task force to educates other grcups and the judic ary
what should be eticulated regarding parenting

1. Develop public service arnouncements to create awarenets among
general public on parenting. Use Madison Avenue experts to market
parenting

Send publications to persons requeSting information. Inform
them of adult classes--follow-up with telephone call

m. Utilize service groups (Rotary, Lions, Optimists, etc.) at state and
international levels to set education for parents as al,riority in
their organization.

n. Utilize people in public advertising and their approaches (Dairy
Association, McDonald's, etc.) as pals for linking agents to
mark parent educaticin

o. Lower PEPifunding anxiety and eliminate discretionary funding
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p. Provide more effective communications, 1.e.t give it to the people
in terms of their interests, not yours.

Make use of utility and telephone company mailings to send parenting
information

./^

. r. Place publications in public health'services, hospitals, etc.
(Louisiana PTA),

s. Make use of mobi e libraries as form of parent education linking

t. Parent-teacher conferences and PTA could be better utilized as linking
agents

7

u. Ask National Family Opinion Survey to include questions on parenting

4. The following information was provided with respect to ways that PEP

linkipg agent strategies could be evaluated for effectiveness:

a. Specific Strategy: Mall Fair

. Use public service announcements'to announce mall fair, free
of charge

Draw in other people such as Family Living, Ch3ldDevelopmen1t,
to serve as Consultants

Have check list completed on each person "(name, address, telephone
number)

Distribute publications on simple child care concepts for individual
interests

b. Specific Evaluation

. Conduct workshop/conference to meet specific interests

Follow-up with phone call to determine if information given at
fair is helpful and if more information needed

Design information check list to ask in telephone follow-up:
interested in meetings, classes, etc.

5. Interms of specifications for a draft plan of action to-increase the

n6mber and expertise of PEP 'linking agents, the following information

was presented.
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a. Suggested linking agent model:

MARKETING

Billboards
PSA
Watts

SEDL 1

;

rtt

16,00".71

DATA BANK, CONFERENCE LINKERS
LINKERS-PROVIDERS

PMIC
. Providers of. I AWARtNESS

Service
Linkers 1 TRAININGMALLIATIO4 1

Technical
Information IMPLEMENTATION 1

Parents
Paraprofessionals

Police
Courts

. Churches
Schools

b. *Suggested purposes:

. To market concept of role as linj(ing agents to those that could serve
this need

To serve as catalyst for statewide/regional PEP linking efforts
k

To expand PEP data bank by building on PMIC collection and provide
technical information, Federal Wegister information, prpposal
deadlines, regulations, new laws, etc.

c. Suggested Theme Song (To the tune of I'm a Pepper)

I'm a linker,
You're a linker,
She's a linker,'
He's a linker,

You could be a Tinker, too:



6.

WHEREAS, the people gathered a the PRIMO Conferenceare deeply
concerned abautthe future of o children, and

'WHEREASthe members of this group have made meaningful cdntribu-
tions toward designing a program of parenting services,

BE IT RESOLVED, that this group of represOntatives; under the aegis
rof the Southwest Educatibnal Development Laboratory, meet annually
to further our studies and increase our contributions toward/the
development of effective parents.

'Dated this 17th'day of November, 1978, at Austin, Texas.

'Mu



Group Four: "The Diyertity of Parent Education Programs"

1. The following information was offered with respect to what are the

different kinds of known PEPs and ways to classify them into-3-5 distinct

groups:

It was decided that consideration be given to_bath strong and weak

aspects of PEPs witbin the definition of,adversity. A strong aspect
4

of PEPs was that,tbey dealt primarily with preschoorand elementary

age children because parenting appears to be most important at these

stages'. A weak aspect of PEPs was that not enough drlt with parent

education for those with adolescents which is a growing area of

parenting:problems and concerns. The motivation for having PEPs ts

an aspect of diversity which the group suggested should be kept in

mind, especially since funding availability is the overriding consideration

for PEP pursuit rather than needs and concerns of clients. Source of

funding alsomas viewed as an aspect of PEP diversity. It was posited

that federally funded PEPs seemed to have a parent training approach

whereas non-federally funded PEPs offer enriament for parents. (This

ii probably too much of an overgeneralization.) 1n appition, the

preventive PEP approach vs. the crisis approach contributes to the

overall diversity.

When referencc is made to PEP target groups, parents, non-parents and

prospective parents must be included. Presently there appears to be

little in the way of parent educationJor grandParents. Ihose efforts

that do exist were rated weak by this group but-growing. This is

in spfte of the fact that grandparents, in many cultures, have had a

. traditionally strong parenting role. Parent education for non-parents
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apparently is-non-exiitent. Efforts-for actual or real parents were

most prevalent although they are more evident fortlose-witirprescboo1/

elementary children andless available for those with adolescents.

Prospective parents, current parents and others who play a.parental

role (*surrogate, extended family members, etc.) was another breakdown

mentioned. Finally, the.group stated that categollptioh of parents

by those which are appropriate to different cultures in,,our society

and those which ire not, should be considerid, especially as it relates

to the di'fferent subcultures or lifetyles of parents.

In summary, the Tollowing kinds of PEP classifications or groupings were

offered:

STkONG
Focus

Preschool/elementary parent focus

Funding Source

'Federal

,Funds only .

d. Training
Enrichment

e. Non-parents
-Parents

Other parenting ones

Motivation

Approach

Target Group

151
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WEAK

Adolescent parent focus

4

'Non-_federal

Concern for clients

S.

Pr,eventive

CriAs

Myna

4



Several kinds of linkage probleas were identified as existent in the

different kinds of PEPs. Briefly these problems' are as follows:,=1.
a. Fiscal (Budgets and,Funds) le-

Nability of people in leadershtp roles to get together due to :lack

of funding

Competition for funding qualification

. Target areis of different foci restricts linkage instead of com-

munication and coordination of-funding being used to guide or

reduce such restrictions

. Failure-to,use funding as leverage to encourage linkage.

. Lack of funds makes linkage action impossible even when legislated
I "

Legal.

. Mandate of PEP linkage without funding

. Funds not available due to public policy. No one designated as

responsible for carrying otit documentation of linkage

. 6mpeting PEP objectives reduces linkaging. Not enough legislation

to force linkage

. Ock of inter-agency communication

Lack of legisTation.supporting parent education programs nationally.

c. Judicial

. Judicial decjsions made with minimal regard for linking programs that

serve children and their families.

e

. Bias in judicial decisions and negletting to include children in the.

decision making process

. Judicial system officials' lack of preparation; information about

resources in the parenting area's
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Privaie versus piblic.,hearings and its effect on school/family

decisions.

d. Regulatory

.. Lack of linkage emphaqis in PEP guidelines. Restriction of linkage

to certain target groups 1
4

. Failure to coordinate paper work

e. Human behavior

. Lack of respectful approaih and developing rapport with,parents as

linking device

Hostility toward other providing agencies

Need to protect one's own turf which hinders linkaging

Specialization of programs which limits linkaging potential

Higher education

Inadequate preparation'and training for persons in positions of power

to make decisions

f

There is a discrepancy between what parents want and what professionals

want

Persons in leadership are not representative of our society, i.e.,

predominantly Anglo and male and under-represented With respect-to

minorities and women in our society

This group canie to issue with the commonly accepted assumftion that apathy

is the basic cause of lack of effective parenting. They queried as to who

were the proponents of such an assump$ion and clearly stated that.parents

certainly were not. A specific set of strategies was proposed to help

resolve the problems identified in Item 2. They are as follows:

a. Include linkage as an initial part of legislation and regulations

b. Provide more-people with draft PEP legislation and regulations, notice

of hearings etc., in order to ceceive a broader base of input and
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c: Initial organization in writing proposals for fund1n9'of a program

' *

Should include specifications for conferencesociTysi_1017

tive outcomes of conferences and share the-information with others

Allow freedom in budget to move i.certain amount of funding among

line items, especially for includlpg necessary parent education

thrusts

e. Keep lines of communication open in order to lessen competition

f. .Reinforce cooperation and ljnkages by acknowledging parent educat6n

as a PRIORITY matter

Budget for a person to be a liaison between PEP and other relevant

groups, organizations, agencies, institutions, etc.

Develop broad based community action group

1. Some legislation _targets certain people and is preventing linkage.

Groups splintering both smaller and more narrowly focused groups is

a concern to us

Persons and agencies asked to implement a program should be invovled

from the beginning of a program, i.e., one agency or group should not

plan a program and then give it to an agency to implement. The point

in time that an agency gets involved in an issue is a key factor.

Optimal plan is for agency to be in the planning stage and carry

through.

k. Legislation should be written to include a sharing of responsibilities
eor

between agencles--i.e., the Handicapped Child Act 94142--seems to be

mandating many responsibilities to education that could go to health,

if

nutrition, etc. departments. Parent education should be multidisciplinary
I
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Invo/ve more persons in PEP efforts was to better inform the pUblic

and make them more aware_ of _need_AncLimportance. of parent education

. Develop a common goal and a stated consensus along the persons and

. agencies who are concerned with parent education

n. Maintain viable linkages maw so as to provide usefUl linkages in future

if, for example, national legislation fs introdaced and.needs to be

influenced

o. In defining the objectis for parent eduCation legislative packages

keep in mind all aspect e child s needs and families' needs.

In order to evaluate the effectiven s .of strategies proposed in Item 39
'

the following discussion was presented:

a. Effectiveness was determined to be the degree of discrepancy between

needs and outcomes. It was concluded that clarity should,be Provided

regarding the need for PEP linkage, the.effectiveness-,of this process

and the effectiveness of its outComes. In addition, it should be clear

as to what kinds of discrepancies are being focused on: process evalu-

ation? outcome evaluation? Important here is ff the program enhances

what parents are trying to accomplish. Important evalmation questions

might include the following)
<

. Will the duplication of services within PEPs be reduced? the base .

people-served increased? services.for parents be enhanced .

parent program organization be improved?

Does program allow parents and representatives of parents to have

a Say on guidelines regulatidns? (Itis regretted that the rpgional'

office in Dallas no longer endorses the Region 6 Child Development

Ta4 Fume.)



Does program allow parents and professionals to meet with enough

other people with similar concerns?

Does freedom in budget leMonstrate responsiveness to the parental

need? /

11014;
Does program open lines of communication between agencies ana

parents?

Does program really give parents a voice?

5. Proposed draft specifications for a play of action to be implemented with

respect to better linking PEPs were as follows: \

a.- In drafting the plan specifications, it was concludecrthat professionals

have a responsibility to gather data, document and provide information

which documents the needs of parents. However, they do not have the

ri ht to impose programs or set priorities based on those needs without

parental involvement, i.e., beneficiaries of the programs. Parents

used here refers to actual parents and potential parents, i.e., future

parents of Americateenage parents. Thus, parents should be included

in the development, implementation and evaluation of PEP goals,

objectives and activities.

More specifically, such plans of action:

Should include a multidisciplinary approach

Should identify the lead agency in the coordination effort and should

insure that this lead agency is responsive to the, various agencies

. Must be clear about the need for linkage ant the plan musts widely

disseminated

Should allow for the different.groups to be knowledgeable about each

other ant to. develop support and'respect for the various parenting

eloograms in this region; therefore, it provides :linking of diverse Pro r
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Shoufd.develop provisions'whicn lead toward a b'elief, on the part

of parent education program providers. tn the potertiai growth and

dedication of parents

Should insure that monetis available to create linkage; and, if

money disappears there woo& be a back-up plan to assure continuation

. Should have clear and observable milestones!

Should develop a general consensus regardinuthe concept of parent

education,,including its diversity

A

Should be designed to develop public awareness and support!

Should provide for the routine, periodiC, revierrof the needs to

determine its effectiveness

Conclusions Frt Small Group Meetius

1. IDENTIFICATION: Conferees in Group One were able'to identify more

than twenty (20) kinds of PEP networks through which communication presently

takes place. This supports the assumption by PRIMO that networks for con-

veying parent,edUcation information 0 exist and exist in a variety:of forms

Group Two participants identified at least seven (7) ways in which attempts

have been made to establish PEP linkages. In addition several national

, organizations with established linkages were identified. The suggestion

was to pursue ways of tying into such organizations as a means of broadening"

the linkages between/among PEPs.

Members of Group Three identified a range of individuals, groups, agencies,
,

institutions, etc. who were known to presently serve as PEP linking agents.

More than sixty (60t such agents were listed. This listing, which is not all-

inclusive, tends to support the general assumption among parent education

experts and practitioners that am array of potential PEP linking agents exist.



However; a Major question remains' concerning effective coordination.of
,

their use. The Group Four persons generally identified the kinds of PEPs

as either being strong or weak. They attempted_ta classify PEPs actor&

ing to focus; funding sourck motivatIon, approioh and target group.

Within each of these classifications, a dichotOMY of variablec was Presented.

While the method of identifying/classifyIng PEwas useful, it appears as

though more information may be needed regarding clearer categories for

classifying the different kinds of PEPs.

2. PROBLEMS: Group'One participants presented several problems re-.

garding existing PEP netwo t least two problems were generated for

"-
each of these areas: fiscal, legal, judicial, regulatory, human behavior,

Aand hi0er education. Problems tended to center aroupd (a) lack of sufficierit

PEP funds, (b) lack of specific PEP legislation, (c)-lack of courts, etc.

cooperation/interactiop with parent education efforts, JO lack of clear

guideline details, e) tendency to isolate rather than share, and (0 lack

of commitment to parent education skills.in preparation of teachers. ,In

Group Two, the kinds of problems associated with trying to.establish PEP

linkages included the following: (a) lack Of PEP unity, cooperation; (b) lack

of resources or information about resources to support PEP linking legislation,

(c) failure of judicial agencies to communicate with PEPs is means of develim-

ing vitally peeded linkages, (d) lack of uniform guidelines/regulations.

prevents effective linking and causes much duplication, (e)-dfsagreement

as to who should teach parenting, the morality of teaching parenng and in-

'congruence of parenting has hindered linkage establishment among/between

programs, and (0 higher education's elitist philosop!,y regarding the treatment

approach to parent education is incongruent with PEPs movement toward a

prevention approach and prevents development of effective linkages.
#
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The memeers of Group Three found tbat problems concerning the

identified linking agents included: (a) imbalanced,P.agmetited, tightly-

Controlled, low-priority 'design4ted_funds prevent development and
-

effectilic use of PtP linking agens; (b) lack of input, consistency, con-

gruence and claAty.concerning PEP regulations disallows effective deppy-
,

'ment of l'inking agents; (c), judicial insensitivity, lack of cooperative

.mand4tes iind parent education information for decision-making are ihdica-

Itions of need for more linking agents;. (d) lack of.local applications and

consistency among regulations in 'various-programs deters PEP Onkage agents :

even lack of parenting coursetin higher educaticin stymips developbent of

potential PEP linking agents. Group Four.conferees proffered that PEP

,linkage problems were 6esultant frw: (a) intensive competition for funds,

fund rrictions and narrow foci, and inability to use'funds as liriking

leverage;. (b) lack of supporting legislation to develop and maintain appro-

priate link.given the diversity of PEPs; (c) failure of legal/judiCial

system to suggest.or require in their decitions affecting children and fami-

lies cooperation between agencies, institutions, etc. in helping to resolve

their problems.0(d) PEP d.kersity hinders development of effective guidelines

AO regulations with respect to linkaging; (e) specialization 'and self-
.

serving nature of diverse PEPs does not allow for effective linking; and

(f) higher education does'not su'ffieently'prepare persons to de'velop useful

links bett4een the variety of PEPs available.

3. STRATEGIES: Each of the four groups proposed a wide range of

strategies to deal with their particular focus (existing PEP networks,

increasing PEP networks, PEP linking agents, and PEP diversity). In summary,

it appears that the suggested strategies tend to focus on the following:.,



a. intensive federal, regional, state, county, ind local agency,

etc. cooperation (coordination)

new/revised regulations and guidelines that specifically deal

with linkaging .

c. provision of more funds to conduct PEP linkaging and programmatic

efforts
A

d. use of existing networks/linkages where possible

e. ceeation/expansion of neiworks/linkages as needed

f. propose and seek support for legislation which helps increase

networks/linkages

g. reduction in competition for parent education funds and clients,

with more concentration on collaboration and _lessening of

redundancy/overTap

h. more involvement of teacher education/social service training

institutions in parent education linking process

i. provision of more information and tesources as means.of increasing

linkages and networks

increased association and utilization of volunteer organizations,

agencies, etc., to improve PEP linkages and networks

k. better use of written telephone, and Visual media resources for

further linkaging/network development

1. inclusion of linkaging as basic emphasis of PEP goals, objectives,

and activities.

4. EVALUATION: The four groups all indicated that an evaluation of

present or proposed methods to improile PEP networks/linkage was necessary.

Both process and effectivenE;s seemed to be the two major aspects that

linkaging evaluation be based upon. A range of foival and informal methods
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were proffered. Groups presented ideas'for consideration which were short

tirm and long term evaluation efforts. Overagp, groups indicated (1) that

on evaluation of PEP iihking efforts was most appropriate, and (2) that

such evaluation be systematic and well-planned in order to provide useful

results.

5. PLANS OF ACTION: Each group offered a draft Ilan of action to

.carryout efforts Oesf§ned to improve parent education networks/linkages.

The plans variO in both content and format. Originally, a selected group
,

of conference participants and PRIMO staff were to meet at a designated time

after the conference and refine the action plans for implementation at

state and region level. Due to previously mentioned constraints, such a

meeti,ng did notioccur. Thereftre, the draft action plans have not been acted

upon. However, they do provide the basis for developing actions steps whi6

could increase the effectiveness of rEP networks and linkages. The conference

was dcpmed a succdss as it stimulated &set of plans regarding the improve-

ment of PEP tworks and linkag:A, identified key. PEP persons in each state

of region to assist with such imOrovement, aad established the framework from

which effective action could be taken.

RECOMMENDATIONS: As a result of conference actions and outcomes the

following recommendation is offered:.

. That exploratory efforts be undertaken to determine how best to

9

provide key state level persons (SEDL region) with networking and

linkaging technical assistance as a means of enhancinithe delivery

of parent education,services to clients.

Several specific activities to carryout this objective are as follows:

(a) identification of additional key PEP persons in each of six-

states in SEM region;
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(b) selection of key state PEP to assist with developing expanded

networks and linkages;

(c) development oeplan for working with state person re: informa-

tion about existing methods involving parent education netwcirks

and linkages;,r
(0 gather spetific PEP network/linkage information from key state.

3

persons;

(e) synthesize information and prepare written report on information

vaihered.,-

prepare draft'of plan to Work wiih states toward ivreasing

and/or org4pizing effective parent eduationieetworks and linkages.
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OBJECTIVE SIX: To conduct a followup study of the impact of muliimedia
training packages on parent particiAants' attitudes and
behaviors. .

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Multimedia Training.Packaoes

vis

One of a series of products of the Early Childhood Program at

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory were fifteen (15) multi-

media training packages designed for parent education with low income

parents. After the -Early Childhood Program evolved into the'Division

of Community and Family. Education, the parent education training packages

continued to be refined. Based on prior testing, ong of the most popular

trdining packages is, Nays to Discipline Children." The decision to

evaluate this package* as.a prototype of the others was based not only -

on its popularity, but also because its monolingual presentation simpli-

fied the requiremetts for evaluation.

The format for the multimedia training package is a combination of

small group discussion (8-15 people) with a "leader" and "co-leader,"

using films, tape cassettes, games, flip charts, and handouts in con-

junction with discussion. Ideally, the.leader has skills in small group

dynamics and encourages the parents to participate in the di cussqn. The

format alloWs for questions after each film and tape ca ette sequence.

The package consists of four sessions lasting one and one-half hours each

on each one of the discipline techniques--listening, setting limits, rewards

and punishment. The training sessions are.usually made.available through

Head Start, school district's parent education programs, daY care programs

and parenting centers.

*The conceptualization of the Impact Study was described jn a previous
report, 'Multimedia Training Package (MMTP) Impact Study," (October 11,
1978)*to NIE and the results of the pilot study, including the data
analysis plan were described 'in a report to NIE, December 1, 1978,
"Multfmedia Training Package (MMTP) Impact Study Results from the
Pilot Study."
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The developers of "Ways to Discipline Children" combined two con-

ceptual positions: a model deireloped by Soltz (967), a disciple of

Alfred Adler, and behavior modification techniques most evident in the

section on rewards. Their basic assumptions were:

First, that the parent, ultimately is the authority; and
second, that a certain degree of equality between parent
and child is basic to understanding.. The first two--
assumptions seem to conflict on the Surface, but they
can work together. Each parent will have to arrive at
a workable balance between them. Other assumptions that
the content is based on are that the child will respond
to positive stimulus (rewards), that self-confidence in
the child reduces problems and (implicitly) this also
applied to the parent. Finally, the content is based on
the assumption that there are right ways and wrong ways
to-discipline children (Ways to Discipline Children
Prototype Leader's Manual, p.3).

The developers of the package anticipated the following attitudinal arid

behavioral outcomes:

1. Listening Listen more and get kids to share in solying problems.

2. Limits - Set limits first and set reasonable ones.

3 Rewards - Use rewards (praising and material rewards) to encoegge
good behavior and not as bribes.

4. Punishment - Spank less and only for repeated.offenses.

The evaluators of the training package anticipated that the range of effects

might go beyond changes in discipline techniques.

B. furpose of the StUdy

One of the results of the Family and Community,Studies survey of patent

education programs was the development of the concept of "impalt."

These restricted views of program evaluation are charac-
teristic of the programs currently reported in the
literature. The choice of outcome measures is generally

. restrkted to the participants or their children, and.they
normally include some form of questionnaire designed to
assess.participants' satisfaction in addition to learning.
The rigorous and limited evaluation designs preferred by
researchers and the more general and impressionistic
evaluations favored by program staff should give way to
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a concepti6n of,impact instead of the awe common concept
of effectivenets. Impact as a concept implies an open-
ness to coniTder a.great range of possible effects of the
program, including intended as well as unintended outcomes
(FACS Final Report, May 1978, p. 70).

Taking this concept, the purpose of the Impact Study of the multimedia

training packages was to investigate the range of anticipated and unantici-

pated effects using qualitative research methods which would allow for

gathering this kind of data.

The purpose of the MMTP ImpAct Study was to investigate the question,

"What do parent participants learn from parent education-actrWttites-such

as the MMTPs?" When a parent attends a parent training workshop s90 as,

"Ways to Discipline Children," does the.parent experience any change in

attitudes or behavior? Does the child exhibit any behavioral change? Does

the parent experience change that is unrelated to.the content of the package?

What factors explain the change? The primary purpose of the Impact Study

was to evaluate the range_ of effects that might occur to a parent attending

a multimedia training workshop.
-

C. Range of Effects

Interviews with training leaders during the field testing period sug-

-gested that the range of effects might go beyond the contents of the

package. Among the possible effects.mentioned were (1) an increase in

self-confidence as a parent, (2) development of new concerns related to

child development, (3) changes in assumptions about child rearing, and (4)

awareness of different solutions for parenting problems. The Impact Study

hypothesized that there might also be a range of effects that the researchers

might not be able to anticipate.,
9

In reviewing past studies of parent education programs that have used

criterion-referenced tests to measure one type of effect--knowledge
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acquisition on the part of the participants PRIMO found little evidence

to suggest that parent attitudes and behaviors change on the basis of an

intervention of short duration, low intensity and diffuse goals such as

the MMTP training packages reprisented; Ira Gordon (1978) found that

"programs need to be conducted over time and results take time to become

apparent; programs of short duration will not have any worhtwhile impact."

Measurement of an attitude or behavior requires pre-specification of a

desired outcome. The goals of the-MMTP are diffyse,."to listen more,"

"to use rewards more." It would be difficult to measure these effects

on an attitudinal scale. Criterion-referenced methods force findings

into one category of effects. They do not allow for discovery of Uhantic-

ipated effeçJ.sr For these reastins it was decided to use a more%open-ende0

approach to the stucOof effects, borrowing from techniquei 'used in

anthropology. These methods consisted of pre- and post-interviews using

open-ended questions, participation and observation during the parent

training workshop, and limited home observations. A more detailed dis-

cussion occurs in the Methodology Section.

D. The Parenting Model*

This Study postulated that the parent's participation in the sociali-

zation of the child included (1) beliefs or basic assumptions about the

nature of the child's development and the parent's role in that dev'elop-

ment and (2) cumulative experience in parent-child interaction. It was

aisumed that in order to underst4014rents' discipline techniques or

changes in child-rearing practices, one needvto understand their beliefs

about child rearing, called the "parenting model." The parenting model

is a set of coherent and interrelated beliefs about the nature of children

*See page 183 for an elaboration.
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which includes a rationale explaining why parents believe what they do,

specific ways of teaching and learning, parental limitations and how

they view their role as parent in the teaching and learning process.

The parenting model focused on three variables: (1) H. does the child

learn, without others and through self-regulation o self-actualization

or through the help of significant others and through conditioriing?

(2) Does the parent direct and control learning? (3) and Is mediation

or control of the environment by theipareft important for learning?

The relationship between the parent's model of child rearing-and

br
the parent's behavior with the child does not result in a perfect, corre-

spondence. Usually, there is some discrepancy between what a parent

wants for the child and what parent does with a child, between what the

parent believes she should do and how the parent behaves with the child.

These, two components of socialization may be described as the difference

between the ideal (goals, values; and beliefs) and the real (interaction

between parent and child). How do we study the fit.between child rearing

beliefs and child rearing behavior as manifested in discipline techniques?

The Impact Study was concerned with these two variables--the parenting

model of the parents and the discipline techniques and changes in these

two based on attendance at a parent training workshop.

E. Research Questions

The Impact Sutdy raised a number of questions about the causes and

effects of parent training workshops which use a small group discussion

and multimedia as a format and which are of short duratiop.

RANGE OF
EFFECTS 1. What are the anticipated and unantici ated effects of

the parent training workshops on t e participants?
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PARENTING
MODEL

2. What kinds of attitudinal and behavioial change Can
' we expect in the parent-participant§ and'in their
children?

Are there some techniques pai.ents'are more.
responsive to than others?

Are there cultural or ethnic differences that
affect the impact of the parent training work-,
shops?

3. Does a simple 'continuum ranging from control to non-
control adequately characterize parenting differences,
or'should other distinctions or typologies be con-
stdered?

RINK BETWEEN
PARENTING
IMODEL AND 4.

iRANGE OF
IEFFECTS

CAUSATION

MMTP

SENSITIVITY

e.r

Are there cultural or ethnic-differences in
parenting models? .

What variables best characterize the parenting
model?

What is the degree of fit between the parenting model
and discipline techniques?

5. Which variables are most crucial in understanding t
impact on the parents, such as ptior experiencefl,
leadership skills, sociil interaction with other par
and leaders, and content of the packages?

What is the relationship between the parenting model
and discipline techniques of parents and the imple-
mentation process?

Does"the interview or the interviewer have any role
in causing change?

6. Is the training session culturally sensitive?

11010.

!OM

Are there cultural or class biases in the training
package?

Does ne content of the training package reflect
parents' effective discipline techniques?

What concerns do parents bring up during the sessions
that were nolt addressed by the training package?



The conceptualization and implementation of the Impact Study can he

graphically represented as follows:

HUERISTIC DEL OF HOW PARTICIPANT

C.A.

TRAINI G OUTCOMES MAY OCCUR

parenting model
discipline techn
age of children
childhood ex eriences

Pre-Interview

sssislatisaussio,
Leader to pare t
Parent to pare

4iLeader

techniques
role

Participation-Obs rvation

Content of frainfng
Package and Sessions

- Listening

- Settinglimits
-Rewards
-Punishment

Participation-Observation

_Rangft. of Effe;ts

Change in discipline techniques
Change in parent attitudes and

behavior
Change in child's behavior

POst-Interview

In summary, the Study rejected the use of pen and pencil tests of

knowledge retentfon and opted for the use of qualitative methods in order

to ascertain a range of effects on the parents. It was postulated that

the range of effects could occur at the following levels: (1) attitudinal

or behavioral changes in the participants' discipline techniques, (2)

attitudinal changes in the participants' parenting models (assumptions

about children), (3) other unanticipated attitudinal or behavioral changes

in the participants, and (4) changes in the child's behavior as a con--

sequence of changes in the parents' behavior (a second order effect).

It was further postulated that the possible causes for the change might

le (a) the experience and motivations the parent brought to the training

spssions, (b) the skills, knowlege and rapport of the leader, (c) the

social interaction among the parents and with the leader, and (d) the

content of the matrials presented during_the session.
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F. Limitations of The Study

The Impact Study is limited to the study of one of the fifteen (15)

patkages devkl?ped by the Early Childhood Program; it has no control

group which has a different fprmat or a non-treatment groyp. It Is

limited to the study of parents who qualify for low income parent edu-

cation programs. Methodologically, the study relied primarily on self-

report changes rather than home observations. Nonsystematic And casual

home observations were limited to the *Hod of time that the interview

was c9nducted in the home.

Nonetheless, the structure of the study has allowed for a sound basis

for comparison; (1) the participants represent three different ethnic

groups (Anglo, Blacks, Chicanos) in equal proportions; (2) the training

package was repeated at four sites; and (3) interviews with parents were

conducted before and after the parent education workshop. The qualitative

approach used in the study has allowed for the discovery of both antici-

pated and unanticipated effects; it has allowed for data collection on

parenting models, value orientations, and discipline techniques that

represent the parents' structuring of these topics. And the study has

,Ideveloped a method for systematic coding of qualitative data.

G. Description of'The Sites

The sites which participated voluntarily in the Impact Study did so

as part of a general agreement with Project PRIMO to receive technical

assistance, such as parenting materials, other parent training packa4es,

and needs assessment surveys.. Each of the sites will be described and

for the rest of the report.will be referred to by their site number.

SITE 1: This site is a community nursery for low income, mixed-ethnic

working parents. A large percentage of the parents are single parents.*

*All of the parents participating in thiAL § 4tudy are mothers.
'3
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The director of the nursery had partiApated in PRIMO's prujects in

previous years and had established rapport with the trainer from PRIMO.

This site was chosen as the place for thi Pilot Study.

Recruitment of the Parents: The director asked the parents if they might .

be interested in a parent training package. The parents were paid (by

SEOL), although the direc;pr and most of the parents assured the inter-

viewers that the primary motive for coming was an interest in the package.

Paying the parents did not appear to affect subsequent impact on the

parents attitudes and behaviors; eleven parents started the,sessions and

seven completed it, three Anglo parents and four Chicanas. (See Table 1 ,

1

p. 153.)

"ecruitment. of The Leader: The leader stated that she was "interested

in getting to know the parents better" and so she volunteered to teach

the sessions. She was the lead teacher of the one year olds in the

nursery and she had already established rapport with some of the parents.

Role of the Interviewers: Because this was a pilot study, there were up

to five interviewers who particiPated in the sessions, although the

number at any given session ranged from two to five.

SITE 2: This site was a group of workers with the CETA Program. They

. .

spent half a day in the child development classes and half a day in the

after school day care program in the elementary.schools. The director

of ,the afteT school day care program and Project PRIMO had a formal

agreement for training and technical services to set up a site for the

Impact Study (subsequently, Site 3), but because it had not been arranged,
4

the director went to the teacher of the child development class and asked

her if she wanted to incorporate the parent training package into the

child development class being'taught to the CETA workers at the local
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commynity college. The instructor agreed and a meeting was set up

between the instructor, the director of the after school program and

the res:arch associate, Dr. Sutherland along with the CETA workers

and thesinterviewers. The CETA workers expressed an interest in taking

the training package. Initially, the plan was to have the MMTP at the

school at night, but because of the work schedule, it was decided by the 4

parents and instructor to incorporate it into the morning class.

Recruitment of The Parents: The parents were CETA workers in training

in child development. Most of them had-not taken-eitt-etheratoursesin.

child development, but the level of education was the highest for any of

the sites. There were 18 participants in the class, but only 14 were

parents. A total of 13 of the parents completed the course. The attend-

ance rate was unusually high because the CETA program required attendance.

dny of the parents knew each other, two were sisters, and two were living

together.

Recruitment of The Leader: The leader, the instructor of the course,

volunteered to teach the package, "Ways to Discipline Children."

Initially, she was interested in the class, but she was nervous teaching

the workers and viewed her class as a "management problem.".\

Role of The Interviewers: The three interviewers had difficulty estab-
,

lishing rapport with the parents, partly because of the confusion about

'Me interviewers being associated with the "leader" role, and partly be-

cause of the relationship of the parents to the instructor. This site

was atypical in that there was indifference, and at some point, conflict

between the parents and the instructor. A group of the Black parents

presented a united front against the instructor, which made the instructor

4.
nervous. Thare was an indifference to the interviewers and, in general
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the inter:viewers were pasiiye and viewed as uouttider;s." (See

Appendix M for a further discussion of the group dynamics.)

SITE 3: This site was an after school day care program in an elementary

school in a Chicano and Black neighborhood. The director of.the after

school program was responsible for parent education activities and she

selected the school because it had the most activeparent participation

in the monthly meetings.

-Recruitment of The. 'Parents :- -The-parent training package ties announced

at the monthly meetings and overla perio4 of two months a number of

parents signed up for the MMTR. The parents were primarily from two

elementary/schools nearby. Initidflx; 11"parents began,the program (16

were interviewed) and 7 completed the.program.

Recruitment of The Leader: The leader was the director.Of theiafter

schoorday care program and-the co-leader was a Chicana working on her

MA in soka work. Her role as do-leader was Omost totally passive.

The leader had also recruitid thetay care manager for ,that °school who

knew all the parents. Several pairi of parents knew each other, so

at this site, there was some familiarity among the parents.-

Role of The Interviewers: Three interviewers participated'in the sessions,

and the leader made a,special pail, of encouraging active participation

on the part of the interviewers. .This session contrasted with Site 2;

the interviewers were well accepted by the .9aders ana parents, and their

role was comfortable,
/

SITE 4: This site was a community nursery in a low incOme primarily

Anglo 'neighborhood, with working parents. Eighty-five.percent of the
5.

falpi'ies were single parent famijies% It served approximately 30 parents
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and 40 children. sAccording to the director of the nursery, the parents

are a "tiglit group," and there is active participation in the monthly

meetings with pot luck suppers and speakers. The director of the nursery

was contacted by the director at Site 19 and she.expressed an interest

in giv:ng the ilMTP. For a parent to he eligible to put heirchild in the

day ..are center, she has to be working and make $731 or less a month.

Recruitment of Parents: The parents were asked by the director if they

wanted to participate in the parent training package and they were told

they would.be interviewed. Initially, 13 parents were interviewed who

expressed interest in coming. Ten parents attended and 6 completed the

sessions. Two of the parents were siciters and several of the parents

knew each other through the meetings. A,11 of the parents had a good

re.lationship with the leader.

Recruitment of The Leader: The leader was the director of the day care

center, a mid-2-'s single, Anglo woman. She had worked with small groups

before and had worked with the mentally disturbed. She said that she

enjoyed working with these parents and had held the job for three years.

Her relationship with the parents' was relaxed and mutually respectful.

Role of The Interviewers: Two interviewers participated in the sessions,

with the encouragement of the leader. They were accepted by the parents,

and their role was comfortable and were viewed more as insiders than

outsiders.

*
Discussion

4h,

All the leaders were Anglo women in their mid-twenties. All but one

were single with no chi7dren, and they had had extensive training in child

development. The difference in ethnicity between leaders and participants,

and the lack of experience in having a child were not factors in effective-

-ess is a leader.
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The motivation for coming expressed by the parents was usually An

interest in learni'ng more about discipline and less often, a particular

discipline problem with their child that eventually comes out during the

sessions. The parents who were recruited did not have serious problems

with their children. Discussivi centered around concerns such as bed-

time, fear of the dark, ar." not minding. Interestingly enough, many of

the problems that emerged during the sessions were problems of the parent'

with herself--dissatisfaction with yelling, screaming, threatening or

spanking too much.

The leaders exhibited varying degrees of preparedness. With the

exception of Site 2, the relationship between the leader and the partici-

pants was (1) informal, (2) rapport was easily established, (3) the leaders

exhibited small group skills in drawing out parents. and (4) participation

was uniformly high. Few of the parents were reluctant to.talki The leader

at the first site had difficulty drawing out one of the shy parents and

the leaders at the last two sites had 100% participation. The leader at

the second site was in a more difficult position4: It was the first time

she had taught and she had been "warned" by her colleagues that the CETA

woqers were a "hard" group to teach. She was determined to "teach" them,

but was simultaneously nervous and fearful. Her site was the only one

where there was a "classroom" atmosphere. At the other sites, the parents

and leaders and interviewers sat together in a,circle. At Site 2, the

leader,sto d at the front in.front of the chalkboard and "talked to" the

parents who were in a circle, along with the interviewers. The leader

at Site 2 tended to exclude the interviewersifrom the games and other

handouts, and.when she would arrive in the morning she would acknowledge

the interviewers, b4 not the "students."
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This distinction in leadership style is a contrast between what we

call a "pedagogical leadership style" (Site 2) and a "personal problem-

solving style (Sites 1, 3,and 4). We have included Site 2 in the sample

because the leadership style illuminUed important-facets of the imple-.

mentation proce.

At the pilot site (Site'l) there was deliberate experimentation with

the degree of "passivity" and "activeness" of the interviewers. The

interviewers, after the Pilot Study, began to take a more active role in

the p..rent training sessions, and it appears' that this role made the

parents, leaders and the interviewers.the most-comfortable. At Site 2,

the circumstances were unusual; the interviewers were forced in a position

of being identified with the leader, both by the parents and the leader

and no choice in role takin4 Was possible. At Sites 3 and 4, the, inter-

viewers were more relaxed and a comfortable role was established. The

interviewers were introduced, along with'the other parents, and the

leader encouraged participation of personal problem solving with both

the parents and the interviewers.

A decisior; was made to include the parents in the pilot study along

with the other three sites for the following reasons:

1. The motivation for coming, the ittendance rate, and the

relationship between parents and leader and among the

parents was typical of the other sites,

2. The type of data gathered during the pilot study was com-

parable to the type of data gathered at the other three

tites:
The Participants

The parOcipants in the parent training workshop included a\ctal of

r
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--TABLE I: CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS BY SITE

TOTAL NUMBER
SITE 1

7

ETHNICITY
Anglo 3

Black 0
Chicana 4

EDUCATION
Below 12 h 3

12orGE 2
AboveV2 2
Vrir-------."-----NCI-

-3,000 4
3,000-5,000 3
5,000-7,000 0
7,000-9,000 0
10,000 + 0
N. A, 0

TODSEHOLO COMPOSITION
Single Parent 4
Nuclear 3

Male/Female Friend 0
Extended Family 0
Separated 0

NUMBER OF-CHILDREN
.

1 0
2 4
3 2
4 or more 1

AGES OF CHILDREN
1 year or less 2
2-4 years - 8
5-6 years 6
8 years 0
9 and over 3

TOTAL
. g

Avera e Number of Children 2.71
CUP TION

SITE 2
12

1.

7

4

1

3

8

1

3

7

.1

0

0

5

2

2

3

0

4

5

1

2

3

3

5

6

9a
2.16

Managerial 0 0
Service (maid, waitress, cook) 2 (10T)* 0
Clerical/Secretarial 1 (PT) 0
(peratives' 01 0
Crafts 2 0
Student 2 (PT) 0
AFDC 0 0
CETA 0 12

TOTAL 7 T2*

*PT=part Aime

VO,

153 I Si)

SITE 3
6

SITE 4
6

TOTAL
31

0 6 10
2

.

0 9
4 ' 0 12

2 3 9
0 1 6
4 2 16

0 2 7

0 1 7

3 1 11

2 1

0-

.1

1 1

1 0 1

1 0 10
5 2 12

0 0 2

0 1 .4

0 3 3

0 2 6
4 2 15
1. 2 6

1 0 4

2 2 9
2 4 17

4 5 20
4 1 11

3 0 15
1.5 17 72.

2.5 2.0 2.32

1 0
0 1 (PT)

4 2
0

1

0

1 1 (PT)

0 1 .

0 0

1`.

tit
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31 parents, all female (See Table 1). All the parents were low income,

and all but one of the parents are working parents. Twenty-one of the

31 parents-were teenagers when they began having children. Twelve of

the 31 parents are married. The rest are in various kinds of household

.arrangements. Thirteen live alone and six live either with fAmily or

friends. All but four of the parents are between 20 and 30 years old.

Ope was under 20 and three were between 'X and 40 years old.

H. Attrition Rates

A 'total of 51 parents were interviewed. Of these, only 31 completed

at least two or more seisions and had pre and post interviews. That left

20 parents (or approximately 40%) who _dropped out of the workshop. The

attriti7 rate is high but not unusual for these types of workshops.

A comparison was made to workshop attendance in Mercedes Independent

School District.where the drorout rate (attending only one of the four

sessions) ranged from 33% to 68% with an average of 55%.

TABLE 2: ATTRITION RATES FOR THE MMTP WORKSHOP
(Participants* Attending One Session or Less)

Number of Sessions Attended Percent
'None (Pre- ** Attending

Site Interviewed) One Subtotal Two Three Four Subtotal 2 or More

One

Two

. Three

Four

1 2 3 25.0% 2 2 4 9 12

1 0 1 8.0% 1 6 6 13 14

5 4 9 57.0% .4 1 2 7 16
,

3 4 , 7 54.0% 2 2 2 6 13

p.o%

92.0%

43.0%

46.0%

*This, includes parents who were interviewed and indicated intention to come.
**Of the ones who attended, one was eliminated because there was nO pre-

interview (Site 1), and three were eliminated because there was no post-
:interview (Site 11 Site 2, Site 3), which left a total sample size of 31.

The interviewed sample includes parents who attended at least two sessions.
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What were the reasons for the attrition of the participants? All of

the participants who dropped out were contacted to find out the reason

for the drop-out. The reasons varied so greatly that there was no

particular kttern. Reasons given were:

--Car troubles (2); ex-husband "accidently" almost cut lher finger
off; separated on the day of the ession; got sick with flu;
children had too many activities; there was a mix-up on time.

Of the seven men ihterviewed, five attended one session and two

didn't attend at all, so no men were included in the sample. Six of

the severi men were spouses of the women who attended. The reasons for

dropping out related to feeling "uncomfortable" with women only, and

feeling that thworkshop was primarily for "mothers," despite the

c'act that the workshop was about the one area of parenting (discfpline)

where it is acceptable for fathers to participate. Part of the uncom-
1

fortable ness is probably related to the fact that the workshop relies

heavily Jr1 recounting parental experiences and the men, none of whom

were primary caretakers, might have felt iome discomfort.

All orthe leaders expressed a desire to have the men participate

and a disappointment that they did not continue the workshop. At all

the sites, the men were encouraged to participate in the discussion and

there was no evidence of an exclusion of the fathers by the participants.

That all the men dropped out after the first session suggests a strong'

underlying View on their part that they didn't "belong" in .the w8rkshop,

that parenting and learning new skills in parenting is thi mother's

responsibility. If parent education programs are to reach fathers, the

high attrition rate suggests that a special effort must be made to recruit

and maintain the participation of the fathers beyond the sympathetic view

of the leaders and participants.
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The study provides data that illustrate that there is not only a

problem with recruitment an0 maintaining participation of fathers in
#

parent education workshops; but there is also a problem in workshops

increasing rather than decreasing-the parenting responsibilities of

the mother (see page 225).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW_

There have been a number of studies which have attempted to evaluate

parent training workshops or materials. Typically, the studies use Likert-

type attitudinal scales and, occasionally, use observation. A number of

the studies have focused on the im lement tion process. Kowalewski (1976)

compared two behavior modification trainin packages with two Parent Effective-

ness Training (PET) training packages for their "ability to effect change" in

pargnt-child problem resolutionarental

attitude of understanding, acceptance, confidence and trust. He found no

significant differences using the two conceptual and implementation approaches-.

Pearlstein (1976) compared three formats of parent education: (1) reading

only (2)reading with six discussion groups and (3) reading with six skills

training workshops, along with (4) a control group. The conceptual framework

was that of)Maim Ginott and the workshops lasted six weeks. A pretest and

post-test was given along with one three months later to 82 middle-class

mothers. He found that the format using the training workshops showed greater

gains in parental attitudes than the other two iormats.

nderstanding of causation, parental

These findings suggest that the method of education
used with parents does Lave an effect on the degree
of gain in child rearin2 attitudes and behavior
(Pearlsteini- 1976).

Forehand and King's (1977) stud:: supports Pearlstein's conclusions that the

more elaborate the training, the greater the impact on attitudes and behavior.
,
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They did a study of 10 children who had non-compliance problems and 10

children In a control group whose parents didn't report any behavioral

problems. The mothers were trained in behavior modification techniques

for nine sessions. They found significant results in improving parental

attitudes and in the child'g behavior after three months. The study was
1

done in a clinical setting with 20 minutes of observation of four different

tasks.

The Impact'Stady will discuss some of the variables involved in the

implementation process which influence impact.

There have been a number of studies.which have tested the importance

of the content of the packages. As we mentioned earlier, Kowalewski (1976)

did not find significant differences in content. McKay (1976) evaluated the

Systmatic Trafning for Effective Parenting (STEP) package with 10 mothers

from a middle to upper middle socio-economic area and 10 mothers in a control

group; He foand that the mothers who participated in the STEP worKshop

perceived their "target child's behavior,as significantly more positive" than

the mothers in the control group. He also tested for any difference in the

"number of facilitating statements in mother-child interaction" but found no

siguificant difference. All these studies that have been ,mentioned used

attitudinal:scales and behavioral tests and generally had a control group.

The Impact Study had no control group and used self-report as measurement.

The range of effects that are described in this study are miach broader than

the range of effects generally picked up in the attitudinal scales.

Croake and Glover (1977), in a reView article of parent education evalu

ation studies, report that various studies since 1963, utilizing control

groups and testing parent education content, found training parents as'be-
d

havior therapists had produced positive changes (Berkowitz and Grazta.rio, 1972)



and parent eff'ectiveness training (PET) groups and groups using Adlerian/

Dreikurs methods (Freeman, 1975) had produced mothers who "held significantly

less controlling and authoritarian attitudes than control mothers" (Croake

and Glover, 1977:155). The latter two methods are characteristic of what

Croake and Glover saw as a trend towards advocating more democratic methods

of child rearing. Stevens (1978).also'reports that in one study (Andrews,

et al, 1975) participating parents were reported to be' more autonomy-granting

than the comparison group. The Adierian/Dreikurs approach is the one used

in the MMTP Impact Study, and our analysis supported the conclusiou found

by Freeman (1975) and Andrews, et al (1975)--that the parents were less

controlling after attending the sessions (see page 21).

A study which comes closest to the conceptualization and conclusions

reached in this study was one done by Jeananne Mitchell and Donald McManis

on the effects of Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) on atAhoritarian

attitudes. They did a comparison of parents and non-parents who took a

PET course, a group who only read the book, and a control group who did

neither. They were trying to find out (1) the differences the format made

and (2) the difference personal experience (parental)' made on tests of

a4thoritarian attitudes. They found that the PET course' had effects on both

the parents and non-parents and that reading the book alone had an effect'

(less authoritarian attitudes) only on the parents.

They concluded that:

these findings suggest that the attitude changes produced
by PET are greatly facilitated by relevant background ex-
periences and that lack of such experience greatly reduces
such effects. For persons who have such'relevant personal
experiences, simply encountering the concepts of PET through
careful reading can produce effects that approximate those 1

for non-parents receiving PET (1977:218).
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This study describes in detail the relevant background experiences of parents

(e.g., parenting model, age of children at time of session, childhood ex-

periences, fit between parenting model and discipline techniques) that

contributed to the impact of this parent education workshop.

In summary, most studies of parent education workshops have investigated

aspects of the implementation process (format, length of ti.me of study) or

the content of the package in determining effects on parents through the

use f attitudinal scales and control groups. The Impact Study differs from

mos of these in its measure's of impact, in the lack of a control group, and

.in the more detailed discussion of prior experiences of participants that

dre relevant to impact.

III. RESEARCH PROCEDURE

A. Research Assumptions

The method we chose to use-was based on the questions we wanted
a 4

l Y:
answered. The use of qualitative research models evolved out of resultt

from field testing of ttle packages. The analysis of pen and pe cil test

of knowledge retention was not picking up the range of effects ;inter,
,

vi-ews with.leaders were reporting (Williams, July 1978, Early ChiliAdod,

1976:175). Furthermore, an analysis of the implementation process

gested that the leaders' innovativeness, knowledge and small group

skills could influence the degree of impact (Early 'Childhood Program,

1977:112-114). The decision to investigate both intended ind unintended

range of effects grew out of these considerations. Observations of the

leadership skills and social inteuction during the sessions became an

important component of the research methods as did the use of an open-

ended interview format with the possibility of probing in order to

investigate the range of effects. A decision was made to rely more heavily

.15&
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on self-reported changes than to rely on borne or Controlled observations

due to the'limitations on the budget and the need t .c.) include cognitive

levels of data.

.Qualitative research methods differ from quantitative research methods

in a number of assumptions which it might be useful to point out. First,

there is the view that what constitutes social reality may vary depending

`on the referent. As Ray Rist has pointed out:

Educational research reflects the view that what exists,
exists in some degree and can thus be measure4 in numerical
categories. The corollary to this is the view that if
something cannot be measured, it does not exist, except
perhaps in the imagination of the individual...these "social
facts" are ameable to being collected, tabulated, analyzed
and interpreted. Social reality is a collection of "things"
outside and.independent of the experience of any particular
individual (Rist, 1979:17-18).

ThJalitative research, on the other hand, challenges these presuppositions

about social facts:

Whereas ihe latter may assume that the study of observable
deeds-and expressed words is adequate to produce knowledge
about man and his natural world, qualitative methodologies
assume there is value to an analysis of both the inner ex-
perience and outer behavior of a subject as viewed by both
the researcher and the participants...Weber's concept of
Verstehen has served as one of the cbrnerstones to this
iFFERN: an approach emphasizing the understanding of
human behavix from the actor's own frame of reference.
Of concern is always the question of how the world is ex-
perienced (Rist, 1979:19).,

It is what one of the interviewers called the "anthropological experience

of otherness."

As Rousseau, Levi-Strauss and others have insisted,
anthropology (though by no means only anthropology)
gives us a view of otherness--a vantage point that
gives, upon a conceptual retUrn to ourselves, a
changed vision (Morris, 1979:1).

The method that logically follows is one of finding out what people want

to talk about, asking questions carefully without imposing categories,
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and establishing an empathetic view through participation. The cross-

cultural perspective assumes that in order to understand a person or a

culture, you have to understand what it is like to be like them and live

like them.

A second assumption is grounded in a view of the dynamics of identity.

Fivdrick Barth, in his analysis of ethnic boundaries, found that it is

important to understand ethnic groUps not only in terms ot what they

perceived themselves to be, L5ialso how they don't perceive themselves

(1967). What is not defines 0 ndaries of what is. Methodologically,

one looks for what is missing definitions of identity in order to

understand what is focused upon. The Impact Study views that it is

equally important to understand what wasn't learned during the sessions

as much as what was learned, and to understand what learning took place

before entering the sessions as much as what learning took place during

the sessions. Thus, one focus of the study was on "prior experiences"

which includer(, but was not exclusively, parehting beliefs .and prior

parenting experiences.

A third assumption is grounded in the holistic view of the socialization

process. The research was about socialization ot adults in a semi-formal.
,

educational setting (the MMTPs) whose subject matter is the'socialization of

children. The study had to wed the two components of socialization into a

single component.

Socialization, in this study, was viewed from a broader anthropological

perspective as a teaching and learnfng process. The parents were learning

(being socialized) in the parent education course. The parent was learning

about teaching children through specified discipline techniques, and the

child was learning to be socialized. The question naturally arose, how does



the parent view the teaching and learning (socialization) process and

will understanding the parent's view of socialization help us tc under-'
a

stand the adult learning process (impact)? Out of this question developed

the concept of the parenting model. The parenting model allows one,

methodologically, to find out about the parent's view of Zhe socialization

process and to develop a foundation for understanding any changes they

might experience as a result of going to the parent education workshop.

The holistic approach is founded in the anthropological perspective.

Actions are grounded in the belief systems and one cannot be understood

without the other.

To summarize, the anthropological perspective taken in the evaluation

of the parent training package gave direction to the methodology and the

analysis of the data. The study relied more on self-report than on home

observation to determine thc parent's views; the study relied more on an

open-ended format than questionnaires or pen and pencil tests of knowledge

retention to get at unintended effects; the study relied On participation

and observation at the sessions to achieve impathy and understanding of

the learning process; the study had relied oil case examOes and other

experiential data as much as quantifiable data 6 present the different

views of "reality."

The\section that follows is a mfte detailed description of the data

collectionAhd data analysis protesi.

B. Instrument\gevelopment*

The Pilot StudY,was conducted at a day care center. The purpose of

N
1

*A detailed description of the pilot study was pnesente4 in a previous ,

report, "Multimedia Training Package (MMTP) Impact Study: Results from
the Pilot Study," Project PRIMO, December 1, 1976, 80 pdges, includtng

.-

eopies of all the instruments used in the study. This section summarizes
that report,/
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the pilot study was to refine the instruments and methodology. .These

included a pre-interview schedule, an obServation schedUle for the

MMTP sessions a post-interview schedule, and interview schedule for

the leaders, a home observation schedule, and an interview schedule

using the Reshoman Technique (different perspectives of the same,even)

given to on.1 parent and the leader during the postsinterview.

The major questtons in the pre-interview uere tested for ilmplficity

of language, flow of guestions, quality_of the responses, elicitation

of'speC-ific child-rearing techniques without focusing primarily on

punishment or the f:pur techniques discussed in the trainitg package,

elicitation of the parenting models,,and limiting the length of ehe

interview to approximately one hour. Special attentton was paid to

develo'ping an interview schedule Op would elict ethno-linguistic

categories of "discipline." The interview schedule Was fested with 11

parents in the pilot study and 6 panents during the revisioh prodess
4

and 2 parents in the final reviiTiop. It was fouhd that the'demographic

data elicited in the Parent Information.Sheet.wis besi obtained after

the interview was overand-rapportihad been established. . A questionnaire

consisting of 10 forced choice questiorndires was given at the endiof

the interview. 'Seven of the'ques.tions were taken from the General. mills
A

Study (1977) ahd teaed-authorityl sex roles disciplihe teaniques and

self-other directedness.' the purpose of the qiiestionnairi was to.test
aa

- the utility of using forced choice questions'and to'collect data copi-

parable to the General Mills Study which maintained that_parenting

, philos' , correlated with disciOline techniques.
Alp
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C. Collection of thRData

The data were collected by a.total of seven interviewers during the

course of the prbjectlt Five interviewers' were used at Site 1, three at

Site 2, three at Site 3, and two at Site 4. The research associate

participated in Interviewing at all_the sit2s and'observed all four

iessions at all the sites. The procedures for data collection were as

'fbllows:

1. Training of the Interviewers

The interviewers'attended between one and two preparation

sessions before beginning the project. Role-pla*ing as parent

and interviewer with critical review by the other interviewers

was part of the preparation. The interviewers were instructed

to use neutral probles, indicate.a mthimum amount of agreement,

and were instructed.in their role. a("passive. participant-

obserVers' (see Appendix B).'

1

2. Pre-Interview

The interviewer was responsible for contacting the parent
/

after Ahe names had been secured by the research associate from

1the director of the paet education programs. The interviewer

arranged a meeting with the parent, preferably in their home,

end sometimes at the parpt educatton.centem After.each session,

the interviewer was instructed to write up the home 6bscrvatlon

*The following persons, whose participation we gratefullyAcknowledgq,
-assisted fn the collection and analysis of the data: Sheree Scarbrough,
Pam Lynn, and Marianna Adler interviewed at Site 1; Carmen Morales inter:- I

viewed at Site 3; Virginia Villalobos interviewed at Sites 3 and 2.
Jane Morris interviewed at Sites 1, 2 and 3; Carey Blake, intern at
St. Edward's, assisted fn the analysis of the data; Patricia Harrington,
graduate work study-studdnt at University of Texas School of Social Work,
interviewed at Site 4 and assisted in the analysis of the data.
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nqtes and a summary of their major impressions in the pre-interview.,

Thesinterviewei4 timed in- the notes and Op tape to the research

associate. Before the beginning of the parent worksh60; there was

a meaing between Dr. Sutherland and the interviewers, either

individually or in a group, to go overlthe data colleced and

make arrangements for tleir role during the workshop.

3. MMTP Session

After the Pilot Study, each session had at least twe interviewers

and occasionally three interviewers present: The intertiewers were

ilstructed in une of two main fumtions during trie workshop: (1)

one persdh made an abbreviated "scrii3t" 'lot-Mow of the conversation

to use with the transcribed tape ahd (2) one pefton noted non-verbal

cues, body language, eye contact, mood a
r
d other social Jdynamics that

would not be picked up on the tape. \Interviewers obtained infbrmation,

such as the flow of the conversation, verbal and non-verbal social

dynan cs, the role the leader, seating arrangements, physical

description of the p ent, allocation of time during the session,

notable statements or out-of-charicter statements, interactions among

parents, and analytical observatioAs during the sesslon.

The following controls were us,ed'to ebtai objeciive information

during the workshops: intervoi.eweh were instructed not to give
, 1

suggestions to the leader, not tO interject comments related to

personal opinion, ask neutral questions, use the tape recorder to

obtain accuracy of language and content, and have both interviewers

observe some of the same categories of behavior.
1*
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The role as passive partictpant-observers, where the inter-

viewers.participated as parents or non-parents but tried to remain

"neutrWin their participation, worked well. It was'found that

the leaders comjefacilitate a codfortable relationship between the

interviewers and parents 4 they made agpoint of including the

3.

interviewers in.the group discussion. A4 t Site 2, the interviewers

Were inadvertently "set apart" from the'parenteby the leader when

she ekcluded them from the games. At Site 41 the leader: in the
-Mg

beginning, passed out pencils and paper for parents to take.notes,

and, serendiptiously, it made the note-taking of the interviewers

less conspicuous.

As the interviewers became more comfortable in their roles, they

took a more act4ve role and related some of their personal experiences.

This seemed to enhance the comfOrtableness among interviewer, parenf

and leader. On several occasions, the interviewers were talled

upon to perform what might be called "maintenance" activities that

. normally are part of the leader's functions. Bringing the film

projector, running it, and remindin9 the parenti were sommif the

activities the interviewers performed.

4. Post-Interview

The post-interview generally took place in the parent's home \.

between three and four weeks after the end of the last session of

the training workshop. It was found that the best method for assuring .

the presence of a parent was to call the parent the day before and

fifteen minutes before the interview. The interviews were iaped and

although the interviewersAid not request that the children not be

present, a number of the parents wolild ask the children to.leave the
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room while the interview was being conducted. Itowas found that the
/

: Anglo parents especially did not want the children to be present and.

that the Chicana parents were the most comfortable interviewing in

the presence of,their children.

The interviewer then wrote up the home observation notes, filled

00t a post-interview summary sheet and turned in the tapes. At this

pint theee was a debriefing session with the research associate.

Analysis of The. Oka

1. First Phase of the Ahalysis of the Data

The nature of ethnographic research requires that a\nalysis of

thedata occur concomitatntly with the collection of.tbe-data in

order to fit feedback results of probes and open-ended questions

..jnto the next interviews (Glaser and Strauss, 1965; Wilson, 1977;

Fienberg, 1977). A focus of the first.phase data.analysis was to
I.

obtain further information on the parenting models, on probe

questionswhich worked best, discipfine techniques that had not

been previously anticipated, and the unanticipated changes that

the parents were experiencing. This phase of the data ahal;;?s

involved the research associate and Carey Blake, an intern in
-

Psychology', from St. Edward's University:* (See Tabfe 3, Process

of Data Collection and Data Analysis: Impact Study.)

During this phase of the analysis of the_datat_the following

steps weee taken:

1. A summary sheet which had been filled out ty the inter-

viewer was'ftlled out independently'by the intern

*Procedures for data analysis has been reported in detail in,
"Interim Report: -Project.PRIMO," August 31,-1979, pp. 58-81.



TABLE 3
PROCESS OF DATA.COLLECTION AND DATAIMALYSIS: IMPACT STUDY

aka

-PROTOTYPE
PARENT

.

DATA COLL ECTION
DATA ANALYSIS: PHASE I
DURING DATA COLLECTION

DATA ANALYSIS:
PHASE .11

Pre- -

Interview
. s,(2)

I

,

,

Interviewer collects
(1) Pre-interview

parent infor-
mation sheet (3)
questionhaire-

.

-

.

,

(1) Interviewer writes
up field notes.
(2) Summary sheet by

:..

interviewer.
Tape is transcribed.
(3). Summary sheet by

intern.
(4) Summary sheet by
Sutherland.
(5) Di$cussion between

research associate and
intervieWer.

. .

.

(1) Computer coding
sheet for pre-intet-
view questionnafre
and parent infor-
mation sheet by
work study student.
(2) Summary coding
sheet filled inde-

(

pendently by work-
study.student..
(3) Summary coding sheet
by research associate.
(4) Discussion of dif-
ferences in interpre-
tation with research
associate and work .

study student.

MMTP
SESSIONS

One interviewer takes
"script" of parent.
One interviewer
notes non-verbal
actions, seating
arrangement, etc.

a
,

(1) Oebriefing session
with research associate &
interviewers,immediately

...

after.session.
(2) Interviewers tuin in
field notes based on
observation,schedule.
o

Relsearch associate

a'nalyzes tapes not
transcribed.

,

POST
INTERVIEW

,Interviewer collects
(1) post-interview .

(2) questionnaire

..

(1) Interviewer writes up
field notes within one
week.

(2) Interviewer turns in
summary sheet.
(3) Tape is transcribed.
(4) Intern under-
lines transcribtd
tape and fills out sum-
mary sheet. :

(5) Research associate
underlines transcribed
tape and fills out suninaryj

sheet.

(6) Discussion of tape
between research associate
and-interviewer.
(

(1) Computer coding
sheet prepared for
transcribed interview
and questionnaire by
work study student.
(2)-Summary coding she t
prepared by work study
student.

(3) Summary coding sheet
prepared by research
associate. 0

f
(4) Discussion of dif-
ferences idterpretation
and revisions between
research associate and
work study student.

.
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and independently by the research asspciate, based on!

.-the now transcribed transcripts.

2.. A post-interview-summary sheet was fiLled out

independen* by the interp and the research associate.

The interviewers were able to fill out summary sheets

for all the pre-intervidws, but due to time constraints

and limited funds; they were not able to fiil out the

post-intervieW summaey sheets.

Z. The transcribed pre and post-interviews were underlined

and marginal comments-were made by the intern or the -

interviewer and the research associate.

4. A folder was kept on each parent and these were discussed

both with the interviewer : and the research associate, so

that at least three Oepenflent views of the parenting Model

and-changes in discipline techniques had heen recorded before

tte second phase of analysis.

It should be remembered that the first phase Of analysiszas going

or at the same tiem as the data col,lection (Spring 1979) and so summary

shPets were being revised as new data came in. Each summary sheet

asked for more and more summarized data as the parenting moclels were

refine.d. The purpose of the first phase of the data analysis was not

to code the data foe.the computer, but.to elicit analytical responses

from the interviewers about the major variables in the study.

2. Second Phase of Data Analysis

During the second phase of the data analysis, Coding categories

were developed for the computer. The coding categories were utilized .

primarily as a means of systematic data retrieval and much of the data .
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were.not put on the computer. -In the Second phase, the following

steps were taken:

1. 'A pre-interview compyter coding sheet was prepared for

f.

each parent (see Interim Report, AugustN31-, 1979 for a

7

sample). This included the page number of the transcript

2. At the same time, a summary coding sheet was

prepared.for each parent independently by the work study

student and the .research associge.

3. The research associate reviewed the coding sheets with 01

work study student for any differences.

In the fienel phase of the analysis of the data, the computer

coding sheet and summary coding sheet evolved in to the coding cate-,

pries developed, for this stuOi (Appendix A). These ceding categories

which were representative of the units5of analysis (narrative phrases

and paragraphs) were used to categorize impact. These categories

were an outgrowth of a similar coding-system developed by McGillicuddy,

et al (1978).

Ultimately,.each folder for each parent contained the following

data: (1) a ti-anscribed end underlined pre-interview, (2) a'trans-

cribed and underlined post-interview, (3) several.independently

retrieved summary sheets (pre and pcist) from the first phase of data

analysis, (4) several independently retrieved summary sheets (pre

and post) from the second phase of analystss (5) coding sheets for

both the pre and the poit-interview from the second pahse oftanalysis,

(6) the parent information sheet, and (7) the questionnaires- from the

pre and post interviewer.



f

In stAmary, the primary analytical tools haVe been (1) data,
e..

analysis during data collection and (2)-independent verification

of the data during the data cbllection phase and during both phases

of data analysis. The use of independently verified summary sheets

aljowed for refinement of the7core variables during the project.

Verification of the core variables through the use of the summary

sheets were accOmplished.by the interviewer, a researoh,assistant,

and Dr. Sutherland: The development of theseTrocedures for analysis

have suited the qual.itativeNdata collected because (1) it established

continuoils feedbieck of new information,-(2) the summary sheets 'pro-.

vide a'systematic ft:it-mat for the interviwers to,dnalyze their dlta

Olortly after it had been collected, and (3) it provided a documentation

process for the refinement of the variables.

iv. THE PAkNTING MODELS AND IMPACT

A. Introduction

The (Arent trainin package focuses on techniques to discipline the

child; that is how to behave with the child.' When a parent uses a\disci-

\
pline technique, the,use is based on'aenumber of factors. The Use Of a

particolar techniqu at that moment may be based.on the situation anq

immedikte/context (the child's mood, the parent's mood, public or priate

location, etc.); it might be based on a particular attitude ("childre

should not interrupt'their parents whet they Are talking to someone ele"),Ill

and it might be based.on their model of theshild's development. Whatever

the specific causes, the behavior does not occur in isolation.

Because the parent training package fcituses on -genal :?chniques for
.

disciplining childrdt, it was reasoned that if the parent's general beliefs

about child rearing could be ascertained, in addition to their discipline



c.techniques before ..hey entered the parent:training Pro011t we would 61:

able.to better underdand.-the belief context within.whil the workshop

was taking,piace and presumably impact would Occur. Focusing only on.

-

4

xhild rearihg discipline techniques would tell us what technique 7.hange,

but it would not tell litut they thanged or.allow us to look into other kinds

cif changes, both anticipated and unanticipated, that might have nothing

to do, with the specific content of the parent training package,

The belief context within which the discipline techniques could be

evaluated was called the parenting model. The Pilot Studl; initially

conceptualized the parenting model as containing not only cognitive

procesves about chiil rearing and child deyelopment, but also the

pecific techniOes used.

The study conceptualized the parenting model much like a teaching model

(Weil and Joyce, 1978:2). A parenting 164.4z,1 would be a pattern of values

or value orientation designed to serve as t guideline for behavior related

to beiiig a parent and raising a child. The parenting model

'would include a rationale.(why the parent believes what
she/he believes), a theory that justif4ed it (philosophical
views about how.children learn), what it is good.for and why
(what the parenT can and can't do for the,child); it specifies
ways of teaching and.learning that are 'intended to achieve'
certain goals (how the parent teaches and disciplines the
child). Impact Study (1978:37)

The initial definition was an attempt to illustrate the interrelatedness

of beliefs with behavior. However, for the purposes .of the final report,

the distinction is made between the parenting model as a set of beliefs and's

discipline techniques as sets of behavior. For the purpose of this report,

the amthiri model is a set of coherent and interrelated beliefs about

the nature of children which includes a rationale explainfng why.parents

believe what.they do, specific ways of teaching and learning, parental

I.
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limitations and how they view their role as* a parent in the teaching/ .

learning process. The assumption underlying the parenting models is thdt

beliefsAystems and beliefs. about parenting in particular are more,

fundamentq maTilors (and potential predictors) of-behavior than

specific attitudes. The analysis of the data will show the relation-

McGillicuddy-Delisi, Sigel and Johnson (1979) are conducting research
,b4

with a similar conceptual approach to,the Impact Study. Their investigation

focuses on the influence of parental belief systems on child rearing
411.

practices and the child's cognitive develpment. Their view is that .

beliefs are different fromhattitudes and attfibution systems, and that

. belief sjstems are greater predictors of child rearing practices than are

attitudes, that is, "that beliefs are a more fundamental cohstruct of a

mediator between inner states and behavior."

We maintain that both the parental behavior and the
attitudes are directly related to the broader cognitive
belief system about child development, but that the
parent's behavior is better understood through knowledge
of the teliefs than knowledge of the attitude (McGillicuddy-
Delisi, et al, 1979).

For McGillicuddy-Delisi, et al, (1979), a belief system is "an

organization of constructs of the socialPand physical ond interpersonal

environmtnt." A belef system differs from attitudes and attribution

systems. It "is not an attitude since it is not limited to a single ob-

1%.
ject nor is it defined as a predisposition to act." Because their

investigation is centered around parent/61 beliefs about child rearing,

their belief,system cis quite similar'in onceptualization to.the

"parenting model" used in the,Impact Study.
4

We have found in our investigations that the (belief)
constructs referred to by parents fall into patterns
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that reiemble*thegretical positions espoused by various
educators and psychologists addressing processes of de-
velopment. Although parents do not present such views
in the psychological jargon,of the literature, some
parenttliave espouseo views that formHa maturational

.

model, others resemble a Skitinerian approach, lame
propose an input-output information processing model,
others a.tbnstructivist positidn, or a Freudian-frames
work, etc. (McGillicuddy-Telisi, et al, 1979).

-

The Impact Study proposes that the parenting modiel, as.a set of beliefs,

.4about child rearing, is a fundamental mediator for understanding disci-
to

pline techniques, similar to their proposal that.beliefs are a mratorI.
between inner states and behavfors.

'The &pact Study raises some questions that McGillicuddy-Delisi, et

al's work has not raised but which are logically related. If belief

systems and parentingomodels mediate behavior, and specifically.child

rearing t hniques, then are certain parenting models correlated with

certain kinds of impact?

Anothec way of asking the question is "are certain prenting models
,

Receptive to certain Kinds of change agents?" McGillicuddy-Delisi, et al,

(1973) point out that

parental beliefs about the cognitive growth of the child
cannot be construed in isolation; rather, beliefs are
constructed by the parent and are'in part dependent on
information obtained from interaction& 'with each child
in the family unit and are influenced Wcultural-, Sub-
cultural and education factors (from Sigel and Cocking,
1977).

If the belief'system/parenti'ng model is modified and influenced by the

environment, then it follows that.a.0ange in the environment (such as
ir

attending a parent training workshop) would influence'differeot parenting ,

models in different ways.



-Socialization Models in The Literature

Jonas Langer (1969) discusses psychologicartheories of 'ddvelopment.

He uses thsee "models of man." He notes that "the type of change and 6f
.

t-

sys.tems attributed to humans typically hinges upon whether man'is con-

ceived of as active-dr passive(1979:4). The passive view is called the

"mechanical mirrur theory." Man grows to be what'he is made to be by his

environment. External'forces impinge 'upon the child's 2ensorium And

,

-leave elementary iMpressiop. Thus, John Locke maintained that the iNiind_
401M V

i$ an,empty slate before sensory impressions mark it. The focus is on

behavioral reactions rather than impressions, that ethe child can be

observed to malee in response to environmental ctimulation. The search

is for "(a) the efficient cause of or antecedent conditi^is that lead to'

the child's behavior and (b) the secondary determinants, for exampliz.

rewards and punishment, that reinforce and shape his'response" (Langer,

1979),

The active view is the "organic lamp theorx." Man is 4n aetive agent

and his development is a self-constructive.Oucess. As4Pescartes said,

"I think, therefqre-i am." The active vieti. states that man develops to

be what-he makes hilMself by his own actions. There is an inherent

potential, a constructivist power with assimil4tery function that insures

that the organism ushapes as it' develops itself from within." Contemi3orary

organic larilp.theory is concerned with the process thae.underlies psycho-

loocal, acts and how these acts geOrate de44opment through a determined

,

sequence 0 stages. The formal task for developmentallps: dlogy (Jean

Piage,t) is to determine the configuration of:psychological activt* that

constitutes an organized stage of the child's life. Tlis focus on

autogenetic processes means that the explanation of change is not'

Mb
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conceived as primarily the determinati9n of efficient causality (Langer,

1979:8).

Etigenti Mead (1976) has wriZten.a bock on SixlApproaches to Chifd

Rearing willtb tnepurpose of looking at assumpttons about the nature of

man dnd relating it to child rearing practices. It is an excellent 7%

summary and ehis study has relied heavily on Mead's !typology as a

starting paint in developing the parenting models. The descript)bns

of the parenting model's follow cl,osely 'Mead's descriptions when Ihey are.

°applicable so they will not be repeated here. Mead's analysis'is based '

on descriptions of the nature of man; nature of children, relationitio

of the individual to the group, parental,actions, and criticisms of the 464.

theory. As MeA Roints.o : /

All of us_havg_sofe priciiiples that guide'our actions when.
.we deal with chiben. Taken together, these principles
are an informal theoryof-c 'id §uidapce (1976:7).

It is these informal theories of child guid -tat we have termed,-,
"parenting.models."

The Parenting Models

%I
'The parenting models are based on three major variables: the degree

of the parent's control of the parent-child relationship; the degree to
_

which the child learns or develops on his own; and the degree of control

the parent exerts over the environment. Parenting Models ask the \allowing

-questions: (See Coding Categories, Appendix A).

1. To what degree ddes the parent recognize/accept her/his authority?
,

+ Control: The parent's, authority is and should be upheld and the

r3

parent plays an active role in directing learning.

- Control: The parept's authority is not emphasized and the parent,

plays an indirect,role in learning.

/'
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NON
AUTHORI-
TARIAN

NON
AUTHORI-
TARIAN

AUTHORI-
TATIVE
TRANSITIONAL

AUTHORI-
TATIVE
TRANSITIONAL

r

T LE 4
A COMPARISON OF THEP RENTING MODELS' AND eHILD

REARING MODELS IN THE LITERATURE.

PARENTING MODELS CONTROL OTHER ENVIRON- EUGENE JONAS
MENT MEAD* LANGER+

A. Maslow,

aistential/
Phenomeno-
logical.ftdel

W.-Gesell Develop-

anl

PARENTS
MAGAZINE++,

Organic
Same Lamp fitusseau

mental Matura- Organic
tional Model Same .. Lamp

C. Obedience and\
Self.Reliance
Model

D. Authoritative
sTransitional

AUTHORI- E. Adlertan/Socio
TATIVE Teleological
TRADITIONAL , Model

AUTHORI- F. Behaviorist.
TARIAN Model
POSITIVE

AUTHORI- G.

TARIO Mode
NEGAITIVE

SIP

NIP

Rousseau

Organic
None Lamp .None

Organic
None Lamp

N\ Same

Mechan-
ical

Mirror

Mechan-
ical

Mirror

Mechan-
+ Psycho- ical

analytic Mirror

Locke

Locke-
Watson

Calvin

A*Eugene Mead, tix Approaches to Child Rearing, Brigham Young University press, 1976
+Jonas Langer, Theories of Development, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1960
++Parents Magazine Filmstrip Series No. 3, "Three Basic Theories," 1976



How does thechild learn?

+ Others: .The child learns wit+I ttie help.of othirs and

witil the presence of the parent and stwificant

others.

Others: Ttie child learns primarily through sell-develop-

ment, self-actualization, through trial and error

and witpout the presence of the parent or significant

others.

Is mediatsion ofAhe env,:tpment by the pat'vnt (or a signjficant A

other) necessary for the child's socialization? .

+ Environment: The environment needs to be mediated by an

adult in order for learning to take place..

- Environment: The envirohment does not need to be mediated or

controlled by an adult for learning' to take

place; th'e child interpfets the environment

him/herself.

As was pointed out earlier, the'parenting model emphasizes the teaching

anti lear ng aspect of the socialization process. It might appear that
,,

the three variables actually fall.(nto two dimensions: the authority or

controlling dimension (which includes the parent:child,relationship and

the parent-environment relationship) and the chitd development dimension

(which includes the child-parent relationship and the child-environment

relationship). The two dimensions are meant to describe the procss of

socialization; the triadic variables are meant to_describe rilationships.

within the process.

The parenting Mb el represents a cognitive model: disicpline tech-

niques represent actual behavior. The outcome is social and moral
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deve,lopment (represented by goals, valUes, aspfrations) nOt cognitiVe

deyeloPment. Graphically, we mightiview the relationship-as such:

BELIEFS underlie BEHAVIOR directed

The PARENTING MODEL undalies -DISCIPLINE directed
toward

vs

PRODUCT

SOCIAL AND
MORAL DEVELOPMENT

One might ask why this study has not been interested in cganitive develop-

ment of the child, so common to other studies. The answer is two-fold.

First, we found that mot of tile parents, when asked about the outcome

for their child, spoke in terms of social and mbral development and not

academic and/or cognitive development.* Second, it.was the nature of

this study that the *outcome for the chiTdren was a secoreorder effect;

the primary measure of impact would be change in the participant-parents,

not in the children. Furthermore, the particular workshop focused pn

discipline techniques for proper social/moral behavior arib not acaderdic

techniques for cogni.tive development.

Most of the parents befieve in some form of control over the child.

Some parents control the child primarily through the parent-child relation-

ship and other parents control thd quality of the environment for the

child. Some parents use both equally and other parents emphasize one

type of control over the other. A few parents de-emphasized all ktnds

of control. The emphasis on the configuration of the three possible

relationships (parent-child relationship, -child-environment relationship,

parent-environment relationship) is relative. Most.of the parents try

control both the environmentand the parent-child relationship, but.the

degree to which they einpha-size one part of the triad over the other is

*This may be an artifact of class: The parents in this sample are
working class. Middle class parents tend to verbalize the child's
development in cognitive terms (McGillicuddy-Dellsi, personal COM-
munication, 11/15/79).
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what distinguishes diffetient kinds of parenting models. The ottier.

.characteristic which distinguishes.parenting models is the "quality"

of the control, what kinds of techniques tne parents use with,their
N.

Child that they derive from'the general premises of the parenting model.

It should be noted that each parenting model represents, to>ne degree

or another,,acomprite of the parents interviewed. The parenting models

areoderived primarily from the.population interviewed and secondarily

from the.child rearing models in thei'pterature. It is expected that

the parenting models will be refined in tile future as variables are

clarified and rearranged. The parenting models were developed'as a

hueristic device to shed light'on the prior conditioning,or experience

the parent midht have had that would facilitate understanding the range .

of effects after attending the program. The relevance of the models to

impact will be discussed shortly.'

There are several major problems in trying to develop the variables

of the parenting model, which need to be worked out in future research:

The moit important,problem is trying to figure out ,the relationship be-

tween what the parent's ideal goals are and their actual behmliiir with

the child. The discrepancy between stated desires and actual behavicir

.was more severe in some cases, and numerous hours were spent in trying

to place.the parent into the prdper"model." The discrepAcy between

ideals and actuality seemed to be most sevee with parents going through

,a major transition in their child rearing practices. For instance, Linda
I.

C's goal was to let her children'develop on their own and not exert SO

much control. Her actual behavidr was more, controlling than her goal.

Sharon ferrari's (Case Example 0) position was much the same. BOth

_.women.had come from homes witere there was severe phYsical.punishment
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and both, wimen experienced strong relvorcement for their goals from

the workshop. Ultimately we decided that the actual behavior would

override the ideal.goals in.designatiilg the current paprent ng model,'

although-the ideal goals might be more predictive of future behavior.

Another major problem was in the variable "+/- ottler" (p. 176J. 'A

confusion'arose between value.orientation and child deveTopment theory. -

The value orientation was related to whether the parent taught the child

to work toward 4roup and socjal interests (+ others) as opposed.to

working toward_self interest (- others). The child development variable,

which ultimately wa's incorporated4Into the,parenting model was related

to whether the child learni on his own and without outside influence'

(- others) or whetiler the child learns only.through the presence and help

.of the.parent (+ othersr(see Appendix A). The child development variable

was chosen for the-parenting model because it has to dq with the learning

style of the child and the teaching style of the parent, a more fundamental

distinction than the value orientation. Eugene Mead (1976) pointi out

that in his discussion of child rearing mbdels, they all have in common

(1) the importance of "the parent as an exemplar "model-P of behavior and

that (2) the goal of socialization is to create individuals who have,social

interests in mind when, behaving. Values may cross cut the various models,

but what distinguishes the models-is the fundamental assumptions about

and emphasis on (1) the degree of control the parent hps, (2). the necessary

presence of the parent in the child's growth and learning,,and <3) the

degree of control the parent should exercise over the ehvironment. The

seven parenting models can be placed along a continuum, from non controlling

to controllirg and from self-directed to other-directed in-the child's

development.
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What follows is a discuspion of the various parenting models that

the pamts in the program represent. Sometimes, a model closely

corref,ponds with Child rearing models prevalentin the literature.

Other timei, it appears that the parenting model is a variant of a

popular child rearing model. David Kiplan.(1972) points out that

Models may tinportant hueristic. devices 41n helping
us arrive at lanation. Theories explain, models
do not (166-167).

He reiterates the important distinction between the explanatory value of

:the model and its relationship.to reality.

.

The most useful feature of a model is-not its precision
but its hueristic possibilities...In the use of the
model, there are, however, several significant cautions
that ought to he borne in mind. First, a model is always
an approximation. The relationshi2 oetween a model and
any empirical phenomenop is-always partial...SecohdlY,
the relationship between i model and any eibpirical
Phenomenon is isomorphic--it is a relationship in
similarity of structure rather than identity (p. 165).

The description of each moderis followed by a case example of a

parent who participated in the workshop. The description of each model

is hueristic and represents a composite of the parent; the case example" '

represents an empirical case and will be similar to the model in structure
_\

but not identity. It should be note4 that the parenting models. represent

one point in time, and so may have the appearance of being static models.

fact, many of 'the parents had gone through changes'previously which

may not be,captured in the synchronic description of the parenting model,

The Impact Study does not,assume that parents have the same model through-

. out their lives or that they had the same parenting model now as,when they

began having children or that they may'hal the same one ten years later.

Studies suggest that parents change their views and techniques of child

rearing' with each successive child. This study can only describe,the
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parenting model as it was in the beginnin% andend oethe workshoO.

What is interesting is that child development theorists have not

corcerned themselves with the "native modele--the child development

theories.that parents hold. The contribution of this study, we believe,
,

is in illUstrating the child-dev opment elk that pN bold and

the degree to which they correspori; with-child development theories.
. <--

A'further contribution is-in-demonstrapng th,skvieW that a rierion's prior
,

'conditioning and child rearing beliefs'affects their learning patterns..

B. the Parenting Models

A. The Maslow Existentsial fnenomenologiFal Model*

This model as.sumes little or no parental control, self-develop-

ment on.the part of the child, and no parental control of the

environment. (-Control, -Others, -;Environmpnt)

PARENT41 Does not use pdWer with

Does not
control the

- Gives autonomy to the

ENVIRONMENT

CHILD

rhterprets through
self-actualization

In this model, the parent should abandon the riii;'t to use power. The

child learns,through non-directee experiencing. The-child needs autonomy

to actualiie-his self and out Of this will naturally coma positive self-

concept. The positive self-concept will then create,. good relations witil

. parents and otlyrs. Value orientation tends to be towards self-explorition.

Only theee of the parents had this* model, although this is a. model veey. ".

popular in child rearing literature and espoused by Thomas Gordon in MI

Parent Effectiveness Trajning (PET) Program.

*The terms used here are based on Eugene Mead's Six Appedaches to
Child Rearing (1978). .



Tills is the only model where the flow of learning is outward from

the child. In all the other models, the flow of teaching is from the

parent, directed towards the child or the environment or both. The

emphasis in this mcidel is close to Rousseau's idea that a child, in

. its natural \state, has all the internal potential for self-development,

for interpretation of knowledge. This Orenting model col;es closest to

the '!Organic Lamp Theoi-y" (Langer, 1979:7).and what Langer calls the

autogenetic thesis that a person develops by his/her own actions. This

model.does not-necessarily imply a "stages of grqwth" assumption, although

Langer suggests that it does. In this modal, the parent tends to see her _-

role as one of (1) friend or companion who provitps "guidance" when asked

and (2) whose views haye equat validity as those of the child. As one

parent put it, you don't "tell a child whai to do; you ask him." Arents

with this model tend not'w see the world as dangerous or threatening,

but rather to be explored. The world is not something to be-controlled

and "protection" is primarily motivated by a desire"to keep the child

from:harm, but it is reilly up to the child to lekrn. 'Some-of the parents

with this model see-the child as going through.stves, others don't;
tc;

however, the "stage" is not seen as a factor inhibiting or controlling

the parent's behaviort, but rather,á recognition eat it might be an

explanation for the child's behavior.*

B. The Gesell Developmental-Maturational Model

. This modellOJUses primarily on the parent controlling the environ-

ment but letting the child develop within this cdntrolled environment:

(-Control, -Other,-+Envtrorlment)

*See Case Example A, p.
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PARENT

areates "good"

Sets limits with *CHILD
Gives direction to

ENVIRONMENTI

Regplates self
within

,This model has in common with the Existential Model the vieoklhat the

child tends toward self-igegulation and learns through self-exploration.

The parent's role is then to create the-right conditions within the

environment for optimal development. kn this fnodel, the parent controls

the child through the controlof.the environment. .The child is free'to

develop the kind of relationship with the parent that she or he desirei.

There is give'and take in the parent-child relationship, and the parent

views herself as a "guider." Parents in ,this,model, presume that the

child goes through regular stages of development and there is an emphasis

on understanding these.stages in order to understandithe child and then:,

;oust the environmental conditions appropriately. Parents with this

model tend to allow choices within the environment, tend to 'view them-1

selves as "protective" and there is a slightly heavier emphasis on

"providing the right conditions for the child. There is less emphasis

on what..the child "should do" and more on what the parent "should" do.*

C. Obedience and Self-Reliance Model

This 'model,is.similar to the Existential kod41 but with an authori-

tative overlap.* In this model'the parent believes that .the chile should

obey the parent WI generis, but-that the child develops and learns on

hikown (+Control, -Others, -Environment). "TheCiodel appears to be

authoritarian; however, there is a,view that "you're on your own" and

*See Case Example B I p.

4
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a,great emp6asis on self-displind.and self-interpretation..

PARENT

Is not responsible
for child's
relationship to

-`-ENVIRONMENT

Teaches rilht and wroni to CHILD

Is responsible for
hi relationship'
to'

In this model, each person bears her/his own responsibility for learning.

A parent shoutd be obeyed because that is the parent's role. .The parent's

role is to provide for the child within the immediate environment but

the parent cannot control the outside environment and can in no real

sense, "protect" the child from the outside environment, since it is

the child's function to:figure out hoWto "get'along." The emOhasis in
.

this model is on the.parent-child%relationship, and not the parent-

environment relat1on94p. The parent tends to view herself as strict,

but the relatiOnship can be conflictual or confusing because the parent

desires obedience and self-reliance at the same time. The model does.not

emphasize a manipula0ve parent-child relatiOnshie.ii

D. Authoritative-Transitional Model

This model fOcuses on the parent controlling the environment ar:

cbntrolling the parent's relationship with the child (+Control -Others,

+Environmen. tal). The view is that the child can deveiôp.on his/her own,

without parental interference,j)ut the view codflicts with the parent's

authority, which is held to be a given. The most 'illient'feature of

parents with this model is that they are in a state of transition to ope

of the previously mentiOned models (A-, B, or C). They question the im-

portance of asserting their authority in the child's development and tend.

*See Case Example C, Appendix B, page 267.
2!.13
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to focus.on tite child's own potentialities or on control)ing the

enVironment, rather 'than "the child.

PARENT.

t
Ideally does.not use power with foCHILD
kually uses power with

Contro s

ENVIRONMENT

Ideally regulates
self within
,AFfarly parent
"protects" child

The dlscrepancy betweeq what the parent's child development goals are

and how the parent behaves with the child are apparent to the parent

and she views hersqlf in a self-conscious state of transition. Con-
)

sequently, the Ideal is greatly in flux from more controlling to less

'Controlling. All the parents in'this model were abused as children

'(discussion on page 225) and the parents in this model would be in

Parenting Model C if it weren't for the tremendous fluxuation and dis-

crepancy between wflat the Arent wants.in their relationsbip-with their

child and their actual behavior.*

E. The Adlerian Socio-Teleólosical Model

. This model focuses primarily on the parent-child relationship and'

there is very littlesfocus on fhe parent's control of the envirorment.

(+Contrpl, +Others.,'-Environment).

PARENT E_i±L.L._11._kL-esectt'lisesowerbutvvith theNLD

Interprets, Arough
trial and error and
innate social interest

ENVIRONMENT

*See çasexample D, Appendix B, p. 271.
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The focus in this model is ort the interests of ti4 group. Thi "eviron-.

ment," in effect, ts the group interests. The child is borniwith a goal-',

setting (thus sociO-teleological) desire to strivelrom a position of

powerlessness to a position'of.social power; the child, is also born with

an innate desire to work toward group/social interests. The functiO'n of

the parent is, through a close relatiohship with the child, to teach the

child the 4proper" behavior to work towards dhup intelests. Power and

authority are givens and the parent recognizes her power and authority.

ljer role ii however, to use it with respect, and thus'demonstrate,

through her own example, how to develop sotial interests. The parent's

role is not so much to try and 'protect" the child from the power Of the

outside world, but rather to teach the child, through an authoritative

and loving relationship, how to deal with the environment himself.. The

parent feels that iai is necgsary that they be there in order for the

child to learn "right from wrong," otherwise, the child would not,learn.*

F. BehavioriseModel

This model is similar to the behaviorist assumptions about child de-'

.41tvelopment. It is assumed that power and control are inevitable, and t"fila

all experience (learning) is due to external stimuli (operant Conditioning).

Reinforcement is necessary for learning or dhange to take place.

PARENT Uses power with CHILD
os t ve re n orcement

Controls the

...411ENVIRONMENT

*See Case Example Et AppendiX Bs page 276.

4-,
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Thus4he role of the parent is to control the'external stimuli in 0_

positive way, to provide the necetsary reinforcement for the child to

'. learn. The emphasis is on the parent-environment _relationship mediating
.q

the learning of the child. This model makes the assumption that, "man
a

_J grows to be what he is made to be by his envi7onient;"'it is a passive

view and-what Jonas Langer calls the "mecivalpial theor'y" (1069: .

4); a person is a reflection of the environment in a (presumabh; predict-
&

able) mechanistic way.

The parents with thismodel either pmscrously gr sub-consctously use

positive reinforcemen't to reward behaVior, and ignore bad.behavior:

Predictably, iley responded well to the section on "rewards" which
4

espouses the use of behavior modification techniques. ,Some of the parent's

were more conscious Of using behavior modification techniqqes than other

.

parents.*

G. The Calvinistic Model

4;e

This model assumes that the childls bo'rn sinful and needs to be con-

trolled by pie parent, have the.evil,yocked out of him, and 'tauglil "right

-

from wrong." (+Control, +Others, +Environment)
.

In order to form the minds of (such) chtldrent the first -

thing to be done is to conquer their will and bring them
.to an obedient temper...'.(Parent's Magazine, 1976).

s

4.

This model was prevalent in Colonial New England.,:but is'iofrepuent &wig

the parents stydied (Aries, ,1962;"DeTause, 1975).

PARENT Controls child with*

'.%*,\,

Controls bad
influences of

negative re n orment

*See Case Example F, Appendix B, p. 279.
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The role of ;he parent is to teach proper behavior:set a good ex-

ample, and internalize the norms through 'punishment or instilling

guilt. Tke child tends toward evil, the parent sees evil influences

in the environment, and both of these must be equally controlled. In

this model, both the parent-child relationship and the parent-envirdn-

ment relationship must be controlled.

The Calvinistic Model.is summed up by a poem by Anne Bradstreet:

Spit* from birth with Adam's sinful fact,
Then I began to lin as soon as,act;

A perverse will, a love to what's forbid,
A serpent's sting in pleasing 'face Jay hid;

A lying tongue as soon as could speak
and 5th Commandment do daily break. Of stubborn
peevish, sullen, put and cry,
That naught can please and yet I know not why.

(Parent's Magazine, Parenthood in America, filmstrip
Series No. 3,."Three Basic Theories," 1976)

j ft 103
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The Calvinist Model assumes that the indiVidual is basically irrational,

and thus needs reinfokement from authority. There is an internal conflict

between the individual's sinful/animal desires and the needs of society.

Thus, socialization requires learning through a proper authority. The

Calvinist Model assumes.that "inside"-, the individual are evils waiting

for an outlet. This model is a stimulus-response model of socialization.

The emphasis is not only on an external control of socialization process,

but the proper external control.*

*See Case ExamplefG, Appendix 8.p. 286.
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Discussion

The Value of conceptualizing parenting models is that it contributes

to better understanding the relationship between child rearing practices

and-the beliefs which underlie them. In these case examples a number of

variables which influence changesvin discipline techniques have been

described. Parenting models impose certain requirements on behavior

which can enhance or inhibit learning as with Diana; the fit between what

the parent wants and how the Parent behaves with.the child may influence

impact as with Marta; arid the degree of self-consciousness about this fit

can affect impact, as with Stlaron. Impact is related to other factors

besides the-parenting model such as childhbod exieriences,, the age of

the children, and the degree of conflict with one's spouse over the

children. These are discussed later. 3

Parenting Models and Ethnicity

What is the best way to describe the parenting mo4el, along a continuum

or by a typology? If the seven models are grouped together along a coninuum "Jo

which emphasizes.the control variable, patterns among the three ethnic,

groups can be observed.

21r
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TABLE 5: POENTING MODELS BY ETHNICITY

PARENTING.
MODELS

ETHNIC GROUPS
BLAdK PARENTS'
No % j

ANGLO PARENTS CHICANA PARENTS
No No. %

A (-/-/-)*
B (-1-14-)

Subtotal

1

3

4

10.0
30.0

40:0

1

4

5

11.1

33.3

41.6

1

1

2 .

11.1

11.1

22.2
,

C (+/-/-)
B (+/-/t).

Subtotal

1

3

4

L...(3

40.0'

1

0

1 B.3

7

3

a

33.3

E (+/+/-)

Subtotal 1 10 0

_

1 8 3

.

F (/+/+)

Subtotal 1 10.0

.....

2

. ;

16.6 . 44.4

G (+MI+)

Subtotal 0 0.0 3 25.0 0 0.0

TOTAL 10 100.0 12 100.0 9 100.0

-Control, -.Other, -Environment.
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If we break down the parents* in Table 5 by dach variable, the

ethnic differences emerge more clearly.

BREAKDOWN OF TABLE 5 BY EACH VARIABLE

Variables in
Parenting
Model

Number and-P- t of Parents . Ethnicit
g o arentS

n . 10 .

No. Percent No:

cana are04
n = 12

Percent

: ac

No.

arents
n . 9

Percent
,

,

+ Control 6 60.0 . J 68.4 7 77%7
Control 4 400 5 41.6 2 22.2

Other 8 80.0 f 50:0 5 55.5
+ Other 2 20.0 6 50.0 4 44.4

Environment

_

7 70.0 9 75.0 5

,

55.5
Environment 3 30.0 3 25.0 4 44.4

,

Three observations-can be made:

1. All three ethnic groups emphasized a Controlling parent-Child

relationship (+ control); however, the Black parents iiere more

controlling thanpiglos and Chicana 13rents.

All three ethnic groupt fripha*size'd self-develoOment.over other

oriented'development, with the Anglo-parents_emphasizing self-

development the most.

Black parents emphasized controlling the environment the leait

of the three ethnic groups; Anglo and Chicana parents emphasized

controlling Ihe environment most.

c

*The reader is reminded.that all the parents in this sutdy are mothers.
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In summary, the variables in the .parenting models delineate ethnic

differences; Anglo parents are the most self-development oriented, in
f

their parenting models., Black parents 'are the most parental control

oriented in the parent-child relationsfli0 and the least environment-
'1

cgptrol orientedk and Chitana and-Anglo parents are the most environ-

ment control oriented in their parenting models.

Other Jethni& differences appear to emerge upon closer.examjnation.

Black parents appear to be particularly receptive to using behavior

mo4ification techniques.. Tbere are a cluster of Chioana parents whot,-

accept the "original sin" view of the child. The Anglo parents tend to

be the most inconsistent in .setting rules and exhibit greater personal

ambieuity about using authority and control, The BlApli parents more

often than the other groups express a law of balanced reciprocity be

tween parent and child, "If-you want me to do something for you, you ,

have to do something for me," which underlies the parents'. overt expres-

sion of hierarchial parental authority. An analysis.is being made.of the

rich data collected on ethnic differences in value orientations which

cannot be presented irf.this repOrt at this time. However, preliminary

v
analysis of the data suggest that

.

there A-la major value orientation in

all three ethnic groups, towards self-sufficiency; both economic and

'psychological, with Black Orents emphasizing self-sufficiency more than-

Anglo and Chicana parents. .1t is clear tha further research on the

'complex relationship betweenoparental authority and an emphaSIs on self-

sufficiency.needs to be made in order to better understand the.apparent

contradictions in these two variables of the parent-child relationship.
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THE RANCE OF EFFECTS

A. Introduction

The impact of ihe parent education workshop was formulated in.terms

of a 'range of effects," some anticipated and some =anticipated by the

deyelopers of the package. Anticipated effects included changes in the

four discipline techniques: listening, setting limits, rewards and

punishment. Unanticipated effects,included changes in (1) other kinds

of discipline techniques, (2) the parentLs,ielf-confidence, (3) the

parenting model of the parent, (4) the parent's role as ,a disciplinarian,

(5) other attitudinal changes in the parent (e.g., a greater sensitivity

to children's feelings), andr(6) changes in the child's behavior; The

four anti6pated and six 'Unanticipated effects we're Condensed intopree

major categories: (1) changes in'discipline techniques; (2) non-tech-

nique related changes in parental attitude or beha,+-ior; and (3) changes

in the child's behavior (see Appendix 4.). Eath parent-had what tan be

referred to as an "impact score." If the parpnt reported no changes in

"O." If the parent reportedall ten tyles of effects:theirscore was

changes in all tep,categories of 'effects,_

scores ranges' from 0.to 9. Overall, this

their score was 1110." The

meant that there could be a

possible 310 changes (10 types of effects x 31 parents in the sample).

The range of effects art discussed in. the following sections: (1)

A summary of the total number of reported changes, (2) 'a discussion of

theatnes of effects:(3) a'diicussion on the associationOgetween the

t

types 'of effects and the implementation process, specifically leadership

skills,14) 4 discussion on the association between the types of.effects

and the parenting models. This is followed by a suMmary of the signif-

icance of the findings.
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The impact of the parent wol;kshop can be described in a 4ber of
'

different ways. ,Fiest, the impact score represents, for each parent,
_ .r

the nudber of changes reported of the total cossible changes. Therefore.

overall, the average parent reported 2.258 changes of a possible five

(5) changes in discipline techniques which is 45.16% of the total

possible changes that Could be repoeted.

A
TABLE 6: NUM4ER OF CHANGES REPORTE6 FOR ALLSITES

Type of
Change

.

Number of-
Possible
Changes

Total No.
of Possible
Changes
(x 31 parents )

No of
'Changes
Reffarteci-

Average
-Impact Score
Reported Change/
Number of
Parents

Percent
of Total
Possible
Changes

DISCIPLINE
.

155 . 70 .. .70/312.258r 45.16%
TECHNIQUES (5x31)

CHANGE IN
PARENT 4 124 28 .28/31= .903 22.57%

(4x21) .

CHANGE IN
.

CHILD BEHAVIOR - 1 31 13 13/31 :419 41.93%.

TaAL I 10 310 111 t .
3b.81%

The ave"rage rate of change was almost half,(45.16%) for discipline-techniques

and 41.93% for chanps in the child's behavior. These two areas of change

were anticipated by the developers.of the package. The least amount of

change reported was in non-discipline changes in parents (22.57%), which

. were not anticipated by the developers of the MMTPs.

Reviewing the.distribution of the impact scores for types of change

(Table 7, p. 92): 9032% of the parents'experienced some kind of change in

discipline technlques, that 48.39% of the parents experienced some kind of

other change, and hat the 67.74% of the parents reported some kind of

change in their 'child's behavior.
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4- TABLE 7: IMPACT SCORE DISTRIBUTION
BY TYPE OF CHANGE FOR ALL SITES

DISCIPLINE IECHNII ES -OTHER PARENT-CHANGE CHILD CHANGE
Ile. of

Changes
No, o
Parents

o
Parents

iu

lative
Percent

o.. of

Parent%
o

Parents
umu-

lative
Percent

z,

Number

.

Percent

umu-
lative
Percent-

,

o

1

, 2

3
4
6

TOTAL

Parénts/
Child Re-
Porting
Some
Kind of
Chanse

i

3

5

9

10
-4

-o

31

,

9.6d
16.13
.29.03
32.26
14.90
o.00

.

9.68
25.81
14.84
87.10
100.00

-

V

90.32
,

-

16
5

7

2

1

-

31

51.61

16.13
22.57.
'646
3.23

.

V

51.61
67.74
90.31
96.77
loom

-

.

48.39

10

21

.-

'-,

-

31

.

,

32.26. 32.26
67.74 100.00

- -
. .-_.

- .0

- .

..

.

,

.

.

.

.

67.74
_ , .

The above table demonitrates that parents reported more change in discipline

techniques than'in the other two categories. Broken down by site (Table 8) we

can see difference in the number reported at the various sites.

TABLE 8: TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANGES PARENTS REPORTED BY SITE

TOTAL NO.
'OF CHANGES
,REPORTED*

V

SITE 1

,

NUMBER OF PARENTS BY SITE
SITE 2 S.ITE 3 SITE 4

-

TOTAL NO.
,

> PERCENT,

CUMU-
LATUE
PERCENT,

0 0 3 6 0 3 9:68 9.68
1 0 4 o o 4 12.90 22,58
2 0 .0 2 0 2 6.45. 29.03'
3 3 2 2 1 8 25.81 54.84
34 1 2

V

. 4 , 12.90 67.74
5 1 0 1 3 9.67 77.41
6,
7 %

,1

1

1

o
0'

1

. 0
3

0
5

1

16:13
3.23

93.54
96.77

B 0 0 Cfr 0 0 - 0.00 '96.77
9 0 .0 1 0 1 . 3.23 100.00

10 0 0 0 .0 0 0.00 100.00
ritTAL

a ,., 0 -. ,

PARENTS. 7 . 12 6 6 31 . 100.00 .

* sed on parent report 9g change n ten possi e e ets.
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At Site. 1 the number of changes clustered from between 3 and 7

reported changes;,at Site 2, parents reported (l)' Otiler little or no

effect (between 0 and 1 changes) or 12) bitween-3 and5.changes. At

Site 3;. there wis no particUlar cluster of changes. The range of changes

,reported by parents varied from 2 to 9. At Site 4, 3 of the 6 parents

reported a 60% (6 changes) rate of change, whickis almost twice the

average for all the sites. Breaking down the number of chan9es by site,

demonstrates the taifferential effect the workshops had. At Site 1, all

.fhe parents maintain an average or above average score. At Site .2, 7

of the 12 parents experienced little or no impact. At site 3, two of

the six parents experienced high impact and slightly below average impact

was experienced by the other four parents. At Site 4, all of theparents

experienced average and above 4verage impact. How do we explain the

clustering of impact scores at each site? Was it due to the prior ex-.

periences Of the parents, the leadership skills', the nature of the social

interaction, or the way the content was presented? Before we answer these'

questions. the types of effects the participants experienced is relevant.

C. The Type of..impact

Reviewing Table 9, the parents reported the most change ,(67.7%) in
. ,

their attitudes and behavior in the listeting technique. These changes

ranged from taking the time to listen to the Child to more important

feelings, ,such as respecting the child'.s views and thoughts (see Coding

Categories, Appendix A).

Of the techniques discussed in the package, setting ltmits was reported

, to have the least amount of change (35.48%). At least one-fourn (25.78%)

of the parents reported changes ip other techniques unanticipated by the

developers of the trainthg package. These included not yelling or screaming
1e.
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TABLE 9: CHANGES REPORTED BY PARENTS
FOR ALL SITES BY TYPES OF CHANGE

a

Range
,

.

of `Titaitueipal
Effects*

'humher. 0 ch4nrs lportint :-110 Cban e
Bqhavioritl Subtotal Su tota

No. % No. % No. % No. %
TECHNIQUES,

5 16.13 16 51.61, 21 67:74 10 32.126Listening

Setting Limit.s '. 2 6.45 9 29.03 11 35.48 20 64.52

Rewards 5 16.13 11 35.47 16 51.60 15 48.40

Punishment 2 6.45 12 38.79 14 45.26. 17 54,.74

74 12Other Tecbnisues 1 3 20 7 22 58 8 25/.78 23

SUBTOTAL 35 9.68 65 35.48 70 45.16 85 54.84

PARENT CHANGi

8 -25.81 0 0 8 25.81

.

23 74.19Self-Confidence,

Role of Discipline 1 3.20 2 6.45- 3 9.65 28 90.35

Other Change 5 16.13 6 19 35 11 35 4 20 64.52

Parentdng Model 4 4 12.90 2 6.45 6 19.35 25 80.65

SUBTOTAL 18 14.52 10 8.05 ,28 22.57 96

_

77.43
-

Child Behavior.

SUBTOTAL 0 0 13

,

13 41 93 18 58.07.

TOTAL 33 10.65- 78 25.16 111 35.81 199 154.19

*Coding is based-on self-report change of 31 parents in Sample. If change

not reported, it is coded as "no change."

at their child, and, interestingly, giving the child more responsibilities

in household ti s. The changes reported by the parents in themselves.

Owere an increas in their self-confidence (25.81%) and other king of

changes (35.48 ) most notably feeling calmer and more patient. Changes

in the parenting model, whicp.included a change toward being less con-

trolling or toward recognizing,that the child 'can learn without the
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presence and ."protectiveness" of-the parent, was reported by 4.35% of
p.

the parents (Andrews, et al, 1975; Freeman, 1975). One reported change

Olat was neither4 anticipated by the developers of the training'ioackage

nor was implemented in the-research process was the change.in the

parent's role as a disciplinarian. Three parents (9.65%) reported taking

k!.
a more assertive role as enforcer/punisher of tehavidr. This is dis-

,

cussed in more detail later. The developers 'of the training package

anticipated that-thanges in discipline techniques would effect changes

in tkp children's behavior: 0:431 of the parents reported a change

in the children's behavior. These changes in the childigen included.

an overall better relationship, less fighting with the parent, a More

positive attitude toward "minding" and a greater willingnets to do

household chores. One parent reported that her,thildrefi felt more

"important" because she was.taicing the coUrse to learn how, to get 'along

better with them.- They became actively involved in the Aformation she

was receiving_and the whole family became,involved in making charts-

related to behavior modification techniques. T4e rate of reported

change in the children's behavior gives credence, to the fact thatt the

reported parent changes were behaxiora and not= simply attitudtnal.

D. Type of-Impact and The Implementation Process

Reviewing .the breakdown of the range_of effects'by site (Table 10),

Site 2 had significantly less ,impaCt (20%) than theothef three sites,

Looking at the number of.attitudtnal and behavior changes reportelifor

each site, Site I had a high percentage of.parents (71%) reporting changes

in listening and Punishment. At Siti 2: there, was no changes greater than

50% reported for any given area. At Site 3,'a significant percentage

(83,11) of the Oarents.reported changes.in IfsteningAnd+ewarding and

-4!
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TABLE 10: ATTITUOrNAL MD BEHAVIORAL CHANGES
*REPORTED BY PARENTS BY SITE AND BY TYPE OF CHANGE

UFCge-7--:7-_--Thrrfrr
of

Effects
Reported-Change

N / SilE2 Ita 2
No Change Reported Change No C ange

#47, B No. , S -No. % A B No. % No. %

TiCHNIQUES .
.

Listening 1 4 5 71.0 29.0 2 3 5 41.0 7 59.0

Setting Limits 0 3 34 33.3 57.0 1 3 4 33.3 8 66.6
.=.:

Rewards 0 2 2 29.0 5 71.0 2. 3 4 41.0 7 59.0

Punishmpnt
a

0 5 5 71.0 2. 29.0 .:0 3 3 25.0 9 75.0,
.

Other 5 5 71.0 2 29 0 0 2 2 16 6 10 83 4

SUBTOTAL 19 20 57.0 15 42.0 5 14 19 31.0 41 69.0

PARENT CHANGES

2 0 .2 29.0 5 71.0 0 0 0

,

0 12 100.0

.

,

Self-Conftdence

Discipline Role 0 0 0 0 7 100.0 0 0 0 - 12 16.0

Other 1 2- 3 33.3 4 57.0 2 1 3 25.0 9 75.0

Model 2 1 3 33.3 4 57.0 0 0 0, - 12 100 0

SUBTOTAL 5 3 8 29.0 20 71.0, 2 1 64.0 45 .94.0

.

CHILD BEHAVIOR

SUBTOTAL 0 4 4 57 0 3 33 0 0 2 2 16 6 10 834

TOTAL 6 26 -32 45.7 38 54.3 7 17 24 go.o 96 1804

*A=Attitudinal chant* number of parents reporting change.
B=Behavioral change reported by parent; behavioral change assumes attitudinal

change.
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fABLE 10 (Continued)

SITE 3 N 6
Reurted Change
A. B No. %

Oev5

D 2

1 4

0. 3

0 0

5

2

5

3

0

1 14 15

3

1 1

2. 0 2

0 1 1

5 2 7

0 3 3

6 19 25

83.1

33,3

83.1

50.0

0

50.0

No Change
No. %

_SITE 4 N 6
Reported Change
A No.

1 16.9

4 66.6

1 16.9

3 50.0.

6 100.0

15 50.0

50.0 3 , 5,0.0

164.9 5 83.1

33.3 4 66.7.

16.9_; 5 83.1

29.0

50.0

17 71.0

50.0

41.7 35 58:3

2

1

2

2

1

4

1

2

1

0

8 '8

3 0

-1 1

0 3

2 0

6

4

14 16

202.

6 100.0

2-, 33.3

4

3 50.0

1 16.9,

16 53:0

3 50.0

2 33.3

3 50.0

2 33.3

No Change
-No. %

0

4 66..7

2 33.3

3 50.0

5 83.1

14 47.0

3 50,.0

4 66.7

2 50.0

4. 66.7

10 41.0 14 58.0

1\

2 33.3

30 50.0_ 30 50.0 I
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. an increase in self-confidence. At Site 4, all the parents reported

changes in listening, and over 50% of the parents reported changes in

rewardin13, punishirig, an inciease in self-confidence and other changes,

such as a greater patiencewith their children. Over.half the parents .

a

at Sites 1, 3, and 4 reported changes in their children's behavia.

It was hypothesized that three variables Might account for differences

in impact; (1) ieadership.skills, (2) the nature df the social interaction,

and (3) the "fit" between the content of the package and ihe parents''prior.

._04eriences. Eap of the.four sites was examined in terms.of these-theee

possible causal fctors in the implementation.process.' It was nqi

certaTh which of the vahables in the implementation process would be
. a

most important in mderstanding cliff rentfal. impact, and, in fact', the

primary focu5 of the retearCh'was n t) a stUdy of 6,2 implementation

process so much as,a doCumentation Of .the impact. There. was no controls

for different content, so4Whalocan be said akout Content is l!mited. : The

parents were self-selected so there was no control for Social interaction.

Nor was there control for differenCes in leadership styles., -The Choice

of leader was left at the discretion of the contact person at each

parent education'program. A'comparison of leaders, unanticipated by ?

the reigarch plan, develope3 as i contequence of-the leader chosen V*.
a

at Site E. That leader highlighted some of the'ways in which ieadePs,ip i

style could affect the level'of impact. The ,leader at,Site 2 was t ching
V

a non-credit child development class to CETA employees who worked at an

after school day care program; The leader was interested in the materials

and incorporated.them into her classroom structure!. consequentlyesthe

training package was presented under.urn:Jsual circumstances--in a more

.
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formally structured environment, with non-voluntary participatns, and

in a "teacher7student" interaction style. The other three sites

-fallowed the traitiOnal temf-forMaL small-group-o-voluntary paetiti=

pation structure which have characterized most orthe previous parent

training worl(sh4s in parent eciucation programs.*

1. The Leadgrship Style

'The leaders fell into two styles based on\ibeir techniques

and their perceived role: pedagogical and problem-solving. The

clue to understanding the nature of the impact at each site lies

partiailly in the differences found in-jeadershiP styles. Overall,

the ldwest reported change was reported at Site 2 ,which appears to

be associate' with leadership style. The leader at Site 2 had a

"kdagogical leadership" style and the leaders at the other three

sit2 had a "problem-solving" leadership style.

(a) Leadership Technique

(I) Pedagogical(Site 2): The leader used a iecture format--

standing in front or using a chalkboard, or in some way

maintaining a physical or'hierarchial separation between

herself and the participants. Example: the leader stands,

the participants sit, the leader stahds in front,,the

par ticipants_ sit in a circ le. The_pedagagical_technique

"assigns" groups rather than letting the participants

divide themselves in groups. .The tone of vcAce is

"pedagogical" or °talking down," with phrases such as

"explain and 'tell us why." There is more often +frith the

, pedagogical technique, an expressed consciousness of

"keeping on the track." Example: the leader will cut

*A more detailed description of each site is in Appendix C:
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off a discus'sion to move on to point so

"everything's will be covered.

(2) Small 6roup Discussion (Sites 1, 3, 4): The le er

uses small group discussion techniques, such as in roducing

the parents to.each other, eTiciting-non-talkers, asking

for other opinions, playing down the "authority" role of

the leader, and encouraging group participation. The

small group discussion techniques are built into the

package. For example, having parents introduce themselves

in the beginning and asking .them for their defintion of-

disCipline occurs at the first session. Throtighout the

package, parents are asked to comment on the films and

cassettes to encourage group participatton. However, some-

times the questions are simplistic and rhetorical, and the

leader appears to be pedagogical, asking for standardized

replies. Most of the leaders modified their approach after

the first session because the parents became unresponsive.

They began to ask for a general reaction, rather than the

recommended list of questions (Example: "How-well did

Carol's mother Use the steps in the listening technique?".

Listening Session, p. 50, Leader's Manual).

Leadership Role

Although there was some overlap, the pedagogical leader tended

to view herself as an "information-giver," whereas the problem

solving leaders tended to view their role as a facilitator of

conversation among th. wrents.



(a) Information-Giver

The leader tends to view the content of the package as the

priority dis6ussion topic. The leader keeps on the topic and

will cover the material thoroughly, highljghting major points.-

The leader reviewed previously discussed materials at the next

session, particularly for those who were not there. The package

builds in a certain amount of review and leaders are encouraged

to relate the current session to the previous sepsion. All of

the leaders made some attempt at review, but the amdunt of

time spent on tt Varied. The infrution-giverli.so brings in

additional information requested by,the parents. T leader at

Site 2 identified iier role as inforMation-giver.

(b) ProbleD:Solver (Sites 1, 3, 4).

The leader does not perceive her tole as offering solutions

to problems but rather as facilitating discussion of solutions

to problems whichicome from the group rather thal the leader.

The problem-solving leader encouraged parents to discuss their

problems and teprgyide answers. The leader related the parents'

experiences to the content of the package.' For example, the

leader might say, "Would the listening technique have been

useful with Judy's problem of getting Juan to bed?"

Social Interaction

The nature of the social interaction was closely related to the

leadership style and how much the leader encouraged participation

and advice-giving among the parents. The degree of social inter-

action also seems to have been related to wh ther any of the parents

knew each other or the leader prior to coming to the parent education
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as.

workshop. During the sessions, interviewers noted the retetive
s.

proportion of interaction between (1) the.leader to the 4roup,

(2) the leader to an indtvidual, (j) an individual parent to

another parent (giving advice, answering a question, reacting.to

a comment) and (4) an individual parent to the leader (answering

a rhetprical question, reacting to information, asking for Infor-

_

mation) and (5) an individual to the group (bringilig up a problem

to discuss, a general comment). With the pedagogical leaden', the

'social interaction tended to be more directed at the leader or the

group in the form of reacting to information given. If there was

r-donversation among the parents, it tended to be unrelated to the

general discussion. With the problem-solving leaders, the more

comfortable and inttmate the problem-solving style of the leader,

the more the parents tended to take over)the social interaction.

Further, there was more individual parent to parent interaction,

in the form of offering advice, "stroking" or support, or disagree-

ment with solutions offered. Time did not allow for systematic

analysis of the social interaction. A secondary analysis of the'

data EbUld quantify the number of times of each kind of social

interacti-o-n- to suppertthe distinction- between the twc leadership.

styles and its effects on social interaction and impact.

4. Content of the Training Package
4

Origtnally it was hypothesized that there would be a positive

relationship between lime spent on the content of the package

(discipline techniques) and'degree of change in discipline

techniques. Alternately, it was hypothesized that the time spent

on discussion unrelated to the contentt of the package would :increase
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the possibility of other (non-discipline) changes. If the parent

brought up a problem where the solution desired 0 offered was

related to discipline techniques:it was considered content-related.

If the parent brought up a problem that seemed to be more generalized

(marital conflict, step-marriage situation, absent father, lack of

assertiveness, lack of self-confidence), it was not considered

tontent related.

The distinction between content related and non-content related

problems was not always clear-cut, as for example when one parent

began talking about her daughter being afraid of the dark and, during

the next two sessions, the bedtime problem was seen as only part,of

a set of problems related to the mother's confustion in the disci-

plinarian role. More clear-cut were non-content related discussions

on topics such as the energy crisis, where to put one's child during

-th'6 summer, step-family situations, and ho

%It also was considered non-content related

the issue, as in the latter example.

Id general, the problem-solving leader

bin dbn-content 'related topics insofar as t

the discussion. The site where there was
r.

discussion Pad the greatest impact in non-.

to toilet train the child.

f the leader so defined
t

tended to spend more time

ey let the parents define

he most non-content related

iscipline areas. This

lends support to the hypothesis proposed, but there were no controls,

to differentiate between the implementation process iiid,prior ex-

periences as the causal explanation. Appendix C elaborates on the

configuration of the variables it each site.
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Summary

1. Parents at sites with problem-solving leaders 'itended to

report more change than parents at the site with a
ele

pedagogical leader. At the sites where there were problem-
.

-solving leaders Oites 1, 3, 4Y, problems tended to emerge

which had not been discusseein the pre-interview whereas

'with the pedagogical leader, the interviewers knew of

-problems that never came up in the discussion. One:indi-

cation'of the higher level of impact could be that the parents

are bringing up issues and problems that are relevant to their

experiences.

2. Parents who engaged in more non-content related discussion

tended to report change% in'areas not related to.discipline

techniquet. The parents at Site 4 reported changes in 41% of

other-parent changes-4s opposed to the parent at_Sitis.1 and

.'43 (29%) and parents at Site 2 (§%) (see_Table 10).

3, The problem-solving leadership style is associated with

parent to parent'soCial interaction which seems to be associated:

with a higher level of reported change. A sEcondary analysis

of the data would possibly reveal more speci-fic distinctipns

between leadership stYle and kinds Of iocial interaction.

Parenting Models and Impact

Can we further eiplain the changes the parents reported by the
,

. ..,
, .

parenting model they held prior to coming.to the parent education work-

shop? The General Mills Surve9.(l977) on child rearing praciices foUnd
.1

that chiyd rearing beliefs 'correlated with child reartny practices.

pectfitally, they found that "authoritarian" parents tended to use
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"old-fastNonid"

and that "permissive" parents tended not to spank (gee also Impact

,Study, December 1978).i The parenting models that we have developed

include more than the "authoritarian" or controlling dimension of the

parent-child relationship that the General Mills Survey tested. The'

parenting models in the Impact Study include three variables (1) the

parent's,control of the parent-child relationship (2) the degree of

self or other development of the child and (3) the degree of parental

control over the environment the child is in. One question which arises

is, "Is there an association between-parenting models and discipline

techniques?" in the Impact Study? We will discuss ihe relationship

betweeh parenting models and discipline techniques and then see if

this relationship illuminates the-kinds of changes the parents ex-

perienced.

Looking at Table 11, it.appears that the use of positive.discipline

techniques is associated most closely with the sbli-other (-/+ Other)

variable and not with the controlling variables (-/+ Control, +/- Environ-

ment). The hypothesis is: parenting models that value self-development

(- Other) more frequently use positive discipline techniques than

pdrenting models that value other-oriented development (+ Other); This
1 - a

suggests that the key to the use of positive discipline techniques.lies

,in the parent's vieweof the child's develogmelit *mess, rather than in

the parent's view of their need to express,parental control or control

the eiwironment: This finding catfonsf'or wren:VEIT-trial wing

workshdps, and 'supports thl*findings about the range of effects. .The

importance orself-develoOment variabli gives a clue as to whrihe

listening session had the greatest impact An the parents.. Parents:who
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TABLE 11: PARENTING MODELS AND DISCIPLINE
TECHNIQUES: PRE-INTTIEW

Discipline Techniques

Set Take Away
lumber'ofParents

Listen Praise Reward Limit Privil-.e Punish . BiC D E F G

.

17

Praise .

Don't Spank

*

.4.

5.

6_4(

7.

+

-+ .

+

+

+

+

+ .

_

- .

-

+ -

-

+

+

+

-

+

+

-

-

2

1

1

1

2

., 1

2

4 3
1

,

Listen
Praise
Spank

8. .

9.

10.

It

+

+

+

+

.

-

+

-

+

+

_

.

-

.

+

+-

.

+

+

1

..

.

1

.

7

Don't ListRn
Praise,

Spank

12.

43

.-- f

4 +
.

. :

.

_ 4_ . _

-

_____ ___

I

-DoaLt

Don't Listen
Praise
Spank

14.

15.

-.

-

+

+- .

.

+

_

.

...

1

, ...

1

. 1
_

'Don't Listen
Don't Praise
Spank

16. 0

17.

-

-

..,

-

.

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

._

1

1 - 2
.

parent reports use of this technique

- parent reports non-use of this technique
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4.1

E

"listen" to the child tend to t;elieve that the c'hild is learning tome-

think on his/her own.thai is worth listening to. It would seem that the

workshops should focus on giving a parent encouragement to let the child

oovelop on his own, being attentive (listening) to the child's develop-

ment, and emphasizing the exploratory behavior of children.

2. Parenting Models kld Thp Rahge of Effects

Comparing the relationshjp bemeen parenting models and discipline

techniques before and after the parent tralning workshop, we can see

that the greatest shift has been in parents with Parenting Model F

in the areas of active listening and non-physical punishment. We ex-

amined the hypothesis of the General Mills Study: 'the more controlling

the parenting model, the gepatet" the use of negative discipline techniques.

An analysis of the data was not able to support this relationship.*

4 ABLE 12: PARENTING MODELS AM) DISCIPLINE
TECHNIQUES BY ETHNICITY: pRE-INTERVIEW

r
4,1

PARENTING 41

MODEL ON PeS TIVE TECHNIQUES
. L

ON NEGATIVE
.

TECHNIQUES

CCG C

F

B**

BB A B C

E A C

,

, "

r 0 'A'

. ,

,

;

)

,

C BB A C B

B

AA CC
CC A B

I

.

A 'A B C

_ .

,

Totaj , 17 .7 2

.
1

Listen listen Don't-Listen Don't Listen Don't.Listen
Praise Praise Praise Praise Dontt Praise
Don't Spank Spank Don't Spank SpaRk Spank

.f

** A=Anglo; B=Black; C=Chicana

*The Calvinist Model has a built-in assumption of use of negative
discipline techniques. .
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4 Reviewing Tablee'll and 12, the parents with Parenting Model F

use a variety of both positive and negative discipline techniques.

What patterns can be found? All parents with Parenting Models A, B,

and C, which are chaigacterized by self-development (-.0ther), tend to

rely on positive techniques of discipline. Two of tbp three abused'

parents with Parenting Model 0 also tend to rely on positive discipline

techniques.

TAKE 13: PARENTING MODELS AND DISCIPLINE,
TECHNIQUES BY ETHNICITY: POST-INTERVIEW

PARENTING
MODEL ON POSITIVE

B'B B B

L E

TECHNIQUES

C C

ON NEGATIVE
L 14 E

TECHNIWES

, CG

'---A-w-7-Cr--
F

-

E A C

D A

. .
, .

BBAB
A A A
CCCC

B

8
..

,

B

A A
. B C

,

Total , 22
L 2 5

. _

_ 2
.

Listen Listen Listen Don't.Listen
Praise Don't ?raise Praise Praise
Don't Spank Don't Spank Spank Don't Spank

Don't Listen -Don't Listen
Praise Don't Praise-
Spank Spank

*A=Anglo, B=Black, C-Chicana

The other major shift was in the paieents with the Calvinist MOdel to

a position of more active listening. .The above table demonstrates the
.

shiq of the parents with the more côqt1liqg parenting, models from

using negative discipline techniqies to a greater use of pos:itive dis0-

pline techniques. However, the table does not indicate (1) what other

changes might have happened to the parents,and (2) what charges ,the
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parents who were already using positive disciplinitechniques ex-

perienced.

Another way to view the rele:ionshi0 between porenting models and

impact is to look at the total kinds of effects by perenting model.

Reviewing Table 14, changes in listening are reported by over 50% of the

parents in all the parenting models. Changes in setting limits are

reported by over 50% of the parents with Parenting Models 0 and E.

Changes in the rewarding technique are reported by over 50% of the .

parents with Parenting Models A, Bo D, and F. Changes in punishment

techniques are reported by oVer 50% of the parents with Parenting Models
a

and G. Over 50% of the parents with Parenting Model 8 reported an

increase in.,self-confidence. Over 50% of the parents with Parenting

Model A,'F, and G reported a change in their child's behavior. The

three sites and the total number ofreported changes by parenting model,
,f

supports the previous tefore and after comparison which shows that the

more controlling, other-directed parenting models tF and G) were the most'

likely to change_their discipline techniques, most notably to more active

tistening. Table 14 demonstrates the changes of the parents with the less

controlling parenting models (A, 8, C). The parents with the less con-

trolling, self-development oriented parenting models were receptive (1)

to increase in self-confidence (Bo D), (2) to becomin more assertive in
rr,

the disciplinarian role (A, C) and (3) to being leis punishing (8).

Changes injhe parenting model were with the less controlling, more self-

development oriented parents (8,'D). Overall, the parenting models least

receptive to impact were C, Eg and'G while the parenting models most

receptive to'impact were

for the parenting models

parents).

A, 8, D and F, based on the average impact score

(total number of reported changee7number of
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TABLE 14: PARENTING MODELS 8Y RANGE
OF EFFECTS FOR SITES 1, 3, and 4*

Parenting ,Impact

Model, score

1 A 5.0

5 B 5.6

1 C 3.0

2 0 5.5

2 E 3.0

5 F 5.2

3 G 3.0

Listenin

1.0

.6

1.0

.5

1.0

.8

1 c)

k II I. :

Setting
Limits Rewards Punishment

Self..

Other. Confidence

Disci-
pline
Role Other

0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

.4 .8 .6 .4 .6 0 .2

0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 i1..0 1.0

1.0 1.0 .5 0..0 .5 .0.0 .5

1.0 0. 0 , .5 O. 0 1.0 O. 0 .5
,

.2 .6 .4 0.0, .2 .2 .4

.33. 0.0 .66 .33 0.0 0.0. . .33

Child
Parent Be-
Model havior

0.0 1.0 `.

.4

0.0 0.0

1.0 .5

0. 0 .5

.2 .6

0.0 .66

411"4.4.

Because the impact on the parents was affected significantly by the pedagogical leadership sfyle, Site 2
was eliminated to ascertain MON clearly the role of prior experiences in exploring impact.
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F. Dtscussion

_

How do we account for the different kinds of impact? The factots in

change could be due to leadership ability, to the.went's previous

d1scip,144 techniques, to their parenting models, to the content of the

MMTP,'or to the social interaction during the training.workshop.. We

found that all these variables had some effect'on explaining the impact.

Let us first, take the leadetship ability. We hypottiesized. that dif-.

ferent implementation of the parent tralning pack* would produce

different impact. What we found was.thafthe "problem7solving leader"

(as in Sites 1, 3, and 4) had alMbst twice the rite of impact 'as the*

"pedagogical leader" (Site 2)' regardless of any.other variables.

Further, the nature of the effects differed by site lsee Table 9: -

Ranlge of Effects by Site): The Site 1 trainingxrkshop was tile most

effecqve in'Oanging attitudes Ind behavors about punishment add was

least effective.in changins attitudes and.behaviors about rewards-and

d self-confidence. .The Site 3 training workshop OAS the most

effective in changing attitudes and behaviors about rewarding. Site 4

was most effective in changing aWtudes and beflaviors 6out listening and
,

. .

,ther changes in parents, specificallY4n becoming calmer, mofe.patient . .

and yelling less., All.three of the.s$tes were equally effective in cbanges
4

in the child's behavior. Problem-solving leadership style is assoctated
I

with the greatest number of effects. But were these the differences in

association with leadershiR style?

AnotherPhypothesis was tested: Parents wtiOse values anti techniques

of ghilprearing most closely correspond with thosi of the training.

package will efperience a greater positive'reinforcement ir the.area of

self-confidence and techniques. The rationale.was that the parent would

s
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receive a positiVe reinforcement for their techniques through the

"authority! of the package and thus would experience greater self-

--confidence To some extent this was true. The parent experienced a

mild reinforcement but did not report it as a change (nor was it

coded as a changesee Appendix A). Therefore, this'hypothesis could

not explain the differential impact by site.

If we look at the kina of "pai-enting models" and discipline tech-

nukes (what can be called "prior experiences") the leaders were dealing

with, a better explanatilm of the different kinds of impact that

occurred at each site can be offered (Table 10: Parenting Models and

Discipline Techniques by Site). Some parenting model& were more receptive

to change than others. The following hypothesis is proposed: Those

-discipline techniques parents rely on the most are the .most receptive to

change,. The leader at Site I had three parents who had,a Calvinist Model

-and who relied heavily on punishment. This would appear to explain the

change in punishment techniquei; 'The leader at Site 3 had three parents

who had a Behaviorist Model and who.4ere receptive to relying on rewarding:

The parents at Site 4 were more interested.in changes in themselves than

in changes in the parent7child relationship. Overall, the more controlling

-parenting models (F, G) used more positive discipline tectiniques, and the

less ccntrolling parentiAg models tended to experience a wider variety of

unantiCipated changes.. The'general point is: what a parent brings-to a-

session in the form of philosophy and techniques is crucial in,understanding

the range"of effects the parent will experience. It appears that problem-4,

solving leadership skills are a necessary, but not sufficient cause of

imOact.
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Analysis of the data has confirmfd that the content of the package

can, make a difference in impact. The session on "listening" had uni-

fannIyAlligh_tmpact, regardless of the teader-or-the-pritir .ton4itionin9

of the parents.

The explanation for this appeared to be that the session on listening

touched on some viewF rl child rearing that went beyond a technique e

activ2 listening. It triggered a greater sensitivity to children's

.feelings that cut across parenting models and discipline techniques.

For instance, parents said:

- Before I didn't really pay no mind to their feelings. .

- I learned how I'm supposed to tell him he did it in the wrong way
without upsetting him or hurting his feelings.

- I learned through the session if you really find out what they're
trying to tell you, you make a lot more sense out of the argument.

- I..stever did think of them as being like us. I rea ized that they're
were more than just kids. They were the same as we are and they all
got the same feelings as we do.

The best way of making them mind you is to listen to them, let them
get their point through. You've got to realize you were little once,
too. You've got to try to wor:k with them instead of shutting them
out.

Moi-e than any df the other sessions, the session on listenin9 set the

groundwork for parenting model changes.. What runs through these above

quotes is aggreater sensitivity to the equality of children with adults

-

and a realization that children's experiences and emotions are similar

a
to adults. The child is no longer in a category separate from the parent.

The extent to which this is realized can have far-reaching iTplications

fOr the way parents treat the child. The content of the training

package, if it touches on beliefs, can be sufficient cause of change.
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Two other components-of the :implementation process were examined;

(1) the nature of the social interaction among the parents and (2) the

implemntation of the content by the leaders. Intwas not associated

with a number of implementaticedifferences. Leaders who made major

innovations, such as including "strof(ing" games at Site 3,-had no

appreciably different impact. Repetition of points and going over

materials (a "pedagogical" technique) used by the leaders at Sftes 2 and

4 were insufficient to explain the differences in impact. The social

interaction at Site 2, where there was a strong distinction among the

parents between "jiving" with each other and "fronting" with the leader/

teacher was insufficient to explain differences in imdact. This was a

consequence of the leader's definition of the workshop as a "clasroom"

and probably contributed to the difference in the implementation process.

There were not enough controls in the study to say to what degree this

was a causal factor. There were no correlations between be)ng a "talker"

or "non-talker" (the degree of participation) and the level of impact.

In summary, of the three factors in the implementation process (leader-

ship skills, social interaction and content) the more important causal

factor was (1) whether the leader defined her roleras problem-!solver or

(2) as information-giver and whether the leader used small group tech-

niques or not.

Are there any other factors which account for differential effects?

The training patkage was designed for parents with young children. It

was antidpated that parents with older children would not experience

as much impact as parents with younger children. This assumption was

supported in Wife casii of parents with children 13 year's and over. But,

surprisingly enough, the parents,with children in the 8-11 year old range,
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seemed to have benefited almost as much as the parents with children in

the 4-5 year old range.

TABLE 15: RANGE OF EFFECTS OF PARENTS BY AGE OF OLDEST CHILD

Number
of Age cif Oldest
Parents Child

-.

4,. w 13-20 years

9 8-11 years

4 6 7 years'

10 . 4-5 years
N

4 below 4 yrs. .

_
31

Average Score
Range .of Effects*

.

Age of Youngest
Child

Average
Score

1.0 none

4.1' 1 0 0

2.5 6 3.0

4.5 9 3.9
2 ,

3.0 3 3.25

-1 to 2 years 4.0
4

*Average ''.7ore = Total score/numb r of parents out of a possible score of 10.0.
Average for all sites is 3.5.

A more telling factor, however, is noi the age of the oldest child, but

the age of the youngest child. Table 15" shows that the younger the age

group, the higher the likelihood of impact. Inte'reStingly enough, this

view was expressed byNiumber of the parents.at Site 2, who tended to

have children who wer4 older. Although they fpund the package "boring,"

they suggested that it might be most beneficial to teenage and first-time -

parents and parents of very young children.

G. UnanticiRated Effects

1. Ambivalent Attitudes Toward The Rewards Session

14144 sesSion on rewards produced the most discontent with the .

message of the. package. Tbii session advocates the usevoi behayior

modification teChniques with children, such a: reinforcing good be-

havior with a reward and rewarding after the good behavior has

ccurred so that the reward appears "spontaneous and unplanned.
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Rewarding beforerthe good behavior has occurred is a "bribe."

,-(Leaderls Manuals, Ways -toDis-ctplineCtiffidren., p. 88Y. A_

, significant minority of the parents felt uncomfortable with

the method.

- I still don't feel comfortable with it. I'm trying it
now with Earl because he likes td put things in the
trash and I feel that praise is just not enough. I

like the idea, but I haven't found a comfortable way
to use it.

Another parent said:

- It sounds very contrived; you have topforce yourself to
be that kind of personality, to be conscious of it
(noticing good behavior).

One parent felt that rewarding had a number of bad consequences.

- First, they have a tendency to find all the good things to
do; Second, you can teach a child values without that
kind of reward. Third, a child womld become dependent
on reward. He's gonna think that no matter what he does,
he's gonna get a reward and our system just doesn't work
that way.

- He's gonna be disappointed in school; he's gonna turn out
to be a loner, lose the friendship and companionship of
children his own age because children are cruel, they
will ignore you. Uthink the important thing is just to
instigate values through trial and error and then he
doesn't need rewards.

This parent's parenting model was A (Maslow-Existential-Mienom-

f
etiological).

;AAA,

The parents who seem to be most responsive to the use of behavior

modification techniques were those with the Behaviorist Model, as cin

be expected.

The major objection tO the use of rewards cente*red around the

feeling .that a child would become "dependent" op'rewards, particularly

for behavior that was "expected." _Even the.parents who found the

technique useful did not find it easy to implement.
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- I don't want to beIbe'them. i'don t want that to be the
only reason they do it, and that's what I'm having i little
bit of trouble with. Sometimes -4-t-ts-`easiertosilyi-
do sd and so ypu can have so and'so." I'm trying to.get out
of that, lettin them do what they're gonna cio rather than
expecting something frpm it

The same parent (Parenting Model 5)) cantinued:

I think I was rewarding but not in'the right 'way. I've had a
real hard time with.the reward's, just figuring out when'to do
them and when not to do them: Beca6se I doerifithrthem to*
feel like they aregetting something for nothing. I want
them to feel l,ike they are working for what they get,- tat
what they are doing is why they are.getting these things.'

This parent continued to use bribing., although she thought she was °

: .

using behavior modification techniques (reinforctng behavior after

it has happened).

Another parent (Parenting Medel C) felt that there was really no

difference between rewarding and bribing.

- I don't reward Ay kids for good'behavior. To me, a reward is
"If yoy eat all Your super, we'll .go to the park..

14

Inteevtewer: In the session, they'call tha ribe.

- Well, it's'.hard.to drawthe line. A good exampl was, Janet's

ballet classes. *There was a little girl acting p real bad
the other week And her mother poked her-head 3hrdugh the dope
and said, "Okay, be a good girl and I'll,take you to get,french
fries-afterwards." . I. wouldn4ttell my kid that., If she don't .

iont ta-act right in Oallet Classes, she'can get her butt out
of ballet and not take'it. I buy my kids thlngs they want, not
necessariTy,need, but I'm not gonna do it just because they
cleaned up their room when I told them to.' I feel it is their
responsibility. We've taught them from the very beginning;
"You shaee if you want other children to share with you.", We
don't tell them, "If you share your bicycle with'Johnny.or
Tammy, then we'll take you to the show.": 4

Interviewer: It sounds like you really don't see any difference
between telling them that and thinking, "I'm not
going totell him, but if he shares then I will
do something special for him." Is that just as

. much as a bribe to you? .

- It's like it comes natural; if everything's running smooth and
the kids are behaving and everybody's getting'along, we're more
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.
apt to get up and go to the park or go to.the movie. We
wouldn't just go tola.movie because they're good--we've

-

them growing up thinking every time they do something that
is their responsibtlity, they're gonna get a rgward for it. .

If ihe rewards stopped coming, they'd be hurt and disappointed
because everythin9's not ideal.

.1"his parent felt that it was pore "natural" to reward based on things

going smoothly, rather than reward as ideliberate, thought-otit effort.

The adjectilves parentVuse to describe reivarding ("contrfved," not

"natural," °uncomfortable") are indicative of the dissonance of be-

havior modification techniques with parenting modeli that emphasize

self-development. Another part of the ambivalence centers around, as

the parents piointed out, the contradiction between the American value

of "working" for sonie goal,(a reward) at the'same time;that one is
f.

supposed to be "working" for some intrinsic goal (self-satisfaction).

Ideally, rewards are eventually internalized, and one develops an

internal work ethic. In reality, most parents use o5ternal motivators

-(praising, material rewards),as a means to internalize ethics. There-

fore,.the reliance on external motivators tO instill "values" made a

number of parents uncomfortable.- Further, the more ;elf-development

oriented the parenting model was, the Oore uncomfortable the parent

felt with the idea of using rewards.

-Assertivetegsin-tht-Diterplinarian Role

One of the unintended effects of the parent workshop was to

.;
'

encourage the mother to take a mare assertive role as the disciplinarian

in the home where there was a father present. There were three parents

9 who experienced similar effects with similar antecedent conditions.

With all three parents, they had accepted the traditional eole division;

father is the disciplinarian and mother is the caretaker. All of them
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were experiencing difficulty with. their spouses Over who should be

,the 6-forcer:In one case, the stepfather was reluctant to take on

the enforcer role which the mother-participant wanted; in another

case the sfepmother-(parent participant) was reluctant to takean

the enforcer role lith the.stepthild which the father wanted; and :

in another, the husband was encouraging his wife to take a more

assertive role because he 'worked in the evenings and was unavailable.

In all three cases, the participants were.not having serials marital

conflicts with their husband; that is, 'the problem with the disci-

plinarian role was not a problem of generalized marital conflict.
t

In the two step-parent s?tuations, the spouses had come to the first

session whichyas indicative of a positive support of the step-parent

:::.

None of the parens conceptualized the conflict with their

as being a result o their lack of an assertive role during the

pre-interview; but all of th m had conceptualized lack of assertion
#

as the source of the problem uring the post-interview. Two were

taking a more assertive role w ir step-thildren and felt they'
, .

were getting along better with the st -children. The-third parent

recognized the need for a more assertiv role but was reluctant to

take the step. How did the parent trai ng workshop have this effect

One possibility is that as the p ts increased their repertoire

of positive techniques to use with thildren, they felt more confident

in asserting their role. Furthermore, they received sympathy from the
/ .

group in the discussions-of their problem and all of the parents lelt

more self-confident after the workshop. HoWevero it could have gone

'another way; the parent could have insisted that the husband take a'

more active role as disciplinarian. It is suggested here that one'of



the unanticipated consequences of a parent training workshopowhich

is geared iirimarily to women reinforces the role of mother as primary

caretaker, even when the workshop is about a role that traditionally

is shared by the fa;her. The three women all came out of the workshop

feeling that it was their responsibility.to take on more parental

responsibilities. None of them cami4out of the workshop feeling that

it was the man's respons'ibility to resolve the,problem by taking a ,

more assertive role. The meta-message of the workshop was "only you

are responsible."

in the short run,Ahe impact on'the individual parents was-

Jo
positive. The problem was closer to a resolution by a decision to

take things more firmly into hand. However, in the long run, the

consequence is that this is just one more domain of caretaking that

fathers are'excluded from. The intended or unintended exclusion.of

fathers from parent education programs only reinforces other national

trends, such as divorce and singleparenthood, which exclude the

father as caretaker (Roby, 1979).

3. Child Abuse and Parenting Models

One of the unanticipated results from the,Impact Study. .is the data

that emerged on the childhood experiences of the parents who attended

the sessions. The parents were asked, "Are you raising your children

the way you were raised?" Thisbopen-ended question elicited data on

the nature of the relationship between the parent and their parents.

The parents tended to be divided into three groulis (1) those who

had a "good" relationship with their parents, (2) those who were fairly

critical of their upbringing and were consciously doing things dif-

ferently from the way they were brought up, and (3).those who were
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TABLE 16: NATURE OF RELATIONSHIP PARENTS
IN MMTP HAD WITH THEIR PARENTS '

Question: "Are you raising your children the way you were raised? How
is different or the same?"

NATURE_OF THE PARENTING MODEL
RELATIONSHIP A B C '''D -"E F G .TOTAL yERCENTAGE

'Il GOOD. 6 4 2 , 2 18 58.Q6i
' J

II. CRITICAL 3 1 1 l 1 1 8 25.80%

A. Couldn't
express self 1 1 3 \)

B. Harsh
punishment 1 2 1 12.40%

C. Racially
prejudice 1

D. Ignorant
of sex

, III. PHYSICALLY
ABUSED .

TOTAL

2

1

31

16.12%

.99:98

Note: "II. Critical" represents specific comments Made by parents who de-
scribed the relationship as either ''good" or "critical"; they do not reprfsent
separate talleys. Thus 3 of the 4 parents with parenttng model G described the
rela.tionship as basically "good" but were not able to communicate with their

, mother. -

physically abused when they were growing-up.

I. The parents (58%) who had a good relationship while

growing up tended to maintain communication with their

mother and rely on her for babysitting and advice. They-

. commented:

- I was raised with two parents and six 'children; we
were raised with.a lot of love--one big happy family:

- I think that's really one thing that I've learned
from my,parents; that they are alwayt our frtends
and hell) us any way they can.
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- I always knew that my mom and dat loved me. Like I
said, I was spoiled. ,I'm a lot like my parents, in
beliefs and stuff like that.

- I usually go to my mom or to a close friend for adVice.

- My father-was strict with me, I'm strict with mine. I

learned from him.

The parents who had good relationships with their parents f01047.

into a variety of parenting models (B, C, F, G, H) which suggests,

that the parent who has a good relationship with his/her child

will not likely dictate the parenting model that the child will

use,

What makes a, "good" relationship with one'i.,parentS? The

comments most frequently elicited were (a) knowing they were

loved, including demonstrations of affection and (b) being able

to view their parent as friend and confidant; knowing that the

parent "was there whenever we had a problem."

I!. The parents (26%) who were fairly critical of the way they.

were raised didn't necessarily have a bad relationship with their

parents, but they view their own child rearing as very different

from the way they were raised. They made comments such as:

- My family was always real strict; we weren't allowed to be
outspoken. I believe that it is vital for a child to have
his say on any family matter.

- When I was growing up, I-wasn't allowed to talk. My mother
considered it back-talk, but I really don't. We were
spanked with a belt, to say the least.

- When I was growing up, there were nine children in the
,family and my parents couldn't really take the time to
sit and talk-to one. So, I always thought when I had my
children, I would take more time.

- I always wanted to be able to talk to my mother when I
would get a spanking and she never would; you never
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admit that you were wrong and that was that. I try
to remember they're human beings too and they have
minds and feelings.

The second group of parents had what can be described as a

4'neutral" relationship with their parents. They were fairly

critical of certain aspects of their upbringing which tended

to fall 1r3to the followingjategories: (a) they had very little

communication with their.pareints and couldn't express themselves

(201), (b) they were tbught to be racially iirejudiced which later

caused .problems when a number of'them entered into inter-racial

marriages, (c) they were given insufficient "sex educAtionP which

they felt hampered their marriage as teenagers, or (d) they were

ignored, generally because their mother didn't-have.time for thll

because there were too many siblings.

All of the parents in Parenting Model A were critical on more

than one account of their mrents. Parents in Parenting Model A,

the most non-controlling of the parenting models, were not harshly

beaten,.but were highly critical of the way they were raised. They

emphasize greatly the importance of self-expression.

The third set of parents (13%) wereithose who were beat* too

harshly or so physically, abused (16%) that they were taken away

from their homes.

- My mother would beat us when she mould drink. We had to
just learn to stay out of her way, but that is a horrible
way to live. It wasn't abuse, but we were scared of her.
We thought that was the *way that everybody's parents Were.

- My father belted us. I hated my father all my, life. It
left'mental scars with me. my parents never said I love
you or even I hate you. They never praised me; they never
put their arms around us or hugged us or kissed us.

- My parents beJt me very much and I was scared to go to my
mother. Eventually the home jerked us out...when my
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mother killed herslef. Three years after that, my
dad remarried and .all my brothers went home-and I
was the only one who stayed (in the foster home).
My father drinks a lot and goes goy. I just
couldn't face it again.

- I lived with my mother and stepfather and there was a
lot of, fights and there was a lot of child abuse. I

lived with different,foster parents. I lived with
anybody who would take me in. Lots of times I've
slept on church doorsteps because Iny parents kicked
me out. All I learned.is how to hate people and .

how to fight and that's just one thing I don't avant
my child to'grow up to.

The abused parents included two'who were' put in foster homes,

one who had an abusing father who left "mental scars" and two

sisters who had coholic mother who wot in and out of mental

institutions and who beat-them., Four or 13% more parents said

they were beaten too harshly burnot so much to describe it as

"abuse." If the two groups are combined, an astounding 29% of

the parents had experienced very harsh physical punishment. What

is even more interesting is that all of the abused parents are

.Anglo women and three have the same parenting model (d),,a model

which emphaiizes parental control, but self-deVelopment on the'

part of the child.'

This data suggests that abused parents who resist becoming
4

abusing parents tend to develop a similar type of parenting

model (D). .They are morerControlling than'they consciously

want to be (a conscious discrepancy between the ideal and the

real) and they are strongly in favor of self-developmek and

learning on one's own, probably much as they had to do in order

to-survive an unfaVorable environment. These are parents who

consciously want to have a better relationship with their children
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and vho are very concerned with their development. Tespite

this selective factor, .the high incidence of physical abuse

among tqi Anglo women Who attended this program and who are

not abusive parents themsetverluggest that the literature

on physical abuse is not tapping the large number of abused

parents who do not become abusing parents themselves.

The PareAtA with Parentinj Model El, which emphasizes con-

(trolling the environment rather than the paient-child relationship,

experienced harsh physical punishmeht:. What is interesting is

tHat the pdrents wfio were'physically-abused (Parenting' Model 0)

tendeld trongly toward Parenting Model Ekafter they attinded the
,

sesSions (2 of ,the 3:parents), that is toward, a non-Mtrolling

relationship with their child. 'One might conjecture that

extreme physical abuse fortes a parent into'a more controlling

relationship with'their child possibly due to Ve fear tif lack

of control in oneiplf, and that thgy greatly favor becoming less

ccintrolling in their relationships.

Discussion

Viewing the comments ttiese 'parents,made about the4way they, were

raised and.their Motivations for coming to the sessions and what they

got from the sessions, it appears that becoming an effectivelparent

'focuses on certain target a'reas of self-imprdvement.

1. Ttie problem of viewing the child as an'thlual (as "human," as

"lift us," as "having-feelings, too").

The probelm of trying to find'weys to teach a child without

ustng physical punishment, which most parents don't want to

use.



The problem of giving the child "freedom" to develop on his

own, to speak his mind.

Most of the parents had no problem demonstrating their affection. They

had no problems accepting the importance of the role of being a parent

and enjoying it. They had no problem fulfilling the responsibilities of

being a competent caretaker for their children--seeing that they were fed,

clothed and schooled, and they had no problem deriving satisfaction from

being a parent. It should be remembered that half the parents in this
_ .M; 4 .

study-are single parents, both mother and father to their children, and

yet this was not seen as a.major obstacle.

What strikesone in reading the thousandg of pages of transcript is

the overwhelming concern for the children, but at the same time these

parents are struggling with cultural consLriints, not economic or environ-

mental constraints. Cultural constraints, used here mean5 basic views

about child rearing that cause them to come to parent training workshops !

they are fundamental views about children that are so much a part of their

cultural assumptions that they don't even view them as the source of their

difficulties with their children. These assumptions are:

1. YOU CANNOT RAISE A CHILD WITHOUT THE USE OF PHYSICAL PUNISHMENT.

Almost all the parenti have this view and Let their experience

- with their children is a daily demonstration that it either

i doesn't work or that it makes them or the children feel bad.

Their culture tells them it is okay. THEIR CULTURE LEGITIMIZES

A CHILD REARING PRACTIE THAT DOESN'T WORK. There 'is no formal,

or informal social group or pressure to telt them that it is

OKAY NOT TO. WHIP YOUR CHILD. The parent training sessions pro-

vide a LEGITIMACY to a view that corresponds more closPly with

.
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their common sense experience. Furthermore, they don't know

what else to use to make their children mind them. They HAVE

NO 'ALTERNATIVES. This is probably why the parents focused so

eagerly on "talking" to the child and rewarding" the child.

2. THE PAPENT IS THE AUTHORITY AND HAS THE RIGHT TO EXERCISE THIS
AUTHOF.TY IN ANY WAY SHE SEES FIT.

Thgre,are a whole number of complex cultural antecedents tied to

this assumption. The rights of private property as extended to

the parents' rights over the child; the rights of the "mother"

OVER THE child as opposed to the father's rights, and the lack.

of rights of the child.

3. THE PARENT IS SUPERIOR TO THE CHILD lit KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM,
EXPERIENCE, COMPETENCE; AND POWER.

A corrollary of this is that the child is less knowledgeable

(ignorant), less wise (lacks judgment), less experienced (naive)

-and less competent (helpless) than the parent. This' view of the

child naturally rtIsults in an unequal but not necessarily Unloving%

relationship. And this is the crux of the cultural constraint.

The culture again LEGITIMIZES the inequality of the relationship

between parent and child, as do most of the current child' rearing
_

mociii-S-.----Thepitlity of the relationship is perhaps tempered

by talking about,"respect" but it is not disgutsed. The assumption

of inequality in the parent-child relationship in the U.S. is so

basic to our culture, that virtually none of the parents dared

assume that the relationship between parent ind chjld was equal

(with the exception,of one parent).



This assumftion is no doubt related to the acceptance in American

culture of the inherent power of "bigness" arid of'the class dif-

ferences and power: differences. The parent has power because she

is "bigger" than the child and because power is an ascribed charac-

teristic of parenthood.

Again, being superior .doesn't work in a daily relationship with a

. child. The culture legitimizes a position which causes the

parent anxiety. The parent doesn't want to be in a power relation-

ship with:their child. Most parents want to be friends and so

they are concerned oyer how to main,tain "control" and at the same

time be "friends" and "communicate" with their child. Their own

childhood experience.told them that they didn't like their parents

to play the role of the "heavy." And yet they find themselves

doing the same becauseejt is sanctioned by their culture peer

group and family. So they come looking for ways to.deal with the
4

dissonance' bitween the cultural norm and their parenting experi-

ences. This explains why so many of the parents focused on the

"listening" session and got so much more out of it than it taught."

The listening session spoke about active listening to_your chilt.

From this the parents jumped into much greater changes, rather

fundamental changes about viewing children as "humans" and being

astounded at the effects it had on the.child to be listened to.---ds

Some parents interpreted "listening" as meaning giving expTanations

for Why the child was going to be punished. But even these ex-

planations seem to help the relationship with the child.
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Another cgrrollary of this assumption is that children are

"different" from adults. Exactly how they are different is

not clearly defined. The focus.on stages of development in
0

, children has facilitated parentjwho.tend to expect too much of

their children, but it has also had the detrimental side effect

of infantilizing the parental relationship with thcchilakby

assuming that the child is biologically and therefore emotionally

and cognitively different from adults. Children are vieWed as

underdeveloped adults lmuch like slaves in Africa were viewed as

underdeveloped humans. Developmentalists cannot*be responsible

for the lay interpretation of their theories, but the conse-

quences are nonetheless real. The parents who referred most

to "stages" their child was going through or had gone through

were the parents who were the most protectiye and babyish with

their children.

Ontology recaOtulates phylogeny. Child rearing beliefs

recapitulate class biases. This view may anger defelop-

mentalists who claim to have "scientific proof" of stages of

childhood developmentoeut it is not unreasonable to assume

that popular child rearing beliefs would reflect cultural

assumptions abou. class.and sex.

The point of this discussion is that parent education programs and

parent training workshops s.hould concentrate on understanding the cultural

assumptions of child rearing that their clients have, rather than teaching

parents hoWito teach their children how to fit into the class and economic

structure of the society. If our assertion that the problemt of parent-

0.0
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child relationships lies in cultural constraints rather than economic

or class restraints, then it follows that the cultural constraints should'

be closely examined. It is nothing new to demonstratei in this case,

that normative beliefs and actual experiences conflict with each other.
'1$

.

And it is to be expected thaP, in a society where changes in inter-
. ;....,-..t...,(-T.;..

,
personal relationships occur every generation, there will be contradictions

between normative beliefs and, furthermore, between normative beliefs and

.\parenting experienc'es.

We live in a society of high mobility. Parent education programs

NfiWorm surrogate parent functions when parents and kin are no longer

around. One of the major functions of a parent education workshop,should

be self-examination of cultural assumptions which inform their clientele.,

The Impact Study has delineated a number of factors involved in the

adult learning process. The data' show that the implementation process,

and in particular, Ladership skills, are a but not a suffi-

cient causal explanation for inpact. Prior experiences or conditioning

of the individual entering a semi-formal adult learning situation, such

as a parent education workshop, is the major causal explanation for

understanding the kind of impact. Further, it ii suggested that the

4f

primary focus for\i hangels not so much a.particular problem an adult

brings to th ent workshop but rather the dissonance the parent experi-

ences between the cultural ideals and the problems in implementing these

ideals. It is not simply that spanking doesn't "work," bUt that the

parent experiences a dissonance between the ideal that or4 can.and should

spank (as sanctioned by the society) and'the fact that implementation of

this sanctioned discipline technique doesn't work. The dissonance be-,
tween the cogn4tive model and the implementation of the model is a key

to understanding the kinds of changes the parent experienced.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

A. Summary of Findings

Do parent training worQps using mu1timedi4 and small group dis-

cussion format have an effect dn the parents?. The writers who developed,

"Ways to Discipline Children" assumed that there would be an

the parents. They assumed that parents would, after attending the

program, ideally (1) listen more (2) set limits more consistently and

reasonably (3) reward more appropriately and (4) substitute removing

privileges for sphnking as a form of punishmed. Furthermore, they

assumed that the parents would reLy more on the fii.st:three discipline

techniques more than the fourth.

The Impact Study proposed to study the range of effects of a parent

training program. it assumed that the effects might be more than learning

specific discipline techniques, that there might be effects related to the

parent's self-concept, their relationship to other discipliners in the

family, to other techniques not discussed in the package, and to their

fundamental beliefs about child rearing. The study assumed that there

might be some unanticipated effects of the program. Thus, the study's

methodology rejected the notion of studying effects through fhe use of

criterion-referenced tests and chose to ule an ethnographic format of

open-ended questions, along with pre and post interviewing and observations

of the social interaction during the parent training workshop's four

sessions.

lhe Imliact Study made a further assumption which was to liecome a key

element in understanding the causes of impact. It assumed that parents

have a set of,organized constructs about the child's development, called

the parenttng model, which underlie and providethe rationale for their



discipline techniques. It was thought that tapping the parenting model

A would help to bring a sense of order to the parent's discipline'tech-

niques.

What were the rangg_of effects the parents reported? The parents
(.;

reported attitudinal and behavioral changes in specific discipline tech-

niques (listening, setting limits, rewarding, not spanking as much, not

yelling or screaming as much, using privilege,removal more), changes in

in their role as disciplinarian, increased/decreased conflict with their .

husband, increasing responsibilities for the children, an increased 9

awareness of the importance of the "parenting role," increased sensitivity

to child's-viewpoint, and changes in their parenting model.

The Impact Study has resulted in a number of findings which are

relevant to an understanding of the impact and implementation of parent

education workshops, to an understanding of the role of parenting,models

and ethnic differences in understanding changesin parents, and to an

understanding of parents who were abused as children. The major findings

of the study can be summarized as such:

1. The impact of'a parent education workshop (Way'to Discipline
Children) on participants.

Over 90% of the parents reported some kind, of change in their
discipline techniques. Over 48% of the parents reported
some charige in their attitudes and behaviors unrelated to
discipline techniques, and 67t of the parents reported some
change in their children's behavior. Overall, the workshop,
"Ways to Discipline Children" can be said to be effective,
not only in the areas of intended change, but also in
unintended areas of change (p.196).

. The changes reported by the parents, after attending the
workshop were: increase in listening, increase and de-
crease in setting limits, increase and decrease in rewarding,
decrease in the use of physical punishment, an increase in
the use of "taking away privileges," increase in self-
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confidence, becoming calmer 4nd more patient with their
children, becoming less controlling in their parenting
model, recognizing that the child can learn without the
presence and protectiveiless of the parent, increasing
responsibilities for the child, the child becoming calmer
and'more cooperative, increased sensitivity to the child's
viewpoint, and changes in the paernting model.

. The most successful part of the workshop was the session
on "listening." It is suggested that the reason this
session resulted in reported change by 68% of the parent's
was the session on listening tapped a sensitivity to the
child's view that set the groundwork for deeper-lei/el
changes (p. 218),.

The unanticipated changes experienced by the participants in
the workshop were (1)Aaking a more assertive role as the
disciplinarian, especially in step-parent families, (2) &I
ambivalent (positive and negative) reaction to the session.
on "Rewards,' and (3) the finding that parents whP were
abused as children tended to develop a similar parenting
model and were especially receptive to changes, notably
changes in becoming less controlling (p.220).

The dissonance parents experienced between the cultural
assumptions about child rearing and their child rearing
experiences helps account for their receptivity to changes
during the workshop (p.231).

Those-discipline techniques parents rely on the most, that
are most relevant to their child rearing practices, are
most receptive to change (p.217).

. Parents with younger children had the highest level of
impact.

Given the 100% drop-out rate of the fathers who began the
parent education workshop, it is not likely that parent
education programs will have any impact on fathers unless
special efforts are made to encourage participation.

2. The parenting model and its role in understanding impact.

This study has developed a preliminary basis for under-
standing tht parenting models of parents, some of which
correspond o everts' models and some which don't core-
spond. The parenting models have illuminated the icinds
of changes parents experienced and the kinds of discipline
techniques parents use, based on three variables that
constitute the parenting model.

No correspondence was observed between authoritarian
parental position (+ control in the.parenting model) and
the use of physical punishment as a disctpline technique,
as indicated in the General Mills Study (1977).
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If the parenting model is self-development oriented (- Uther),. the
parents,terid to use positive discfpline techniqUes more than parent-
ing models that are other-development oriented. That is, a parent's
use of discipline techniques is associated more with her/his view
about the nature of the child's development (-/+ other) thin with
the parent's role as the authority or.her. control of the environ-
ment.

Whether the parenting model is controlling or non-controlling,
most of the parents tend to uSe positive discipline techniques.

Parents who were abused as children tend to develop the same
parenting model (0) which is authdritative and self-development
oriented.

. The more c, ontrolling, other-development oriented parenting models
,. were the most likely to change their discipline techniques, more
notlbly to more active listening and less physical punishment.

//

J. Parents with the less controlling, self-development oriented
. parenting models were receptive to an increase in self-confidence,

to becoming more assertive in the disciplin4rian role, and to being
// less punishing.

/ .

The parenting model least receptive to change was the model most
/

similar to the assumptions of the parent education workshop (the
Adlerian Model E).. The hypothesis "parents whose values and tech-
niques of child rearing most closely correspond with those of the
training package will experience a greater positive reinforcement in
the area of self-confidence and discipline techniques" was found
to be true insofar as it created a mild reinforcement, but it was
not coded as a change.

. Changes

itin

the parenting model were toward being less controlling
and/or oward recogniziny that the child can learn without the
presende of the parent (p.213).

3. The implementation process and impact on the participants.

Four variables were postulated as being possible reasons for impact.

The first variable was the prior experience (parenting model, child

rearing practices) the parent brought to the workshop. The other three

variables were part of the implementation process--the leadership skills,

the nature of the social interaction, and the content of the package.

The relevance of prior experiences, such as the participants'
parenting model, whether they had a Gatisfactory or abused
relationship with their parents, and what discipline techniques
they use, appears to explain specific kinds of change better
than the variables in.the implementation process.
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Problem solving leadership style is more likely to produce
effects in the partictpants than a pedagogical leadership
style.

The content of a training package can be a sufficient cause
of change, if it taps parents' beliefs about the parent-
child relationship, as with the listening session.

Ethnic differences found in the Impact Study.

The Impact Study found a number of ethnic differences in parenting

models, value orientation, and discipline techniques which are inter-

esting in themselves. However, the Impact Study did not find that

the ethnic differences could be associated with specific kinds of

changes.

It was found that there are ethnic clusterings in parenting
models. The Anglo parents tended to have non-controlling,

_ self-developmental parenting models (Models A, Bit C). The
Chicano parents tended to.have either a Developmental-
Maturational parenting model (B) or a Clavinist parenting
model (G). Black parents tended to have a Behaviorist
Model (F) with an emphasis on the use of behavior modifi-
cation techniques or a non-controlling self-developmental
model of parenting (B, C) (p.193).

^

Anglo parents were the most self-development oriented in
their parenting models; Black parents were the most parent
control oriented and the least environment control oriented;
Chicano and Anglo parents were the most environment control
oriented in their paernting models (p393).-

Only Anglo parents in the study were abused as children.

7
. Black parents reported a "law of balanced reciprocity" which
characterizes the parent-child relationship that Anglo and
Chicana participants didn't report (p.194).

. Black parents reported a tendency to view the parent-child
relationship as continuing after the child reached adult-
hood; the view that, "I want my child to know is that I
will always be there."

Anglo parents reported greater consistency in their desire
to use authority with the child. Few of the Black and
thicana parehts reported a sense of questioning or con-
fusion in their ,role as parental authority,
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The Black parents tended to rely more consistently on
rewarding as a discipline technique, both before and
after the parent education workshop. More Black 4

parents reported an interest in the rewarding technique,
regardless of their parenting model.

B. Implications for the Adult Learniu Process

Studying the impact of a parent training workshop requires more than

a test for knowledge retention. Understanding the impact of a parent

training workshop requires more than pre-post information on discipline

techniques. The impact of this parent training workshop went beyond

the specific content of the.package. To fully understand the range of

effects, we needed to look at the prior information and experience the

parnets brought into the workshop. We needed to look at the social

dynamics of the session, the interactions among the parents and the

leader. 'This study has given us insight into the learning process of

adults. Adults, parents in this case, bring into a workshop their prior

experiences. They build on them and choose the material relevant to their

cognitive models and their immediate situation. If their cognitive models

of parenting are primarily controlling, they shifted from negative sanctions

(punishment) to positive sanctions (rewards). If their cognitive model is

nog-controlling, they'shifted from egocentric motivation to understanding

the child's view (active listening). Understanding the parehting model\

ind child rearing practices of their parents plays a part in impact. If

they suffered from severe physical punishment or a lack of affection or

understanding fromtheir parents, they,sought to compensate for that with

theft* children. Adults, in a voluntary learning situation, choose relevant

dtrmation that will fit into their cognitive model and to their actual

situation. They come to a learning situation with certain parameters and

specific reasons which may or may not be articulated in the beginning.
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Oat they learn is nft likely to be that dissonant from the parameters

they have set,up for learning.

One of the parents expressed the relevance of prior experience in

learning. She said'about the workshop:

- It gives you guidelines as to more or less how to solve your
problems, but still you do it your own way. I think every-
thing they taught us was okay, but still you.follow half of
that and.then you do it your way. You learn a lot from other
parentsnu learn their methods of disoipline and things like
that. You compare yours to theirs and if you think they're
doing better, you start using theirs.

When she was asked about parents needing information from experts, she

reiterated her view of the learnin§ process:

- Children are not all the same. If everybody is going to start
listening to one person, then all the kids are going to grow up
the same and maybe what he (the expert) says is wrong. So I
think each parent should go by their own common sense.

This is not to suggest that a learning situation cannot have a significant

impact. But the seeds of predictability can be found by exploring what

they come to the learning situation with. Yolanda G., a participant,

was pushed into the session by her husband; he wanted her to learn to

deal with the stepson. She did not articulate thiS in the pre-interview.

At the end of the sesiion, she recognized that the solution lay, not in

her relationship with her stepson, but in demanding support from the

father of the boy. She chose the information from the situation that

was relevant to her particular situation, and came to solutions that

were not part of the intended consequences of the package.

One of the characteristics of the learning [Wocess with the parents

who went through the session is that there is often a gap between the

absorption of a new idea and the implementation of the idea, just as

there is often a discrepancy between how the parent wants to behave and
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how the parent actually behaves with her child. Diana and Sharon were

both examples of parents who had discrepancies between what they wanted

and what they didn't. Sharon's consciousness of this discrepancy made

her "riper" for change than Diana. The session served tp give Sharon

the extra iMpetus in the direction she realized prior to attending the

workshop she needed to take.

We are maintaining that the learning process cannot be explained by

a stimulus-response model; it is far more complex. Attending the

sessions triggers, whether implicitly or explicitly, a process of

introspection and evaluation. The self-evaluation by each parent varies,

depending on such factors as motivation, self-consciousness, and other

prior experiences tlurt learning is not simply unabashed incorporation of

information received because the learning involves analytical evalu-

Lionthe assumptions ofthe package and the assumptions of their

parenting model are called into question. The more explicit the

assumptions and theory underlying information, the more likely will the

impact fnvolve awareness of and potential change in those assumptions

(e.g., the listening session). Clearly, this has implications for

policy.

What parent training packages must take into account is not only a

multicultural sensitivity, but also the native intelligence and experi-

?nes of the parents. Educated developers end up developing materials

that are far too simplistic. Perhaps the writers did not make their

assu.siptions explicit, possibly because they didn't think they vriere

rtant" or possibly because the package might become too "intellectual."

the developer's assumptions such that the packages end up being

ious, asking too many rhetorical questioris?
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It seems to be based on a simplistic.view. of the learning proces%

and ignoring the learning that has taken place "(in tne job" prior to

coming to the sessions. Teachers, in general, and training packages,

as a special case, often underestimate the intelligence, common sense,

logical, capacities and range of experiences of the people being taught.

Just as researchers have assumed that parents do noi have a logical con-

struct pf bejiefs which underlie parenthood, teachers'And traipers have

assumed the same about parental eAperiences. It is assumed that the

par'ent continues practicing the same behavfor with the child even though

the results may be troubling. The parent has the native intelligence tO

observe, asfa scientist would, that a certain action has a certain*

desirable or undesirable consequence and,,the.parent has the common sense

.to Know that some change is needed. 'Frequgntly, the parents look to

causual explanations, asking themselves why they do such an..action, why

the child behaves in such a way, and what the child needs: This involves

an exploration of their belief systems end thOr upaerlying assumptions..

All this has taken place to some degree before the adultitters.the

formal educational situation. If the teacher Or trainer assumes that this

learning.process has been going on outside the formal educational setting,

then the trainer/teacher can draw upon that learning process. .It.becomes

more understandable why the 'iproblem-iolving" trainers/teachers who.can

draw upon that experience havegreater Ampact than the pedagogical leaders,

C. Implications for Future Reseal.ch in ParPnt.Education.
A

The results of the Impact Study have implications*for researc0 in -

three major areas--(1) the adult learnfhg process, (2) ttie ;implementation.

process of parent training workshops, and.,(3) the,role of parenting models

in understanding the.effects of parent education. This study has raised a
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number of questions about the adult learning process, particularly the

role of prior experiences in motivating participation, in effecting

change andlin effecting specific kinds of change. It suggestS that

understanding the cultural cognitive, and experiential antecedents of

parents will help us to undeYstand the effects of parent education.

What methods and instruments can we develop to understand the'perceived

relevance of materials by adults in a learning situation? What is the

relationship betweLn the Orenting strategies parents develop and their

receptivity to change?
01.

It has also raised questions about the implementation process--what

goes on in a semi-formal learning situation. Why is a problem-solving .

leader effective? What is the relationship between the type of leader

and the nature of the social interaction? What methodology will -best

separate the influence of these two variables? Is there a point af

which unrelated content impinges upon impact?

The study has raised a number of research questions about the role

of parenting models in understanding changes, particularly the con-

gruence between the participant'5 model and the "model" presented in

the materials, and the congruence between the participant's model and

the part:cipant's experiances and how this impinges upon their receptivity

to change. What is the congruonce between the experts' models and the

parents' child rearing models? What methods and instruments best draw out

the models from the parents'? What is the generational continuity of the

models? What are the nexuses between childhood experiences', parental

experiences, parenting models and their receptivity to change? The

Southwest Patent Education Resourc Center has chosen to continue ex-

ploration of this area .of research.
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Parent education programs and training workshops do have an impact

on parents. The question arises, what kind of impact do they have and

what kind of impact should they have? Is the impact an intended or an

unintended consequence? Parent education programs and'workshops are,

consciously, change agents. a intended change may be increased knowledge

and skills, increased utr_ization bf resources, or changes in family

relationships. The unintended changes, documented in this study, are

increased self-confidence, and "Onsciousness" of'parenthood as a role,

changes in the parenting model (assumptions about child rearing), and_0

increased role of the mother as disciplinarian. Mothers have most of

the responsibilities of-parenthood; the one accepted role the father

plays is that of the disciplinarian. Although the training workshpp

did not intend it, one of the consequences of going through this workshop

is that mothers, with.second husbands or husband with whom they have

disagreements, become more assertive in their role as disciplinarian.

tri the short run, this may reduce conflict at home, but in the long run,

are parent education proRrams and workshops unintentionally adding more

responsibility to the'mother's role? As long as parebt education programs

only reach the mother and not thc.father, they will-have that effect...

a sin of-omission

Parent education programs are very much aware of the problem of

involving fathers. An evaluation was 'done for one of the programs that

PRIMO gives assistance to, and the primary.pncerri was how to get tt4
a

fathersinvolved in parent educatiOn. During the Impact Study, the four

fathers/ who came dropped out after ihe first or second session. Why?

Because there were no other men around, they said, despite the fact that

the workshop dealt with one of the prtmary caretaking functions orfathers.

4
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One parent education program that has a cliebtele of the intact migrant

famdlies, has conducted workstiops for men only, led by men in an effort

to recruit fathersl It would be a sad commentary indeed, if parent

educatipn continues to serlfie mothers ()ply, and thus adds more burdens

to her caretaking responsibilities in an era where women are clamoring

to be relieved of some'pf the responsibilities.of parenthood and asking

for a .sharing of parenthood with their husbands.

The Impa%.t Study documented and illustrated another unintended con.-

sequence of parent education programs, the teaching of parenting skills

which are alien to the Arents, principally, the u.se of behavior modifi-

cation techniques. Over and over again, the parents expressed confusion

over overt disagreement with the behavior Wbdification techniques ream-

mended in the section on "rewards." Few of the parents have a Skinnerian

model of child rearing. This brings up the questions, what kinds of

skills are being taught in parent education programs? Lt has been the

position of Project PRIMO that parent education programs should be

sensitive to the.parents' needs, their cultural styles, their parenting

styles. This is-not ap easy task, as illustrated in the MMTP, "Ways to

Discipline Children." 'Every attempt was made to make the package culturally

sensitive andfon the whole it was successfUl. Parents responded to the'

yse of Blacks and Chicano actors. The techniiies advocated, particularly

the techniques which closely reflected the parents' parenting styles,

were received favorably. But the behavior modification technique stuck

out as conspicubusly alien to many (not.all) of the parents. Educational

biases slipped into the package in this instance. Is the function of

parent education tbl teach'ilarefts skills that closely correspond with

educational teaching techniques? We would argue that is not the fynction
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ofitarent education. The purpose of parent education is to provide

parents with resource and knowledge that fit the parents needs, not 4

the needs of schools. Parent education programs should be advocates

of parents not of schools. Why? Because parent education.should bolster

not diminish the role of the parent in the socialization process. Based

on these findings, we can make'the following recommendations:

RecommendatIon 1:, We recommend that a parent training workshop would

ideally contain: (1) a training package with pamphlets, films and

probleM-solving situations, .(2) introductory and ."stroking" games that

stimulate interaction among the participants, (3) a leader who draws

out relevant experiences,from the participants and focuses on solving

their problems, (4) a small group, possibly 8-15 persons, (5) an

atmosphere conducive to small group interaction, im,uding comfortable

chairs, and refreshments and (6) a leader who knows how to use the tech-
,

,nical equipment required for the workshop.

Recommendation 2: We recommend that_parent education programs develop

workshops which focus on the participants' underlying belief systems

about children, rather than solutions to particular problems.*

Recommendation 3: We recommend that parent education workshops take a

more personal problem solving approach rather than a pedagogical

approach.**

Recommendation 4: We recommend that parent education.programs make

greater efforts toward the shared parenting conceOt by including fathers

in parent education workshops.

*Family and Community Studies' (FAGS) current evaluation of parentedu-
cation programs found that one of the most popillar parent education
workshops was "needs of children" which supported the notion that children
have needs, too (personal communication, FACS staff). -

**FACS' current study.has data which shows thatj_ nvmber of the parents come
to the programs with serious marital conflicts whtch never get mentioned
or discussed. afifp f



One of the more significant contributions parent education can take

is to give expertise back to the parents. One of thetmajor problems of

parenthood is the loss of confidence and increased confusion in the

parenting role: Workshops can result in increasing the confidence of

parents in themselves through small group discussion and through a

sensitiviti to the culture and beliefs of the parents. In the long run,

7 parent education programs are going to have to face the possibility that

they will have to serve an advocacy role for parents, representing

parental interests more than the interests of other surrugate socializing

agents, such as the public schools. Training parents in leadership roles

and as paraprofessionals is a first step in this direction. This study.

has shownkthat parent training workshops can have a significant impact

on parents, above and beyond the intended effects of the developrs.
-#

More important, it has shown that sensitivity to the parents' prior

conditioning, to their cognitive models, and to their childhood and

parental experiences can significantly increase the impact.

a&
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APPENDIX A

COOING CATEGORIES FOR RANGE OF EFFECTS

The coding categories represent examples of.theljpe of statement\

used in coding the range of effects.

I. LISTENING-CHANGE IN

A. Change in Attitude: The parent reports a change in attitude, an

increased awareness of the positive benefits of.listening.

..... . I think the listening is the most important because you learn
what your child is doing and saying and how he's reacting to
different situations by listening to him.

I learned how I'm supposed to tell him he did it in the wrong
way without upsetting him or hurting his feelings.

It had gotten to the point wasn't listening to him.
Then I learned through the session if you really find out what

\ they're trying to tell you, you make klot wore sense out of the
..

.

argument.

B. Change in Behavior: The.parent reports use of the listening

technique.

I talk to him more; it works just about as good as if I were
telling him to, go to his room or to take something from him.

It makes a difference when you sit there.and listen'to them
instead of just pop their mouth; they know you're paying
attention. When he wants to tell me something, I'll sit there
and listen to him now a lot more than I did.

I didn'i do that (listen) and I have been lately. I sit down
and talk. I listen to their feelings more than I did before.

I try to sit and listen more and try to communicate with them.'

I do a lot of talking to him more. I really don't gpank unless
I really have toi I talk to him most of-the times.

°SETTING LIMITS

f.

A. Change in Attitude: The parent is aware that she is either setting

too many rules or is inconsistent or unclear in the limits thesets.
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Overall, there were few dRamples of 'parents who changed their

attitude about setting limits.

That was the thing I needed the most. Learning how to be consistent
because I'm not consistent. I'm trying now to give her more responsi-
bilities. ,

B. Change in Behavior: Setting Limits

Setting some rules worked good. It 'has changed their bedtime
behavior but not as much as I want it tp.

One thing that I did that I ne4r really thought of is that I was
reinforcing bad behavior by ending up saying yes.

I set limits more so they won't thInk they are getting off with
anything. It is better than spanking and hollering and shouting
at them.

Osie thing L picked up from the prog am is that I am defining my
limits better.

. I set too many limits before. There were too many things that I
required of them that were stupid, like not talking when they go
to bed. -

III. REARDS

This section included praisins and material rewards. Some of the

parents reacted negatively to this section so their comments were coded

as negative change.

A. Change in Attitude

I learned about when to reward'and when not to.reward.

(Negative) I don't think would reward him all the time. I would
figure they would take advantage of that.'

I

(Negative) I believe in giving a child r wards but I don't believe
in everytime a child does soxething, you givewhim_a reward ,because
then they have a tendency to find all th good things to do so
you'll be constantly rewarding them.

.

I guess the most lisef.11 part to me would be a reward for good be-
havior and not rewarding them for bad behavior.
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Change in Behavior

At first I wasn't giving him a reward and now I am and it:s
working better.

I tried some of the (reward) techniques. Like when a kid did
something good, always say "that was r-eally good." Or if he did
something wrong, I would try'to ignore him to see what he would do,
and it worked.- He stupped doing it.

Before T didn't really used to do it (give reward). 'Now if they do
something, especially if I don't teT1 them to do it, I'll give them
something liek an ice cream or soda water or candy.

They have learned through what I have taughtlillem what to expect
from eating supper. I don't have to even tel Ahem anymore. They
just say."if I eat my supper, you're going to give me a surprise
for being good." It has really worked out.'

IV. PUNISHMENT

This section emphasized the use of taking away privilegei rather

than using physical punishment. It also emphasized using other techniques

for discipline rather than punishment. The parent reports a change in

attitude or behavior regarding the use of physical punishment, use of

taking away privileges or other methods of disciplirie. If the parents'

views were reinforced by the session, it was not coded as an attitudtnal

change.

A. Change in Attitude
to

I did use it (spant-t)ng) a little before, but not too much and, now
I would absolutely not use it in any form or fashion. After I went
to the session, I absolutely said, for sure I won't use it. It's
not necessany, I could get around it in other ways.

I don't like whipping them.1 It just makes botti' of them feel bad.
Going to the session made it (this vieW) see more right..

. The important thing I.learned was knowing when to punish at the t.19h
time..

1:474
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I feel a lot better whin I don't spank hiMr. Going to the clas'es jug
changed my mind about spanking. ,
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B. Change in Behavior

I spank him a little less now. It helps if you sit down and talk
to a child. Spanking and hitting them is not gonna get it all the
time. They get iMmune to it.

Lately I've been punishing more as soon as I find out. I had a
bad habit of telling her I was going to do it and never doing it.

I was after them all the time, maybe twice or three times a week,
where now it's been a long time that I haven't given them the belt
in spanking them.

We used to spank them a lot. I was going to the classes and I told
my husband "we can't be sepnking him all the time; that's why he
doesn't listen to us, because he knows he's gonna get spanked."
We've talked about not listening to him, that's our fault, we have
to look at it that way too.

V. OTHER DISCIPLINE TECHNIQUES

Parents ceporeted changes in other discipline techniques, notably a

diminuation of screaming and yelling and.threatening, an increase in

patience, and ignoring bad behavior. Attitudinal changes included an

awareness of alternative discipline techniques and giving the child more

responsibilities.

A. Change in Attitude

I A

It gave me some ideas about letting them help.more in the kitchen
and in the house. It makes them feel important.

There are other ways of disciplining and there's other outlooks
and our outlooks aren't necessarily goo4 and they may not be
necessarily bad.

B. Change in Behavior

(What is the best way to make him.mind you?) By not screaming
at him. The best wag is to put him out to the side, take him
somewhere from the other kids and just sit down and talk to him.

My mother even noticed. She says I don't yell at them like I used
to. Now I set them down and talk to them. I used to lose my "per.

-

I have more patience. If the kids would do something that I would
normally snap at them or maybe send themeto their room. I found
myself counting to ten and talking to them instead.

I've learned to ignore him.. I don't spank him and I don't yell,at
him like I used to.
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Before, all I was'doing was yelling. I was starting to realize it
before and now I've really been working on it 'seriously. This
morning, she mopped forme. Last month, I would have said, "don't
do it" (giving child more responsibilities).

VI. CHANGE IN PARENT: SELF CONFIDENCE

The parent reports an increase in'self confidence in themsences or

in the parental role. All of these were coded as attitudin'al changes

/
since it was not bssible to observe behavioral changes in self-confidence.

Most reported an increase ip self confidence, due to feeling less isolated

and finding alternatives.

Were not the only ones that have problem with child rearing. It

made me feel that my problems aren't the o problems in the world.
I think it helps for a parent to sit there and talk about it and get
it off their est instead of just keeping it building up..

It gave me a lo ore confidence, by realizing that you can go by
some guidelines, yOu can do it without spanking and yelling,
realizing that you can be a better parent.

I've a little bit more confidence in myself knowing that I can disci- !%."
pline.,my kids without spanking them or constantly getting after them..

The best part was that Mary (the leader) made us feel that w
important people. She showed this by her way of having us "
each other.

-

r come out of one of those classes and all the tenseness and feeling
kind,of down cause you can't do this with your child is gone and it
really made me feel good, and I could be a whoje lot more pleasant
with the children.

The best part of the session was talking with the.young parents be-
cau.se you find out you're not the only one with a specific problem,
they made me feel more confident just knowing that other 'people have
the same problem.

VII. CHANGE IN PARENT: ROLE AS DISCIPLINARIAN

The parents who reported taking a.more assertive role as disciplinarian

were usually in a conflictual relatiodhip with a spouse.

I guess I'm just tryjng to take a little bit more active role. Bid
that was the way witb n parents. -My dad was always-the disciplinarian.
Mother hardly ever spanked us cause Daddy was always the ona,to do it.
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I've been having alot of problems cause I'll tell him something
and his Dad will tell him something different. I can't take his
dad saying something and him (stepson) saying something different
and I'll just crawl into a hole or something. He's.(husband)
got to let me have a chance at it. He (stepson) knows when J say
something that he has to do it and if he doesn't, he has to fight
both of bs, so he's cooling it a little.

VIII. 'CHANGE IN' PARENT: OTHER CHANGES

The parents reported a nikib4.---of unanticipated ch4nges due to attending

the sessions. These changes ranged from being less over-protictive,,to

recognizing the child's feelings, a recognition of a tendency to redirect

their aggression to their children, and an increased consciousness of

the parenting role....

A. Change in Attftude

I.
Before I didp't really pay no mind to their feelings.

r

I have a tendency as a parent to correct a child whenever, but
children have feelings too; they get.embarrassed when they are
fussed at in front of other people.

It's made me more avare. I guess that's what it is all about.
When it's bl'Ought to the surface like it'was in the class, you
know some of the things you're not supposed to do; that makes it
i-Ta harder to do the wrong thing.

I didn't know that kids really have feelingt the way we did, but
now I realize they do. I really realize that I understand kids
now. I never did think of them as being like us, I realized that
they were more than just kids. They were the same as we are and
they all got the same feelings as we do.

I think it made me conscious of what I was doing as a parent.
Until' I went to these sessions, it seemed like what I was doing
was more of a ritual, but now I'm more aware of them....

B. Change in Behavior

The biggest change has been in the way I react to them. Before,
even whtn,I would get mad at them and say no when I knew good and
well it wasn't going to hurt if they had it or not, they never
held it against me.
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When a marriage is rocky, it's hard to be a good parent because
you're always at your spouse; you tend to take it out on the kids.4
you really have to make yourself

IX. CHANGE IN PARENT: PARENTING MODEL

The parent reports a change in views or behavior with regard to

controlling the relationship with the child, controlling the environment,

or a change in views or behavior in letting the child develop on his own.

Most of the changes reported were coded as attitudinal, although they

represented deep structure changes in basic assumptions.

A. CONTROLLING THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP (-P. control)

I think I'm becoming more tolerant, more understanding. I'm also
starting tolfiew things their way. I guess it's always been in
the back of my mind, listening to things. I try and ra4e them
about how I would like to be treated. Sometimes I have to order
them around. But I hate to be ordered around, so I try not to very
much. That's all we (parents) are--a guide--we shouldn't run their
lives. (This parent changed from Parenting Model D to B.)

I've learned that not everything they do is bad. Before, if they
would be arguing between themselves, it would get on my nerves and
I would get after them and now it's just arguing, I let them do it.
They're going to do it anyway.

I do guide them but I do kind of have to control them a bit. I've
noticed that setting some rules, that is sort of control. I took
the course because I want to learn more ways of trying to help my
kids. I felt there was something lacting, not in my children, but
in me. At least I am trying to be less strict.

B. OTHER-SELF DEVELOPMENT IN CHILD (-1+ ott.*)

It makes you realize tiow they're trying to grow up and you're trying
to teach them the right way. You've got to realize you were little
once too. You've got to try to work with them instead of shutting
them out. You've got to teach them but then you can't. They've
got to lean on their won. (Change from Parenting Model B to A.)

I have learned a little bit about long term goals as far as what I
want out of my children. I could have long term gffects on my
children. I lore my children to death and I was taking care of
them as well as I could, but now I'm more aware of them being a
human being and having minds of their own and needing.to develop
those minds, rather than me developing my mind and just putting it
in their mind. I think it's real important that they express them-
selves. (Change from Parenting Model F to D.)
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That's one thing I'm learning now. I never would let her anything
because it wasn't done my way and I even have that problem with my
husband. So now I'm just leaving the room, 6 leaving it as it is.
I'm realizing that it's not really that important, but she's going
to have her own way of doing things.

C. PARENT CONTROLLING THE ENVIRONMENT (+/- environment)

There were no changes in this area.

X. CHANGE IN CHILD'S BEHAVIOR

The parent reports changes in the child's behavior as a result of going

to the classes. This is a seond-order change and it is all coded as be-

havjaral. There was no coding of attitudinal change in the child.

I think that he's acting more grown up now. He helps me out a lot.

I can see the changes in my children's behavior a whole lot. Like
wlth 4he rewards. I can see that they're looking forward to some-
thing like that.

He doesn't talk back anymore to me. 4e minds better; He has confidence
in himself now.

I've noticed a change in his attitude. When I sit there and explain
something, he's be put to ease and think and ask me questions.

.They want to talk all the time now that I'm talking to them more;
they ask more questions.

They seem to really appreciate that I was going to a class to learn how
to discipline them. They thought it was really important and they
talked about it a lot.

I learned that if he brings papers home from school, you look.,at them
and say "this is-nice." I started doing this and he's doing a lot
bettdr\in school.

She doesn'.t get as angry like she'use to. We seem to be talking more
than we uséd\to.

REINFORCEMENT OFfPRIOR EiRfRIENCE

There were a number of ttatements by parents which represented a reinforce-

ment of prtar views ahd child rearing practices. These were not coded as a

change. Even thimgh the.parent became aware that she was "doing something

right," no substantial change in attitude or behavior,was apparent.

fp"

I already knew everything. I usual\y talk to them, praise them,
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make them feel good, take privileges-sway like watcfting television,
buy them something special, set limits on them.-

I've applied most of the things since,my children were born.:

NEGATIVE EFFECT ,
The parent reports that they didn't like .the sessiont found it boring,

or that thelsession wds inappropriate for their children's age level." Alt of

these comments notably occurred in only oRe Workshop:

dtdn't learn anything from it because I felt like it was a
waste of my time. I would really call it helpful because I
already have my set ways on how I'm edising my kids. I don't
think it is a pdtket geared towards those that already have
children, just for those that are just becoming parents.

It was.sort of boring for me; it would be useful for teenage parents.

Instructions for Coding of the Data:

Pre-Interview

P 1. Code data an computer coding Sheet

2. . Look for a synthesis of core variables (parenting moderand techniques);

code on core vaeiable sheet

(a) be explicit in any interpretation

(b) summarize the core variables

Posic-Interview

1. Code all the range of. effects on computer coding sheet
o,

-2... Relate the effects to the pre-interview on eore variable coding

sheet

Relate effects to parenting model

,..iate effects to what went on in MMTP session (self-regort)

Relate effects to tectiniques
4

3. Discuss parents' self-report df priority of effects and their
.4

self-report of cause and effect %

4. Note any changes in their conceptualization of the problem from

pre.to post 258 293
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. APPENDIX B

PARENT: DIANA ATKINSON
*

*CASE EXAM6.E:- PARENTING MODEL A
EXISTENTIAL PHENOMENOLOGICAL,

BACKGROUND: Diana is a secretary and her husband.is a law student at the

University. They.live off her salary and his VA beneftts in.a two-story

house in a middle-class suburb, with a camper, two cars, and a large,sCreen

-television set. She married a year out of high sehool and was "very naive"

and"knew nothing abbut sex life.° During the post interview, the husband

partfcipated spontaneous* and with interest in a conversation and Diana and

'her husband (*pear to have a'.comfortable,, joking relationship witheach other.

They have three children: Rainbow Dawn, 8 years old;*Richard, 6 years old;

e !

and Meri 434, 4.years old. Each.child was given a "deliberately thought-out

name." Rainbow Dawn was born at the crack of dawn when there was a rainbow;

Merl Joy looked so happy when she was 6orn. "I am an individualist and I do

not think that a child should be named after...other people." Diana describes

herself as an "easy-going mother,""has a good relatisnship with hei children,

and feels it is important 'to treat her children fairly and "keep them on an

even keel." The word "even" plays an important Oart in her description of

her relationship with her childrenl

She came to the session tR find something that could help.get the children

to "do what I ask them to do. The kids are at ttle stage wheri they don't like

to mind." The focus of her concern was with her oldest daughter, Rainbow Dawn,

whom sheOescribed as "self-sufficient, a person into herself, she likes.to

have her way; she's intelligent, makes friends fast, great at school, and more

on an Sdult type level." Diana says that "we treat her as aa adult and she.

treats us as one to a pqint." Both of the ,younger children seem to hive speech

problems, a somewilat,babyish viay of talking.

*Each case example describes (1) the background and the individual (2) the
parenting model based on the pcp-interview (3) discipline techniques based
on the' pre-interview (4) the parent's participation in the workshop and
(5) any changes the participants experienced.
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PAgNTING-MODEL-1- Control -ether - Environment): Diana's 1;fiew of children

is based on the assumption oi natural curiosity in children. The.parent

takes cues from the Situation and from het. children. Childrefi go Orough,

"stages" and thus the parent takes cues from the "stages" the'child is in.

,Tht functioh of the parenf is to. guide the child.

- I just like for them to be their own person, set their own goals,
with a little bit of guisiance and to wark toward those goals and
not lep people stand in the way.

- My family was always real.strict and we weren't allowed to be out-
spoken. I believe it is vital for a child to-have his say an
any family matteri I raise mine very liberal and hopefully they
won't have any hangups when they get older ai we did.

- My husband and I are believers in church, but we don't like that our
children should be forced toNgo to churciie It is something they
should be willing to do on their own and feel that they're made to
do something they don't want to do.. We teach thsm,a belief, but it's
gonna be something they choose, not something that we.said Rthat's.
what you are."

Diana wants to teach her children to4 "be honest, to be discr&t when

they have to be, to use their owo judgment or right and wrong v4to love them-
,

selves anii to-seek a happy family 'life." She doesn't believe in contr011ing

the-environment.

- I'm very easy going, no hassle. If a child gefs out and swings from
a tree, I may get excited lirt first, but accept it because a child's
gonna be a child. Children have a tendency, they don't do things that
.us adults do, you wouldn't see.ism adult out there.swinging by a tree,
swinging like a monkey by a tree but you see-a child because the 'child--
to them that's adventure, that',s Ocitement and they're'the mist curious
creatures, neitsto monkeys, tVeregre in the world.

I; ,

DISCIPLINE TECHNIQUES: She views her role.as'a "gobd" mother as one who is there

whin needed, to listen to what they are saying and to help the children work

out a problem. It is important to show love, and in fact she wasedemonstra:

tive with her children. The child's role is to share the joys and feelings.

vs
with their parents, to understand their parents and to bring any problems to-

their parents. She relies primarily on explaining and talking to the children

25.)
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and moking rules-and .sending them to their room or spanking then when they

do something wrong. She praises them a lot
A

because she is opposed.to it. She says, _"I

but gives few mate.rial rewards

duet...think a .child,shou-I4-be-

-rewarded for doing 'something he's supposed.tb do:" She diverti the attention
4

of the youngest child.

PARENT TRAINING WORKSHOP: Diana'' was an active participant in the workshop and

much of the discussion focused on her iii*oblems in her relationship to Linbow

Dawn. She had.a number of problems With getting her to gu to bedi with her

bei,n§ scared of the dark, And a.general dfsobedience problem. Her.feeling

was one of frustration and yet pride of her highly intelligent daughter: The

parents recommended talking to Rainbow Dawn and trying to find out.why:, She
) s

felt that Rainbow Dagi was not old enough to understand why she was afraid

and had nightmares. 'She felt a frustration because she doesn't like to span;C

but it got to the point where Rainbow Dawn was "walking over us" and so she
,

would spank her. "If you could show me a discipiinary.action'that u1761-1,_.

, One df the parent's reaction to her was, "I think that mother brings i. lot

of her problems on herlf; it just seemto me like she has learned to.give

in to her children too much. It seems like she needed to be a little 'tit
at.

stronger. If she'd be more verbal with her children and get theM to talk to

her, then it wouid make things a little better. It seemed like she really

didn't want to work out too well; even if somebody suggested something, she ss,

would come up with another excuse."

IMPACT EXPERIENCtD: Diana rOarned most from the listening session. "I think

the listening is most'important because you'learn what your child.is doing and
N.t

saying and how he's reacting to different situations by listening him.

(Note: It is interesting that Diana always' referred totte child "he"

when he most problem she was having was With her daughter.j She reacted
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critically to the.session on rewards and feels strongly that anY reward is a

bribe and that giv/Ing rewards will disillusion the child and "he's gonna be

looking for that reward." She disagreed with,the packet that there is a

difference between rerfards and bribes.
-

COMMENTS: It-is interesting that Diana reacted so strongly to the reward

session. It probably reflects her strong belief in the child deyeloping on

her own rffither than through external manipulation. The parent training (

dackage,reinforced many.of her4beliefs about the way to raise childreh. She

canie to the session.looking for a way to take a more asserttvp and consistent

roleas disciplinarian, but she did not find it. The impact.on her was

moderate. Why? She viewed the discussion (as Oposed to the materials or
,

leader) as being the most important source of her learning, and yet she didn:t

seem to learn fromihe discussioapalthough she was thr.center of attention much

crf the timd. .It is ptissible that her view ol child rearing prevents her from

applying specific information.

r - It's trial and error; we can't 'say what's right here is gonna.be r4Otit
for another chia I think we're gonna justJiaVe to more or less try
and .4rror. I let the kids go a certipin length, until,I can',t take it
anymore, then I put my foot down...

It'depends on the situation; each situation is different.

She believecrin'taking cues from the sii-uation but she seemed unable to gauge

the situation correctly. .

Diana:s situation represents a di,?crepancy between her (pareniIng model)
. 4

ideals and tler actual discipline techniques: Thii'type of parenting model

requires that.the parent be alert and attentive to the cues the child is giving.

It requires more seniitivity of the parent than some f the other parenting

models. Diana did not.seem to be able to be that attetive. She spoke a

great deal about listening'to her child and yet she didn't seem to really think

.).)1)
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that her child could understand. Because the model is so contextdally oriented,
*

it seemed MTV difficült for her to apply the informatfon she received., The .

model is like a lens through which the parent applied information. This-MOdl -

seems to make it more difficult to consistently apply knowledge and information.
4#

Jier discipline techniques represent this inconiistency; she would set rlules4

let them lapse until things got,out of control.and then blow up and things

would be onoan "even keel" for a while. Her constant reference to "even\keel",

suggsts that discipline Matters.are often out of control. It seems that this

type of parenting model puts a.great deal of responsibility, and consequently,

strain on the parent because, based on the.parenting mociel assumptions, no

discipline technique can_or will work consistntly.

PARENT: MARTA VILLANUEVA CASE EXAMPLE: PARENTING MODEL B

DEVELOPMENTAL MATURATIONAL

BACKGROUND: Marta is a single parent who,was pregnant at the me of the

parent workshop. She had the child shortly after: the workshop terminated.
.0"

She has three other children: Armando 5, Max 3, and Elolsd 1 year old.

She is 24 years old and works as a seams6vss in an upholstery shop. Marta

went through 'the 9th grade and'supports her fdmily on an income of less than

$5,000. a year. She lives near her mother and has daily contact with her. She/

says of her parents, "They were like our friends. My parents were seventeen

when I was born. They grew up with us reAlly. My parents harOW ever spanked

uS .
I I

She says her mother gives her the best advice about child-raising. She

; suffered fam a lack of self-confidefte 4s a Child because shelves overweight.

When aske'd where parents peed information from experts to become better parents,

she replied, "lot really, because everybodY h a different 'thing as to how to
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bring up kids. They're not all the same. If eterybody is going to start

listening to_one gerson, then .all the kids are going to grow up the same and

maybe what he ws is wrong: So I think each parent.shouid go by their own

common sense."

stie describes Armando as 'sensitive" and he gets along well with other

children; Max 'is "stubborn." Both of the boYs help her with'the youngest.

She describes her relationship as "growing up with them." She plays diund
A

with them, they color together and she is teattling Max how to write his name.

PARENTING MODEL: (-Control, -Other, + Environment)

Marta views herself as a friend to her children.

- I'm not the best parent there is, but still I like to
A

know that
can play with my kids and be their friend and they can tell me
whatever they feel. $

. Sh6-44-repeating the relationship She had/has with her mother. She doe's not

view her role as a controlling one: v

Lt's hard being a parent because you know you might think it's right
as tt) what you tell them to do and they might think something else.
(what would.you do?). 'I would have,to thi_alclAbout it and be sure
what I thinkwhether it's right or wrong...then I would explain to
him why I'm telling him to do something he has to. do, or whatphe
can't do.

She doesn't mind if her children interrupt her to ask her questions.

- That's not really bad. It''s like kids are Just curious.

In fact, the feels she can learn from her children by listeningto them.

- With me, listening to them, you.ind of learn what they know and
you might learn something about them that you, didn't know.

For Marta, the environment is primarily the social environment and she wants

to contrOl'how her children deal with the outside world. Learning to "respict

elder's" is important, as is learn.ing to take care of themselves, learning how

to be nesponsible, how to act with people, how to talk to illem withbut arguing,
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and be "able to have a responsible job. Her children getpunishid'primarily for

misbehavior related to things that happen outside the home (going off without

telling hdr,*61.ivespedit, fighting with.other children).

DISCIPINE TECHNIQUES: Marta relies primarily on explanation and talking with

'her 4ldren. She doesn't liKe to spank althoUgh she will spank their hahd for

thfiigs like writing on the wall.

- Spanking doesn't help. You can spank them, but they think that*you
are.paying attention to them so they keep on doing whatever it is
they're not supposed to. Unless.it gets to where,Oley don't really

4" listen, I don't spank them.. Most of.'the time, I'like to talk to.
them, and tell them what they're doing wrong.

is important to Marta that her children be self-sufficient and learn self

discipline. 5he lets,much of the responsibility for their acfions rest wi.th

them.

- I tell them to either quit fighting qr don't play with the toys.

- I just turn off the lights and.watch if they'll go to sleep.

Nr - If he doesn't listen to me and'finally :alls and hurts himself,.it's
.. his fault. I'll check him oyt to see if he's okay, but I'll tell
,

. him, "I told you you were going to hurt yourself, you didn't listen
to me."

4.

-.My mother and father taught us,how to look after ourselves....

Marta relies a lot on pnaising her children ih encouraging self Fesponsibility.

- I would tell them "that's good" that they're learning how to loak
. after themselves.

She doesn't like to.give material rewards "because they'll get used to it,

they e.xlect to get something in return every time." Marta seems to be an

introspective parent. It may be partly due to lack of confidence in childhood,

but she feels that it'is important to think darefully about what she does. as

, a _parent.

-.I really have to think about what I'm going to do as to discipl;ne.
.Not just all of a sudden. It's something I have to think about.
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She deals with the youngest childprimarily by removing Ongerout objects from

her, rather than removing her from dangerous objects,' anztndicatton of her.
0

controlling the environment rather than the relationship with the child.

.The interviewer said, "I also noted that she thinks of her children as "real

persons" and tO a lesser extent as a separate.category of "children." I

personally feel that the guidelines in the sessiOns were'prob'ably things

that she was a'lready pretty much deng on her own." The leader of the

sessions whO teaches'her childrensays, "She lets the kids handle their

own problems;'she isn't consistent or hirsh, I see i lot of.warmth, but she

is not dealing with them the kids are off doing whatever they want."

PARENT WORKSHOP; During the workshop, Marta'was very atten,iive and quiet:

She rarely spoke bt4 she came to all 'the workshops, even in her highly

pregnant state. It became clear later that she values leariling.,through

listening to others. "Like at the workshop, I listened to everybay. I

hardly,did any talking myself, but you know I think the best method now is

to listen to yJur kids and then'try'to.explain to them why or why not." It

is not st. rising that she focused on listening as the technique.she felt was

most important. Her learning method carries over into her teaching metifd

with her children. She reported that she listened more, was yelling and

spanking -less, and she began to use material rewards with.her son which sP

hadn't used before.- She said that, "Armando has changed a-lot recently to\

where he does a lot of things that I used to tell him 0 do, and now he just

does them without-me telling him." She felt more self-confident as a parent,

and stie experienced a rather important change in her perception of children.

I don't get after them as much as I used.to. I thtQk I'm learning
that it's not really that bad. Some thtngs are and aCs when you
have to sit down and really talk to them....lately, it's become a
little bit easier.. I guess because I've a little bit more confidence
in myself, knowing that I can discirine my kidt without spanking them,
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or constantly getting after them for every little-thing. _I pas_s
_

learped that not everything they do is hot that bad. I let them do'it,_
they're going to do it anyway.

_-

COMMENT: It can be 4cipated that Marta will be less contrOlfng of the.chil-

.dren's enwironment. Marta's parenting Model and discipline techniques showed

_.a---harmonious relatiohship. Unlike Diana, Marta dfd not feel con.11,ct bez!en

her model for child rearing and her experiences with her children. .She did not

come to the class with any particular dissatisfaction and she had a satisfactory

re%tionship with herfichildren. Her attitudes toward material rewards were

similar to Diana's and yet 9he foudn that the technique worked when she tried

it with her son. Like the first parenting model, the Desell,Developmental-

Maturational Model requires that the parent be attentive to the-child, Marta

was an attentive, listening person and this personality characteristic, along

with her harmonious relationship with herithildren and mother, apparently

provided an openness to learning. Despite the. fact that the leader did'not
1 .

\N draw Marta out to Calk, she still experienced high impact.
7

PARENT: MAUDIE FLOYD* CASE EXAMPLE: PARENTING MODEL C
OBEDIENCE AND
SELF RELIANCE

BACKGROUND: Maudie is a single parent who,was going through the CETA program,

taking:child development courses and working in a day care center. She has

two children;. a daughter, Tyra, 8 years old; and a son, Cedrick, 6 years old.

Mau'die.came.from a family of seven children who lived in a "nice,neighborhood."

- We were raised with a lot of love. My motber could understan
,she was e sensitive, caring, 'loving person'w'My father, well, he
had a temper. He wasn't violent, but he would JIM get real mad
and'scare the hell out of us. My father used to terrus something
that I stress to my kids--love between each other and bettieen
brothers and sisters. There were a lot of aunts and uncles. One
big. happy family. My environment is totally different because it's

*Maudie and Donna Morrison (Case E.;ample F) are sisters.

a
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just me. I have to be mom and the dad, and we're surroundpd by a
lot of ugliness. The hardest paTt about being a single parent is
the financial problems. I wish I was more able to hid and Tontrol
myself, as far as when I'm burdened. you know, chil4ren are very
in-tune and they can pick up....

. She, with her sister, Donna (Case Example F), are single parents. *She
P

, describes her daughter as "strong and independent; she has a mind of her

own. She'll' do something she's not suppose to, then if she can't .lie her

way out of it, she'll adniit to,doing and and then she'll turn around, and

justify why she did it. She's a happy and contenT child and it doesn't matt&
\,

to her whetfier she'gets.disciplined or not." Cedrick is more sensitve. He

g'bts his feelings hurt if he is disciplined. With her "little boy4" "I haye

to teach him to be assertive cause he'll let people run over him. Where my

little girl, I have to tell her don't be so assertive, don't be so mean,

'ugly, so dominant, people not gonna like you.if you arways want,to run

everything."

PARENTING MODEL: (+Cont-ol, -Other, -Environment)

Maudie's parenting model is based on the assumptioris that the parent sets
A

the rules and is to be obeyed; thellassumption that children learn on their own

ahd learn to negotiate the environment on their own.

- As long as she's under my roof, and I'm taking care of her,
then she's gonna abide by my rules and regulations.

- A good mother is one who loves her child enough to discipline
cause I know a lot of people who, since they love their children,
they can do no wrong and let them do whatever. A good.mother try
to instill in the child the things that shes or he's gonna need
later on in life, like an understaading, like education, being able
to get along and relate to other people.

--I'm always there to help her, tali I want her to try first for
herself.

D

- You just have to get thim ready for the world and then to make t.hem
indepeOent because, like I tell'my children, I'm here today, that
doesn't mean I'm gonna be herlotomorrow. I want them to be-able to
survive without (me).

,)
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- I don't mind her questioning me because I think that's the only way
you learn.

Maudie emphasi2es the importance of adjustin'vto the context of the situation
'At

she wants her; children to be flexible andyle wants herself to be.flexible as

a mother. This emphasis.on flexibility and situational interpretattpn is common,ir

to the mathers in.the previous two parenting models.

- You teach them whatever they need, cause my little boy needs to
. listen where my little girl don't need to be.so assertive.

Mglittle boy has a fantastic understanding, he can adjust to
/ . anything.

The context of discipline can depend upon her mood or the chitAen's mood.

- It's all right' for him to cry, he's human, he has to show ttis
emotions and feelings just like anybody-else.

If she is tired, she explains to them that she's tired, "Mommy don'tleel

like it" and they understand. What "disrespect" is depends on the situation.

"It all depend;. It's.not what she says, it's how she says it:

This parenting model requires that the parent be alert to the 'child's

'self-development and the varying Contexts. Maudie does not believe ,that

she can control the environment. It is up to the child to figune out how

to deal with it. She gives her children a ."lot of freedom" to go placei,

and it is up to them to use the "understanding" she has taught them in the

context they are in.

Maudie feels that it is important for her children to have a strong

self-image, to be independent; to stick by one another, and to have strong

religious beliefs.

DISCIPLINE TECHNIQUES: Maudie relies primarily on setting rules which are

consistently enforced, being a good examPle to- herichildrenjnot smoking for

instance) and talking with them. Showing her love is extremely important and

in her mind, is the core of befng a good mother.
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- No day is passed*by mthout me telling them how much I love
them and howimportant they are to me.- I wouldn't db an thin
to them that r wouldn't want done to me. on t a use them.
and I don't mistreat .them ind 1 wouglirt leave them alone. I

mourdn't let them go without being fed and nouriAed and clothed
and te4ph.them personal hygiene. I just give them a lot of love.*

She spanks them when they fight with each other; she doesn't let them watch

TV if they haven't done their hamework. She praises nem all the.time and

relies on.praise very heavily! "Her,self image is very important to her and

to me cause.if she feel like she can do It, well, she can do it." She'says,

"I donkt really find myself rewakting them when it's good because their regular .

behavior is alright." That is, their good.behavior is,not based on gett4ng

rewards. She tries to let. them do things on their own as much as possible

(like taking a.bath and clearning out) beca, ;e if "they do it themselves,

they feel good about doing something too. She never tries to make.false

promises to them, one aspect of her belief that the relationship between mother

and child is striátly reCiprocal and not a one-way process.

You would think that my children would totaRy:depend on me, but.
I'm depending on them a lot too. I missthim a lot when.they're

\\not there. I'm their world and they're mine. Every day is a new
\bright experience.

fillip SES ONS:' Maudie was--an rctive participantmin-the parenting workshop ,.

She 'and one\Rher black parent were the "leaders" of a core group of:black

mothers whci resisted the structure of thdik;rki-hop., Maudie,

,tried to negotiate the hostility between the brack mothers and white leader;

she would give answers to the rhetorical oUestions when the others would

sit silently,or nOt listen. She was respected by:the others for,her quiei

dignity and self-confidence. Howeytr, toward the end of the sessiohl, it'

seemed that she gave up; on being the negotiator, became qu ;1.r and-let-the.

workshop run its course. She was very open in the pre-interview and fairly

4.
/sullen in the post-interview.
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IMPACT EXPERILNCEO: Maudie sZpted that she didh'.t learn anything new, she

got a lot of uifferent opinions but "I've been exposed to most of all this.

information." She said', like all the parents in this,.workshop, that it

"would probably be useful for teenage parents." This statement was repeated.-
. - .

)by several parents and had become a consensus op nion. .She found the packet
.

"boring" exiept fo% the section on rewards. Rewarding for good behavior a

not rewarding for bad behavioriwas.an idea she thought interesting but she

hadn't reallpotried it out.

I t
COMMENT: Maudie was a farily knowleOgeable and,sophisticated parent, and

OP

under thc 'best circumstances, 4auld probably onlY have expiriended a- /A
,

.reinforcement of her views which corr ponded closely with-the package, or, 4,46

ielse might have looked at her punishme t and rewarding techniques more osely.

HoweverN the lack of impact in M udie's.case was probably due to (1) her

harmonious rel.ationship with her. hildrent._(2) a parenting model that Iwork4d"

(3) her children wereolder, and (4) the parent*.sbop social inter-
,

action was fraught with tension and hostility.

PARENT.: SHARON FERRARI CASE EXAMPLE: PARENTING MODEL D
AUTHORITATIVE TRANSITIONAC--

BACKGROUND:- Sharon came from an abused family. Both her parents were alcoholics

and abused the children so much that they were taken away from the home shortly

after the mother committed suicide. Sharon was raised in a fundamentalist

protestant foster institution during her teenage years. "It was abvery

structured life; I'm grateful for what they helped me with, but they were

very, very religious and I couldn't ga to them for any problems." Sharon went

from a highly unstructured and unpredictable environment to a highly structured

environment. She got pregnant and married right out of high 'school. Her
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children, Charles and Celita are four andthree years old. She was-o ly

married for 18 months.
.

- I'm very, very independent. I was just looking for a way to
ecape. As soon as I had my-children,1 was gone. When f was
married, I took on most of the responsibilities, he thought
that was themother's job; that's why I lelt because I did them
ali and he just laid back and did what he wanted to, I got so
sick of it. When he left, it was a whole lot easier for me to
'come home, clean my house, wash the diapers, get bottles readyv
but I couldn't do it and'watch him sit and watch TV while I
worked all-dat47g, 'took carue of the children plds get ready
for tomorrow 'le he was doing nothing. But I think it's me,
the independence in me that's there. I've...always been that way.
I think maybe my chi)dhood had a lot to do with ihat. I either
*had to,bejlidependent or not survive. .

She changed her name back'to the maiden name of her Italian father. Her

husband helps in child support and takes the children on the weekends, and

they have a satisfactory ex-spouse relationship. "After we divorced, I

made him take 'responsibility for the children. He didn't want to, but it's

worked out okay." She is npw in her second year of college, supporting

herself with part-time waitress work. She livOS with her brother in a-clean,

but sparsely furnished, rented hou§e.

PARENTING MODEL (+Control, -Others, +Environment)

Sharon's parenting model is typical of all of the abused parents in the

sample: She is more controlling than she wants to be and she believes

fervently in he child's self-development. The most important aspect of

her parenting !Iodel is that it is a transitional stage from more controlling

to less controlling, but'her statements are more apparently contradictory

than most parentOng models.-

- I don't think I'm lenient or re411y strict as I used to be,' but
yet I don't think my children run over me. I usually get the
last say-so.

- I've found that my children are sometimes righti eveh my four year
old. If I just listen tp him, he comes up with something that
makes a lot of sense. .
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- When he was younger, he had a very regul schedule and it s still
pretty much that way. I think. it's important for him, but I,also
need the time. I think maybe it wouldn't be good to not be coil,.
'stant with him. If 2 would have bounced him off a reguiar ichedule,
the inconsistency wouldn't have been good for him or that maybe he
wouldn't have trusted me a lot.' I feel like the environment needs
to be hofie-oriented. I think he needs to b here.

The need for a structured schedule, Sharon admitted in the post-interview,

probably 4ated from her refuge in a, highlLstructure environment.when she

was a child. And yet, it is important that r children develop on their own.

- I would hope that he can have a mind of his oWn and do what he wants.
I hope to teach him to be able to stand up for himself and for what
he believes in, that he will be able to do what he wants on his own.
I want to be able to accept what he feels is right from wrong. I-

don't wan.t my optnion to be right all the time. I want to givellim
my opinion end let him look-at his opinion and let him make the two
choices between himself. .

- I don't want to put my values so sti.ong into his heAd that he won't
be what he wants to be. I don't want to make him me. I don't want
to mold hill after me. I want tO make him his own-individual.

DISCIPLINE TECHNIQUES: Sharon relies heavily on'setting limits and.rules

'abiding by hem. She also relies on talking with f*Ir children. She wf6ls

her role as.a parent as ong who will

- listen to what he has' co say, more or less just tp guide him ,and
talk with him a.lot and take each thing as it comes up.

She had a big problem with him at the nufsery school; he Was hitting and
k

biting and shoving. So.she sat down,and talked to him for several days in

a row. "But I don't want to push it so hard that I'm taking a part of him

away from him. She doesn't spank pr take at:ay privileges. She'praises the

children a lot, and rewards them with candy. She feeli.she.has a trust

with her children because they talk so muh.

PARENT WORKSHOP: Sharon's participation in the wbrkshop was very active.

She was Outspoken and wale openly offer advice and suggestions to the other

parents. At one point she told Diana Atkinson, "If you can't handle her while
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she's 8 years.old, what are you going to do when she's 16?" and she would
I

question Diana about Rainbow Dawn putting a "guilt trip" on her. .Sharon,.

more than any of the other pareqts, was adamenf about her rights as a parent.

- I don't feel like my children should run my life. -On the other
hand, I want to be there to help them, I think that tpey give a
little bit, I give a little bit.

IMPACT EXPERIENCED: Sharon exprienced a number of very important changes in

her parenting model. She began to be less rigid and more reasonable about

setting limfts.

- 1 set too many limits before, stupid limits. I learned that there
are certain things a child can do and certain things he cannot do,
.so just the things that are really important or harmful to them I'm
strict on, but the things that are more to my satisfaqtion, like
going to sleep right now, I'm not so strict on..

She began to use behavior modification techniques with success with her

children.

- Sometimes they are really rea141sooth--4-to14-them, "Just because
Your viere so good,. this_i_s_what you get, this is your treat," and
we went to the store and they got to. pick out what they wanted and
they taok.their own piggy tank. I found out this is-thebest thing

can use.

The use of materia2wards with her children and the diminishing of setting

limits,represented a shift in her parenting4mfbel assumptions tosa more non-

aintrölling philosophy. She felt there was A big ,breakthrough when,

day she wouldn't let Charles have any candy and he told tier, "Mom, you just

make me so mad" and then paused and said, "if you make me any madder I'm

just gonna take your purse and it's just going to be all over the place."

r thought it was really neat that he told me that. When I got to
my aunt'i I told her and she said, "Well, I would.have spanked his
little butt." I said, "What for, that's how he felt, he really
felt that waya You kndw, sometimes I feel that way about his toifs.
If he doesn't pick them up, I'm just gonna throw them everywhere."
I think it's real important that they express themselves like he did
and talk about what he feels and get it out in the open. gWi
he told me he wanted to shre4 my purse All over the place and that
we could talk about it and ffnd out why he felt th'at way exactly, and
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I think after we talked, he realized that I didn't really want to
make him mad...and we talked about vitamins yom know, you can kind
of broaden what you're doing wi.th the children.

She put much more emphasis in her child re4ring pracitees on talking ,with her

children, rather than setting limits she realized were too rigid. Her.

attentiveness to childrdn's feelings made her a better person.
IMP

- I thought I was too good. -I was rude. This (being a parent) has kind
.of put me where j needed to be. I was very young and I just thought
that no Ond was boing to take me away .from me and I was always going
to be on top. It's made me Teally humaniStic. It brought me down to
earth. I've been able to'realize that other people have feelings that
I didh't. It made the opinion of &self lower, not,the point of
Aegrading myself in any form or.f0hion, but just to the point of
saying, "What have you been doing all these years?" You know, there
are other people around. You can't always think of yourself,

COMMENT: Sharon was at an'important transitional point' in her life. The

\. parenting model sh.rew up with was !ejected by her. She had childreR at a

young age and wasiloo ing for a way; to be a better pareht. Because she was

- -questioning her own model and valued self-actual.czation, promoted by her own
A

independent persoriality and probably encouraged by going to college, she was

looking for a way to promote this in her children. She hadiby her own

account-, been very strict when she first started out as a pirent and had

been letting up on the cegular.schedule" that she had anchored her parenting

practices in. The parent workshop came at a crucial time and provided the

extra impetus she needed to get away from setting limits. She found that she-

could talk tp her children and reward them. It can be anticipated that Sharon

will continue to shift her parenting model and practices to a more controlling

:
del, possible C or D. She received support from tte leader and other parents

Y
o listened to her when she talked., The high-impact was due to (1) her

readiness to changel.(2) supportive social interaction, (3) the package

materials which provided her with alternative techniques, and (4) a supportive

leader.
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PARENT: MAGDALENA. GARCIA CASE EXAMPLE: kRENTINifIEL E
ADLER SOC ELEOLOGICAL
MODEL

BACKGROUND: Magdalena is 28 years old and a clerk in a high school. Hir husband
0

is a tile setter and between the Iwo of tilem they make between $7,000 and,. MOP

$9,000 a year. They have four children: Vivian 11 years old; Anita 8 years.

old; Tanya 6 years old; and Arturo 5 years 014.- Magdalena. explained that she is

responsible for everything related to the children. Her husband feels it is

her responsibility not his. Theirterviewer noted "she seems !cl have a very

loving ind affectionate relationship with all her children. She seems to

"glow" with pride and affection as she spoke 0ft4em. The children came in

and took part.in the,interview. She.seemed at ease and allowed them to express

th4mselves. The children 'seempd very happy.",

She describes: her oldegt daughter. Vivian:_as "_lIveryindependent. "I.

e

can'depend on her to help me out. When I say she's independent, I,mean others

can depend on her and-she

and does well in gchoot.

burn she got,when she Was

'Ak

1

can do things by herself."

Tanya used to be very "shy

a year old. But Magdalena

Anita is "very intelligent"

and withdrawn" due to a

got.her in preschool ond she

"really came out of,her shell." Arturo is the youngestrandlthe only boy and

is "spoiled" and "outgoing." She feels she gets along well with all.her chil-

dren. With Vivian, she tends to get more upset with.her "because expect t6o

much of her." Andwith 'Arturo, "I feel very close to him being the only bay

and ttve youngest. If hilkis to have a problem wittf"drugs or anythimgo.i would

want him to'knuw that he tan tom to me."

Magdalena had a good relationship with her,parents when she was growing up

but she' is doing Rany things differently. She grew us speaking Spanish; her

children speak Enilish in the household; she grew up going to mass regularly;
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her children don't. She grew up.with ocasional harsh punishment, a "three'.

layer thick belt." "It really hurt so remembering this, I try not to put

my kiis through that kInd of punishment. If I'mloing to spank them, I strike

them on the buitocks with my hands."

PARENTING MODEL (+Control,*Others, -Environment)

Her parenting model relies on the following assumptions. The parent is

the person in authority; Obedience and respect are important, but it is the

parent's responsibility to show respect to the child. Children learn from

others. The environment is outside the control. The emphasis is#on tetching

the child to have a respectful relationship with the parent and others.

- I grew up with it and it's just a way.of life with me. kdon't ,

like for young people to be disrespectful to older people. And
I don't.mean just the elderly but juyt anybody that's older thap %

you,

Teaching children good mahners, respect for adults and being "good kids" are

her primary goals, besides their doing well in school. The emphasis is on

the children learning how to help others, do well in societyband the proper

relaLionship with all those who are older.

DISCIPLINE TtCHNIQUES: Magdalena rarely spanks her chtldren and doesn't like

to. She applies.rules.consistently, and kaises theln, especially for scNool

ivork. She takes most of the responsiOility forhe children's.deveiopment.

When she felt,that her daughter was not developing properly,"she put her in

school. The school's gu14ance or hers are relied upon to develop her children.

She is very family centered and assumes that her children will come to her with

any problems:

MMTP SESSION:'.Magdalena focuses prinarily on the social interaction with the

other parents. She was open and friendl y. and ditcussed. a problim she IT hayjng

with her 11 year old daughter. Her daughter kept wanting to participate ip
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the aduJt conversations instead of staying with the. younger children. The'

parents suggested that.the daughter was wanting to be "grown up".and that

she was more mature' because JRagdalena had expected so mudt of her and she was

the gldest child, si) to let her take part tn adult conversation. Magdalena

listened closely,to these "suggestions. She particularly'liked the_listroking"

games. ---,-

IMPACT: The primary impactOtoragdafena was in her feeling less-isolated and'

moreself-confident as.a parent.. She is gine of several parents who have

order'children and whO have established a satisfactory parenting pattern.

She experienced few changes in her children's behavior in her relationship

with her children because it was previously satisfactory. She made a point

of "listening" more to her daughter .And felt that the best advice came from

the parents not the package. She had tried giving-an allowance to-the children

AP
_tn. helping which-Ole-wasn't doing previously. But she felt the best part was .

4

the stroking. In the Post inter 'ew it came out that she came to the sessions

%a.'for the Social comp .to relax an lk with other adults.

- In my sit ation at work, I'm not able to communicate with other
adults on a personal basis because we're just too busy. We could
getaway from home and to an adult.group. It's sort of like getting
a load off your mind, the talking and you can, show your emotions;
it hefps if you have the same routine day in and day out of working.
My bos is just go, go, go. I don't ever hardly get to sit doWn.and
compare behavior about kids with other adults and just to, plain
talk. Going'to the meeting was a great relief to me becauge I could
sit down with the other people there.

Her focus was on interacting with the leader and the parents. Of the lead&

she saJd, "She made us feel that we were important people% She shows this

. by having us 'stroke' each other."
1

COMMENTS: Magdafena is a parent who feels a number of pressures that are not

part of parenthdod, which motivated her to come to the sessns. She *s

%ow
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harrassee'by her boss who makesper do too much work; her husband is a bundle

of energy tiut takes no responsibility for the child care. She hid minor

, problems with her children but her primary motivatTEn was to get away from

the pressurec and the prertTng session was a social occasion which provided

'her some time to herself. She was able to pick up a few hints on working with

her childnd she wAs receptive to using -them, but on the whole, she was

already familiar with the package and in a less congenial group, she probably

would have found it "boring" had not the.leader focused oh l'sttoking" thp

parents. Magdalena's parenting model most closely reSembles the basic

assumptions .0 the parent training package. The session reinforced her use of

the listening technique with_her'daughter;.-ft was not a new technique
^

to her. Udderlytng Magdalena's parenting practices was a vague and unexpressed

'dissatisfaction with her husband's abdication of parental responsibilities.

This was not vocalized by her because she accepted it a% customary behavi&

*and so it was not dealt with in the sessions. It is clear that She accepts.

traditional Ox role responsibility in her marriage and for her children. On

the whole, it was difficult-for Magdalena to articulate her parenting model and

pinpoint the pressures she was feeling. Of all the ilaregts, she was 6ne that

the researcher had to search most for causes. Her impoct can be explained by

(1) the fact that her children are older and she is an experienced parent

(2). her, motivation for coming to the session *as social And not related to

parenting problems.

PARENT:. DONNA MORRISON CASE EXAMPLE: 'PARENTING MODEL F
BEHAVIORIST MODEL

' BACKGROUND: Donna is a single parent with two girls Davina, 11 and Damara,

5 years old. She had received a degPee in Child Development and taken two



years of courses at the community college. She was currently working in.

the CETA day care program and later got a jdb as a director of a day care

center. She was one of he more educated parents in parent education. She

was familiar with Piaget end Skinner, but said she'uses her own philosophy'

of parenting, which appears to be a combination of Skinner and Dreikurs.

.She is divorced but still maintains 04friendship.with her ex-husband.

Her current male friend also his an.11 year old daughter who is Davina's

best friend and "just like,a dau§hter."

She describes her oldest daughter: "She's doing well in school, she

does household chores, washing dishes, helping me cook and washing clothes;

she likes to ride her bike, roller skate and she likes people. She definitely.

likes her peer group and likes to mingle. She's notahard to get along with--
,

- her conduct is perfect and she's not disrespectful, she don't-talk back or

nothing." 'The youngest, Damara,'is more of a problem she is asthmatic and

"brings on" her attacks when she eats too muCh candy. She's "stubborn" and

sometimes is uncontrollable in school. She tries e her asthma attacks

and vomiting to get attention, but Donna told her, "if ypu throw up, you ,gonna

clean it-up and then you, have another spanking coming." 'Donna enjoys being

a parent very much, especially her "leadership role."

- I have always wanted to be the leader so I enjoy the model that
Pm posing for them because thely see my peer group, my friends;
my mother being close to me and looking up to me and see my
boyfriend's daughter. respect me and think a lot of me and that
makes my'daughter think'a lot of me.

PARENTIf MODEL (+Control, +Others, +Environment)

Donna's parentini model borrows.heavily from the behavior. modifiAtiOn

techhiques and she inarporates them into her child rearingi She believes

in her authorityas a parent.

- I express to them that I'm the mother, the head Of the house, so
-the major things that have to be.done have to be done by me, I
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don't ever want them to think they're pick4n' up my slack,'
the thin§ I'm teaching them is to help them learn. I don't
want them to feel like, "Mama wants us to do-this because
she's tired" so I never give them anything reel complicated.

If her child went out without telling her:4-that would be "very bad,"

"cause that means she wasn't respec'ting my authority.' Donna's belief in

Authority does not keep her:from being sensitve to tNe children'seirights

and feelings. Shp feels that the responsibility is "person So person;"

it's just lhat she ls in charge.

- I don't want.her td'think that everything that I decide is right,
.

I want her to feel free-to talk to me-, so I have to be able to let
her question my decisions, if she feels like I carry.all the weight
and the authority well, she won't ever want to talk to me about
anything, even as she grow up. I don't want to push, my weight
around. I want to giver her a rfeason. I try never to tell her
"becausg I told you so" becausethat means that I'm not looking
at her 4s a-person, I'm just telling her, "Ok, you're the kid,
I'm the big person." .

- They are an individual like I am an individual, so that's why I
get so comfortable 'ald I get to talking, I keep it on an individual
basis cause 4 want Unem to feel more liice a person like I feel like
a person. I thrive on trying to praise and tell them, "I enjoy
being your mbther."

She believes that children should sufferthe consequences of their

actions. Once her children broke her radio so she went to thei,r piggy

bank and took mon6 from it to pay for another radio. She told them "I

don't go ih your room, I don't bother your radio ro TV and your tore up

mine so-I waht another one so you both are being puncshed together." If

her children don% do their chores, she tells them, "you do-nothing for me,

4*1.do nothing for youII

, cause I know she's goat always be asking me to do

something.and I'll say, "Well, hey, how do you think I felti you know you

supposed to do this and I had to do it so dod't you fhink I deserve a reward,

behind it?"

Rules are set and if they are broken, consequences occur which the child

must understand and suffer.

a
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- To teach her not to be destructive,:there are rules. You can't
-touch my plants,.I try to explain to her. I try to make her know
that if she mess with it, it will break. I tell her, "You Oa;
with the TV, it's gonna breik. It break, can't buy Another one
so you have no television. You cut on the gas and you get the
fire going, you gonna get burnt." I try to let her know when
she put herself in situations, consequences are behind it.

There are many rules in the house, where the child can play and what they_can

touch. Donna views her!-alf as an "overprotective mother" partly because her

mother was that way.

- I'm overprotective and I tell them, "Don't go over her ancl don't go
over there" unless you notify me, and I'm 26 and still when I go,
my mother knows where I'm at, so I want them to grow with the same
idea. As long as yeu're under my rodf and when you're gone I want
to know where you are because if something happened I'd know tbe
last place where you were.

Donna not only controls the environment but also the learning situation. When

; her children get to.fussing and arguing, "I. tell her she hive to come-WI mg"

If they don't, they don't get to do something.

Another principle of Donna's pardntihg model ts what might be called "an

Rye for,an eye." If they help her, she riwards them; if they don't help her,

she doesn't help them. This is closely related to "suffering the consequences,"

but there is a reciprocal overlay thal goes beyond the corisequences of actions%

This eye for an eye applies to.a sense of mutual obligation between parent

and'child. If her children .do semething wrong, she tells them that, "I
0

going shopping with Ty sister, because ya'll the one'got in trouble. I didn't

get'in trouble." She tells them, "I'clean up my mess, so you clean up yours."

This view was especially expressed by several of'the Black parents, and appears

'to be an ethnic/racial parentIng characteristic.

;Donna feels that 'certain'values ere very important to pass on, particularly

that her children need to learn to be independent'and to be able to -vive

wAut her. Her chi'ldren need-to think for thernselves, to be flexible, and

4'
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to understand that "riothing comes.easy."

-0y-mother was an independent type lady and 'she always stressed that
even though our father was there,'one clay he Could not be there and
stie taught me that you cannot lean on that perton just because they're
there, that I'm just gonna take this last name and be that wife role,
so when nly marriage failed, I went to school, and thing% didn't fall

opart.
.

- For a lower income it's different, which to me ts good.
, Sometimes kids

feel like it's a disadvantage-to not having & whole lotta money at
their fingertips, but I tell my kids it's really good because I'm
teaching ya'll survival, with me, without me, with society, how to
bend and how to make it with all sizes and shapes of people and how
o be aware of the games pedple will have to play to survive in the
world.. Right now the only games you're used to are Bingo and Monopoly,
but, you gonni find out it is games that you're gonna have to play to
just fit in with people. You gonna hale to be able to realize to get
that.person to do what you want, you,gonna have to know how to Ret to
them. And so I tell them, when somebody Commit suAcide, that person
was grown up where they were taken care of and when the time came
that they had to do it themself,*they couldn't handle it. .I'm passing
them onto you so when you become a failure and things don't work out
and depression come alongl you and your husband break up or whatever
happen, you gonna know what to do about it. You.gonna know thelogical
thing to do not,the ignorant thing to do. I think they have the valuOle
things that theyineed instead of the materialistic things. I'm not'
buying them off.

Her value zystem promotes the desifie to make her children survivors.

- Besides independence, one of my biggies is that I want them to care
about themselves. Nevet forget Number Ore, you don't have to be the .

best dressed person in town but you always make sure that you make
yourself feel good. YoU always have to think about yourself, if you'.."
don't, you get into a rut. You have a "responFibility to yourself .t6
do something for yourself. I don't want them to ever get a gutlt
complex, by never doing nothing-for themselves.. I want them to keep
a good self-image.

Flexibilify in interpreting the "environment" is another value that promat*

'self-interpretation.

I try to teach them riper to judge people. Get to know the person
but don't put'a judgment on them because that's not Our job. I

want them to accept the things that cannot be changed,-especially-
being black. Some people might have terrible experiences with a
black person and there ain't nothing you-can do about it. If they
don't want to deal with, Ou can't let it get you down. Just leave
them along, that even goes for another black child. If they've been
raised in a different environment than you have, you can't hardly
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:getj/n their level too often. You keep trytng to pull them ver and
pul them over, but they will always be different.

Doha is a.believer in "adjustment" not."change."
X-

, .

- I don"t want them to run around through ltfe on this crusade.kid,
"I'm going to ahange everybody and they are going to be jUst like
me. I'm going to develop foix kids of my own that.at least will
be just-like me."

DISCIPLINE TECHNIQUES.: Donna's discipline techniques o'er') be boiled down to

several rules: (l)'good behavior is rewarded with praise and giftsr(2)

minor bad behavior is'punished, (3)etaking away privileges occurs for wrong

doings, and (4) belting occurs for She has a scale of both

-

positi;,/e and negative reinforcement and.she is consciously aware of behavior

modification techniques. Her other major technique is to be !'flexible."

T I have to'be prepared for anything lite if I tell her I don't agree .

; with that girl you're running with, but if she tells)me she refuses
to Stop seeing her, I have to be flexible fgt.' the next thing and
tell her, okay, I think she's bad company and if iumething,happens
you're going to-have'to suff,- the ConsequenCei:-.-.7-----

- I praise them all the time and she g4 ewards,',a dollar for
bringing%tome good work. The cheapest reward is a kiss (laughs);
I show herlgood work to her uncle and her-grandmother and she's
getting all those praises. She wants those positive strokes again
and as soon as possible.

- I ignore her when she's an attention grabber\.'

- There's # difference between spanking and punishment. When they get
a spanking immediately they knows they hve broken tbe'all-out rule.
The spanXings are not that hard and,it gets the, point over. lf I let
loose Ion the spankings and just punish them, they won't know what ,

really is permissible to me. I cut no corners. .They won't know the
difference if I don't sgank them.

, .

MMTP SESSION: Donni was, with Maudiel, one of the More dative partictpants in'

the group. She had just joined the CETA program, and initially sat at the

pheriAhery, but within one session, she had taken a "leadership." role. Donna

later said, "I would see them (the leaders) on edge and I was wondering, what

do I say to 'em now to-keep,them going?" She often carried 'the cotiVersation



and.the leader commented later that she "seemed to know a lot about child

raising, although she has her own ways.."

IMPACT EXPERIENCED: Donna pqjnted out that much of the information she knew,

but she picked up some new ideas and got reinforcement for some ideas she

.thought were right froM the other parents in the group. Despite her criticism

of the parents' hostility and lack of participation, she still felt they were

the most important source of her learning, She identified the listening

technique as most useful. She did not change her mind about punishment,

although she was exposed to a vdty vocal parent who didn't believe in punish-

ment.' "I never thought of that." She seemed to begin questining her use

of behavior modification techniques and the effectiveness of controlled

choices.

- I used to just go and it would be either you wear it or go naked,
but I told her either you wear these 1, 29,3 dresses or either you
forget about ii and all three of them stayed in the closet with the

. pricy tag on them. She didn't care. I was the loser. I didn't
win. So I decided rbetter do something differeqt. I have this
thipk now that if I don't let my kids decide sc.thing I may as
well forget it.

She w'as looking for a way to keep from being "over-protective" which she

identified as her major flaw and she found some impetus in the workshop.

,- The last few times they've been ha0ng a little more freedom. I

just know I'm an over-protective mother and I'm trying to get out.
of the,habit and ju.st trust them enough to let them go.

She also felt that she was getting away from physical punishment.

I was kind-of trying to get away from it (spanking) so in a way
the session had influence because I thought about setting limits -

and other ways to talk to them more.

-' COMMENT: Donna has a well-developed systeR of parenting aild-cbatinues to be

open to new methods. In the pre-interview, she had stated, "I'm always onna

keep on the up and up on what 's happening in parenting.' In the post-interview,

Ole explained that Maudie was her sister. "Maudie had some pretty good ideas
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I can go along With, but ! can't go along with her all the way because I

know it's easy for her,to explain ! but it's so hard for her to enforCe it

at home." She perceives herselfcasJmolv of an enforcer than her sister

(Case Example C). Her receptivity to new ideas and the leadership role she

took partially explain the fact that' the workshop had some impact. The

other parents with this parenting model were particularly receptive to the
a

rewards section and the use of behaviormodification techniques. Donna

represents a' more sophisticated version of these parents in the use of

positive reinfoftement techniques (rewarding good behavior, ignore bad

behavior, control choices) and so she was affected relatively little by the

section. In fact, she seemed to be questioning .he use of controlled choice.

This suggests that she iS moving,toward an Obedience and Self Reliance Model,

where she still asserts her authority but she "trusts" the child's self-

development abilities more. Valuing "survival," "flexibility," and "inde-

pendence" support this view.

PARENT: ELSA SCHULTZ CASE EXAMPLE: PARENTING MODEL G
CALVINIST MODEL

BACKGROUND: Elsa was the oldest parent in the study (37 years); She had

been married twice. By her first marriage to a Chicano, she had three chil-

dren, two boys who were born "blind and little bit mentally retarded," who

live in an institution and are now 20 and 18 years old. She had a daughter,

Laura, who is now.11 years old. By her second marriage to an Anglo, she has i

two children, Glenda, 5 years old,and Walter 3;A. years old.

day at a shop sewing ammunition belts for the Army. She

receives child support. Her income is betww $3,000.and $5,000 a year.
Y
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Elsa dresses neatly and conservatively. Her children respond immeaiately

and warmly to her. She says, "I love children, espeCially when they i.te tiny

babies. I,just love th6m, they're wonderful."

Elsa did not desdribe her children in very elaborate terms. Glenda has

a tendency toward a nervous stomach since the divorce. She used to take her

td the doctor but the doctor told her it was nerves so now she tells her she's

just "faking it."

Obedience, respect to older people and sioing well in school are what Elsa

values. "Minding" the,parent and teacher are important. .

-. I always tell my child to "be good," to mind their teacher. Sq far
I haven't gotten any complaints from her.

PARENTING MODEL (+Control, tOther, +Environment)

Elsa's parenting model is a one-way process. The job of the parent is

making the child grow up in the right way. Authority is absolute and unquestioned,

although it is her responsibility to tell them why she is doing something. Adults

have the proper knowledge and know right from wrong. Teaching is "talking to"

a child and punishing them. Children have no authority and don't know right

from wrong; consequently, children ire implicitly sinful until they have

gained proper'kinwledge from an adult.

- If I make a rule I should stick to it and not change it. Istick
by my rules.

- A child should be brought up to respect brothers and sisters, respect
the parents as well as other people. I think that tf you bring your
children up in a certain way, to mind you and not to talk back, it
hdlps a great deal. So far I've done a great job wtth mine. My
children behave very good at the nursery school. They mind their
teacher. Since I'm divorced, I. play with them but only up to a
certain potnt. I can't let them take over me. I'm their mother,
they should mind.

- I don't want them to use ugly language like "man." Walter said,
"Hey, man." I say, "Don't say that, 1 don't like it." When people
talk like that, like'most teenagers today use a different kind of
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language, for something that years back we used in the proper way,
and they .use id different--it sounds so naughty.

/

A chilp learns from his, parent; the parent is necessary for the proper develop-

ment of the child. Punishment is necessary for 1.earning to take place; the

parent's role is to let the child know what proper behavior is and what the

punishment will be.

- I don't know about other parents; They mind me very good but they alio
have their moments when.they have to be reminded. They have to be told
that they can'f do this or that. But I try to put a stop to it and it
works. I have to because if I just let it go, before I know it, they
won't mind me at all. My father was a very strict persoff, sp I guess
I' got some of it from him.

I think it is very important that ihe parent make the decisiont about
what kind of punishment. But it is important to talk to your,child.
They should know the kind of punfshment they're going to get.

The outiide world is dangerous and a threat. Elsa worries that her paughter

might get into the wrong crowd, marry the "wrong type of man," or take drugs.

She is-anxious about the "bad influences" on her child. It is important for

her to control the environment.

- I hope that they'll fincLa_nice man that'll treat them rlght. The
thing I have to tell them is to be very-careful about choosing the
right kind of friends. I want my kids to grow-4-inthe.right way.
Some people say if your kid's bad, he's gonna be bad from the time
he starts growing up and I don't think that is so. Your child will
grow up in the right way if you set the example and you don't get
mixed up oith the wrong ktnd of crowd.

Thus, a parent is essential to the development of the child.- A "good" child

internalizes right and v"vrong.
t1

DISCIPLINE,TECHNIVES: Elsa sets the ples a .d the children obey. If they

disobey, they are punished.

.- I don't beat my kids. That't one thing I'll never do Awcause they're
so innocent they can't defend themselves. Sure, they have to be
punished, but there are different ways of punishing a child. They
can be sent to their room and yod can have a talk. If they do it two
or three'times, it's time for a hit on the behihd. What I do is pull
the panties down on them and they get a spanking while I'm talking'
to them. I like for them to look at me when 14m talking to them
tecause I riant them to know that I, mean it.
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Listening to her Children is not a technique she uses and she rarely mentioned\

praising her children. The primary' form of discipline is punishment.

Elsa Irew up with a strict, family. Her father was strict and'she is

strict with hers. She was shipped once.for drawing a picture of an old man

and putting his name qp it. This was considered ."disrespectful." Another

time she was whipped for not getting her father coffee. "ye weren't-supposed

to tilk back. You couldn't say, "I'll do it in a minute." She feels she is

less strict with her children but she still.values being strict and.respecting

elders.
)

MMTP SESSIONS: Elsa was not an active participant during the sessions. She

once brought up the problem with Glenda, that Glenda would get mad and stomp

to her room and close the door. Then Elsa would go there and Glenda wouldn!t

"look at me" when slie-told her.about being punished. Elsa worried thai "if

she left her alone,.Glenda would feel like Elsa was neglecting her." One of

the,parents,suggested that she tell her "whenever you are ready to'talk about

this, I'll be ready. Let her come to you."

IMPACT EXPERIENCED: Elsa experienced some raftler dramatic changestin

discipline techniques,/as did the two other parents with this parenting

model. The idea of letting the child come to the parent with a problem,

of praising the child apd rewarding the child, and of not spanking the child'

were all novel to Elsa. She reported a number'of turnabouts in her discipline

techniques. She ond Glenda were talking moTe. Glenda didn't seemrto get as

angry.

- We seem to be talking more than what we used to. I let her come to

me the way we discussed it one time in class and it has worked out.

Elsa particularly focused on the listening session.

- Maybe it's because we've been talking more. When I go hime, I always
think about the session and we just talk about why you iid it or
anything like that.-

:89
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She' had cut down on the spankings quite a

- I was after them all the tiMe, maybe t ce or three times i week where
now'it's been a long-time that I haven t given them the belt in spanking,
them.

COMMENT: For the wents with the CalvInist model, the information in the

package is, in large part, new. Els tended to focus on the listening and

punishment sessiOn. She didn't indicate that she had.picked.up oh the rewards,
I

section at all, but cutting down on punishAent Shd 'talking with" hir. child

ratheir than "talking to". her child was a major-change. -She didn't pick up pn

the message that "children have feelings, too" that some dfthe.other parents

got. The range:of efiects that Elsa experienced can be explained by (1) the

fact that.she probably experienced cognitive dissonance betimen her model and

the model in the package,. (2) she got support.for emulating the' model

presented in the package, and (3) she got'support from the parents and leaders.

.1a
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APPE4DIX C

DESCRIOTIONAF THE.IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

We will give a short descrivtion of the implementation process for
-

each site. The purpose f the descrilition js to illustrate the_interplay

of 'the leadership style, social interaction and presentation of thfcontent

of the materials. The description will provide a basis for suggested

relatiOnships betwernthe implementation*process and4mpact.

Site tel . 4

1. Leadership Technigye

. The leader used small group discussion for mbst9f the time. She sat

in a circle with the parents, and only twice ridirecied the topii_back tcL

what she co *dered related material. She had difficult encouraging the_

non-talker ; she let people break up in the 9roups they wanted.(Ps\.

2: Leadership Role

She viewed her role oth as information giver and problem solver..

Compared tope other locales, she was more problem solver than the leader.

at Site 2 and less than the leaders at Sites 3 and 4. Sheididn't tend to

cover material again or review information and she encouraged the parents

to help each other in solving problems.

3. Social Interaction ,

The primary kfnd of interaction was leader to group, leader to parent

and parent to leader. That is, most of the parentstended to ask the

, leader for problem resolution rather than ask the otter parents. And the

leader tended to.come up with the answers rather-than redirecting the solu-

tion to the other parents. However, because the group wai comfortable, in

the lastztwo sessions; the parent's ivere beginning to address their remarks

to other parents. These parents didn't know dach other and the leader
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didn't play games

away, so that the

or make an effort to let them talk to each other, right

4 .

loossning up of shyness didn't occur until the last two

. .

sessions.

4. Content of Packav

The leadir kept the discussion on discipline techniques and problems

related t scipline. There wen a number of problems brought up by the

parents that w re rela d to.discipline techniques. The leader tended to'
;

bring the discussion back if it went astray; for instance, one parent .

started a discussion on how to toilet train a child because it came up in

the game in the Rewards session,,and the leader cut off the conversation.

A number of problemthat the parents discussed in the pre- and post-interview

did not emerge in the sessions.

Site 2

ale

1. Leadership Techni9ue 1

f

The training package was part of a child development class at a community

college so that the physical structure of the package was pre-determined. The

leader viewea the Rackage AS A "module" in her course'and tiatdd it in that

manner. She stood at the front of the group, although she did allow the group

to gather around in a circle which she would loin on occasion. She used the

blackboard to write information, despite the objections of the "students"

(parents) who couldn't see -it. She would "correct" parents if they gave the:

wrong answer or didn't get the point; she would assign parents to small groups;

she would call on a parent to give an appropriate answer in order to get them to

stop talking with.a companion. In the' beginning,she didn't let the parents

_introduce ,each other, as prescribed by the package as an "ice-breaker." kiVer-

all, her technique was almost wholly pedagogical. To encourage the.non-talkers,
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she would call om them to recite the corret answer. As discontent became

more evident, she allowed the parents to talk about topics unrelated to the

content.

2. Leadership Role

She viewed her role exclusively as information-giver. Not once during

the four sessions was a parents' personal problem discussgd.or elicited.

Only in the la§t session,when one parent talked about her child's temper .

iantrums in a humorous way.and it was obvious the other Oarents were interested

dfd she let the parents discuss their problems. There were many problems

in the pre- and post-interview that never emerged in the sessions. In fact,

it would have been difficult for the interviewers to have any daea base for

the pai'enting model or discipline techniques of the parents had they had to

rely only on daia gathered during the sessions.
.

The leader took her role as information-giver so seriously that she would

concentrate on each point in the flip chart (none of the other leaders did

this), going over point by point each of the five or six points in each

technique for each example. It is ironic that her leadership method focused

so precisely and thoroughly on the content and yet'she-had the least impact.

The parents reacted to the leader by making a marked distinction between

bthavior.among themselves which consisted of joking, laughing and giving each

other support ("jiving") and,behavior with the tlacher whictCwat feeding

back the "proper" answer ("fronting"). Of high prioriti to the parents was

` maintaining rapport with group mgbers through quick repartee, witty comments,

gossiping and maintaining an image of being "cool." 'The message came across

clearly; the relationship With the teacher was one Of game-playing4 "pretend_

to be interested in,leening with the teacher." ThelivIni behavior clearly'

marked,the boundaries' of the pretense.
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Social Interaction

There was a tremendous amount of parent-parent teraction of the various

cliq that developed;'all of this interaction was tirelated to the actions-

of the leader or the content of the package; and in fact it went on simulta-,

neously much to the distress of the leader. The leader's.relationship to the

parents was.calling upon theefor answers-which were gi'Ven somewhat -reluctantly.

During the last two sessions, the parents began to expresvopen disagreement

with the leader's, statements and also began to express their own .opintons.

This was the.only session where there was a genuine and heated debate among

the parents over the defjnitions of disciplinb and punishment. The parents'

personalities emer4ed and, their "fronting" behavior droppid as they entered

into a genuine exchange among each other. This happened at .the last session

where the discontent with Ihe package's sirallicity became a tppic of conversation.

4. Content of Package

' The leader made a point of covering in minute detafl all the content of

the package. .She didn't allow unrelated discussion to occur until the last

ses,sion, where a parent was allowed to discuss her problem, whereythere was

heated argument among the parents about differencei in child rearing techniques

(emerging along ethnic lines,. Chfcano vs. Black) andcwhere there was open dis-

cussion on the merfts of the package.

Site 3

1. Leadership Technique -

The leader was well trained in small group dynamics. She was the most

innovative of all the leaders insofaras she introduced new materials.

At each session, she started out.with a "stroking" game and .ended up With

one. The parents seemed to like Vie games which facilitated rapport among

the parents. The leader frequently redirected questions to her back to
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her back to the parents, and participation was 100%. She never corrected

a.parent, she played down her "authority," 'and ihe continually ''stroked"

the parents during the discussion.

2. Leadership Role

She viewed her role primarily as problem solver and the information of

a

the package was played down. At least one-half of the timegin each session

was spent in discussing problems end many problems that had'hot emerged in

the pre-interview emerged during the workshapThe leader remarked later thal

this Was'one of the best Parent training sessiohs she had.conducted. All

the parents felt comfortable with each other and listened ihtently.to each

other's comments.- The leader began to take more *rid more a bacit-seat as the

parents began to converse more with each other. Toward the endolhe parents

were asking for advice from each other as much as from the leader.. This

workshop most closely resumbled a group therapy style and4contrasted greatly

with Site 2, despite the fact that the leader in this workshop was tpe co-

;Fader in Site 2.

3. Social Interaction

The rapport among the parents was high, to the point thit the interviewers

, were completed accepted as one of the.group.1 The stroking games facilitated

this because it required that the ParedIE Say something personal about each

of the other parents at each sessfen. At first, some ofAthe parencs felt

awkwardo.but it served its purpqse. The pirents began to open up,to the,

group and to each other. At (me poilt, one of the shyest parents, a young 18

year old mother in the'llth grade, mitried to a man-with a 9 year old son, '

began an incredible monologue that lasted.about 20 minutes in which she spoke

of her struggle with her stepson only 9 years.younger than she, the lack of
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support from_hr husband. _Her elocident monologue mesmerized the, parents

into silence. At the endi the parents gave her verbal support. In the

.... post-interview, she ileported positive changes with her stepson and husband.

a

4. Content of Package

The leader,let it be known that she viewed'the content of the package

as-a-starting point for discussion of participants' personal experigtes.

The leader actively Airected the conversation to the parents' experiences--;

Site 4

.1

1. Leadership lechnigue

The leader was well-trained in small group dynamics and she used a number t

of techniques to encourage the parents to talk. She knew each parent

personally,and a number of the parents knew each other, so she did not have

difficulWgetting the parents to participate. There was complete.participa-

tion by all parents. The leader played down het "authority" and would redirect

inquirteS to her as the leader in Site 3 did. ,

2. Leadership Role t.

6

She viewed her role primarily as problem-solver, and the package was a

vehicle for getting the.parents to talk about what they were interested in..

She viewed the package as a way of focusing on parenting problems. She more

than any of the other leaders, allowed the parents to stray from the /topic

cif conversation. The parents in this session talked about th energy crisisi

where to put vieir children in day care, piloblems of remarr agetletc. At

the same time, almost every parertt had an opportunity.to_talk-aboutmft:

discipline problems they were experiehcing. The leader encouraged the

parents to participate in each parent's solution of the problem.
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3. Social Interaction I.

The primary social interaction was parents wtp other parents, and' the

lea& with'inAividual parents: She onli# addressed the group when she was

going through vie flip chart initially and she would get through that as

, quickly as possible. The leaders at Sites 1, 3, and 4 underplayed their

role asInformation iiver, even when it was part of the structure of the,
-

package. There was lively exchange among the parents in offering advice to

each other. Mowever, the support and rapport that occurred in Site 3 was not

so evident in this site. Some parents openly expressed disagreement with a

child rearing practice of another parent. At this point, the leader would

mediate the disagreements.

4. Content of Package

The leadee made no distinction between related and unrelated discussioh.

She allowed discussions totrun as long as they wanted, and much of the time

-was spent in unrelat iscussion. Despite this, the parents in this site'

v

did not experience any less impact than at other sites. It would appear that

it is not what is discussed and how much time is spent in discussing it as

how much the parent is encouraged to particJpate. At tilis site, the parents

focused a great deal or their own feelings. 416
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APPENDIX 0

RANGE OF EFFECTS* BY PARENT, PARENTING MODEL AND.SITE .

. -TECHNIQUES

Listenin

ittinri
Limits Rewards

.8+- 0 0

0 8+ 8+
0 B-
B+ 0
A+ . 8+ 0
B+ 0 0
8+ 0 8+

1A/4B 3B 28

A+ C4/' 0
.
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.SITE 3
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.
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0 .0 0
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. 0 . B+
O. 0 0
B+" . 0

2A/ 38 1A/3B . .1A7B

CHAME
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B-

6
B-
,B-

0

B-

B-

58

0

0
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8+ 0 0 8+
.8+ 0

.

0
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0
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0 0
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APPENDIX D

RANGE OF EFFECTS* BY PARENT, PA6NTING MODEL AND SITE

-1

Parent
Model

COLD
Behavior

. TOTAL CHANGE
Attitude Behavior Total

N.PAIIINT

Discipline
Role

Other
Change

-Cont.
. 0 13+ 11+-,

-Othe'r

8+ 0 6 6

0 B+ A+ 0 2 3 5
0 0 0 0 0 3 "3.---,.

0 0 0 B-4- 0 3 3
0 A+ 0 b 2 1 3
0 '0 C. 13+ 0 3 3
0 0 A+ 8+ 2 5 7
0 1A/29 2A/lb 46 6 25 31

.

0 0 0 0 2 1 3
0 Neg. 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 '0 0 0 1 1

0 Neg. 0 0 1 0 '1

0
.

0 0 0 0 4 4
0 13+ 0 0 2 2 4
0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 8-1- 0 3 3
0

,

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 A+/A+ 0 0, 1 3 5
0 2A/18 0 0 7 16 23.

0 0 0 0 0 2 2
0 0 0 0 1 2 3

0 0 0 0 1 1 \ 2

8+ 0 '0 dr-B+ 1 5
,

6
0 A+/A+ B+ B+ 6
0 0 0 B+

.3

0 3 3
18 LA 19 3B 6 19 25

A+ 0 0 8+ 4 1 5

B+ B+ 0 0 0 3 3
0 0 A+ 8+ 2 4 6
0 0 A+ B+ 3 3 6

% 0 B+ 0 0 2 2 4
0 , 8+ 0 8+ 3 3 6

1A/18 8 2A 4B 14 16 30

*Am Attitudinal Change
B- Behavioral Change
41- = Change (more/less)
0 = No Change
Neg. = Negative reaction (not coded as change)
Impact Score m Highest possible 6.10

Lowest possible 5.0
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OBJECTIVE SEVEN: To plan and conduct a pre-marketing p gram designed to
facilitate the commercial reproductii and publishing of
fifteen (15) multimedia training pa ages.

With concurrende from NIE and guideline information, Project PRIMO

planned and conducted a pre-marketing program (publisher's alert regarding .

the possible Commercial publication of 15 multimedia training packages (MMTPs)

which were developed and tested at SUL. The overall goal was to get these

materials widely marketed to programs, organizations, agencies and institu-

tions who could (benefit from their use.

A formal request for proposals (RFP) was drafted and revised for mailing

to, potential commeecial publishers. NIE-guidelines were used tn the prepara-

tion process. These guidelines had been obtained earlier by PRIMO from the

NIE office of Mort Bachrach, concurrent with the RFP preparation, PRIMO:also

Prepared a list of potential commerciai publishers to which the document would

lled. These publishers were identified from two in sources: (1) the

PMIC list of publishers, and (2) those found in the Ed ational Marketer Yellaw

Tages-j--1977% -The basic criteria _for choosing those pub ishers,who were to

receive RFP infarmation.was their capability of produci g audiovisual or

mediated materials. This was especially important sin each of the MMTPs

contains such kinds of items. Equally important was t inclusions of those

producers.who had bilingual/bicultural capabilities.

On July 3, 1979, PRIMO sent letters of inquiry to 333 potential.publishers.

The letter described thematerta4&that were available and..requested a ri

I

turned'form be sent to us if,there was interest. July 25, 1979 was the dead -'

\-14h-Ffor returning the interest forms. A total of( 26 Oublishers returded

forms which indicated an interest in the materials. Twenty-eight (28) letters
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were returned because certain publishing companies had moved leavfh no

forwarding address. There was a total of twenty-two (22) fOrms returned

which ibdiCated no interest in further pursuit of publication possibilities.

T BLE 16SUMMARY OF RESPON U:L HER .LERT INVIT.TIONS

Total
# Mailed

Interested
'Returns '

Non-Interest-
ed Returns

Moved Unaccount-
ed For*

A333 28 22 . 28
.

255

*There was no response at all from these publishers.

The Publisher's" Alert was held on AugUst 17, 1979. -The session-listed

all morning.. Materials were examined and queries from representatives'

were.discussed. Upon completion of the Publisher's Alert, detailed RFP

information was provided to seventeen 117) Publishers. October 15 1979

was stated'akthe'dat# for publi4hers to make a formal response to the RFP.

Followup calls to potential publishers revealed that several needed more

time to complete their responses. Altogether, PRIMO staff was able to.
_

thit -5-6publfOrs were goTng ispqnd.

Upon receipt of the expected RFP.s from Publishers, negotiations will

get underway to select and finali;e MMtP publi!;hing arrangements.

OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS

K.

Results from the Vasious parent education activities that-PRIMOhasN

engaged in during the past eighteen (18) monthso.have led to the generbtion

of ideas which expand upon activities just completed and provide implications

for work in areas thAt are new but logical extensions of these same activities.

ITIMO has concluded that much research service and development.in the field

still remains to be done. Such efforts can-be of Value to present/future.

parent education progrim effOrts planners, policy makers and other endeavors
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which are affected or influenced by pareht educition. Much of what is being

. done in the area .of parent education still remains scatpred, uncoordin^ated,

poorly communicated and under, used. As PRIMO merges into the Southwest

Parent Educaticn Relourci Center, it proposes to conduct activities that will

Thelp-reciticelEe problem areas previously mentioned. In addition, it hopes .

that outcomes from such Activities can feed into,efforis dealing with the home-

community-school thrust. -0

As.a means of accomp ishing this, the following recommendations are

p offered as indications o future work considerations:

1. that research and development be undertaken which explores methods..

'of fusing parent elucation knowledge and skills Mo, the prepara-

tion of public'school teachers,.especially at the pre,relementary

school levels; and based upon these findings ttrategies/materials be

developed to facilitate this process.

2. that research be undertaken to examine the relationships betweet

2

partfht-r-repFtErThie ertYi c ld-reari ng

behaviors.

3. that gfforts be undertaken to further develop and increase the use

of networks/linkages'between and-among parent education programs.

that research be undertaken whith attempts46 examine the relation....

ship between, the relevance ofactivities 9ffered b y parent educi-

tion programs and the emerging chanjes in parent roles and family

structures.

that research be undertaken and then service made available which
7

increases the capacity of.parent,education programs in identlfying,

selecting and utilizing.Information, materials and resourcemesis-

ttnce more effectively; ultimately the goal,would:be to make parent
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education programs more interdependent on external assistance rather

than dependent as they are at present.

The embarkment upon these'activities along with others which may be gen-

erated from such undertakings will assist in,making the Southwest Parent Edu-

7 .

cation Resource Center a viable eny with respect t enhancing parent

education efforts in the SEM. region and hopefully the nation'.
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